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AN ACCOUNT

OF THE

ASTRONOMICAL DISCOVERIES

o»

KEPLER, &'c.

AS the discoveries of Kepler have contributed

more tlian all other causes to raise the science

of astronomy to its present state of improvement,

they not only deserve full and particular explica-

tion, but also all the circumstances which led to

them, and even the mistakes committed in their

prosecution, become interesting objects ofcuriosity.

It is a just observation of his, that we not only

pardon Columbus and the Portuguese navigators,

for relating their errors ; the former in the disco-

very of America, and the latter in the circumnavi-

gation of Africa; but should be deprived of much
instruction and satisfaction if those errors were
omitted. My principal intention, therefore, in the

present publication, is to give a more full and par-

ticular account of Kepler's discoveries, than any to

be found in the usual systems, or the general his-

tories of Astronomy ; and to extract the account
from his own investigations. These are chiefly con-

tained in his Commentary on the Motions of Mars;
and I have often regretted that a work, containing

B such



3 Astronomical discoveries

such invaluable discoveries, should not be morft

generally and distinctly known. This work claims

attention for another reason, that it exhibited, even
prior to the publication of Bacon's Novum Orga-
num, a more perfect example, than perhaps ever

was given, of legitimate connection between theory
and experiment ; of experiments suggested by
theory, and of theory submitted without preju-

dice to the test and decision of experiments. But,

in order to form a just estimate of those disco-

veries, nay, perhaps, a distinct conception of the

investigations by which they were produced, \t

seemed absolutely necessary to prefix an account
of the more ancient astronomical theories, and of

the principal phenomena which they were con-
trived and supposed to explain.

CHAP. I.

Of the prmc'ipal Motions and InequaUties of ths

Celestial Bodies,

1. In the contemplation of the heavens, the at'

tcntion of mankind must have been first attracted by

the splendor, and configurations of the celestial bo-

dies, and the constant diurnal revolution in which

they seem in general to partake. They all appear

to be placed in the vast concave surface of the

ethereal expanse, at eq.ual distances from the spec-

tator's eye, and indeed from the earth itself; for

no change of the spectator's situation, upon tho

surface of the earth, is found to produce any gene-

ral and sensible change on their relative positions.

It was concluded, therefore, that this expanse was
a sphere, of which the earth is the centre ; and of

such
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such immense magnitude, that the earth, in com- First mo-

parison with it, was to be considered only as a sin- tion.ordi-

gle point : and, by the constant rotation of this imjon/^

"

expanse upon its axis, the whole phenomena of the

diurnal revolution, called the first motion, were

explained.

2. But in attendino; to the circumstances of the

diurnal revolution, it was discovered that seven of

the celestial bodies, to wit, the Sun, the Moon,
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn,

though constantly carried round the earth in the

course of the diurnal revolution, neither described

their circles with the same accuracy as the rest,

nor in the same precise portion of time. On mark-
ing the points of the horizon, where on any parti-

cular day they rose and set, they were always found
after some interval to rise and set at different

points, more to the north, or to the south : and,

in the same manner, the points where they crossed

the meridian were also observed to vary, though
within certain limits ; and their transits over it to

be made at unequal distances, both from the zenith

and from either pole. Those diurnal circles were
seldom great circles of the sphere : they were ra- Peculiar

ther a perpetual spiral than a series of circles, and motions of

resembled a thread regularly wound about a cylin-
^^^1 todies]

der, and continually passing and re-passing be-

tween its extremities. One of the most early dis-

tinctions, made among the celestial bodies, was
actually taken from the different velocities with
which they performed their diurnal revolution.

The stars, afterwards called fixed, were considered

as the swiftest of all : the Sun, Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, were conceived to move
with somewhat less rapidity : and the Moon was

B '1 reckoned



A ASTRONOMICAL DISCOVERIES

reckoned the slowest of all, as taking the longest

time to complete her diurnal circle.

3. Though the fixed stars, therefore, as they

\*ere never seen to change their positions, either

with respect to one another, or with respect to the

poles of the equator and the horizon, appeared to

have no motio-n except the first and simple one
produced by the diurnal revolution of the starry

sphere, it was evident that the sun, the moon, and
the planets, were subjected to peculiar motions of

their own. To explain these, the ancients supposed

every one of those bodies to be placed in a great

circle of a separate and peculiar sphere, having

different poles from those of the diurnal sphere,

and revolving on a different axis : and^ as each

©f these great circles intersected the equator, and

declined from it ta the north and south, it ne-

cessarily followed, that those seven bodies de-

w^Hcuion^^'"^^^
also from the equator, and were generally

by means lound in somc of the smaller circles of the diurnal
of peculiar gp[,gj,g . and thou^h partakinp- of the diurnal re-
spheres. i ,• . . r i

•

volution, yet on account ot their own }3roper mo-
tions, or rather the proper motions of the spheres

in which they were fixed, thsy did not complete

their diurnal circles in the same precise time which

the diurnal revolution required. In^ consequence

of thus appropriating to each planet a sphere of

its own,- and to each sphere a motion jx^culiar to

itself, new notions concerning the velocities of the

celestial bodies were adopted, the reverse of what

had formerly prevailed. The moon, which before

vi^as regarded as the slc^vest of all, was now reckon-

ed by far the most rapid ; the sun and the planets

were supposed to perform their peculiar revolutions

more slowly ; and the other celestial bodies, v/hich

bad been esleemed the swiftest, were now consi-

dered
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dered as absolutely fixed ; since they were found

to be destitute of every motion except the diurnal

revolution.

4. This separation of the peculiar motions of the

sun, moon, and planets from the general diurnal

revolution, vi-'as an important step in the progress of

astronomy; for it banished the perplexing spirals in

which those bodies seemed to move, and subjected

their motions to more accurate examination. But
the difficulties which this examination presented

were as great, and the irregularities as inexplicable,

as when the peculiar motions were confounded
with the general diurnal revolution : and the na-

t-ural difficulty was increased by the false maxims
connected with the very low state of physical know-
ledge. It was established among the ancients as a

sacred and inviolable principle, that all the celes-

tial motions must be uniform and circular: and lusufficl-

the great object to which they applied themselves cxp{j°aV^^

in all their theories, was to delineate the circles, tion.

and compositions of circles, by which, motions,

apparently irregular, might be resolved into such

as were circular and uniform. Though therefore

the distinguishing between the motion peculiar to

the sphere of each planet, and the diurnal revolu-

tion common to the whole heavens, rendered the

ancient spirals unnecessary, and seemed at first

happily to account for the observed appearances ;

yet, on more close examination, the irregularities

which presented themselves, could not be explain-

ed by a supposition so simple, and other contriv-

ances were required to represent them.

5. The irregularities of the motion of the sun
were indeed less striking than those of the moon
end planets, but they were equally real. For,

B 3 though
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though the equinoctial points, that is, the points

where the echptic, or the sun's peculiar great cir-

cle intersects the plane of the equator, were dia-

metrically opposite, the sun employs 187 days in

passing from the vernal to the autumnal equinox ;

whereas, in describing the opposite semi-circle of

the ecliptic, from the autumnal equinox to the

vernal, he employs no more than J 78 : and, in like

manner, though the solstitial points are in the

plane of a circle perpendicular to that which joins

the equinoctial points, the interval between the

vernal equinox and the summer solstice, consists

of g4| days, whereas the interval between that

solstice and the autumnal equinox, consists ofonly

g2| days. The sun, therefore, in the two first of
Inequality thesc intervals, must proceed in his orbit more

motions. slowIy than in the two last. Nor is it only by ob-

servations at the distance of several months, but

also from the observations of almost every day, that

the inequality of the solar motions may be rendered

evident. By the returns of the sun to the same
equinoctial point, and especially by the comparison

of two such returns as remote as possible from each

other, it has been found that the time, in which
he performs his annual revolution of 36o°, consists

of 360 d. 5 h. 4g' 8" ; and consequently that his

motion for one day ought to be through an arch

of 59' 8^'. If his motion, therefore, were perfectly

uniform, all that would be necessary to find his

place in the ecliptic, or his longitude from Aries,

on any given day, would be to multiply the num-
ber of days elapsed, from his passing that equinoc-

tial point, by 59' 8". But, if we compare the mean
or uniform longitudes thus deduced, with the lon-

gitudes obtained by daily and actual observation,

we shall find the sun's place in the ecliptic some-

times more advanced by nearly two degrees than

it
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it ought to be, on the supposition of uniform mo-
lion, and at other times left as far behind. In

fact, the sun's actual rate of motion is never found

equal to the mean rate, except in two nearly op-

posite points of his orbit ; whereas in two other

opposite points, distinguished by the name of the

apsides, at the distance of 90° from these, and in

a line passing through the centre of the earth, it

is in the one slower than the mean rate, and in

the other swifter ; and in both the retardation and
acceleration are at their maximum,

6. It was also discovered by Hipparchus, from

a comparison of his own observations with the

more ancient ones of Timochares, that the inter-

sections of the ecliptic with the equator were not

fixed, but variable points ; and that they had a

motion westwards, in an opposite direction to the

solar motion : for it appeared by this comparison,

that the sun returned sooner to either of the equi-

noctial points than to any particular star in the

ecliptic ; and, by similar comparisons of ancient

observations with modern ones, it hiis been ascer-

tained, that if a -fixed star had coincided with one
of the equinoctial points at the sun's setting out

from it, be will, at his next return to the same
equinox, fall short of the star 50". 33. This retro-

grade motion of the equinoctial points is called the

precession of the equinoxes ; and it was found to pro- Precession

duce variations in the longitudes, the right ascen- ofthecqui-

sions, and the declinations of all the fixed stars. It moTin of

has also been discovered, by a like comparison of t'^e solar

ancient and modern observations, that the solar ^P"'^"*

apsides are not fixed points in the ecliptic, but
moveable in a contrary direction to the motion of
the equinoxes ; for the points, of both the greatest

and the least differences between the mean and
B 4 true
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true places of the sun, are found to have advanced

more than a whole sign in longitude beyond theif

positions, in the days of Hipparchus and Ptolemy:

and, according to the most accurate determina-

tions, the arch through which they move annually,

consists of about 60". 5. Thus, three kinds of solar

revolutions came to be distinguished ; the tropical,

to the equinoctial or solstitial points, consisting of

365 d. 5 h. 49'. 8", which brings back the seasons

in their order, and is properly called the year ; the

sidereal, to any particular star or point of the

ecliptic, consisting of 365 d. 6 h. 9' 34"; and the

anomalistical, to either of the apsides, bringing

back all the solar equations in their order, and con-

sisting of 365 d. 6 h, 15' 20''.

7. As all the phenomena of the moon were more
striking to common observers than those of the

sun, her irregularities were also more various and

perplexing. In order to discover their laws and

progress, it was necessary, in the same manner as

with respect to the sun, to determine her mean
rate of motion ; that, by a comparison with this as

a standard, her variations from it might be ascer-

tained. But the determination was a matter of

the greatest difficulty. It is probable that the at-

tention of astronomers was first turned to her sy-

nodical revolutions, or those which she makes with

respect to the sun, and which bring back all her

various phases or changes of appearance. The de-

termination, however, of the mean duration of

these was so difficult, that for a long time little

more seems to have been known concerning it,

than that it consisted of about igl days ;
and

when Meton, an Athenian, in the year 430 be-

fore the Christian a^ra, discovered, or more pro-

bably learned from oriental astronomers, that the

moon
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moon performed 235 syiiodlcal revolutions in the

time of 19 tropical revolutions of the sun ; the dis-

covery, though imperfect, was considered as so im- Golden

portant, that it was publicly fixed up in letters of '^"™ber,

gold in the principal cities of Greece -, and the

period, or cycle of I9 years, has thence been dis-

tinguished by the name of the golden number.

In this synodical reyolution the moon moves
through more than 360" of longitude in the zo-

diac ; for, during the continuance of it, the sun

advances about 29° in the ecliptic, and therefore

her motion in longitude must be made through

889 degrees, before she can return to her conjunc-

tion with him. Her tropical revolution, therefore,

with respect to any particular point of the zodiac,

and her synodical revolution, are to each other

nearly as 36o to 389 ; but, by means of Meton's
cycle, or perhaps some other still less perfect, the

mean time of both, and consequently the mean
motion of the moon in longitude, for any particular

portion of time, was in some manner, however im-
perfectly, obtained.

8. This determination, however, of the moon's
vinean motion in longitude, though imperfect, was
sufficient to demonstrate, that her real motion was
unequal : for it was found that, if her mean and
true places had at any lime coincided, in about 7
days after they generally differed 5 or 6 degrees ;

in about 14 days they again coincided ; in 21 days
they again differed 5 or 6 degrees in a contrary di-

^

rection ; and, in 2/ days, and something more
than an half, they again coincided as at first. It

appeared therefore, that there were two opposite Inequality

points of the lunar orbit, afterwards called aiisides ^^ ^''•''

as in the solar orbit, in which the diftcrences be- tloninlon-

tween the moon's mean and real places disappeared ;
gi^uda

and
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and two others, at equal distances from either of
these, in which they came to their greatest amount

:

so that, in the one semicircle, the velocity was in-

creasing from its least to its mean, and then to its

greatest rate ; and, in the other, decreasing in a

reversed ordei*, though in the same proportion. To
ascertain the period of those inequalities, the an-

cients employed lunar eclipses, the observations of

them being the only ones in which the place of the

mcon was not deranged by parallax : and, if in

any two eclipses the motions of the moon had been
found equal and of the same kind, either increas-

ing in velocity, or decreasing, they considered this

as a proof, that in both she occupied the same
point of her orbit, or was in the same degree of

anomaly. Consequently, they vi^ere enabled, by
their records of her retardations and accelerations^

to compute hov/ many repetitions of those inequa-

lities had been made in the interval, or how many
revolutions the moon had made with respect to

the apsides of her orbit: and their conclusions

were confirmed, if two other eclipses could be
found, whose interval was the same, where the

moon's motions were also equal, but in the oppo-

site simicircle of anomaly, with the velocity de-

creasing, as in the former it had been increasing,

Hipparchus accordingly found two such pairs of

eclipses, at the interval of 126,007 days, and 1

hour, during which he computed the moon to have

performed 4267 synodical revolutions, and 46 1*2

tropical revohitions, wanting 7° 30' ; while the re-

turns of the inequality now mentioned, that is,

the revolutions in the orbit were 4573. It be-

came evident, therefore, that the returns of this

inequality had neither any connection with the

synodical revolution, (because in 4267 lunations,

the moon had returned to the same degree of ano-

maly
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iTialy 4573 times) ; nor with the tropical revolu-

tion, fbccause during those 4573 revolutions of

anomaly, she had been nearly 46 12 times in the

same degree of longitude). The lunar apsides,

therefore, were variable, and not fixed points in

the zodiac, and appeared to advance, during every

lunation, about 3 degrees in longitude, so as in

9 years to complete the circuit ot the heavens:

and if the greatest difference between the mean
and true places of the moon had happened, that

is, if the greatest equation of 5 or 6 degrees had
been applied, in one lunation, at any particular

point of longitude, it was not applicable in the

next lunation at the same point, but at one about
3^ more advanced. By this investigation also of

liipparchus, a new cycle for calculating the lunar

motions was discovered, namely, that in 251 luna-

tions the moon performs iGg revolutions of ano-

maly : for the ratio of 4267 to 4573, is the same
with that of 251 to 269.

9. It was likewise discovered, chiefly by the

observation of lunar eclipses, that, as the ecliptic

intersects the equator, so the lunar orbit inter-

sects the ecliptic in two opposite points, called

nodes ; and that these opposite points are, like

the apsides, variable, though in a contrary di-

rection, in their longitude. For it was only in

the nodes that the moon was seen to be without

latitude; in all the other points of her orbit she

was found to be either on the north, or on the

south of the ecliptic; till, at the distance of QO^
from the nodes, her latitude, or deviation from the

ecliptic, amounted to degrees: and, since in

lunar eclipses she must always be very near one or

other of the nodes, it appeared that she was not
involved in the shadow of the earth, at the same

constant
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Mot"i»nof constant points of the zodiac. The position of tlie

the moon's j^odgg^ therefore, was variable ; and their motion

became also evident from her occultations of stars

situated in the ecliptic. When an occultation of

such stars, as for example, of Regulus, happens,

the moon is certainly in one of the nodes : but, as

m something less than 5 years, she is seen to pass

5 degrees to the north or the south of Regulus;
and as this is the greatest latitude at which she is

known to arrive, she must have departed from the

node to the distance of C)0 degrees. To determine

the rate and direction of the motion of the nodes,

Hipparchus compared all the lunar eclipses which

had been observed from the times of the Chaldean

astronomers to his own, and found that, in 5458
lunations, the moon had been in the same node

5923 times. By the same comparison another

cycle was discovered of great importance in the

calcuilation of lunar eclipses: for, in 223 lunations,

that is, in 18 years and 10 days, th€ moon had

made 242 revolutions to the same node, 241 and
10^ 40' more to the same degree of longitude, and

239 to the same degree of anomaly : so that while

the anomalistical revolution was longer than the

tropical, and consequently the apsides were con-

tinually advancing in the ecliptic, the revolution

in latitude, or to the nodes, was shorter ; and the

motion of these points therefore retrograde.

10. Modern astronomers, possessing many ad-

vantages above the ancients, for determining the

mean times of the various lunar revolutions, have

accordingly applied themselves to this subject with

the greatest care. D. Cassini, for example, com-
pared a lunar eclipse, recorded by Ptolemy to have

been observed at Babylon 720 years before the

Christian asra, with an eclipse observed by himself

iu
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in the year of that aera 1717. The Chaldean
edipse, he finds, must have happened at Paris on
the igth of March, at 6 h. 48', O. S ; and his

own was observed there, on the 9th of September,

at 6 h. 1'.
, The moon's longitude in the former

was 5 s. 21° IT', and in the latter 11 s. 27° 34';

and the interval consists of 890,288 days, wanting

46 minutes. In this interval he calculated, that

the moon had performed 32,585 revolutions to the

same point of longitude, and 6 s. 6° 7' more ; and
consequently, dividing the interval by the number
of revolutions, that the mean time of every one
was 27 d. 7 h. 43' 5". But, as there might be

some uncertainty about the number of the revolu-

tions, and the omission of one in so long a period

would not produce a difference of above one minute

in the length of eacl), he also made comparisons

between less distant eclipses, and by these estab-

lished his conclusion. The moon's mean diurnal Meantro-

motion, therefore, in longitude, accordinsf to D. f ^.^^
''^'[°"

Cassmi, IS 13° 10' 35" ; and multiplymg this by the moon.

365^, he found her annual motion ; and this pro-

duct again by 100, her secular motion ; that is,

the remainders of both, after subtracting the com-
plete revolutions. By still later investigations of the

same kind, the tropical revolution, at the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century, is found to be per-

formed in 27 d. 7 h. 43' 4''.648 ; and consequently

the mean diurnal motion in longitude, to be
13° 10' 35".02847, and the mean secular motion

10 s. 7° 53' 35^
From the time of a tropical revolution thus Sidereal re.

ascertained, that of a sidereal one is easily inferred ;

solution,

for, in 27 d. 7 h. 43' 4".648, the equinoctial points

move in precession through 4." of longitude ; and
as the moon's mean motion in 1 hour is through
32' 5()". 458; she will employ 7" of time in moving

through
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through 4". The time, therefore, of a mean side-

real revolution of the moon, in the 18th century^

is 27 d. 7h. 43' il'^648.

From the same investigation, the time will also

easily follow of a mean synodical revolution. For
the times of the mean tropical revolutions of the

sun and moon are given, and the arches they de-

scribe are inversely as the times. Let / be the time

of a tropical revolution of the moon, and T that of

the sun ; and let the arch described by the sun, in

Syrodical the time of a synodical revolution, be called x, and
rtvoiution. consequently that described by the moon in the

same time 360° -\- x. Since, therefore, T : / ::

360 4- X : X, we shall have T — fit:: 300 : x ;'

and this arch therefore will be found : and, since

the time of the moon's tropical revolution, or of

describing 36o°, is given, the Vv'hole time of de-

scribing 360^ -{- X Vk'ill be found to consist of

29 d. 12 h. 44' 2''.8291.

The time, again, of an anomalistical revolution

is, in the same manner, determined by comparisons

between the places occupied by the a[)sides, in ages

distant from one another. By observing the points

where the moon's mean and true places coincide,

the longitude of the apsis is given ; for it is, in

these circumstances, the same with the longitude

of the moon: and, from the nature of the lunar

motion about the time of the observation, it may
always be distinguished, whether the apsis under

Anomaiis- Consideration be the apogee, or the perigee. Or
jicai revo- the place of either apsis may be more accurately

found, by observing the points of longitude where

the greatest equations of contrary hinds, or, in ge-

neral, where any two equal equations of contrary

kinds take place, because the apsides are situated

precisely in the middle between them. To these

means of discovering the position of the apsides^

the
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the moderns add observations of the lunar diame-

ter ; for, as its apparent magnitude varies between

the two extremes of 29' 3d', and 33' 30", the moon
is evidently in the apogee in the former case, and
in the perigee in the latter. Accordingly, by the

comparison of such places, the apsides were found

to perform their revolution with respect to either

of the equinoctial points, in 3231 d. 8h. 24^ 57".6;
and with respect to any particular star, in 3232 d.

11 h. 14' 31'^: so that their mean diurnal motion

towards the former is 6' 4l".069S15, and towards

the latter 6' 40".931992 ; and the time of the ano-

malistical revolution is 27 d. 13 h. 18' 34.".022.

Finally, the places of the nodes were determined Revolutia

by observations of the moon's latitude, especially «f the

in eclipses ; and, by like comparisons between "° '^^'

them, they are found to perform their retrograde

revolution, with respect to the equinoctial points,

in 6798 d. 4 h. 52' 52" ; so that the time of the

moon's revolution, with respect to the nodes, con-

sists of 27 d. 5 h. 5' 49". 1709.

Thus, no less than five kinds of lunar revolutions

came to be distinguished, the tropical, which brings

back the moon to the same longitude ; the sidereal,

which brings her back to the longitude of some
particular star ; the synodical, in which she goes

through all her varieties of phasis, and returns to

her conjunction with the sun ; the anomalistical,

in which she returns to the apogee of her orbit,

and during which, the inequality above mentioned
performs its course ; and her revolution to either

of the nodes, which brings back her whole varie-

ties of latitude.

II. The greatest amount of the inequality hi-

therto spoken of, and called the equation of the

orbit, the first inequality, and the hiaqtiaUtas so-

luta,
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luta, was fixed by Hipparchus and Ptolemy, at

6^ 1' : and, while the attention of astronomers was
principally turned to lunar eclipses, no other had
been distinguished, at least accurately ascertained.

But when armilLe were employed to observe the

moon in other situations, and especially when the

observations were made in the meridian, in order

to avoid the errors in longitude produced by pa-

rallax, a second inequality was discovered, which
was connected, not with the anomalistical, but

with the synodical revolution of the moon ; dis-

appearing in conjunctions and oppositions, and
coming to its greatest amount in quadratures.

What was most perplexing about this second in-

equality was, that it did not return in every quad-
rature ; but though, in some, it amounted to 2° SQ',

and increased the first inequality to 7° 40', in other

Second In-
quadratures it totally disappeared. This extraor-

cquaiity of dinary increase of the first inequality, in certain
the moon, quadratures, had been established by Hipparchus;

cvection. and Ptolemy happily succeeded in determining its

laws and progress : and, by these celebrated astro-

nomers, the mean amount of both was fixed with

singular precision, at 6° 20". Modern astronomers

reckon it at 6^ IS' 2>qJ' . The name of the cvection

was given to this second inequality; and as the

former being unconnected with the synodical revo-

lution was called the imcqnaVuas soluta, so this,

being connected with it, was termed the iuiequa-

iilas aJhgata.

12. As the first inequality came to be discovered

in consequence of determining the general mean
motion of the moon in longitude (JO); and, after

the application of the first equation, the diti-erencc

which still remained between her true and calcu-

lated places, produced the discovery of the second ;

so
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SO the (lifFerence, which Tycho Brahe, in conse-

quence of the extensive range and superior accu-

racy of his observations, continued to find between

those phices, discovered to him a third lunar ine- Third in-

quahty. This was, like the second, connected oMh'e^vV

vvith the synodical revolution, and he termed it riation,

the variation. He found that the moon, in passing

from the quadratures to the syzigies, was always

more accelerated than the first and second equa-

tions represented, and, irom the syzigies to the

quadratures, more retarded; and that this variation

came to its greatest amount in the octants, that is

at the diflance of 45° from either syzigy. The
greatcft amount of this variation, now fixed at

37' 4", he reckoned to be 40' 30".

13. The same illustrious astronomer discovered

a fourth inequality of the lunar motion in longi-

tude. It was not connected, like the former, with

any of the lunar revolutions, but depended upon
the annual, or more properly, upon the anomaiis- Fourth in-

>• 1 1 • r \ I • J 1 1
equalitVjOf

tical revolution of the sun: and it took place at annuaie-

any time of the lunation without distinction, and i"-^^^^'-

in any point of the moon's anomaly. When the

sun was in his apogee, the motion of the moon was
found to be quicker, tl:an what was represented

alter the application of all the equations now men-
tioned ; and flower when the sun was in his pe-

rigee. Another equation therefore upon this ac-

count was necessary, and it was named the annual

equation. Its greateft amount, which T. Brahe
reckoned at 9' 56", is now fixed at 1 1' 49".

14. T. Brahe also discovered, by means ofsimple

observation, that the inclination of the lunar orbit

to the ecliptic was variable, and that the motion
of the nodes was not equable. For he found that

C the
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Inequali- the greatest latitudes of the moon, in conjunctions

tiuide.
^ ''i"^ oppositions, did not exceed 4° 58' 30'; whereas,

in quadratures, they increased to 5° 17' 30": and
that, though there was no sensible difference, in

conjunctions and oppositions, between the mean
and true places of the node, the ditlerence, in other

cases, rose to 1°46'; and produced, in the neigh-

bourhood of the node_, a difference of 12' betweeu

the observed and the calculated latitudes. (A)

15. The peculiar motions and mcqunlities of

the planets were not less perplexing than those of

the moon. They all, like the sun, seem to de-

scribe orbits round the earth, and the gcncr;il di-

rection of their peculiar motions is tVoni west to

east, among the stars of the zodiac. But this ge-

neral direction is affected by several remarkable

interruptions. It is not with an uniform progress,

but after a variety of successive doublings and vi-

cissitudes, that they complete their periodical re-

volutions through the heavens. After continuing
Motions to advance for a considerable time in their course,

netV"^^^' according to the order of the sigfis, they gradually

slacken their pace and become entirely stationary:

then, after remaining for some time stationary,

they begin to move in the opposite direction, from

east to west: and they do not return to their pro-

gressive course, till, having described their retro-

grade arches, they become stationary a second

time. Those interruptions and vicissitudes were

long objects of the greatest admiration, not only in

themselves, but likewise on account of their appa-

rent dependence upon the sun. In certain confi-

gurations of the sun with the several planets and

the earth, every planet is seen to be arrested in its

course, as by some superior influence to that which

usually conducted it. and then necessitated to re-

turn
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turn backwards through some part of its former

track. The motions also of all the planets are

slower, in describing their retrograde arches, and
their apparent magnitudes greater, than when their

course is progressive : but the description of the

retrograde arches' is attended with this remarknble

difference, that in the nnd<lle of them Mercury
and Venus are always found in conjunction with

the sun, and Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn always in

opposition. In the middle again of their progres-

sive arches, all the five ai'e in conjunction : and,

in the orbits of Venus and Mercury, this is called

their superior conjunction.

16. it is in the interval between two successive

oppositions of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn to the

sun, or of their conjunctions with him; and be-

tween two successive conjunctions, of the same
kind, of the sun with Mercury and Venus; that

all the vicissitudes now mentioned take place : that

is, they return and perform their coarse in every

synodical revolution. The interval, for example,

between two successive superior conjunctions of

Mercury, consists of about 115 days; during 93
of which the planet's motion is progressive, and
during the remaining 21 or '22 it is retrograde: for,

from the superior conjunction, this planet proceeds pirtlni.

for about 46 days in the same direction with the'^'''y°^

sun, though with greater velocity, to its greatest '^^^^^Y*

elongation or digression from him, which varies

from 17° 36' to 28° 30'; and then at^ter becoming for

about half a day stationary, it begins its retrograde

motion and continues retrograde, till it has not

only reached its interior conjunction with the sun,

but till it has attained a second elongation, in a

contrary direction to the former, and is now left

behind the sun. After this second elonp-ation,

C 2 which
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which is very seldom equal to the first, the planet

becomes for about half a clay stationary ; and then

begins a second time to proceed in the same di-

rection with the sun, till, after about 46 days m.orc,

it returns to its superior conjunction. In this

manner, with a continual repetition of such varia-

tions, is Mercury always seen from the earthy to

make his progress through the zodiac : and as he

never departs farther from the sun than between
17° 36' and 28° 30', the intervals of his mean re-

turns to the same longitude must consist each of

a solar year. The progress of the planet Venus is

attended with similar irregularities. The synodical

revolution of this planet is performed in nearly

684 days. During 542 of these her motion is pro-

gressive, and quicker than that of the sun: for,

from an elongation, varying between 44^^ 5/^, and
of Venus, ^yo ^q'^ ^q ^j^e westward of the sun, she not only

overtakes him in the superior conjunction, but also

gets beyond the place he occupies, and attains^ to

a like elongation to the eastward: in the firll of

which circumstances she is called the morning

star, and in the last, the evening star. She then

becomes stationary for about 36 hours, when her

retrograde motion begins ; and it continues till,

after passing the inferior conjunction, she becomes
again stationary at her greatest western elongation.

As this planet is likewise retained as an attendant

upon the sun, it is obvious that her mean returns

to the same point of longitude must be also made
in the time of a solar revolution ; and that her re-

volution through the zodiac must be performed

sooner than the return of all the vicissitudes now
described.

17. A synodical revolution of the planet Mars i*

performed in about 780 days, and during 707 of

these
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these his motion is progressive, and in general

more rapid than that of the sun. From an elon-

gation of about 134° to the weftward of the sun,

he not only comes up with the sun in the con-

junction, but passes beyond the conjunction, and
attains to a similar eastern elongation. In this

configuration he is, as it were, arrested in his

course, becomes for two days stationary, and then

seems to be drawn backward to the opposition.

This retrograde motion continues for about 73
days, and through an arch from 10 to 18 degrees

;

till after the opposition the planet is found to the

westward of the sun, and before the renewal of its

progressive course bcsomcs stationary a second

time. The period necessary for the return of all

these vicissitudes is longer than the period of the

planet's revolution in the zodiac : for this is perform-

ed in 686 days. The apparent motions and irregu-

larities of Jupiter and Saturn are similar to those ^"'^ °^*'^^

TAT • 11,1 1 • r luuciioi"

Gt Mars, exceptmg only that the completion or pi.uiets.

their vicissitudes takes ut) less time than their re-

volution in the zodiac. The mean synodical re-

volution of the former employs 398 days, in 120 ot

which the planet's motion is retrograde, through

an arch of about 10 degrees; his stations continue

about 4 days each, and they happen when his elon-

gations from the sun arise to 1 15°. The synodical

revolution again of Saturn employs 37S days, in

138 of which his motion is retrograde, through an

arch of 6 or 7 degrees, and each of his stations

continues about 8 days. To these it may be added,

that the synodical revolutions of the planet disco-

vered by Hcrschel are performed in about 370
days, that its retrograde motion continues about
]4'2 days, through an arch of 4°, and that each of

its stations continues about 1 1 days.

C 3 18. But
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18 But it was not cnongh to know tlint all the

vicissitudes now described return and complete

their course, in the time of a synodical revolution;

for it was equally necessary to obtain the motion

of the planets in the zodiac separate from all those

synodieal derangements: and, that this might be

accomplished, the ancients endeavoured to compare
their motions with the sun's mean progress on the

ecliptic, as a standard which was not affected by
any inequality. In makmg the comparison with

respect to LVlars, Jupiter, and Saturn, called the

superior planets, they turned their attention chiefly

to their oppositions; as being not only the points

in which they were mod observable, but in which
also they were thought to occupy the same places

in the zodiac, as if they had not been subjected to

any synodieal vicissitudes. By a comparison of

such oppositions it was discovered that these vicis-

situtles were not the only irregularities to which

the superior planets were subjected ; but that their

progressive motions in the zodiac were also, like

those of the sun and moon, inequable in themselves.

The mean returns of those planets to their oj)p(^si-

tions were made, as has been said, in the following

intervals, of Mars in 779 d. 22 h. 28' 0,6", of Ju-

piter in 39s d. 21 h. 15' 44". 6, and of Saturn in

3/8 d. 2 h. 8' 7''.8. But the real oppositions to

the mean place of the sun seldom, or never, re-

turned in these intervals, and very seldom after any
other cqifal intervals: and the points where they

took place were veiy seldom at equal distances in

the zu)diac. The oppositions, for example, ot Ju-
piter, as they retnrrj a mofl every year, and this

planet perturnis its revolution round the zodiac in

ileal ly 12 years, ought to happen at the distance of

about one sign from one another. But when Jupiter

is
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is in the neighbourhood of Libra, they happen at a First and

less distance; and, in the neiehbourhood of Aries,
^^'^^'<|.'"-

^
] . r •

equalities

at a greater. His motion therefore, abstracting of the

from all consideration of his occasional accelera- Planets,

tions and retrogradations, is evidently subject to

another inequality, and of a different kind: and his

progress in one part of his orbit is slower than in

another. This, altliough probably the latest in

being discovered, was called the first inequality,

and, as it had no dependence upon the synodical

revolution, \he irhequahtas soluta. The other, more
striking one, whose returns always keep pace with

the synodical revolution, was called the second ine-

quality, and the hhequaUlas alJigala.

IQ. In order then to discover the course and
law of the iiist inequality, in any planetary orbit,

it was necessary to find the mean motion of the

planet, or the time which it employs in performing

its revolution in the zodiac: for, in the same
manner as in the cases of the sun and moon, the

comparison of the real place, observed at any time
when it was divested of the second inequalitv, with

the calculated mean place, would give the corre-

spondent first inequality, or thew the points where
it disappeared. The inoft effc61ual method tor

'

this ]Hirpose w?s, in the orbits of the fuperior

planets, to employ the same oppositions by which
this inequality was at first discovered: only taking •

care to choose the most distant ones which might
he found. This v/as necessary upon two accounts;

first, of the errors which might be supposed to

have been committed in observation; and secondly,

of the still more important errors which might
arise from the observations having been made in

dif^'erent, or oj^pc-site, degrees of anomaly. For
these errors^ even the hist of them, unless where

C 4 the
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the inequality was very great, by being thus distri-

buted among a very great number of revolutions,

would disappear. But a previously necessary step

was to approxiuiate to the time of a revolution, by

a comparison of less distant oppositions: for, till

this was nearly found, it could not be known bow
many revolutions had been perlonmed in the in-

terval.

D. Cassini's procedure, in determining the mean
motions of Saturn, will serve as an example. First,

to approximate to the time of a revolution, he

compared together the three oppositions, of the

l6lh of September 1701, at 2 h. O'; of the lOth of

September 1730, at 12 h. 27'; and of the 23d of

September 173 1, at 15 h, 3 l'. The observed lon-

gitude of the planet, in the first of these opposi-

tions, was 11 s. 23° 21' 16"; in the second, 11 s.

17° 53' bl''^\ and in the third, Os 0^ 30' 50". The
interval between the first and second consists of

29 years, of which seven are bissextile, wanting

5 d. 13 h. 33'; and between the second and third,

of 378 d. 3 h, 24': and the difference of the two
first longitudes is 5° 27' 19'', and of the two last

Meanmo.
^ 2° 36' 53'^ Therefore to find the time in which

tion or Sa- f> , -n i -i i ^ / //

turn baturn will describe the 5^ 27 IQ necessary to

complete his circle; that is, to bring him to the

same point of longitude which he occupied at the

first opposition; he had this analogy, 12° 36' 53":

5° 27' ig": : 378 d. 3 h. 24': l63 d. 12 h. 4 1'. By
adding this quantity therefore to the first interval,

he had, for a first approximation to the time of a

tropical revolution of Saturn, 29 y. 164 d. 23 h. 8':

whence the mean annual motion of the planet is

found to be 12° 13' 23'''.8'; and the mean diurnal

motion 2'o''.4()6.

Next, to determine the time of a revolution

more accurately, he employed an ancient obscrv;i-

tiou
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tion made at Babylon, on the 24th of the month
Tybi, in the 51yth year of the sera of Nabonassar,

and which time he fonnd to be the 1st of March,

in the '2'28th year before the christian aera, accord-

ing to the Juhan calendar. In this observation,

Saturn, when in opposition to the sun, was in con-

junction with the star marked y in the south

shoulder of Virgo; and Cassini computes that this

conjunction took place at h. on the meridiaij

of Babylon, or at 3 h. on the meridian of Paris.

Hence he concludes, by taking into the account

the precession of the equinoxes, that, in the 228th

year before the christian sera, Saturn was in oppo-

sition on the 2d of March O S. at 1 h. on the me-
ridian of Paris, in 5 s. S"' 25' of longitude. With
this ancient opposition he compares that of Fe-

bruary ] 5^ 1714, at 8 h. 15', in 5 s. 7° 56' 46^' of

longitude; and that of February 28, l/it), at

1 6 h. 55' in 5 s. 21° 3' 14". The interval between

the first and second oppositions consists of lC)43y.

105 d. 7 h. 15' ; and in the second the planet

wanted 25' l-i" to complete its circle. The interval

again between the two last is 378 d. 8 h. 40', and
the difference of their longitudes is 13^ 0' 28^'.

Therefore 13° 6' 28^': 28' iV': : 378 d. 8 h. 40':

J3 d. 14 h.; and consequently 13 d. 14 h. added to

the first interval, gives I943 y. II8 d. 21 h. 15' for

the period which brings Saturn to the point of lon-

gitude which he occupied in the first opposition.

Dividing this period by 29 y. l(J4d. 23 h. 8', the

approximate time before found of a tropical revolu-

tion, il appeared that the planet had performed 66
6uch revolutions in IQiS y. 118 d. 21 h, 15': so

that the mean time of each was 2Qy. idz d. 4 h. 27',

and the planet's mean annual motion in longitude

12° 13 35'.233.

The same astronomer endeavoured; by a like pro-

cedure.
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ccdurc, to determine the mean motion of Jupiter,
cf Jupiter,Xo approximate to this he first employed the mo-

dern oppositions of 1699, 17 JO, 1711, which gave

for the time of a revolution lly. 313d, l6h.34';

secondly, those of 1672, 1731, 1732, which gave

11 y. 315 d. 7 h. 13'; and thirdly, those of 1(320,

and 1703, which gave 11 y. 315 d. 11 h. 25': a

mean of which is 11 y. 314.d. IQh. 47'. Then.,

for a more accurate determination, he compared
Ptolemy's oppositions, first of the year 133 vi^ith

those of 1698 and 1699; secondly, of the year

136 with that of 1713; and thirdly that of 13/
with the opposition of 1714. The results for the

time of a tiopical revolution of Jupiter were 11 y.

315 d. 11 h. 25'; 11 y. 315 d. 17 h. 6'; and 11 y.

315 d. 16 h. 32'. A mean of these is 11 y. 315 d.

14 h. 36=4-130 d. 14 h. 3()': and consequently

the mean annual motion of Jupiter in longitude is

30= 20' 31''. 83, and his mean diurnal motion
4'59'\
By similar researches, first from modern obser-

vations, and secondly from a comparison of these

with the ancient oppositions of Ptolemy, in the

years 130, 135, and 13Q, he found the time

and of o{ a tropical revolution of Mars to consist of
Mats. 6s6d. 22 h. 18'; his mean annual motion in lon-

gitude to be () s. 11^17'0".5; and his mean di-

urnal !notion to be 3i''26": and care was taken,

in all these comparisons, to associate the opposi-

tions, where it was found, by a previous knowledge

of the theories of those jjlancts, that the planet was
nearly in the same degree ot anomaly: and spe-

cial regard was had to such as were at a conside-

rable distance tVom the apsides.

Sidereal qq ^he timcs of thc mean sidereal revolutions

tio.is. 01 the planets are, on account ot the precession ot

the
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the equinoxes, longer than those of the tropical re-

volulions. According to the determinations of D.
Cassini and Halley, they are, for Saturn, 29 y.

174 d. 6 h. 35' 2&'—\07ogd. 6 h. 3(3' 26"; for

Jupiter, 4332 d. 12 h. 20' 25"; and for Mars,

OsOd. 23 h. 27' 30".

21. When, by researches of this kind, the an-

cients had determined the mean motions of those

three planets, they were enabled to compare toge-

ther the mean with the observed places, and conse-

quently to find their differences By following the

course of such differences through all parts of the

zodiac, thev perceived that, in the same manner
as in the orbits of the sun and moon, there were

two opposite points, or apsides, of every planetary

orbit, in which the differences entirely disappeared,

and two other Ojjposiie points, in the middle be-

tween the former, where they came to their greatest

amount, though in different directions: for, in

the one seinicircic, the mean place alwavs preceded

the true, and in the opposite scfnicircle, it was al-

ways Icfl as far behind. The motions therefore of Enuations

the su[)erior planets, as viewed from the earth, were ot i!ie

evidently unequal, independently of their annual """^•

vicissitudes; and equations were necessary m their

orbits as well as in those of the sun and moon.
These were called the equations of the centre; and,

in the orbit of Saturn, they were, found to arise to

&' 30'; iu that of Jupiter to 5^' 30'; and of Mars
to 10^ 3g'.

22. The motions of Venus and Mercury, called

the inferior j/umets, differed in two essential cir-

cumstances from those of the su['erior. For, as

has been seen, the general proj^ress of the superior

planets in their orbits, and the tunes of their revo-

lutions,
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Jutions, had no dependence upon the revolutions

of the sun; and it was only their stations, accele-

rations, and retrogradations, that were connected

with his positions, and completed their course in

the times of his synodical revolutions. But it was,

on the contrary, the apparent revolutions of Venus
and Mercury in their orbits which were connected

with the sun, for they were performed in the precise

time of the sun's tropical revolution ; and their

stations and other vicissitudes of second inequality

had no dependence on any of his periods. The mean
motions therefore of Venus and Mercury, or their

mean progress in their orbits, were the same with

the mean motion of the sun: and the determina-

tion of it did not require from the ancients such

laborious researches as have been now exemplified.

But, judging their real progress to be unequal, they

found as great difficulty in determining it, as in de-

termining th^ real progress of the superior planets.

For, as the unequal distances of the times and
points of the oppositions shewed the digressions of

the superior planets from the point opposite to the
First me- gun to be unequal, so the visible unequal digrcs-

«/Vemi*s sions of Venus and Mercury from the sun himself,

and Mri-- wcrc supposcd to cvidencc like inequalities in the
^^y- progress of these inferior planets in their orbits :

and, the prejudices ot the ancients in favour of the

perfecl regularity of the celestial motions, not per-

mitting them to believe that these npparent un-

equal digressions were really unecjual, no hypo-

thesis was left to account for their ditFerences, ex-

cept what was founded on the difference of the dis-

tances from the earth at which the digressions were

viewed. Ascribing therefore to the interior planets

inequalities to which they w^ere not subject, they

supposcd the orbits of \'er,us and Mercury
. to have, each of them, an ap'-)gcc, in which the

arches
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arches of tligression, subtending the smallest angle

at the earth, would appear smallest ; a perigee, in

which they appeared greatest; and two other points

in the middle between these apsides, where the

apparent magnitude of those arches would be a

mean between both extremes. The first inequa-

lity therefore of each inferior planet followed as a

necessary consetjuence ; for its apparent vclocit}',

independent of all secondary vicissitudes, would
be always inversely at its distance : and, as in the

})rogress of the pianct from its apogee to its return,

all its first inequalities completed their course, so

the variations of the second inequalities, or greatest

digressions, depended upon the degree of anomaly
which the planet occupied at the time of their

taking place. But though the variations of the

greatest digressions of Venus seemed to agree with

these suppositions, they were not fufficient to ex-

plain the variations of the digressions of Mercury

:

for though his G:reacest dig-ression subtended the

smallest angle at the apogee, the perigee was not

the point of the orbit where it subtended the

greatest angle ; and the angle which it subtended

was found, or at least believed, to be the greatest,

at two points on either side of the perigee, aiui

£iO° distant from it.

23. As the stations and other vicissitudes of
second inequality of the inferior planets had no
connection with any of the solar periods, it was a

business of equal importance, to deterujine their

laws and progress, as to determine the motions in

the orbits. The inferior planets, as has bsen said,

are never in opposition ; their conjunctions, till

telescopes were invented, were all invisible ; their

stations were not instantaneous; and_, from their

nearness, especially that of Mercury, to the sun,

iili
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all the observntlons of them were made ncnr the

horizon, and were therefore preearions and doiibt-

fu! rhe only method, therefore, wliieh remained

to the ancients, was to find two observations of

either of those planets, as distant as possible from

each other, in which the planet was both in the

same degree of longitude in the zodiac, and at the

same distance in the same direction from the mcaii

place of the sun : for its returns to the same point

of loni_-iiude shewed that it bad perfornied round
the e irlh a certain number of revoKitio is in the

zu hac, and its returns lo the same chstancc fvoin

the sun shewed that it had also completed a ecr-

Second In- tain Mumhcr of rcvokiiions of second inequality:
equality,

^j^^ ^j-^^ nuinbcr ot both being supposed to have

been, either observed during the interval, or known
by o^hcr means, ihe times in wdiich each was per-

formed were consequently given. Accordingly,

it was found in this manner by Ilipparchus, that

in 8 years, wanting 2d. D h.>^3, there had been

five returns of all the vicissitudes ot the second in-

equality ot Venus ; so that the mean time of each

consisied of 583 d. 22 h.; and that in4()y. id.

Oh. 1 5', the second inequalili/s of Mercury had

returned 145 times, so that every one of his mean
synodical revolutions employed about 1 15 days.

^5. The ancients also found that the same cqu-

tions, between the mean and true places of the

Motion of p''T"ets, did not continue to be applicable in the

the planet- samc poiuts of lougitudc, and that therefore their

tides'^"
apsides were not tixed points in the zodiac, but
moveablcjlikc those of the sun and moon, according

to the order of the signs. But they considered the

motions of all as equal, and the same ii; quantity

with the precession ot the equinojies.

25. As
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l2o. As all the great circles, in which the piraiets

pel forrnecl their peculiar motions, were early known
to be distinct from the equator, so it was also soon

discovered that neither did they coincide with

the solar orbit, or ecliptic; but that they were all

inclined to it in different angles, and intersected it

in opposite points, called, as in the lunar orbit,

nodes. It was only at these nodes that any planet Nodes of

was ever seen in the ecliptic: land at all the other !.f."'^*

points of their orbits they were observed to have

latitude, north or south, according to the passage

of the planet through the ascending or descending

node. The latitudes were also seen to be extremely-

variable, yet not so as to exceed the limits of the

zodiac. These intersections of the planetary orbits-

with the ecliptic, afforded another method of deter-

mining the times of their revolutions, and conse- i

quently of finding their mean motions. For, if a

planet has been observed in two successive passages

through the same node, the interval, if the node
has no motion, is evidently the time of its tropical

revolution: and, if the node has any motion, it

must be added to the motion of the planet, or sub-

tracted from it.

CHAP.
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CHAP. II.

Of the more Ancient Theories and Vlanetary Systems,

and especially of the Ptolemaic System.

26. n|~^HE purpose intended in all systems was

_J_ to give a just representation of the dif-

ferent phenomena of the celestial bodies, and espe-

cially to explain the causes and laws of those incqu-

lities in their motions, which observation from time

to time discovered. When these motions were so

perplexed, and apparently irregular, as has been

seen in the foregoing account, it is evident that the

expHcation of them was an attempt of the greatest

difficulty ; and that, instead of its being surprising

that the ancients were unsuccessful in it, the inge-

nuity which was capable of reducing them .to any

settled rules w hatever, is entitled to our higheft

praise. The natural difficulty of accounting for so

many complicated appearances was also increased

by physical prejudices; and by this in particular,

that all the celestial motions, notwithstanding their

apparent irregularity, were perfectly circular and

uniform. A circular motion was considered as not

only the most perfect of all motions, and therefore

the only one suited to the nature of such divine and

perfect beings as the stars were conceived to be; but

also as the only motion which they could perform

without extrinsic violence. Hie great object there-

fore of the ancients in all their systems was, as has

been formerly mentioned, to delineate the circles,

andcompositionsof circles, by means of which ail the

apparently unequal motions of the celestial bodies

might
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might be resolved into such as were regular and

uniform.

27. The most celebrated of the ancient systems

appears to have been invented by Apollonius, not

long after Aristotle ; and, though it takes its name
and received m.-my improvements from Ptolemy, to

have been carnt;(l to its perfection chiefly by Hip-

parchus. In this system the earth- is supposed to

be immoveably fixed in the centre of the starry

sphere, and round the earth all the motions, both

diurnal and periodical, of the celestial bodies are

represented to be performed. The order, in which

those bodies, or rather the spheres in which tliey

move, are arranged in it, is the following. The Ptolemalt

lowest of all the spheres, or the least distant from ^)*^'^" •

the earth, was that of the moon : and this place was

justly assigned to it, both on account of the occul-

tationsby the moon of all the celestial bodies which

she encounters in her progress through the zodiac,

and because she is more than any other deranged

by the diurnal parallax. The sphere of Mercury
was placed next to the moon. Then followed

those of Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Sa-

turn, in the order now enumerated; and beyond
Saturn the sphere of the fixed stars was placed, at

a distance so immense, that no change of the ob-

server's situation upon the earth made any change
on the relative positions of the bodies situated in

it, and to its semidiametcr the semidiameter of

the earth had no sensible proportion. This sphere Eighth

was called the eiehth, or ih^-pr'nfium mohile-, it^P^'"^°''
•r 1 1111 1

pnmum
uniformly revolved round the earth, from east to mobile,

west, in 24 sidereal, or in 23 h. 56^4''.0t)8 mean
solar hours; and, in its revolution, all the inferior

orbits were supposed to partake, with degrees of

velocity modified by their respective periodical re-

D volutions
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volutions in directions nearly opposite. But tins

system was not implicitly received by all the an-

cients, nor does it appear upon what principles all

its parts were formed. Many objections were made,
especially to the arrangement of Venus and Mer-
cury: and Geber of Seville, in particular, an Ara-
bian astronomer, remarks that in this part Ptolemy
had directly contradicted his own doctrines and
observations: for, though he supposed the diurnal

])an!llaxcs of Venus and Mercury to be insensible,

and the sun to have a parallax of 2' 5l", he not-

withstanding placed them below the sun; and so

far below him, that the parallax of Venus ought
sometimes to arise to 3', and of Mercury to no less

than 7'. Geber also adduces, as an argument
against the arrangement of Ptolemy, a circumstance

in which that arrangement was not really in fault,

and which the modern invention of telescopes

would have turned into a presumption in its favour.

For he demonstrates, from the latitudes of Venus
and Mercury, that these two planets ought to be

frequently seen passing over the solar di;,k; and

as no such phenomenon had ever been observed,

he infers that there was strong reason to suspect

the theory t6 be false. It was probably on account

of these and similar difficulties, that another sys-

tem was formed, which received its denomination

from Plato, and seems never to have been destitute

of illustrious adherents. In it the sun was placed

next to the moon, after him Venus, and next Mer-
cury; in other respects it agreed with the Ptolc-

Plnton'ic iTiaic. Much regard was also at all times paid to

^i"n sfs^/'
the ancient Egyptian system; in which Venus and

terns. Mercury were supposed to be satellites^ or attend-

ants upon the sun, and to revolve round him ccn-

tinui'liy, while he perfornied his annual revolution

round the earth. Among the disciples of this

system
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system were Vitruvius, Martianus Capella, Macro-
biuSjBede, &c. if not Plato himself.

28. Though some philosophers, especially Anax«

agoras and Democritiis, taught that the celestial

bodies moved in spaces void of all resistance, their

doctrine, as it assigned no physical causes of the

celestial motions, was never prevalent among astro-

nomers. The current opinion was, that those bo-

dies were fixed in transparent solid spheres, to

which motions were communicated, from some
original power or cause, by mechanical operations:

and, it being likewise an inviolable maxim that all Rise of the

the celestial motions were perfectly regular and cir-
t^h^^^^^y

'"*^

cular, these two principles seem to have given rise

to the first and most ancient method of accounting

for the observed inequalities, and to which the

name of the concentric theory was given. For
when the same sphere, or the same great circle of

it, in which any moveable celestial body was plac-

ed, could not admit of all the motions peculiar to

that body, another subordinate one, like a smaller

wheel moving upon the circumference of a greater,

with different and even contrary motions, was
supposed to be adapted to it: and the body was
conceived to be placed in the circumference of this

subordinate sphere or circle, and to be carried round
by its motion on its axis. A subordinate sphere

or circlcj which thus moved in the circumference

of a large one, was called an epicycle; and the

larger one, on which it moved, was called its defe-

rent. By means of an epicycle, one motion ap-

parently irregular, was resolved into two that were
circular and uniform: and when the observed mo-
tion was so irregular and complicated, as not to be
represented by one epicycle, there was no other

expedient but to super-add more. In short, the

D 2 whole
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whole celestial physics of the ancients hinged on
two principles, supposed to be unquestionable

j

first, that all the celestial motions were ])erfectly

circular; and secondly^ that they were really uni-

form, when referred to their proper centres: and
when an ancient astronomer had investigated the

circles and epicycles which seemed best to agree

with his observations, he rested satisfied that ha
had divined the true system of nature.

29. The representation made by this concentric

theory of the solar inequalities in longitude, was
as follows. Let C (fig. J.) be the centre both of

the earth and of the circle FBD; and let HGK be

a smaller circle^ called an epicycle, whose cente B
moves uniformly in the circumference FBD, from

" west to cast, or hi consequeniia^ while the sun moves
also uniformly, and with the same velocity in the

circumference of the epicycle, in antecedejitiaxw the
Concentric upper part, but hi conseqiieiitia in the lower. If the
to ar iieo-

^^.^^^<^ Q ^1^ ^{-j^ cpicyclc, called its apogee, as being

most distant from the earth, be sup[)oscd, at the

beginning of the anomalistical revolution, to be

placed in the point A of CF produced ; and if,

when it comes to G, the arch GH be taken similar

to FB, the point H will be the place of the sun

when the centre of the epicycle has moved from

F to B. If then in CF, to w'hich BH is parallel,

we take CEzrBH, and on E as a centre with the

distance EArzCF describe the circle AH P, the

sun would be seen from E to move in this circle

equably; tor the angle AEH is equal to the angle

FCB: but seen from C, the cenlre of the carih,

he will appear to move in it incquably; for the

angle ACH, in the first semicircle of anomaly,

that is, in the passage of the sun from A to P, is

always less than AEH or FCB; and his true

place
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place H will be less advanced in longitude than

bis mean place B. When, again, the centre ot ihe

epicycle, or the mean pince of the sun, having de-

scribed a semicircle, shall have come to D, the sun

having also described a seniicirclc of the epicycle,

will be found in P, the ficrigee of the orbit AMP, Apogee

and his mean and true phices B and H will be seen
g^'e/"^'^*

from C to coincide, as they did in A, the apogee.

But in the sun's passage from P to A, that is in the

second semicircle of anomaly, his true place H, as

seen from C, will be always more advanced in lon-

gitude than hismean place B: for, in this sen)i-

circle, the angle PCFI is always greater than PEH,
or DCB. the angle EHC, or ECU, which is

the difference between the mean and true places

of the sun, is called the equation of the orbit: as Equnrlon

being that quantity which added to the true [do. o^'^'ieoibit.

lion ACH of the planet in its orbit AHP in the

first semicircle of anomaly, and subtracted from it

in the opposite semicircle, will render it equal to

the mean motion AEH, or FCB: and it is evident

that this equation, or ditTercnee, will be greatest in

N or M, where the centre B of the epicycle is C^O"^

distant from either apsis. Any lines drawn from
deferent.

E, the centre of the orbit AHP, to the true place

of the sun in H, and from C the centre of the

earth and of the deferent FBD to the mean place

of the sun in B, are equally called the line of the

mean motion of the sun; because these lines are

ahvays parallel, and mark the same point in the

zodiac: and any line drawn from C to the true

place of the sun is the line of the sun's true mo-
tion,

30. It was thus that the ancients originally pro-

ceeded in their representation of the solar inequa-

lities, and the representation seemed to be suffi-

D 3 ciently
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eicntlv justified by observation: at least, till the

days ot T. Brahe, no observations had been made
with sufficient accuracy to subject it to suspicion.

Their success also, while no lunar inequality ex-
• cept the simple anomalisticai one '.vas discovered,

was equal in the application of the same concentric

theory to the motions of the moon: and having',

in two cases, thus successfully, by means of one
N^ subordinate sphere or epicycle, reconciled apparent

inequality of motion with real uniformity, it was

natural to suppose that other inequalities, though

more various and complicated, might be explained

in a similar mtmncr, and required only the addi-

tion of other epicycles. The same method of pro-

cedure therefore was cotiiinued, and every new
inequality which observation discovered, was ac-

counted for by a new sphere or epicycle producing

it, till the whole number employed in the system

amounted to 34. Aristotle, on narrower exami-

nation, found these insufficient, and adiled to them
22: but flill they were deemed insufficient ; and
the number was at last increased to 72. But
though it was not till long after the days of Aris-

totle, that the theory was carried to such a degree

of extravagance, the multiplication of epicycles

rendered it, even in his time, almost as intricate

and complex as the appearances which it was in-

tended to explain. Some examples of this kind

will occur on the revival of it by Copernicus and
1'. Brahe: and when Hipparchus and Ptolemy in-

roduced eccentric orbits, and by means of them
somewhat diminished the multiplicity of the spheres

employed by their predecessors, they were thought

lo do a signal service to astronomy.

3 1 . The manner in which Hipparchus explained

the solar incQualilics, iu hiS eccentric theory, was

to
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to this purpose. Let O ffig. 2.) be the centre of

the earth and of the starry sphere. Let BCD E be

the eclipilc, or great circle in the pimiun mobile in

which the sun secn)S to perform his annual revolu-

tions; and, in the same plane, but on n different

centre Z, let the cij-clc ALP be described. 1 his

is the circle, or orbit, in which the sun is supposed

actually to mov^e, and to describe round its centre

equal arches or angles in equal times: or rather,

he is supposed to be carried round by the e(juable

motion of the circle itself; which, because its

centre is not occupied by the earth, is called an

cxcentric circle. It is evident, in this representa- Ex-cenulc

tion, that if the earth were placed in Z, a spectator ^"'^'" ^'^"•°'

on it would perceive the sun, since he is supposed

to move uniformly in the cxcentric, to move also

uniformly in the ecliptic. But the earth is placed

in O, at the distance OZ from the centre of the

cxcentric; and therefore, when his motions are

referred to the ecliptic by a spectator in O, thty

must appear unequal. Vv'hen, for example, he de-

paiis from A the apogee of the cxcentric, and
comes to K, he would be seen from Z in tlie point

R of the ecliptic; but from O, the centre of the

earth, he is seen in C, a point less advanced in lon-

gitude. On the contrary, when he departs from

P, the perigee of the cxcentric, and comes to N,
his place in the ecliptic, as seen from Z, is the

point V; but seen from O it is the point F, more
advanced in longitude than V'. Any line, as ZK,
drawn from the centre of the excentic to the sun,

or any parallel to it drawn from O, is called the

line of mean miOtion, and determines the mean
anomaly AZK; and any line, as OK, drawn from

the sun to the centre of the earth, is called the line

of true motion, and determines the true anomaly
AOK; and the single OKZ, vihich is thcdttFercncc

D 4 between
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between the mean and true anomalies, is the equa-
tion of the orbit. In the apogee and perigee this

equation vanishes, in the same manner as in the

concentric theory, because there the hues of mean
and true motion coincide; and at the points L, L,

where a perpendicular to the line of apsides, drawn
through O, meets the excentric, it comes to its

greatest amount. Thus, by the single supposition

that the solar orbit was excentric to the earth, flip-

parchus supplied the i)lace of the epicycle added
to the concentric : nor is it difficult to perceive

that the representations, given by both theories of

the solar inequalities, were in their eflects precisely

the same.

32. In both these theories, it is evident that the

inequalities of the sun were considered as purely

optical: and what was principally required was to

find the point O, in the line AP of the apsides, in

which the earth must be situated, in order to give

'to the solar motions the just inequality which ob-

servation required; and to determine the longitude

A of the solar apogee, that is the point B of the

ecliptic to which it is referred from O. Without
finding the just excentricity OZ, the calculated

differences, or equations, between the sun's mean
and true places, would not correspond with the

observed differences: and without discovering the

position of the apogee, the calculated equations,

however accurate, would not be applied in their

proper places. In these investigations the proce-

dure of Hipparchus was as follows.

Let B ([]g. 3.) be the place of the sun at the

vernal equinox, BDan arch of the excentric equal

to his mean motion for g4i days, that is, from the

verrud equinox to the summer solstice (5.), DF an

arch equal to his mean motion for 92 1 days, or

from
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from that, solstice to the autumna] cc^uinox : 'let the

chord BF be drawn, and from D another chord

DEG perpendicular to BF. The point E of the

intersection of these chords is evidently the point

where the earth must be situated : for it is the only

point from which B, D, F, G, can appear at the

distance of QO^ from one another, and as they ap-

pear actually in the heavens.

It was required therefore to determine the ex-

ccntricity EC, or the distance of the poiiit E from

C, the centre of the solar orl)it. Since the arch

BDF of the mean motion, and which the ancients

supposed to be the only real motion of the sun,

from B the vernal to F the autumnal equinox, is

given by means of the annual revolution, and con-

sists of 184° 20; its half BH will eonsist of 92° 10'.

'J'hrough H draw the diameter HC; and, through

C the centre of the orbir, the diameter CK perpen-

dicular to HC, and meeting- DE in L; and join

CE. If from BDj the mean motion for Q4j days,

and =93° Q', we subtract BH— 92° 10', the re-

mainder DH will be found— 50': and if from BH Solar ex-

CCiltl ICKV*
we subtract the quadrant KFI, the remainder BK
will be z:2" !()'. Therefore CLand EL, the sines

of the arches DH, BK, will be given in parts of

CDz=10,000; the former to wnt:r:l72, and the

latter rr:378. Therefore the excentricity EC, being

the hypothenuse of the right-angled triangle ELC,
will be found in the same parts: for EC*3:CL--|-
EL% and therefore EC— 415.

By producing EC to meet the excentric in A
and P, we shall have the line AP of the apsides;

and the longitude of A the apogee will be found Longltiuk

from the same triangle ELC^for CE:EL: :R:
°*"^'^' ^"^*^

sin. ECL-KCA-BEA=(J5°30'. Since B there-
'^'°^''*

fore represents the point of Aries, the place A of

the apogee fell short of the solstitial point D, 24^30',

in

\
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I

in the days of Hipparcbiis. It is now between Q^

and 10° more advanced.

33. When the excentricity and the lonc;itude of
the apsides were thus determined, 'the equations of

the orbit, or the differences between the mean and
true places of the sun, were obtained bv a vc ry

simple trigonometrical computation. For in the

excentric theory, (fig. 2) when this equation comes
to its greatest magnitude, in the points L, L, or

M, M, where perpendiculars to the line of apsides
To cnicu- drawn through O or Z meet the excentric, the ex-

'\lrJL^°' centricitv OZ becomes the tano'ent of the angfle

tioHs. ZMO to the radius of the orbit ZM: and at any
other point K, with the excentricity OZ, the radius

ZK, and the angle KZO the supplen)ent of the

mean anomnly AZK, the equation ZIvO will be
found by the analoev KZ-}-ZO:KZ—ZO : : tan.

I AZK: tan. I(ZOK-^ZKO). The c.^lculation

vili be precisely the same in the concentric theory

if EC betaken in CA, (fig 1.) equal to the radius

o{ the epicycle, that is to the excentricitv OZ,
(fig. 2.) and will produce the same results: and the

excentric theory will be found to difi^'er iVotn the

concentric only in simplicity. It is probably need-

less to observe that the parallels OL and ZM will

mark the same point in the zodiac.

S4. As the first inequality of the moon (8) was

the only one which tor a long time v^'as known to

the ancients, it was, like the solar inequality, re-

presented by either of the theories now described ;

?.nd Hipparchus appears to have used both promis-

cuously. But as the greatest equations of the

moon did not take place in the same fixed points

of the zodiac, but v\ere found to advance about 3^

eastward in every tropical revolution, this peculia-

rity
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rity was arconntcd for, in the cxcentric theory, by Excentric

an orbit AGPH (fig,4.) not fixed .nnd unmoveable [hrmoon**

bke the solar orbit; but moveable upon the point T first ine-

where the centre of the earth is plaeed, and de-
q"^li''«-

scribing with its centre C, round that point, a small

circle Cc. If therefore, in any one revolution,

that orbit had been in the position AGPM, with

the greatest equations EK and FL, it would in the

next tropical revolution come, into the position

a g p h, and the greatest equations would be the

arches ck and fl, equal indeed to the former, but

more advanced in longitude. The effect thus re-

presented was produced by the different durations

of the tropical aiid anomalistical revolutions: for

as the !a;:ter are about five hours longer than the

former, (lO) it must happen that, when the moon
returns to the longitude of the point B, she has not

yet returned to the apogee of her orbit; nor will

she return to it, til! after adv'ancing about 3^ far-^

iher in the zodiac.

35. In the concentric theory of the moon there Concentrle

was no difference from the solar concentric theory, ^^^'^'T o^

, . , , I
, . ^ , • the same

except that m the latter the revolutions or the sun incquali.

in the circumference of the epicycle, and of the t'^*-

centre of the epicycle in the deferent, were made
in times precisely equal; whereas in the former

they were made in unequal times; the moon's re-

volution in the epicycle requiring 'IJ d. J3h. See.

and the revolution of the centre of the epicycle

requiring only 27 d. 7 h. &c. Consequently when
the centre of the epicycle, after a tropical revolu-

tion, returns to its fiist situation in A, (fig. 5.) the

moon has not yet returned to E, the apogee of the

Cpicylc; nor will return to it, till the centre has ad-
vauced in longitude 3° beyond A. The indepen-

dency therelore of the anomalistical revolution

upon
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upon the tropical, and the advanced position of the

. greatest equations in the zodiac, became as evident

on this supposition, as on the tbroicr.

36. What was priiicipally required in these

theories was to ascertain, in the iirst, the ratio ot^

the excentricity, and in the second, that of the se-

midiameter of the epicycle, to the seoiidiamcter of

the orbit; and to investigate the moon's equa-

tions. The procedure in the concentric theory

was to this purpose. Ptolemy had obsci vcd three

lunar echpses; the first in the year 133 of the

christian aera, when the moon was seen in 7 s. 13°

35'; the second in 134, inOs. 25°1()'; and the

third in 136, in 5 s. 1-i^ 5': and Copernicus found

that, in time reckonc(i on the merichan of Cracow,

the first had happened on the 6th of May. at 1 1 h.

15'; and that the interval between the first and
second consisted of 531 d. 23 h. 29'; and, betu'ccn

the second and third, of 502 d. 5 h. 30'. The ap-

Tofir.d.in parent motion, therefore, of the moon in longitude,

thecsncen- jn passiug from 7 s. 13^ Ib^ to Os. 25^ 10 , after

tii'e^semlliV
neglecting the complete revolutions, was I 61^ 55';

of theepi. and, in passing from O s. 25° 10' to 5 s, 14 ° b\ it

^^ ' was 138° 55'. But the mean motion of the moon,
that is, of the centre of the epicycle, known by the

time of her tropical revolutions, was in the first in-

terval, 169° 37', and in the second, 137° 34': -and

her anomalistical motion in the epicycle, being the

difrerence between the mean motion of the moon
and that of her apogee, was also, in the first interval

liO'^21'; and, in the second, Sl° 36'. Let then

ABC (fig. 6.) be the lunar epicycle, and E its

centre revolving i« consequentia round T, the centre

of the earth: and let it be supposed that the first

eclipse was observed in the point A of the epicycle,

a place somewhat more advanced in longitude than

the
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the mean place E or D. Since the first eclipse

was observed in A, it is evident, that, if the moon's

apparent motion in longitude had been, in the first

interval, eqnal to her mean motion, the second

eclipse would have also happened at the point A;
the angle ATE continuing in that case invariable.

But since the moon's apparent motion, in the first

interval, is 7*^ 42' less than the mean, the second

eclipse will not happen in the point A, but in a

point B, less advanced in longitude by 7° 42'': and
the anomalistical arch of 110^ 21^, which she also

described in this interval, she must have described

in antecedenha^ and therefore in the most distant

part of her epicycle, and its position must have

been such as to subtend, at the centre of the earth,

the angle ATB of 7° 42'. In like manner, since

the apparent motion of the moon in longitude is,

in the second interval, greater by ]° 21' than the

mean motion, the third eclipse will not happea at

the same point B with the second, but at a point C
iTiore advanced in longitude than B by 1° 21': and
the moon, when describing in the same interval

the anomalistical arch BC of 81° 36', must have

been descending to the lower part of the epicycle;

and even moving in that lovi'er part; because

the angle BTC of 1° 21' is described in conse-

quentta.

Since then the arch AB is towards the apogee of

the epie3'cle, the line T A, if it be not a tangent to

the epicycle, wilT meet it again in some point F
towards the perigee. Join BF, CF, BC.

In the triangle BFT all the angles are given:

for AFB standing on the arch ABzrl 10^ 21', and
consequently -=.^0° 10' 30^'', is the supplement of

BFT, and BTFz=7° 42'; and therefore the side

FT, in parts of the scmid. of the circumscribing

circle, will be found ==73698, and BF— 13390.

The
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The angles also of the triangle CFT are given $

forCTF=BTF-BTC=6^ 4l'; and AFC the

supplement ofCFT stands on the arch ABCzrlQi"
b7' , and is therefore ™C)5°58' 30''. Therefore FT,
in parts of the scuiicl. of a circle described about

CFTzrgppSO, and CFzr IIO6O; and therefore,

in parts of BF found formerly, CF = 8151. But
in the triangle BFC, the angle BFC, standing on
the arch BC = ST 30', is equal to 4O' 4 8', and
therefore with the sides BF= 133y9 and CF =
8151, the remaining side BC will be found =8980.
But BC beingthe chord of 81° 36^ will be = 130984,
in parts of the semid. of the epicycle = 100000;
and therefore, in like parts, FT = 1072(384, and

CF=1 18637; and consequently the arch CKF of

which it is the chord = 72° 46'' 10^. Consequently,

FHA = CFA—CKF = g5^ 16' 50", and its

chord FA — 147786; and therefore TFA = TF
-f- FA = 1220470. Suppose E the centre o^ the

epicycle found, and the line TED of apsides

drawn: and then, since AT. TF = DT. TK, and

DT. TK -{- K E' =TE-, this square will be given ;

and therefore also TE = 1148558, in parts of

KE= 100000. Therefore in parts ofTE= 100000,

we shall have KE = &706. By the same method
of investigation, Copernicus found, from three

lunar eclipses observed by himself, that TE: KE::
100000:8604.
The semidiameter of the epicycle being deter-

andthee- mined, the equations were thus investigated.—

^

quutions.
p^^^j^^ ^\-^^ Centre E draw EG perpendicular to

AF, and meeting the epicycle m H. Since

TE, TF, and FA are given, in parts of KE
= 100000, GFwill be found, in the same parts

= 73Sy3, and GT= 1146577- Therefore, in

the right-angled triangle TGE, the angle d'EG,
which is measured by the arch KH, will be

found
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found = 86^ 3S' 30"; and consequently its sup-

plement HE D, or the arch HD=Q3°21'' 30':

and since MA = |FA-= 47° 38' lb", the arch

A D of the moon's distance from the apogee, in

the first eclipse, will be = HD—H A = 45° 43'

;

BD the anomaly, in the second eclipse, will be
= BA—AD = (34^ 38'; and CBD the anomaly,

in the third eclipse, will be = CB -{- BD = i 46^

14'. Since also TEG = 86° 38' 30', andTGE
a right angle, the angle GTE or ATD, the equa-

tion at the first eclipse, will be = 3° 22'; at the

second eclipse the equation will be BTD = ATB
—-ATD == 4° 20'; and at the third eclipse the

equation will be CTD = BTD—ETC = 2° 59';

and in the same manner the equations in all other

degrees of anomaly might be derived.

37. In the excentric theory the procedure was"

to this purpose. Let D (fig. 7.) be the excentric

place of the earth in the circle ABC, in the cir-

cumference of which the moon performs her ano-

malisticul revolution ; and A, B, C, the three

eclipses observed from D. Let E be the centre

of the circle; join AD, BD, CD, AE, BE, CE;
produce any of the lines AD, drawn from the

moon to the earth, to meet the circle regain in G;
and join GB, C C. Since all the lunar motions are Tofindthe

supposed to be uniform round the centre E, and ^ !"^
.

. . , . , ihui£S in

their periods given, the anomalistical angles AEB, theexcen-

BEC will be given, for they are equal to the dif- trie theory,

fcrences between the mean motion of the moon,
and the motion of the apogee, in the intervals of

the eclipses. As also the apparent motion of the

moon in these intervals is known by her observed

longitude in each eclipse, the angles ADB, BDC "

are likewise given; for they are equal to the dif-

ferences
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ferences between the motion of the apogee and
the moon's apparent motion. Thus

Moon's mean mot. 1st interval 169*^ 37';

Motion of the apogee 59 16 ;

Therefore A EB 110 21;

Moon's apparent motion l6l^ 55^

Motion of the apogee 59 1(3

and ADB 102 39.

Moon's mean mot. 2d interval 137^34';

Motion of the apogee 55 5S ;

Therefore BE

C

81 36

Moon's apparent motion ISS*^ 55^

Motion of the apogee 55 38

and BDC 82 57

Then 1st, in the triangle DBG, with the given

angles BDG the supplement of ADB, and BGD
the half of AEB, and BD assumed of any detinitc

length, suppose = 200000, DG may be found.

2dly, In the triangle DCG, with DG and the

given angles DGC = ^AEC, and CDG the sup-

ple, of ADC, the side DC may be found. 3dly,

In the triangle BDC, with the sides BD, DC, and

the included angle BDC we may find DBC and
EC. 4thlv, In the isosceles triangle BEC with

BC and BEC we may find BE. 5thly, In the

trimgicEBD, with the sides BD, Bb^, and the

included angle EBD — EBC—DBC, we may find

the exccntricity DE in parts of BD assumed, and

the angle BDE, which is the distance of the moon
from the apogee in the second eclipse. ()thly.

Since
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Since BE is founrl in parts of BD assumed, if we
ninkc BE ==^ 100000, the excentricily ED will be

found in the same parts, and the result will be the

same as in the concentric theory.

38. Though both these theories were equivalent

in their effects, and therefore equally fitted to re-

present the first lunar inequality, yet when the

evcction, or second inequality, came to be consi-

dered, they were insufficient to represent both

combined; and Ptolemy found it necessary to in-

vent another much more complicated. In this

the moon was still supposed to perform her ano-

malistical revolution in the circumference of an

epicycle, but the deferent on which the centre of

that epicyle moved was no longer concentrical,

but excentrical, to the earth; and the epicycle re-

volved on this deferent, in such a manner, as in all

mean conjunctions and oppositions to be always in

its aposfee, and, in all quadratures, in its perigee.

This eftect was produced by two supposed con-

trary motions performed round the centre of the

earth ; to wit, of the epicycle in conseqiuent'ui^ and
of the apsides together with the centre of the de-

ferent 'mantecedent'ia\ and the rates of motion were Ptolemy'.;

guch, that the anpular distances on both sides of *|^^°''y ""^

^ the evtc*
the mean place of the sun were always equal. The tson.

representation of it was thus effected.

Let E. (fig. S.) be the centre of the earth, O the

centre of the deferent AFP supposed to revolve

round E, and to describe with its apogee A the

circle ADCB in the course of one lunation; and
let this circle be divided into four quadrants bv
the perpendicular diameters AC, BD. If at the

time of the mean conjunction in the line EA the

apogee of the deferent be conceived to coincide

with the centre of the epicycle, and, if, for the

E sake
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sak<5 of simplicity, we suppose the sun to continue

in this line during the whole lunation, the conse-

qiienses will be these: C will be the point of the

full moon or opposition, B and D the points of

quadrature, and the apogee A moving in afitece-

jentia (i-Qm the line £A will against the first

quadrature come to D, having described the arch

AD, or angle AED of QO*^, while the centre of

the epicycle GH, by a like motion in consequejitia^

will describe the equal angle AEK. Though there-

fore their angular distance from the sun in EA is

only 90^, they will be diametrically opposite to

each other; that is, the centre of the epicycle will

be in the perigee of the deferent, and the epicycle,

which repreficnts the lunar inequality, being now
at the least distance from the earth, will be seen

under the greatest possible angle, to wit, LEK or

NEB much greater than MEA; and the equa-

tion NEB will now rise to 7° 4o', whereas MEA,
the greatest equation which can take place at the

conjunction, is only 5^ l'' Thus the evection or

second lunar inequality was by this theory repre-

sented to be merely an optical amplification of the

first, and wholly produced by the approach of the

lunar epicycle, especially at the quadratures, to the

earth: and the theory also explained the perplex-

ing circumstance of its not coming to its full

amount in every quadrature ; for, if the moon
should then happen to be in the apogee or the

perigee of her epicycle, as the first inequality

could not take place in such quadrature, so neither

could the second: or if the moon should be then

found in some point Q of the epicyle not far dis-

tant from either of its apsides, the inequality would

indeed take place, but in a much less degree. It

is true that the sun docs not continue in the line

EA during the whole lunation, and consequently

neither
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neither will the points B iand D be the precise

points of quadrature, nor will the angles AED,
AEK, made by the line of apsides and the line of

the moon's mean motion, with the line of the sun's

mean motion, be equal, for the sun advances in con-

seqimit'ia at the mean daily rate of 59' s'': in ordcf

therefore to render these angles always equal, the

daily motion ascribed to the centre of the epicycle,

was 13° 11', and to ihe lunar apoc;ee only 11° 2',

and the equality of the angles AED, AEK, was in

all cases thus preserved.

3Q. In this representation, however, the prin- bbj.c;lon

ciple of uniform motion in perfect circles was not to this

in all respects inviolably maintained. For, if by ^'^^"''y*

means of the supposed contrary revolutions of the

epicycle and the apogee of the deferent, the arch

AR of the zodiac intercepted, (fig. g.) at the first

octant for example, between the lines EKR and
EA, or the angle AER which is subtended at the

centre of the earth, was = 90°, the arch AK of the

deferent which the centre of the epicycle really de-

scribed, or the angle A OK at the centre of the

orbit which AK subtended, was of necessity greater

than gO°; and it evidently followed that the motion
of the centre of the epicycle, though apparently

equal in the zodiac, was really unequal in its own
proper orbit.

40. The merits of the ancient astronomers, in

discovering and separating between two inequali-

ties, whose returns were so irregular, and their

connection so intricate, were certainly very great*,

and when Ptolemy formed a theory which might
subject them to any settled rules, he was justly en-

titled to the credit he obtained. But, when the ex-

centricity necessary for representing the second in-

E "2 equality
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equality came to be aiitervvards investigated ; and
the distance, at which it placed the moon in qua-
drature from the earth, came to be compared with

the distances given by her diurnal parallax, an cb-

jcction altogether unanswerable was presented to

his theory. For, let RS (iig. 9, n°. 2,) be the ex-

centric orbit, in the pofilion which Ptolemy as-

sifrncd to it in the quadratures, M its centre, and
T the centre of the earth ; and let RT/^ = 5° 1',

be the angle under which the semi-diameter of the

epicycle would appear from T, if its centre were

in R, and ST// = 7° 42', the angle under which
it appears when the centre is in S. It is evident,

that the distances RT and ST, are inversely as the

tangents of these angles; for, taking in TR the

line Ty = TS, and drawingjs; parallel to V^k, and
meeting Tk in z^ we have T>' : TR ::yz : R/-

;

that is TS : TR :: lan.yTz :\Rk = Sh ==) tan".

Knoth-r ST^ ; or TS : TR :: tan. RTX' : tan. ST//. There-
fore I (tan. ST// 4- tan. Rt/(') : i (tan. ST//— tan.

RTi) :: i (TR -}- TS) :
i (TR — TS) ; that is,

1114935 : 237117 :: ,1000000 : 213 l6i = TM.
Hence TR, the distance of the lunar apogee

from the centre of the earlb, will be 12131(34.

The distance, according to Ptolemy and the other

ancients, is found, by their observations of parallax,

to be equivalent to 60 semi-diameters of the earth;

and consequently, by subtracting from it a 6oth

})art, we shall have 1
1
9294 5 for the distance of the

apogee of the excentric from the earth's surface. The
scmi-diameler of the epicycle, found in like parts

by the analogy R : tan. RT// :: TR : R^, will be

— 106304 ; and this added to 11 92945, will give

1299449 for the distance of the moon from the

earth's surface, when the centre of the epicycle is

in the apogee of the excentric, and the moon at

the same tin;ie in the apogee of the epicycle. But
when

more Otci

tive.
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when this centre comes in the quadratures' to the

perigee of the excentric, and the moon happens at

this time to be also in the perit^ee of the epicycle,

her distance from the surface of the earth will be

little more than the half of this quantity. For, if to

double the excentricity TM, vvc add the semi-dia-

meter of the epicycle, and subtract the sum =
532832 from 1 192945, the remainder, which is

the fnoon's least distance from the earth's surface,

will not exceed 660113. The apparent diameter,

therefore, and the diurnal parallaxes of the moon
ought, as Copernicus justly observed,. to be found,

in some quadratures, nearly twice as great as in

some oppositions. But by all the ancient observa-

tions, the difference was found so inconsiderable

as hardly to deserve attention.

41. Ptolemy accounted more happily for the la-

titudes of the moon, ascribing them to their proper

cause, the intersection of the plane of the lunar

orbit in the plane of the ecliptic ; biit, as, he sup-

posed the inclination of these planer invaria-ble, it ^

is probable that many of the inequalities in latitude

had escaped his notice. The inclination, he agreed L^^;tudts

with Hipparchus in fixins: at 5" ; and, as the lati- "^ ^^^

.
' f^ f'

.
' ' . moon.

tudes did not return regularly with any of the other

lunar revolutions, this variation of them was also

rightly ascribed t0 the revolution of the nodes

round the ecliptic in a retrograde direction. This

revolution of the nodes was supposed to be per-

formed in ]8y. 223 d. 12 h. 6'; after which pe-

riod the varieties of latitude returned regularly in

their order.

42. The inequalities of the planets were so vari-

ous and intricate, that the explications of them
were for a long time extremely imperfect, and so

E 3 partial.
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partial, that no Grecian astronomer before Ptolemy
had supposed it practicable to give a compleat

theory of all. In the more ancient times the ex-

plications of them appear to have been made by
orbits concentric to the earth, and charged with

epicycles : but, as Ptolemy had found no method
of representing the second inequalities, except by

means of epicycles, so, to avoid the perplexity oc-

casioned by the multiplication of them, he gave the

preference to an excentric orbit for the representa-

tion of the first; and, by the superior simplicity of

the representation, the authority of the excentric

theory was for many centuries established. With
respect to those first inequalities, at least of the su-

perior planets, it appears to have been originally

supposed, that they might be sufficiently accounted

for by the more simple solar hypothesis (3l). For,

if the planet, in consequence of its second inequa-

lities, be represented as moving in the circumfe-

rence ahc (fig. 2,) of an epicycle, the centre A, L,

P, Q^, of this epicycle, will represent the places

which it would occupy, if it vvere divested of all

second inequality: and it was thought a sufficienc

explication of the first inequality, to suppose that

this centre moved equally round Z, the centre of

the orbit, and consequently inequably round O,
the centre of the earth. But when, according to

Kepler's conjectures on this subject, they endea-

voured to account for the inequality of the lati-

tudes in opposition, and of the digressions of the

planets, especially their greatest digressions, from
the point opposite to the sun, by variations of their

distances from O, it appeared that the point Z,

round which the planet moved equably, could not

be the same with the centre of the orbit ; for, both

the latitudes, and also the angles aOc, ^^P/j vvhich

the epicycle subtended at the centre of the earth,

were
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were found to be greater at the apogee, and less Theory of

at the perigee than the limits of the excentric A L thesnpeii-

PQ permitted ; and that, consequently the centre
""^ p

aneis.

of the orbit occupied a place nearer than Z to the

centre of the earth. It was therefore a matter of

much greater difficulty to form an hypothesis for

the motions of the planets, than for those of the

sun : for, if their first inequalities requirctl one
determined excentricity, or distance between the -

centre of uniform motion and the centre of the

earth, the variations of their latitudes, and of their

second inequalities, showed that this was not the

excentricity of the orbit in which the epicycle

moved, and that this orbit evidently required an-

other. In what proportion the distance ZO be-

tween the centre of uniform motion and the centre

of the earth, ought to be divided by the centre of

the orbit, appears to have been for a long time a

matter of much uncertainty. But Ptolemy tells us

that, on applying himself to investigate the measure

of the approach of the centre of the epicycle, within

the circle ALPO at the apogee, and its conse-

quent withdrawing from it beyond the perigee, he

found, by multiplied observations, that the centre

of the orbit lay precisely in the middle, between Z
the centre of uniform motion, and O the centre of

the earth. This is the famous principle, known by

the name of the bisection of the excentricity: and, Bi-ectipn

as Ptolemy gives no account of the means by which of f^f ^''-

^
•/ o J ccniriCitVt

it was discovered, nor of the observations from which

it was inferred, his assuming it has justly excited

the wonder of all astronomers. The greater part

believed him to have assumed it merely from con-

jecture, and not to have derived it, as Kepler

more generously supposed, from any observations ;

and there seems to be some reason for thinking,

E 4 that
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that it came to him by tradition, from the more
ancient aslronomy of the cast.

43. In consec:uence of adopting this principle of

the bi>X'Ction, Ptolemy's explication of the first ine-

qualities of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, was to this

effect. Let ABC (fig.-iO ) be the orbit of any su-

perior planet, and D its centre : let T be the earth

at the distance DT from D the centre of the orbit,

A DP the line of apsides, and B the centre of the

epicycle in the circumference of which the planet

is supposed to move. This centre B, does not,

like the sun, move equably round D, the centre of
referent ABC, Called thc deferent of the epicycle ; but round

equan
. ^,^^ cciUre E of anothcr circle FGL, called the

equant ; and the point E is so taken between D
and thc apogee A, that its distance ED from D,
the centre of the deferent, n)ay be = TD. The
first inequality therefore of the planet was supposed

to be produced by the earth's place in T, at the

distance TE from the centre of the equan|, call-

Fxcentri- ed ihc cxccntricity of the equant: for, on this
^^'^y °^^''^ account the lines TB of thc true motion of the

theorbir. Centre of the epicycle, and EB, or its parallel

TM, of thc mean motion, could never coincide,

except at the apsides A and P ; and every where
else they w'ould make an angle with each other, as

EBT, or its equal BTM, subtractive from the

mean place of the centre in the first six signs

of anomaly, in order to find the true, and additive

in the six last. This ande is called the equation

ot the cen- ol thc ccntrc, to Wit, oi the epicycle ; and it is ma-
''Cf nifest that it must be much greater, than if the

centre had moved equably in the circumference

ABC, and its only cxccntricity had been DT, call-

ed the excentricily of the orbit,

44. To
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44. To explain again the second inequality, or

the change of a supcrionr planet's motion from di-

rect to retrograde, and from retiograde to direct,

and their stations between these two opposite

changes, the ancients supposed that, while the cen-

tre B of the epicycle moved inequably round the

earth in T, though equably round the point E, the

planet itself performed various revolutions in the

circumference of the epicycle ; not in a similar

direction indeed to those of the sun and moon in

their epicycles, but in a contrary direction, to wit,

in consequential or from K to H and O in the upper

part of it, and in antecedentla ^ in the lower. These
nioti(Mis also were supposed to be made uniformly

round the centre of the epicycle ; and, as in the

middle, between the two opposite directions of the

motions, there are two small arches of the epicycle

sensibly coincident will) the tangents TO, TQ
drawn to it from the earth, they supposed, that in

describing these the planet would seem to be sta-

tionary. Hence therefore arises another equation,

the difFerence, to wit, betwcei^ ihe place of the

centre of the epicycle, and the place of the planet

in its circumference, as referred to the zodiac from

T the centre of the earth. For example, suppos-

ing the planet in O, this equation to the angle

OTB, called the equation of the argument, and ofEquation

the orbit ; and as, when the centre of the epicycle °* '^^'^ ^'^'

1
... r I

gument, 01

was supposed to move m the cn-cumrerence ot the orbit,

equant, the calculated amount of this angle was
always less towards the apogee, and greater to-

wards the perigee than the observed amount, this

was one ot the reasons by which Kepler conceived

Ptolemy to be induced, when he placed the centre

of the circle in which the epicycle actually moved
nearer than the centre of the equant to the earth.

The circumstance, concerning the revolutions of

the
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the superior planets in their epicycles, which was
most surprizing to the ancients, was their close con-

nection with the motion of the sun, and their beincf

always made in the precise time of his synodica!

revolutions to the same planets ; so that, if the

mean place of the sun was found in B, the plimet

in conjunction with the sun, or in the line TB,
was always in the true apogee K of its epicycle,

and, producing TB to V, the planet in opposition

to the mean place of the sun in V, was always in

the true perigee R of its epicycle ; and in all other

situations of the planet, as at Z, the line BZ ofihe

planet's true motion in the epicycle, was always

parallel to TX, the line of the sun's mean motion

round the earth. The point H of the epicycle,

found by drawing through its centre B a line EB,
from the centre of the equant, is called the mean
apogee ; and it is on the distance of the planet, as

HBZ, from this mean apogee, that the amount of

the equation ZTB partly depends ; and this dis-

tance HBZ is part of the argument of that equa-

tion. In forming this part of the argument, all that

is necessary is to subtract the mean motion of the

centre B of the epicycle, from the mean motion of

the sun ; for we have seen, that HBZ is always

equal to MTX, or BEa : and it is manifest that,

the more slowly the centre B revolves in the defe-

rent ABC, the sun's returns to the planet, and con^

sequently the revolutions of all its second inequa-

lities will be the more frequent,

45. To find the excentricity TE, and the place

of the apogee, which corresponded to the first in-

equality of any superior planet, its observed oppo-

sitions were employed, because in these it was not

affected by any second inequality : and Ptolemy

supposed, for a first approximation, that the centre

of
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of the deferent coincided with the centre of the

equant. In this aj)proximation, therefore, his pro-

cedure was the same as in deducing from lunar

echpses the same elements in the excentric theory

of the moon (37). Only here, the motion of the

apsides of the planets being considered as the same
with that of the fixed stars in precession, there was

no necessity, in a short period, for distinguishing

between the anomaiistical and the tropical revolu-

tions. But as the deterent did not coincide with

the equant, this approximation was by no means
sufficient. For, let ABC (fig. ll), be the equant

described on the centre D, and MNO the planet's

apparent path in the zodiac described on E, the

centre of the earth ; let ED, the excentricity ofTo find the

the equant, be bisected, as Ptolemy directed, in ^^^^^^

F, and on this point as a centre, with the semi-

diameter FG — i)A, or EM, describe the defer-

ent, or orbit GKL. The places of the centre of

the epicycle, or of the planet itself in opposition,

at the times represented by A, B, C, will be mark-
ed in this orbit by lines drawn to those points from

D the centre of the equant, and cutting the orbit

in G, K, L : and, if lines be drawn from G, K, L
to E, the centre of the earth, and meeting the

ecliptic in P, Q, R, they will represent the longi-

tudes in which the three oppositions were observed.

J3ut these known arches PQ, Q.R, of the ecliptic,

are not subtended by the kpovvn arches AB, BC,
of the equant, but the arches subtended by AB,
BC, are the unknown onesMN, NO ; and, till the

differences PM, QN, OR, between thefe and PQ,
QR, be found, the excentricity and the position of
the line HS of apsides cannot be accurately deter-

mined. The method therefore of Ptolemy, to ob-

tain those arches, proceeded tlius '.first, in anyone
pf the triangles, as BDE, which have for their

commGn
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common base the excentricity DE of the equant

;

and for their sides lines drawn to given points, as

B, of the same circle, from its centre D, and from

E the centre of the earth, he determined, with BD
the semidiamcter = 100000, and with DE the

excentricity, and the included angle BDE, to both

which he had approximated, the angle DBE.
tude of die Sccondly, in the triangle KDF, with the same
apogee, angle at D, and the sides DF == IDE, and FK

= BD, he determined the side DK. Lastly, \n

the triangle KDE, with the same angle at T) and
the including sides, he determined the angle EKD.
By these means he found the angle BEK = EKD— EBD, and consequently the arch QN ; and in

the same manner the other arches OR and PiVl.

Having added these to, or subtracted them from,

the given arches PQ, QR, according as their po-

sitions required, he proceeded anew, and with the

arches MN, NO, instead of PQ, QR, deduced
another excentricity DE, and another place of the

apogee (37), that with these he might determine

three other small arches, by which MN, NO,
might be corrected : and he repeated the same ap-

proximations, till at last the corrections of MN,
NO became insensible. By investigations of this

kind the excentricity of the equant of Saturn was
fixed at 11388, of Jupiter at 9167, and of Mars
at 20000, in parts of which the semi-diameter of

each orbit contained J 00000.

46. The situation of the centre of uniform mo-
tion, in a point different from the centre of the

orbit, rendered two operations necessary in calcu-

lating the equations of the centre, that is, the an-

gles TBE. orBTM; (%. 10), and they could

not, as in the solar theory, be obtained by a single

operation. First, since the longitude of A, the

apogee,
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apogee, is found, and the mean motion of the cen-

tre of the epicycle given, (18), the angle AEB of

mean anomaly is also given : and therefore, in theTocalcu-

triande DBE, with DB the semi-diameter of the 1'!"
l*!' '%•

deferent, and DE = ^TE the excentricity of the the cema-.

equant, the angle DBE may be found. Next, in

the triangle DBT, with the sides DB, DT, and
the included angle BDT = BED ± DBE, the

angle TBD may be found ; and, if required, the

radius vector, or distance TB between the centres

of the epicycle and the earth. The two angles

TBD, BDE, make up the whole equation of the

centre, or of the first inequality ; and the first of

these was by the later disciples of Ptolemy, called

the optical equation, as arising merely from the

situation of the observer : the other was called the

physical equation, and, according to this theory,

though perhaps without the knowledge of its au-

thor, was a real variation of the planet's velocity,

and an exception from the supposed universal law

of uniform motion.

47- In order to calculate the second inequalities,

it was necessary to determine the semi-diameter of

the epicycle, that is, its ratio to the semi-diameter

of the orbit. This was obtained by observing the

planet out of opposition, and comparing its place

with the calculated place of the centre of the epi-

cycle ; that is, the place which it was found to

occupy when the equation TBE was applied. If

the planet was observed in Z, the difference would Semldia-

be the angle BTZ. But the angle HBZ, the dis-
JJ^^^^"

°^

tance of the planet from the mean apogee H of the de.
^"

epicycle is given, it being always equal to HE^,
or MTX, the distance of the mean place of the

sun from the mean place of the planet; (43), and
adding to this, or subtracting from it, HBK =:

TBE,
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TBE, the result will be KBZ, the planet's dis-

tance from the true apogee. Therefore, with TBZ,
ihe suppl. of KBZ, the side TB, and the angle

BTZ, it was easy to determine, in the triangle

BTZ, the side BZ. In this manner, supposing

the semi-diameter of each orbit =i 100000, the

semi-diametar of the epicycle of Saturn was found

to contain 10833 of such parts, that of Jupiter

19166, and of Mars 65833. But, if the Ptolemaic

theory thus determined the ratios of the epicycles to

their orbits, it contained no principle whereby to

determine the ratios of the orbits to one another.

48. When the semi-diameter of the epicycle was

To calcu-
determined, it was easy to calculate, for any given

lateihee- time, the equation of the orbit; or the dcrange-

T^^"b"°^
ment made by the second inequality on the planet's

place in the zodiac. The argument of this equa-

tion, called also the equation of the argument, is

the distance KBZ, from the true apogee of the

epicycle, now described; and with this, and the

sides BZ, BT of the triangle BTZ, the angle, or

equation, BTZ may be always found. The greatest

equation of this kind will evidently take place,

when a line drawn from the centre of the earth to

the planet is a tangent to the epicycle. But the

equations ofthe orbit do not continue equal, in all

degrees of anomaly, even when the planet is found

in the same point of the epicycle ; for, near the

apogee of the excentric, its semi-diameter must
appear under a less angle than towards the peri-

gee ; and, in all such cases, an operation, equiva-

lent to a new determination of it, was necessary.

As the planet also, towards the apogee, described

its epicycle in less time than towards the perigee,

another deviation from the law of uniform motion

was evidently committed.
According
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According to this theory, the greatest equations

6i the centre do not take place, as in the solar or-

bit, at the points C, N, where a perpendicular to

the line of apsides, drawn through the centre of the

earth, meets the orbit ; but in two other points

r, ?iy found by bisecting TD in Y, and drawing

through Y a line parallej to CN. The points c, «,

are those also in which the epicycle is at its mean
distances from the earth ; for ^T = ^D.

49. Though the ancients employed epicycles to

explain the whole second inequalities of the pla-

nets, it did not follow, that either their stations or

ihcir retrogradations would be always visible ; and
no such vicissitudes had ever been observed, not-

withstanding their epicycles, in the motions of the

sun and moon. Apollonius therefore demonstrated

that these phenomena depended on a certain ratio,

between the velocity of the centre of the epicycle,

and the velocity of the planet in its circumference ;

and, that if this were not less than the ratio of the

semi-diameter of the epicycle to its distance from

the earth, the planet never could appear retro-

grade.

His demonstration depends upon the following

lemma :

Let DGE (fig. 13) be a triangle whose base DE
is so divided in C, that DC is not less than the

adjacent side DG, the ratio of DC to CE will be

_2;reater than that of the angle DEG to the angle

kDG.
Let DC be equal to DG, join GC, to which draw

from D the parallel DA, to meet EG produced ;

and, from G to DA, the line GB parallel to DC.
Thus DC will be = GB, and GC = DB; and

a circle described on G with the semi-diamcier GB,
will pass through D, because DC = GB = DG.

The
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The ratio therefore of the triangle ABG tc; the tri-

angle DGB, will be greater than that of the sector

FGB. to the triangle DGB ; because the sector

FGB is only a part of the triangle ABG. But
the ratio of the sector FBG to the triangle DGB,
is greater than that of the sector FBG to the

sector DGB ; and therefore the ratio of the triangle

AGB to the triangle DGB, is much greater than

that of the sector FBG to the sector DGB. But
the triangle AGB is to the triangle DGB :: AB :

BD :: AG : GE :: DC : CE, and the sector FGB
is to the sector DGB, as the angle FGB to the an-

gle DGB. Therefore the ratio of DC to CE is

much greater than that of FGB to DGB, that is of

the angle DEG to the angle EDG.
If DC wore greater than DG, the truth of the

lemma would be still more evident.

The proposition then, that, if the ratio of the

velocitv- of the centre D, to the velocity of the pla-

net in G, be not less than that of DC to CE,
When a (fig. 12), the planet never can appear retrograde,
planet will

^ygg ^j^^g demonstrated.
appear re- rr i • i i i i i mi* i

•

trograde. 1' this should be supposed possible, it must be m
^ ^ some arch GC, near the perigee of the epicycle,

where the motion is actually retrograde. Join DG,
which will be equal to DC.

Since the base DE, of the triangle DGE, is so

divided in C, that DC is not less than the adjacent

side DG, the ratio of the angle DEG, to the angle

EDG, will be less than that of DC to CE.^ But
the ratio of the velocity of the centre D, to the

velocity of the planet in G, was supposed not to

be less than that of DC to CE ; and therefore

must be much greater than that of DEG to EDG.
But the velocity of the planet in G, is *is the angle

CDG, or EDG ; and therefore the velocity of the

centre D, must be as an angle LED, greater than

GED. The
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The truth of the proposition is therefore mani-

fest. If D were at rest while the planet described

the angle GDC, the planet would, no doubt, ap-

pear to be retrograde, because the arch GC sub-

tends the visual angle GED ; but, since D is not Yvhen a

at rest, but has described in the same time the an- planet will

gle DEL, greater than DEG in consequential the
\^q^^I^^'

planet must also have appeared to move /// conse-

quentia, through an arch PL, or to bave described

an angle PEL = DEL — DEG.
It is equally manifest that, if the ratio of the ve-

locity of D to the velocity of the planet in G were

less than that of DC to CE, the planet would ap-

pear to be retrograde in describing an arch GC
near the perigee ; for then DEL would be less

than DEG, and DEL — DEG would be negative,

that is, PEL would lie on the other side of PE.
Finally, if the ratios were equal, the planet must

appear for some time to be stationary ; because

then DEL — DEG = 0. The stations therefore

of a planet will happen when any small retrograde

arch, which it describes of the epicycle, and the

contemporary direct arch described by the centre

of the epicycle, shall subtend the same visual an-

gle ; or when the velocity of the centre shall be to

the velocity of the planet, as the distance of the

planet from the centre to the distance of the planet

from the earth.

The reason is hence also evident why the sun
and moon, though supposed to move in epicycles,

are never seen to be retrograde, or so much as

stationary, even while describing the retrograde

arches of those epicycles. For the velocity of the

sun, and the centre of his epicycle are precisely

equal, and of the moon and centre of her epicycle

nearly so : whereas the distances are, in the former

case, as '24 to 1, and in the latter nearly as 10 to 1.

F
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If the line ED be produced to meet the epicycle

again in A, and other lines be also drawn from E,

on both sides of EA, to meet the epicycle, as in

G, B, and in H, K ; and if the intercepted parts

BG, KH, be bisected in P, M, by perpendicular;^

from D, the ratio of PG to GE, or of MH to HE,
will be less than that of DC to CE : and, as the

lines diverge from DE, this ratio will continually

diminish, till at last, when LE, NE, become tan-

gents to the epicycle, it entirely vanishes. The
planet there! ore may be found in a point G, or H,
of its epicycle such, that the velocity of D shall

be to the velocity of G, as PG to GE, or as MH
to HE : so that its first station will be in G, and

its second in H*
The distance GC, or HC, of either of these

points from C the perigee of the epicycle, and con-

sequently the length of the whole retrograde arch

GH, was thus investigated. The ratio of PG to

GE, being the same with that of the velocity of

D to the velocity of G, is Q;iven, and therefore that

of BG to GE, and of BE to GE. But the ratio of

DC, in parts of the semi-diameter of the planet's

orbit zz 100000, to CE is given ; and consequently

that of AE to CE ; and, since AE.CE — BE GE,
the rectangle BE.GE, will be also given in parts

of CE. If therefore we make BE : GE :: BE.GE
:-GE^, the side GE of this square will also be

found in parts of CE; and consequently BE, BG
and PG. Therefore, in the right angled triangle

PDG, with PG and DG, we may find the angle

PDG, and the side DP; and, in the right-angled

triangle EPD, with DP and PF, we may find

EDP. If, therefore, we subtract PDG from EDP,
the remainder GDC will be measured by the re-

quired arch GC, the distance of the planet at the

iirst point of station from the perigee C. In the

same
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same manner HC may be foand ; and the retro-

grade arch GH is = GC -}- HC.

50. The varying latitudes of the superior planets

were accounted for by supposin^^ the planes of

their orbits were, not only like that of the moon,
inclined to the ecliptic; but that the planes of the

epicycles were also inclined to the orbits. Let AB
(fig. 14), be the plane of the ecliptic, and CD
that of any superior planet's orbit, intersecting

each other in a line passing through the centre of

the earth, or rather of the echptic, and called, as

in the lunar orbit, the line of nodes. The incli-

nation of these planes was supposed to be invari-

able, and stated at 2° 30' for the orbit of Saturn,

at 1° 30' for Jupiter, and for Mars at 1°. On this

single supposition there could be no varieties of

latitude, except those produced by its change from Latitudes

north to south, and from south to north, according pcior pia.

to the passage of the centre of the epicycle, from nets,

the one side of the plane of the ecliptic to the

other, and arising from O' O' in the nodes, to the

greatest amount in the limits ; and those occasion-

ed by the position of the earth in a point different

from the centre of the orbit. But if the plane EF,
or GH, of the epicycle, shall so cross the plane of

the orbit, as to be parallel to AB the plane of the

ecliptic, the planet, when viewed from the earth,

in E, or H, the apogee of the epicycle, will have

a less distance from AB ; and, when viewed in the

perigee F, or G, a greater distance from AB^ than

if the plane of the epicycle had co-incidcd witli

the plane of the orbit : and, as the revolutions of

the planets in the epicycles, had no connection

with the revolutions of the epicycles in the orbits,

the varieties of the observed latitudes would evi-

dently be very great. But these suppositions were

F 2 found
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found insufficient, and there was added to them a

libration of the planeof the epicycle on a diameter

perpendicular to the line of apsides. The inclina-

tion therefore of the epicycle was conceived to be
variable; and the variation, in Saturn's orbit, in-

creased to 4° 30'; in that of Jupiter, to 2° 30'; and
in that of Mars, to 2° J 5'. It does not however
appear, that this variation of inclination was ad-

mitted 1 y Ptolemy himself; and Kepler was of

opinion that, on the contrary, the varieties of la-

titude .vere partly the cause, which suggested to

him the bisection of the excentricity ; and that

this was the principle from which he endeavoured

to deduce them, and not from any supposed oscil-

lation of the epicycle.

51. Though the motions of the inferior planets

differed from those of the superior in this essential

circumstance, that their mean revolutions in their

orbits were alone connected with the solar revolu-

tion, and their revolutions in their epicycles totally

unconnected with it, the Ptolemaic theory, at least

of Venus, did not essentially differ from that of

the superior planets. Let T (fig. 15), be the cen-

Theoryof tre of the earth, or of the ecliptic AbCD ; let E
Venus. be the centre of the solar orbit GHKL, and O the

centre of the orbit of Venus MNP. Join TO pro-

ducing it to meet the orbit in M and Q, and in

,OM, taking OF =r OT, the point F will be the

centre of the cquant of Venus, and about which,

and not about O, her mean motion, that is, the

revolution of the centre of her epicycle was per-

formed ; and as this was always equal to the mean
motion of the sun, it followed that the lines of

both were always parallel, as FM to EL, FN to

ER, FQ to ES, &c. As F is thus the centre of

the
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the uniform motion of Venus, and T of her appa-

rent motion, the first inequalities were represented

by drawing frflm the centre of her epicycle, in N
or P for example, lines to T and F ; and the equa-

tions of this centre were the angles TNF, TPF.
As Ptolemy supposed that the excentricity TF of

the equant of Venus had the same ratio to its r-- •

. 7- 1-11 1 ••11 First inc-

semi-diameter, which the solar excentricity had to quality.

the semi-diameter of the solar orbit, the equations

were the same as those of the sun ; but, as he also

supposed that D was the longitude of the apogee

of Venus, and A that of the solar apogee, the

points diifcred where the same equations were ap-

plied ; for example, the greatest equation of Ve-
nus is at the point N or P, but of the sun in H
or V. But some of Ptolemy's disciples, particu-

larly the framers of the Alphonsine tables, supposed

that the line of the apsides of Venus coincided

with the line AET of the solar apsides, and con.-

sequently that her orbit was in the position XYZ;
and others, that her orbit, and that of the sun,

were in all respects co-incident ; and that, as in

the solar theory, the centres of the orbit and the

equant were the same.

52. The second inequalities of the inferior pla- second m-

nets were likewise represented in the same manner equality,

as those of the superior planets, by means of an

epicycle. But, though the planet- was always in

conjunction with the sun in the apogee of its epi-

cycle, those conjunctions, as the perio Is of the

revolutions in the epicycle and the orbit were dif-

ferent, happened in all points of the orbit indif-

ferently ; and, neither had the stations any con-

nection with the revolution of the centre of the

epicycle, that is, of the sun, or with its position.

As also the greatest digressions of Venus never

F 3 exceeded
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exceeded 48^, and those of Mercury did not

amount to 28°, it was evident that the limits of

their epicycles did not permit them to be in oppo-

sition to the sun, like the superior planets, when
they came to the perigees of their epicycles ; and

that there also they would again be found in con-

junction with him. But both kinds of conjunc-

tion were alike invisible to the ancients; and, their

observations of the inferior plants being therefore

limited to their greatest digressions, they endea-

voured to account for the variations of these by

the excentricities of their orbits ; which made the

semi-diameters of the epicycles appear, at different

points of anomaly, under different angles. Yet
the digressions of Mercury were found to be so

extremely various as not to admit of this explica-

tion ; and it was found necessary to have recourse

also to variations of the excentricity, and oscilla-

tions of the apogee ; and by these the theory of

this planet was rendered much more perplexed and

intricate than that of Venus.

.p, . r 53. In the theory of Mercury the excentricity of

Mercury, the cquaut was not, as in the orbits of the superior

planetS; double of the excentricity of the orbit; but,

on the contrary, the eentre of the equant bisected

the mean distance between the centres of the orbit

and the earth. Let TA (iig. 1(3), be the mean ex-

centricity of the orbit, let B be the point in which

it is bisected by the centre of the equant CDEFG,
and let BC, BD, BE, &c. be the line of the mean
iDOtion of the centre of the epicycle, always pa-

rallel, as in the case of Venus, to TC the line of

the mean motion of the sun, and performing its

revolution in consequentiay from C to D, E, &;c.

On the centre A, with the scmi-diam. AB zz BT,
describe the small circle KLMBNO ; and, tore-

present
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present the supposed variations of excentricity and
oscillations of the apogee, let the centre of the

orbit be conceived to revolve in a direction con-

trary to that of BC, though with the same velocity,

in the circumference of this small circle, from K,
to L, M, B, &c. The orbit, in these different

positions of its centre, is marked by the dotted

lines of the figure ; and without a complicated

scheme of this kind, it was thought that the whole
varieties of the greatest digressions of Mercury, be-

tween the extremes of 2S° and ]6°, could not be

justly represented. For, if the line PQ of the ap-

sides should remain immoveable, as the first in-

equality would disappear at these apsides, and be-

come greatest at points equally distant from them
in the zodiac, so, with respect to the second in-

equality, the greatest digressions of the planet

from the sun would take place in the perigee, be-

cause there the epicycle approaching nearest to

the earth, would be seen under the greatest angle;

the least digressions would, on the contrary, hap-

pen in the apogee; and the mean digressions about

the points of the zodiac, or of the orbit equally dis-

tant from them. They would not, indeed, invari-

ably return, like the first inequalities, with the re-

turn of the centre of the epicycle to these parti-

cular points of the orbit ; because the periods of

the revolutions in the epicycle and in the orbit are

different ; and, where a digression from the sun

had taken place, there might, in a following revo-

lution, be a conjunction v^rith him. But, if any

digressions did take place, they would observe these

constant rules, and the apparent magnitude of the

epicycle would always be the same in the same de-

gree of anomaly reckoned from the immoveable

line PQ. But, as the greatest digressions observed

no such constant rules, it became necessary to

F 4 suppose.
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suppose that this line PQ of the apsides was move-
able upon the point T, and in such a manner, that

when the line BC of mean motion had revolved

through two signs, and had come to the situation

BD, the centre of the excentric should also move
through two signs in the opposite direction, in the

circumference of the small circle, from K to L

;

and carry along with it the whole excentric orbit,

and consequently the line of apsides PTQ into a

new situation RTS. By these means the centre of

the epicycle wiis brought to a point of the line

BD, much nearer both to the earth and to the

perigee, than if the situation of the orbit had been

immoveable: for, on this supposition, it would^have

been found in Y, with the anomaly PKY, whereas,

on the supposition of a moveable orbit, it is found

in Z, with a much greater anomaly RLZ. In like

manner, when the line of mean motion had pro-

ceeded through two signs more to BE, and the

centre of the excentric through as many, in ante-

vedentla to M, the line of apsides would come into

the position VTX, and the centre of the epicycle to

the point </, very near the perigee X; and conse-

quently, the apparent magnitude of the semi-dia-

meter of the epicycle, that is, the greatest digres-

sion from the sun, would at this time be very

great. Jiidced, in no other point could the digres-

sions appear greater ; for, as the line TP of the

apsiflcs only oscillates, and does not revolve, about

the point T, it would happen that, when the line

of mean motion proceeded farther to the situation

BF in the perigee of the equant, the line of ap-

sides would be in the position CTF, having re-

turned from TV to TP. But, as the orbit now-

coincided with the equant CDEF, the centre of

the epicycle would be found in F, the common
perigee of both, and at a greater distance from

the
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the earth than when it was in a ; for TF is evi-

dently greater than Ta. The appearances in the

other half of the revolution are perfectly similar.

Two points a and I; were thus assigned, in every

revolution of the centre"" of the epicycle, where

the greatest digressions of Mercury caine to iheir

viaxhnnm^ and each of them at the distance of 00^

from the perigee of the equant; whereas, in the

immoveable orbit they could not have come to

their maxmuiriy except at the perigee. By this

theory also, the first inequalities were represented

as more variable than in an immoveable orbit, and

the path, in which the planet actually moved, as.

an oval, and not a circle. (B).

54. It was impossible to determine the excentri-

cities of the inferior planets, and the longitudes of

their apogees, in the same manner as those of the

superior planets, because in all their conjunctions

they were invisible; and as their greatest digressions

were extremely variable, and of necessity, especi-

ally in the case of Mercury, observed too near the

horizon, not to be greatly afFedled by derange-

ments from refraction, the conclusions from them
with respect to these elements, were neither made
so early, nor with such certainty.

The greatest digression of an inferior planet is

the difference between the place of the planet, in

the point of its greatest elongation from the sun,

and the mean place of the sun determined by cal-

culation ; for the lines of the mean motion of the

sun and of the planet, being always either parallel

or coincident, (50) terminate in the same points

of the zodiac. This difference is the angle LTM,
or FTO, rfig. 18), or the arch of the zodiac which

measures it : and, as it is the angle which is sub-

tended by the semi-diameter of the epicycle, it

follows.
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Lonsritude follows, that the greater the distance of the epl-
of theapo- cycle fVom the eye in T, the less will be the angle

inferior which it subtcnds. If then, among a number of
planet. sLich obscrvcd anglcs, two equal ones, as LTM,

FTO, shall be found in opposite directions from

the sun; that is, an evening digression LTM,
equal to the morning digression FTO ; it is evi-

dent, that the line of apsides ATH will, according

to the ancient principles, bisect the angle MTO,
formed at the centre of the earth by the lines of the

true motion of the planet, or the angle DTB,
formed by the lines of the mean motion of the

sun. If also two other greatest digressions KTP,
GTQ, of contrary kinds, shall be found, differing

in magnitude from the former, but equal between

themselves, it will be known whether the apsis A,

whose longitude was determined, were the apogee

or the perigee ; for, if the two last digressions

were the greatest, it must have been the apogee.

Nor is it an objection to this procedure, that Pto-

lemy introduced into his theory oscillations of the

line of apsides, for what is required is, its longi-

tude in its mean position.

55. When the longitude of the apogee was de-

termined, the excentricity CT of the orbit was

found in this manner. Let the greatest digressions

ETV, and HTY, be observed, when the iirst, be-

ing in the apogee, is a minimum, and the last, at

the perigee, a maximum. Or, though the position

of the apsides has not been determined, if these

greatest digressions were certainly of the least and

greatest kinds, the mean place of the sun was of

necessity, at the time of the former, in the apogee,

, i and, of the latter, in the perigee : and, in the

theory of Venus, these two points are in the same

straight line ; and, in that of Mercury, supposed

in
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in it. Now, since the epicycles, though appearing

in the heavens, and represented in the figure, as

unequal, were notwithstanding, accorrling to the

theory, really cquiil ; their distances ET and HI'
will be reciprocally proportional to the tangents of

the angles ETS, HTX; (-iO) that is, TH : TE ::

tan. ETS : tan. HTX. These distances therefore

will be given, in parts of the semi-diameter of the

orbit z= 100000; and consequently, in the same
parts, the excentricity TC ii: f (ET — HT). The Excemri-

semi-diameter EV, or HY, also of the epicycle is
'^'fyoft'ie

given in the same parts; for R : sin. HTY :: TH
: HY. By these means Ptolemy determined that

the mean excentricity of the orbit of Mercury was

9495, and the semi-diameter of his epicycle 35/38; Semidiam.

and the excentricity of the orbit of Venus 2339, °^
i^^

^^'"

and the semi-diameter of her epicyle 72094 ; in

parts of which the semi-diameter of each orbit

contained 1 00000.

56. But though these were the excentricities of

the orbits, and their centres, as C, the points fmm
which the epicycles, in the apsides, would appear

of the same magnitude, it remained to enquire,

whether an epicycle would continue to appear at

C of the same magnitude in all the other points of

the orbit ; that is, if equants were not also neces-

sary to the inferior planets, and at what distances

from the centre of the earth the centres of

these equants should be placed : and we find, that

though Ptolemy gives no account of his procedure

in this enquiry in the case of the superior planets,

he thus describes it with respect to Mercury and
Venus. Let AB, (fig. 19), be the line of the ap-

sides of Venus, T the centre of the earth, E the

centre of the cquant, and let AED, the angular

distance of the sun, or centre of the epicycle,

from
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from A the apogee of Venus, be, for exampfej

= 90°. In this situation of the centre of the epi-

cycle, let DTG be an observed greatest evening

digression of the planet, and at some other time,

when the sun occupies the same point of the

cquant, let DTF be an observed greatest morn-
ing digression. These digressions, though unequal

when viewed from T, will, notwithstanding, be

equal when viewed from E, and a mean of them
will be the angle DTF. Therefore, the other

acute angle FDT, in ihc right-angled triangle

DTF, is given ; and, since the side DF, the se-

mi-diameter of the epicycle, is given in parts of the

semi-diameter ED of the cquant z= 100000, (54)

the secant TD of the angle FDT to the radius DF
will be given in the same parts. Therefore, in the

right-angled triangle DET, with TD and ED,
Excentrl. the required excentricity TE will readily be found,
city of the In this manner Ptolemy discovered that the excen-
e^uan

.

(i-jcii^y q{ ^hc cquant of Venus, as in the case of

the superior planets, was double the excentricity

of the orbit; whereas that of the cquant of Mer-
cury was only one-half of the excentricity of the

orbit.

57. VV^hen the excentriclties of the orbit and

equant, and the longitude of the apogee were de-

termined, the place of an inferiour planet, at any

given time in the zodiac, was to be found, in the

same manner as of the superior planets, by calcu-

lating the equations of the centre andol the orbit.,

(45.47). But as the excentricity of Venus was

inconsiderable, and her orbit and equant seemed

almost to coincide, and the centre of the equant

of Mercury bisected the excentricity of the orbit,

Equations instead of the double operation for the equation

tjel
^ "" of the centre, it was calculated by one operation,

as
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as in the solar o'bit. (33). Yet, when great pre-

cision was studied, it was previously necessary, in

the orbit of Mt. *cury, and even of Venus, to in-

vestii^ate the variations of the excentricity. Thus,

let L (fig. 16) be the place of the centreof the de-

ferent, at the distance, b.ppose of 60'' from K,
and join AL. Then, in the triangle TAL, the

varied excentricity TL was investigated from TA
and AL, and ihe angle TAL given. Or, accord-

ing to a more approved hypothesis, which consi-

dered the line of apsides as immoveable, and the

motion of the centre of the deferent as only ima-

ginary in the small circle KLVI, while its real mo-
tion was a libration in the diameter KB, the varied

excentricity was found by drawing to KB from L
the perpendicular h/u; and was z= TiV -j- Km, and,

universally, zz TA rt cos. KAL.
The equation also of the orbit was calculated in

the same manner as for the superior planets, (47),
excepting that the argument of this equation was

not the difference between the mean motion of

the sun and the mean motion of the planet in its

orbit, but between the former and the mean mo-
tion of the planet in its epicycle ; and that it was
previously necessary to investigate the variations of

the apparent magnitude of the semi-diameter of the

epicycle. For this last purpose the procedure was as

follows. Let AB, (fig. •20), be the semi-diameter of

the epicycle of Venus at its mean distance from the

earth, and =. 71890, in parts of the semi-diameter

of the orbit and let BC = 2500 be the difference

betwcea its greatest and least apparent semi-dia-

meters, of which the first takes place in the peri-

gee, and the second in the apogee. To find then

the semi-diameter in any other point of the orbit»

describe on B, with the distance BC, the circle

CED; in which let CE be equal to the given ano-

maly.
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maly. The required variation of the semi-diameter

AB will be BF, the cosine of CE; subtractive from

AB near the apogee, that is, in the first and fourth

quadrants of anomaly, and additive to AB in the

second and third.

, . , 58. The various latitudes of the inferior planets

cfthein- wcfe explained m this manner. Let ABC (ng. 21)
feriorpla- bg the plane of an orbit, BD the line of apsides, B

the apogee, and AC the intersect on of this plane

with the ecliptic. It was supposed, first, that the

plane of the orbit oscillated on the line AC; coin-

ciding with the ecliptic, when the centre of the

epicycle was in A or C ; receding from it, on the

departure of this centre from A, till it came to B
the apogee ; and again approaching to the ecliptic,

in the progress of the epicycle from B to C : and

this oscillatory motion of the plane of the orbit

Deviation, was Called tlic deviation. Secondly, it was sup-

inclination posed, that the plane of the epicycle was inclined

to the plane of the orbit, intersecting it in the

line EF; and that it oscillated on this line accord-

ing to a law the contrary of the deviation; the in-

clination disappearing at the apsides, and coming
in the nodes to its greatest amount. Finally, it

was supposed that another oscillation of the epi-

cycle, called the reflexion, took place upon aline

GH, perpendicular to EF, and observed the law

of the deviation. The nodes were placed at the

distance of Q0° from the apsides, and both were

supposed to move according to the apparent motion

given by the precession of the equinoxes to the

fixed stars. Though the latitudes of the moon and

the planets required that reductions should be

made from their peculiar orbits to the ecliptic, Pto-

lemy does not appear to have perceived their ne-

cessity ; nor, till the later times, were they at-

tended to by his followers.

and reflec

tion.
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59. Notwithstanding the labonr employed, and

the ingenuity displayed in the formation of this

system, its imperfections were so great and nu-

merous, that it was impossible it should always

continue to maintain its credit. Though the ori-

ginal introduction of excentric orbits by Hippar-

chus banished some of the ancient epicycles, and
promised greater simplicity than had been attained

in the ancient concentric theory, the more exten-

sive application, which Ptolemy and his followers

made of the excentric theory, rendered it at last

almost as perplexed and intricate as the theory

which it had displaced. Its suppositions were often
jn^pg^fgc

dissimilar, and even inconsistent with one another; tions of the

and instead of answering to the title of a system, it
P'^^'^'^^ic

was an assemblage of parts connected by no gene-

ral principle of union, and between which there

subsisted no known mutual relations : for, though
the ratio of an epicycle to its peculiar orbit might
be determined, those of the orbits to one another

were entirely arbitrary. In many respects it was

destitute of the authority even of sense, to which it

principally appealed; and, notwithstanding the pre-

tensions of reducing the celestial phenomena to the

rules of geometrical calculation, it was not un-

common to find differences of hours and days, and
even of months, between the calculation and the

fact ; nay, it frequently happened, that the predic-

tions, made according to its rules, entirely failed.

But the objection, which seems to have struck at

the credit of the Ptolemaic theory more than all

its inaccuracy in representing ihe phenomena, was
its contradiction to the supposed inviolable law of

circular and uniform motion, which it was the

principal object of all systems to establish and con-

firm. Not only did its oscillations and librations

produce perpetual deviations, both from the plane

and
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and the circumference of the circle ; but also the

uniformity aimed at by the equant itself was purely

imaginary ; for it took place in an orbit where the

celestial body was hardly ever found ; and, by the

introduction of it, a real inequality of velocity was
acknowledged in the orbit, which the body actually

described. The position also of the centre of the

equant was regulated by no general law : for, in

the theories of Venus and the superior planets, its

distance from the centre of the earth was bisected

by the centre of the orbit ; in the theory of Mer-
cury, on the contrary, the mean excentricity of

the orbit was bisected by it ; in the lunar theory,

it continually varied its position ; and, in the solar

theory, it coincided with the centre of the orbit.

Finally, by the complicated motions ascribed to

some of the circles, especially in the theories of the

moon and Mercury, those bodies were brought, in

some parts of their orbits, so near to the earth, that

their position was wholly inconsistent with all ob-

servations of diurnal parallax.

CHAP.
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CFIAP. III.

0/* ibe Copemkan System.

00. nr'HOUGH the imperfections of the Pto-

I lemaic system were not immediately per-

ceived, especially during the confusion which at-

tended the decline and destruction of the Roman
empire, their effects did not fail, in process of

time, to become fully evident. In the ninth cen-

tury, on the revival of science in the east, under

the encouragement of the caliphs, surnamed
Abassides, Ptolemy's astronomical tables were

found to deviate so widely from the actual situa-

tions of the celestial bodies, as to be no longer

useful in calculations : and it became necessary for

the Saracen 'astronomers at Bagdat to form tables

entirely new. The Saracens carried their astrono-

fnical knowledge with them into Spain ; and, in

the thirteenth century again, the new tables were
found unfit to represent the celestial motions

;

and, to supply their place, the tables, called Al-
phonsine, were constructed, by the direction of

Alphonso the 10th, king of Castile. The errors

even of the Alphonsine tables became, in the fif-

teenth century, equally sensible with the former.

But though it was hence evident, that the revolu-

tions of the celestial bodies were not precisely what
the excentric circles and epicycles of the ancients

represented, such was the veneration of astrono-

mers for Hipparchus and Ptolemy, from whom
they derived all that vi'as valuable in their science ;

and, indeed, so great was the merit of subjecting

motions, so intricate as the apparent celestial re-

G volutions.
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volutions, to any settled rules ; that no suspicions

concerning the principles of the theory appear

to have been entertained. All that was proposed

even by eminent astronomers, such as Purbacb
> and Muller, surnamed Rcgiomontanos, was only

to correct the theory by more accurate observa-

tions : and none of the amendments, which they

introduced, was inconsistent with it& princiiplcs. l£
Coperni-

^j,g ^.j^^ celebrated Copernicus, a native o( Thorn
in Polish Prussia, who first called in qi^estjon the

principles themselves, and to whom the i'xclu-

sive honour belongs, of substituting for the Ptole-

maic a new and more beautiful system, represent-

ing the celestial motions with much more simpli-

city, and, after its principles were fully understood,

with incomparably greater accuracy.

61. It does not appear that Copernicas origi-

nally meditated such a total revolt from the autho-

rity of Ptolemy, as that to which, in the course of

forming his theory, he was eventually led. Though
equally sensible with others of the deviation of the

Ptolemaic tables from the actual state of the hea-

vens, the chief cause of his dissatisfaction with

Ptolemy's theory related to his explications of the

first planetary inequalities, and was his departure

in these explications from the principle of uniform

motion in perfect circles, which all astronomers

considered as sacred and inviolable. When Hip-

parchus introduced an excentric orbit into the so-

lar theory, no trespass against this principle waa
committed ; because the sun was supposed to move
uniformly round its centre : but when Ptolemy
extended the application of excentrics to the pla-

netary orbits, and supposed every epicycle to move
uniformly round a point, not in the centre of the

deferent, the principle was undeniably abandoned

:

for

/
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for the uniformity attained was in a foreign orbit,

called an equant ; and there was a real and evi-

dent inequality in its own. It was this part of the

theory of Ptolemy which, Copernicus tells us, he

chiefly disapproved ; and, as he found the explica-

tion of the first inequality, by means of an'excen-

tric with an equant, irreconcileable with his fa- .,. . .

vourite pnnciple, he seems to have had at first no nal design*

higher purpose in view, than to substitute an ex-'

plication of a different kind, and more consonant

to that principle.

62. The theory which he proposed to substitute,

for explaining the first inequalities in a manner
more consistent with the principle of uniformity,

was the ancient concentric one : and it was in re-

storing this from its neglected state, that the dis-

tinguishing and essential part of hi^ system, in

which he ventured to depart, not only from the

authority of Ptolemy, but from all the established
^

opinions of mankind, seems first to have presented

itself to his thoughts. When both inequalities

were represented by means of concentric circles

with epicycles, the necessary multiplicity of epi-

cycles confounded the imagination ; and the chief

recommendation of the excentric theory, and even

the original cause of framing it, was the banishing

several of the epicycles by which the imagination

had been perplexed. The same desire therefore of

simplicity, which led Ptolemy to substitute an ex-

centric orbit, in the explication of the first inequa-

lity, for the concentric with its epicycle, seems to

have had equal influence, in suggesting to Coper- Probable

nicus a like substitution for the epicycles used in '"o^^^^**

the explication of the second. He discovered in

the annual orbit of the sun, or earth, an universal

epicycle, which explained the second inequalities

G 2 more
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more advantageously than all the various separate

ones with which the planetary orbits had been en-

cumbered : and in fact the solar orbit had been

already employed in this explication, at least in

some degree ; for while the ancients formed the

argument of the equation of the second inequa-

lity, by taking the difference between the phiccs

oi the sun and the planet (47), they were actually

converting the sun's orbit into an epicycle. These
seem to have been the motives by which Coperni-

cus was led to conceive the bold design of attri-

buting motion to the earth ; and, by the applica-

tion which he made of her annual orbit, he found

the simplicity which he sought ; not like Ptolen)y,

at the expence of the sacred principle of unifor-

mity, but in some sense perfectly consistent with

it. This attachment indeed to the doctrines of

uniform circular motion, which made him reject

the exc'entric of Ptolemy, was merely a prejudice

connected with the imperfect state of physical

knowledge ; for the motions of the planets are in

reality neither circular, nor uniform : but, in the

present instance, it produced the happiest and
most important effects, and proved the introduc-

tion of all that is true and valuable in astronomy.

63. When the design was thus conceived of

ascribing motion to the earth, and displacing her

from the centre of the planetary system, Coperni-

cus found that, bold as it was, it was not destitute

of support from many powerful arguments, and
even from several striking astronomical pheno-

mena. In particular, he found that an acknow-
ledgment of its propriety was made, however un-

designedly, in the whole theory of the epicycles,

which, by the annual orbit of the earth, he pro-

posed to abolish. The ratio of the semi-diameter

of
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©f the epicycle of Mars, to the semi-cHameter ofConfinna-

his orbit, exceeded that of 6 to 10; and, in the p^^'^jj''*

theory of Venus it was still greater ; for it exceed-

ed that of 7 to 10 ; and therefore, when the dis-

tance of the former planet from the earth varied

from 4 to l6, and of the latter from 3 to 17, it

was undeniably absurd to consider the earth as the

centre of their motions : and the absurdity was the

same, though not so evident, of supposing the

earth to be the centre of the motions ot the other

planets. Copernicus found also that the Ptolemaic

arrangement of the inferior planets had not always

been generally received ; for Plato, and his foU

lowers, phicecl them beyond the sun ; and he saw
that the reasons for inverting this order, and in-

cluding their orbits between those of the sun and
moon, were unsatisfactory and inconclusive. The
distance of the sun from the earth, Ptolemy reck-

oned at ll6o of the earth's semi^diameters, and
that of the moon in apogee, at 6i. The interjai-

cent space between these two orbits he filled up,

first, with the epicycle of Mercury of 177 in dia-

meter, 'and next with that of Venus of 9 10 ; thus

bringing Mercury's epicycle almost in contact

with the lunar orbit, and the epicycle of Venus al-

inost in contact with the solar orbit i and the prin-

cipal reason which he assigns for crowding them in

these positions, is the improbability of supposing a

space so vast to have been left wholly empty ; for^

getting that, by this very arrangement, he had
allotted, to the single epicycle of Venus, a space

inorc than four times, or according to a more pro-

bable deduction, more than six times as extensive

in breadth, as the space allotted to the earth, the

moon, and Mercury, all together. 1 he other rea-

son alleged for this arrangement, viz. the propriety

gf the sun's holding the middle station^ between

G 3 the
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the planets whose digressions permitted them to

come into opposition with him, and those whose
digressions were more limited, was both false and
frivolous : for the moon's digressions were unli-

mited, though her orbit was arranged on the same
side of the sun with those of Venus and Mercury,

No reason also appeared from this arrangement,

why the digressions of Venus and Mercury should

be limited, why their revolutions should be so in-

timately connected with those of the sun, or why
any one of all the planets, the superior ones not

excepted, should be placed nearer to the earth

than any other. On these accounts Copernicus

could not fail to consider the theory of the inferior

pl.Tnets, attributed to the ancient Egyptians, and

held by sevenil Latin astronomers, and particularly

by Martian us Capclla in the fifth century, as much
more worthy of attention than the Ptolemaic, and

as giving a much more consistent explication of
Egyptian their phenomena. In this, the sun was the centre
system.

ai3Q^,t which Venus and Mercury performed their

revolutions: and, as the earth was not included

within their orbits, it was impossible that they

should be seen from the earth, to make any greater

digressions from the sun than the limits of these

orbits would allow : and the reason was also ma-
nifest, both of the relative positions assigned them
with respect to the sun, and of the intimate con-

nection of their apparent annual circuit round the

earth with the apparent solar revolution. This

theory Copernicus applied to the superior planets,

and found the application attended with like suc-

cess ; for, though their oppositions shewed that

the earth was included within their orbits, their

near approaches to the earth in their oppositions,

and the vvst distances to which they removed in

their conjunctions, made it impossible that the

earth
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earth could be the centre of their motions. This Extension

variation of distance was especially remarkable in of '^^'

the planet Mars ; who, in oppositions, appears

equal in size to Jupiter, but towards his conjunc-

tions no larger than a star of the second or third

magnitude ; and afforded an unquestionable proof

that none of the superior orbits approaches so near

the earth. It was from this extension of the Egyp-
tian theory concerning the inferior planets to the

superior, and making the sun the centre of all the

planetary orbits, that the transition seems to have Transition

been more immediately made to the doctrine ofi|j°'y„,„

the motion, or revolution, of the earth, like any system,

other planet, round the sun. For, as the varia-

tions of distance shewed the earth to be nearest to

the orbits of Mars and Venus, and as she was
evidently within the former, and without the lat-

ter, no reason appeared why she should not par-

take of the revolutions round the sun, in which so

many other bodies, and some of them thought to

be of greater- magnitude, on both sides of her, were

supposed to be involved : nay, on the contrary,

strong probability appeared that she did partake

in those rcvokitjons ; for, on this principle, all the

varieties of the distances of the planets, and all

the circumstances of their second inequalities were

at once and easily explained : and they could not

be explained othervi'ise;, without the improbable

supposition of the annual revolution of the whole
p'lanetnry orbits, round her centre. The only ce-

lestial body, which could not be subjected to the

general law of describing an orbit round the sun

as a centre, was the moon : for, though her oppo-

sitions, like those of Mars, proved that the earth

was included within herorbit, her parallaxes shewed
her distances to be much less than the least dis-

tance of V'^enus; and the variations of her distance

G 4 vyere
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were so inconsiderable as not to require, or even

to admit, of any other centre of her motions than

the earth. In the interjacent space, therefore, be-

tween the orbits of Mars and Venus, and where

the former system made the sun to move, Coper-

nicus placed the orbit of the moon with the earth

in its centre ; and supposed both together, like

.some great planet, to revolve round the sun, in the

precise time of an apparent solar revolution. The
sun was now considered as the only immoveable
body in the system : for Copernicus was not in-

iluenced by the objection of his apparent progress

through the zodiac; being convinced, from innu-

merable examples, how unavoidably we ascribe to

surrounding objects all the real motions of which
we are not sensible : and, by the immoveable po-

sition of the sun in the centre, and the continual

revolutions of the earth and planets round it, at

different distances, and in different times, not only

were the second inequalities explained in general,

without the embarrassment of epicycles, but the

causes also of the different times of the revolutions

in these imaginary epicycles, and of their different

magnitudes, became fully evident. In particular,

the cause became evident, why both the direct and
retrograde arches of Jupiter were greater, and re-

quired longer time than those of Saturn, and less

than those of Mars ; and the like arches of Venus
greater than those of Mercury : and why those

vicissitudes returned more frequently in Saturn

than in Jupiter and Mars ; and more frequently in

Mcrcuiy than in Mars and Venus. It is true that

no reciprocations of this kind had been observed in

any of the fixed stars : but this Copernicus boldly,

though justly ascribed to their immense disrance,

in coiupaiison with which the diameter of the whole

terre^lriai orbit, though bearing a sensible ratio to

the
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the distance even of the remotest planet, entirely

vanished. When he had thus ascribed a periodical

revolution to the earth, the transition was more
easy to the doctrine of her diurnal rotation, by
which his theor)' was completed ; for, if it v^as im-

probable that the sun, carrying along with him the

whole planetary orbits, should revolve annually

round the earth ; it was much more improbable

tliat all these, together with the immense sphere

of the fixed stars, should revolve round her every

24 hours, with a rapidity incomparably greater, and
almost indeed inconceivable.

61. There were also some ancient authorities Ancieat

whicb seemed to encourage Copernicus in the opi-
ti"s.°'*'

nions he was thus led to conceive, or at least

tended to introduce them to the world with less

appearance of absolute innovation. He first found,

as he tells us, in Cicero's writings, a tradition,

transmitted by Theophrastus, of the opinion of

Nicetas of Syracuse, which made the sun, the

moon, and the whob starry heavens immoveable,

and ascribed their constant apparent diurnal revo-

lutions to the sole rotation of the earth on an axis.

Kext, he found in Plutarch, not only a similar

tradition, that the same doctrine of the diurnal ro-

tation of the earth was asserted by Heraclides of

Pqntus, and Zcphantus the Pythagorean ; but also,

what he thought had a reference to her annual

revolution, and that this was said by Philolaus

of Crolona, another disciple of Pythagoras, to be

performed about the central fire, or sun. We have

also seen the favourable opinion which he enter-

tained, and the more extensive use which he made,
of what is called the ancient Egyptian system ;

where Venus and Mercury are considered as saUl-

J'ltes to the sun : and this opinion could not fail to

be
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be confirmed, when he saw that Ptolemy, though
not in words, had in effect adopted it, by making
the mean place of the sun the centre of both their

epicycles ; and that the framers of the Alphonsine
tables had, at least with respect to Venus, expressly

adopted it, by considering the solar orbit not only

as her equant, but even as the deferent of her

epicycle. But the reasons which were decisive with

Copernicus, and far outweighed all authorities,

in the formation of his system, were certainly the

satisfactory explication which it gave of all the cir-

cumstances of the second inequalities, and the

symmetry and proportion, which he calls admirable,

of all its parts. It was not a mere assemblage, like

the Ptolemaic, of unconnected parts in arbitrary

positions : but, as the ratio of his general epicycle

to every particular orbit was given, the ratios w^re

also given of the orbits to one another ; and the

position of every one was determinate, and not

arbitrarily assumed.

rcpcrnl. 65. In the Copernican system, the sun is placed
can sys- ]n the Centre of the universe, and Copernicus ex-

presses a peculiar satisfaction at contemplating him
in this situation, the most commodious for diffus-

iuir liirht and heat to the whole celestial bodies :

for he supposed that the fixed stars, equally with

the planets, derived their splendour from him.

The planets perform round him their periodical re-

volutions, in the following order determined by
the ratio of every orbit to that of the earth ; Mer-
cury, Venus, the Earth attended by her satellite

the moon, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn ; and after

these may now be added the planet discovered by
Herschel. The earth, instead of continuing to be

the centre of the motions of the sun and planets,

is degraded to become herself a planet^, and is the

centre

tt;n.
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centre only of the motions of the moon. It has

been since discovered, that Jupiter has four moons,
and Saturn five, which they carry along with them,
as our moon is carried along by the earth, in ac-

complishing their revolutions about the sun. To
the live moons, or satellites, of Saturn, Herschel
has also discovered that two more ought to be
added, and that his own planet is accompanied by
two. Beyond these, and at- an immense distance,

is placed the sphere of the fixed stars ; and its

diurnal revolution, together with that of all the

moveable celestial bodies referred to it, is consi-

dered in this system merely as apparent, and pro-

duced by the diurnal rotation of the terrestrial

globe.

QQ. Notwithstanding the simplicity and sym-
metry of this system, and all the advantages by
which it was recommended, Copernicus was so

much aware of the objections that would be made
to it, and the prejudices which it would have to

encounter, that he was deterred from publishing

it to the world, and forbore, for thirty years, to l-ong hesi-

communicate it, except to some confidential CoTemrcus
friends. Many of the astronomical phenomena, by to publish

which it is supported, were then undiscovered :

'^'

the rotation, for example, of other celestial bodies

on their axes, had not been observed : none of

the changes had been seen, in the phases especi-

ally of Venus and Mercury, which this system ren-

dered necessary : the principle of gravitation and
its important consequences were almost wholly

unknown : and, till the aberration of the fixed

stars was discovered, it seemed altogether incre-

dible, that the translation of the earth, in her an-

nual revolution, from one extremity of her im-

mense orbit to another, should produce no change
on
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On the apparent magnitudes, or the relative posi-

tions, of the fixed stars. It was not, therefore, till

near the close of life, nor even then without the

importunities of his friends, particularly of Schom-
berg cardinal of Capua, and Gisius bishop of

Culm, that his consent to the publication was ob-

tained : and, when the first edition of his work
was completed, under the inspection of the emi-

nent George Joachim Rheticus, at Nurenberg, on
the 24th of May, 1543, the illustrious author, a

few days after receiving a copy, died in his 72d
year at Frawenberg.

67' The explication which the Copcrnlcan sys-

tem gave of the second inequalities of the inferior

planets, is as follows. Let ABC (fig. 2'2), repre-

sent part of the zodiac, DEF the orbit of the

earth, GHK the orbit of Venus, and S the sun,

supposed to be in the centre of both : and let Ve-
nus be in the superior part of her orbit, or that

which is beyond the sun ; and from T the earth,

let the tangents TG, TK, be drawn to the orbit of

Venus, and produced to meet the zodiac in A and
C. In the portion GHK of this orbit, which is

intercepted by these tangents, and most distant

from the earth, the planet will be referred, by the

observer in T, to the portion ABC of the zodiac ;

and will appear to move in it from west to cast,

according to the order of the signs, and in the

same direction in v^hich she moves in her orbit

from G to H, and K. But, supposing the earth

to continue at rest in T, and Venus to proceed

through the inferior part of her orbit KLG, she

will still be referred from T to the same portion

ABC of the zodiac, only she will appear to move
in it in the contrary direction, from cast to west,

or from C through B to A. The real direction of

her
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her motion has, notwithstanding, suffered no alte-

ration, and she has continued to describe her orbit

round the sun in S without any interruption, and
g^p];,.,.

always according; to the order of the signs: and ittionotthe

is the situation only of the earth, in a point with- ^f'^""'^* '"^-

out the orbit, which renders to a spectator in the the inferior

earth an appearance of alteration unavoidable, and P'^"*^'**

makes her seem to change her course from direct

to retrograde. It is true that, while Venus per-

forms these motions, the earth does not continue

immoveable in T, but proceeds in her orbit also

according to the order of the signs. But, as she

proceeds more slowly than either Venus or Mer-
cury, no difference will be produced, upon either

the direct or the retrograde arches of those planets,

except in some circumstances relating to their

magnitudes, the times in which they are described,

and the portions of the zodiac to which they are

referred. From the contemporary motion also of

the earth, it becomes evident why Venus and Mer-
cury seem to move, in the superior parts of their

orbits, with greater rapidity than in the inferior :

for, in the former case, the real motion of the earth

and the real motion of the planet being in oppo-

site directions, the planet must seem to move with

the sum of both velocities ; and, in the latter, with

the difference only of both velocities, because the

direction of the real motions is the same. The
phenomenon also of the double conjunction of the

inferior planets, and their never coming to an op-

position with the sun, and for which no reason

appeared in the system of Ptolemy, was in that of

Copernicus a necessary consequence.

6S. The explication of the second inequalities of

the superior planets is drawn from principles en-

tirely similar. Let S (fig. 23), be the sun, ABC
the
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the orbit of the earth, DEF the orbit of the pla-

net, GH a portion of the zodiac, E the planet

supposed at rest ; and Jet the earth be supposed

to move, according to the order of the signs, in

that part of her orbit which is between the planet

and the sun. Here it is equally obvious, as in the

former cafe, that during the progress of the earth

from A to B, where the observer finds the planet

, in opposition, and from thence to C ; that is, while

the earth describes the arch ABC comprehended
between two tangents drawn to her orbit from E,

the planet must appear retrograde. For, when the

earth is in A, the planet's place in the zodiac will

be G, marked by the line AEG, drawn from the

centre of the earth through E ; when the earth

and of tlie advances to I, the place of the planet in the zodiac
superior.

y^\\\ ]^q j^ . a^j^j jj- ^yjn appear in M, when the

earth proceeds to L ; and in H, when the earth

arrives at C. But in that part of the earth's orbit

which is most remote from the planet, or in the

whole progress of the earth from C to N, and
thence to the conjunction in P, and from P through

O, till her return to A, the motions of the planet

will appear direct : for NM is more advanced in

the zodiac than CH, and OK than NM, and AG
more advanced than all the three. It is true here

also, that, during this progress of the earth through

all the signs, the planet has not continued im-

moveable, but has advanced through some portion

of its own orbit: but, as it.-i progress is much slower

than that of the earth, the only difference pro-

duced upon the appearances will relate, as before,

to the extent of the retrograde and direct arches,

the duration of their descrij)tion, and the points

of longitude in the zodiac by which they are ter-

minated. The reason is also equally evident, why
a superior planet, in describing its retrograde arcb,

will
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will seem to move with the difference only, and,

in describing its direct arch, with the sum, of both

velocities.

6g. Between the direct and retrograde motions

of the planet, there must be a time when the one
changes into the other; and when, of consequence,

the planet must appear stationary, and seem to

partake of no motion except the diurnal revolution.

If the earth continued at rest in the point T of her

orbit, (fig. 24), the planet Venus, for example,

would always appear stationary when she was found

in any of the two tangents, as TK, which might
be drawn from T to the planetary orbit : only the

change of her motion from direct to retrograde

would not be instantaneous, because there is a

small portion of the orbit, towards K, which is to

sense confounded with the tangent. But as the

earth docs not continue fixed, but moves in her

orbit from T to D, Venus, though found in the

tangent TK, will not immediately appear stationary,

but seem to continue the course she held before

she arrived at K, because the tangent itself alters

its direction. In a short time, however, the visual stations of

ray MN, drawn from the earth to Venus, will t'le ph-

cease to be a tangent to the orbit, and will meet"^'^'

it in another point O : yet, as long as the contem-
porary arches, TM and KN, described by the earth

and the planet, shall be so situated with respect

to each other, as to render the lines MN and TK,
which include them, parallel, the planet will appear

stationary, and be referred to the same point in the

starry heavens. For the distance between all pa-

rallel straight lines, which can be drawn from the

earth, in any of all her different positions, bears no
sensible ratio to the immense distance of the celes-

tial sphere. It is obvious that the duration of the

stations

r
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stations will be longer, than if the earth had coii>

tinucd immoveable. (C.)

70. It was in this simple and convincing man-
uer that Copernicus accounted for the second in-

equalities of the planets, by substituting the orbit

of the earth for the three epicycles of the superior

planets, and the two deferents of the inferior. By"

this alone the causes of all the circumstances and
varieties of these inequalities were, in the most sa-

tisfactory manner, exhibited to view : whereas the

ancient system shewed no cause, either of the phe-

nomenon itself, or of the magnitude of the epi-

cycle by which it was represented, or of the ratio

between the number of the revolutions in the epi-

cycle and the number of the revolutions in the

real or supposed orbit.

Method of In determining the times and points in which
cietcrmin- ^^^ plancts bccamc stationary, Copernicus, not-

withstanding his new explication of their second

inequalities, continued to employ the ancient me-
thod suggested by Apollonius (49), in which the

orbits are considered as circular and concentrical

to the sun : and it is evident that this method was
alike applicable to his system as to the Ptolemaic.

Indeed, the orbits are still considered as circular

and concentrical to the sun in the greatest part of

the modern solutions of this problem ; and solu-

tions, on such conditions, are supposed to be suf-

ficiently exact for any useful purpose to which they

can be applied. (D.)

7 1 . An equal advantage of the system of Coper-

nicus was, that it determined the mutual ratios of

the distances of the planets, from the common
centre of their motions ; and consequently, it was
no longer an aggregate of parts disproporlioned

and
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and arbitrarily assumed. When a celestial body

is referred to one point of the starry sphere from

the centre of the earth, and to another from any

station on its surface ; that is, when it is subject

to a (fmrnal parallax ; it was known that this pa-

rallax was an indication of its distance from the

centre of the earth being less than the semi-dia-

ineter of that sphere ; and presented the means of

comparing the distance with the semi-diameter of

the earth. But the comparison was in general in-

accurate, because the ratio of the semi-diameter of

the earth to the distances of all the celestial bo-

dies, except the moon, was so inconsiderable, that

it was incapable of being ascertained by the ancient

observations. But, by the annual motion of the

earth, two stations were found whose distance was
not less than the semi-diameter, or even the dia-

meter of the whole terrestrial orbit ; and there was

no planet in the system whose place in the starry

sphere did not appear to be changed, by viewing

it from stations so remote. Let & (fig. 27), be Annual

the sun, or rather the centre of the terrestrial orbit P'^'^^'^'^j

BAT ; let T, M, J, S, be the Earth, Mars, Jupi-

ter, and Saturn, in their several orbits ; and let

CDEF be a portion of the starry sphere. The dif-

ferences of the places of these planets, called their

annual parallaxes, as seen from T the centre of the

earth, and from the centre of the sun, are the

arches CF, CE, CD, of the zodiac ; or, since the

parallels TC, ©G, when produced, mark the same
point of the zodiac, the arches GF, GE, GD,
which measure the angles GqF, GgE, G0D, or

their equals ©MT, ©JT, ©ST, under which the

semi-diamctcr of the terrestrial orbit is viewed from

every planet. It is indeed supposed, that one of

the stations is in the centre of the orbit ; but, from
the theory of the first inequalities formed on op-

H positions.
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positions, the place of the planet, as viev;cd from

the centre of the orbit, may at any time be calcu-

lated : nor, whether this centre be occupied by the

earth, or by the sun, will there be any difference

on the result of the calculation. The difference

between the place of the planet, observed from th^

earth, and its place thus calculated for the time of

the observation, is the required parallax : and, with

the difference between either of these and the

place of the sun, the ratio between the semi-dia^

meters of the planetary and terrestrial orbits was

.given.

72. Copernicus, for example, determined in

this manner the ratio between the distances of Sa^

turn and the earth, from the sun. He observed

the longitude of Saturn, on the 24th of February,

1514, at 17 h. in the line TSC, and found it =^

209^. Then, either by his own theory of the first

inequalities, or by that of Ptolemy (4()), (for, ex-

cept as to the supposed positions of the earth and

sun, these theories chiefly differed in form,) he

calculated for the same instant the longitude as

seen from the sun, in the line ©SD, or which

would have been seen from the earth, in the point

L of her orbit, and found it to be 203'' 1(3^; that

is, the heliocentric longitude was 5° 44' less than

the geocentric. The two visual rays, therefore, or

lines TC and qD, proceeding from the earth and
sun, intersected each other at the centre of Saturn,

in an angle CSD, or TS0, of 5" 44': and this an-
gle, which in the jPtolemaic system was called the

equation of the orbit, or of the argument, is the
Angles of parallax. Having also the place of the sun in K,

comnnna- ^^ which thc placc of the earth, as seen from K or

tion,ande. ©, IS alvvays Opposite, the difference between this
longation. ^^^ ^^q hclioccntric longitude of Saturn, gave him

the
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the angle S0T, called the angle of commutation;
and whfch, in the present case, was = 67° 35'.

Consequently, he had also, in the triangle SgT,
the elongation, or angle ST©, z= 100° 43'; and
therefore the ratio of the distance T0, of the earth

from the sun, to the distance S0, of Saturn from

the sun, was given : for sin. TS0 : sin. ST0 :: ©T
: ©S; and this ratio, supposing ©T =; 1, is that of

1 to Q.6.

The procedure with respect to every other*

planet was the samer for the parallaxes ©JT, ©MT
of Jupiter and Mars, as well as those of the infe-

rior planets, are in like manner the differences be-

tween the observed, or geocentric, longitudes TJ,
TM, and the calculated, or heliocentric, longi-

tudes ©J, ©M, obtained from the theory of Xh^

•first inequalities ; and the commutations J0T,
M0T, the differences between the heliocentric

longitudes of the planet and the earth, as well as

the elongations JT©, MT©, the differences be-

tween the geocentric longitudes of the planet and
the sun, are given. On these principles, the dis- To find the

tances of the planets in their order from the sun
[^^J"J|,°|j

were found to be, to one another, as the numbers to one an-

4, 7, 10, 15, 52, 95 ; and though the investigation °^^^'^'

was not made with all the advantages afforded by
the Copernican system, because the true form of

the orbits was not yet discovered, and no consi-

deration was had of their situation in different

planes, it became the foundation of one of Kep-
ler's most celebrated laws, that the squares of the

periodical times of the planets are to one another

as the cubes of their distances from the sun. The
procedure indeed is not materially different from

'the procedure of Ptolemy, in finding the ratio be-

tween the semi-diameter of any single orbit and

the semi-diameter of its epicycle. For the paral-

H 2 lax
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lax ©ST is the same, and found in the same man.
rer, with the equation of the orbit SgH; and the

commutation SoT, which is its argument, is the

same with ©SH, the supplement of DSH, the pla-

net's mean motion from the true apogee D of the

epicycle ; which was the argument of the equation

of the orbit (48), and, to the astonishment of the

ancients, found always equal to DeK, the sun's

mean motion from the same apogee. But from

Ptolemy's procedure, nothing more could be found

than the ratio between a single orbit and its par-

ticular epicycle : whereas, in the Copernican sys-

tem, the orbit of the earth being made the gene-

ral epicycle, the mutual ratios of the orbits easily

followed, and the reasons became manifest of the

order in which they were arranged. It is obvious

that all the circumstances of the second inequali-

ties depend upon the annual parallaxes. The less

the parallax, when the angles of commutation are

equal, the less will always be the extent of the d'u

rect and retrograde arches of the planet, and the

greater their number, during the course of every

revolution in their orbits : and, as the distance of

every planet from the sun is variable, upon account

of the excentricity of their orbits, the magnitude

of these arches will not be constant, nor the times

of describing them the same.

73. Another no less signal advantage of the

Copernican system was, that it led to a simple and
satisfactory explication of the latitudes of the pla-

nets, and pointed out the reason of their being

found very different, even in the samrc distances

from the nodes. Ptolemy, to explain the latitudes

of the superior planets, supposed a double inclina*.

tion, first of the planes of the orbits to the plane

of the ecliptic; and, secondly, of the epicycles to

the
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\he orbits ; and, for the inferior planets, besides

the same double inclination, no less than three os-

cillatory motions. But, in (he system of Coper-
nicus, there was no necessity for such improbable

suppositions. For, let ABCD (fig. 28), be the or-

bit of the earth, in the plane of the ecliptic EFG,
and let KFL be the orbit cf the planet IViars, for

example, inclined to the ecliptic iu the angle KFEj
and intersecting it in the line of nodes FH, pass-

ing through the centre S of ABCD ; and, through
the same centre, draw ESG perpendicular to FH^
in the plane of the ecliptic ; and also KSZ/ likewise

perpendicular to FH in the plane of the orbit. A
perpendicular KE drawn from the point K of the

orbit to ES, or from L to SG, will mark, its

greatest elevation above, or depression belo.v, the

plane of the ecliptic : and the angle under which
this perpendicular is seen from S will be the pla-

net's heliocentric latitude, (because S is also sup- Hdiocen-

posed to be the centre of the sun,) and vvill be""^^'"^.
^cO' I j Tic

equal to the angle KFE of the inclination : and ratitudes.

the only variations to which this heliocentric lati-

tude is subject, arise from its gradual increase, as

the planet moves from the ascending node H,
where it is rr O, to the limit K, where it comes to

its greatest amount; and from its gradual decrease,

in the descent of the planet to the opposite node F.

But the angle KTE is the geocentric latitude, and
this, according to the Copernican system, is vari-

able, not only on account of the variations of the

heliocentric latitudes, between the limits and the

nodes; but much more on account of ihe varia-

tions of distance between the planet and earth,

produced by the revolution of the latter in her or-

bit. Even at the same point of the orbit N, the

same heliocentric latitude MN is seen from T,
under the angle MTN, and from A under a dif-

H 3 ' ferent
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ferent angle MAN ; and these angles would be

still more various at B, C, V, &c.

74. To be enabled at any time to calculate the

latitudes, whether heliocentric or geocentric, it

was necessary to determine the inclinations of the

planetary orbits to the ecliptic : and Copernicus,

for this purpose, employed the following method.

He determined, by some theory of the first in-

equalities, the excentricity of the planet's orbit,

and the place of its aphelion ; whence, as he sup-

posed every orbit to be circular, the distance of the

planet from the sun, in the centre of the ecliptic,

could be easily calculated for any given point of

anomaly ; and having also the ratio between this

distance and the semi-diameter of the terrestrial

orbit (72), together with the observed latitudes ;

all the conditions necessary for the solution were

given. But his success in this part of his under-

taking did not correspond to the justness of his

principles ; for his observations of latitude were

chiefly taken from Ptolemy, and his deference for

this ancient astronomer prevented him from per-

ceiving that they were not always to be depended
upon. Ptolemy had, for example, transmitted an

observation of Mars, in opposition at his perihe-

lion, in which his latitude, observed from the earth,

was 6° 50' south ; and, to deduce hence the incli-

nation of the orbit, Copernicus thus proceeded.
Todfter- Let A (fig. 29), be the centre of the ecliptic, that

fncHnatfon
'^^> ^^^ mean place of the sun, B the place of the

oFiheor- earth, C Mars in opposition, and CBD the ob-
^^^' served latitude. Then, since AC the distance of

Mars from the centre of the ecliptic was given, by
the theory of the first inequalities, in parts of the

semi-diameter of the planet's own orbit; and, con-

sequently, from the determined ratio of the orbits,

was
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VV&S found r= 1370 in parts of AB = 1000, and
Ihe angle CBD was given ; he had this ana-

logy for the angle ACB, AC : AB :: sin. CBD :

sin. ACB ::z 4° 59'; and therefore the inclination

CAB = CBD - ACB was found to be := 1° 51',

and, as is now ascertained, very nearly accurate.

Copernicus also found this result to be in some de-

gree confirmed by another observation transmitted

by Ptolemy of the planets north latitude: for pro-

ducing the line of apsides CA to F, where P^A is

— 1^70 in parts of AE = 1000, and, with these

lines and the angle EAF of inclination now de-

termined, calculating the angle EFA, he found it

== 2° 40'; whence the geocentric latitude, when
the planet, in aphelioUj is in opposition to the

earth in E, ought to be 4° 3l' = FEG : now Pto-

lemy tells us, that he observed this to be = 4° 20''.

But, by another observation of Ptolemy's, near the

conjunction in the perihelion, tVom which he de-

duced that the south latitude CED, if observed

in the conjunction, would be no more than 5\ it

was found, by resolving the triangle CAE, that

the inclination CAD was no greater than 9'; and
by a like procedure, founded on Ptolemy's ob-

servations, the results for the inclinations of Saturn

and Jupiter, deduced from oppositions in the li-

mits, were 2° 44', and 1° 42'; but, from conjunc-

tions in the limits, only 2° 16', and 1° iS'. These
results Copernicus considered as sufficient evi-

dences that the inclinations of the orbits to the

plane of the ecliptic were variable ; and, as no va-

riation could be ascribed to the plane of the eclip-

tic, he supposed the planes of the orbits to oscillate

backwards and forwards, each on its line of nodes;

and the oscillation of the orbit of Mars was sup-

posed to be through an arch, or angle, ct 1'^ 41',

of Jupiter through 24', and of Saturn through 28'';

PI 4 and
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and in such a manner, that the inclination alwavs

increased in proportion to the increase of anomaly.

Nor was his deference for Ptolemy the only cause

of concealing from him the full value and impor-

tant consequences of his principles ; but the two
imhappy preconceived opinions, that every orbit

was perfectly circular, and that the planes of the

orbits intersected the plane of the ecliptic in lines

passing through its centre, contributed equally to

the same effect : for by these means all the dis-

tances, as AF and AE, whether of the planet or

of the earth from the sun, which entered into his

investigation, were false. It is evident, that the

system of Copernicus afforded an equally simple

and satisfactory explication of the various latitudes

of the inferior planets : but the same causes ope-

rated here also, and prevented the just use and
application of its principles. His theory for the

latitudes of Venus and Mercury, was even more
complicated than for the latitudes of the superior

planets ; and, except in name and form, was very

little different from that of Ptolemy. Nor was he

more successful in his deductions of the longitudes

and motions of the nodes ; for, in the orbits of the

inferior planets, he considered the line of nodes as

coincident with the line of apsides ; and in the or-

bit of Mars it was perpendicular to the line of ap-

sides ; and, in all orbits, he gave no different mo-
tion, either to their apsides or to their nodes, ex-

cept the apparent motion of the fixed stars, on ac-

count of the regression of the equinoxes.

']b. Copernicus seems, like Ptolemy, to have

thought the inclinations of the superior planets so

inconsiderable, that reductions from the planes of

their orbits to the plane of the ecliptic might be

neglected as unnecessary ; and, accordingly, in his

investigation
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investigation of the distance of Saturn from the

sun, (7'2), no reduction was employed ; but he saw
the necessity of them in the orbits of the moon Reduction

and the inferior planets, for that otherwise their to t^e

calcuhited and observed places would not in ge- ^'^''P"^*

neral coincide. His methods, with respect to Ve-

nus and Mercury, were of necessity equally com-
plicated with his theory of their latitudes ; and, as

they were not required by his system, need not be

repeated ; but, with respect to the moon, they

were of the same simple kind which are now em-
ployed. Let ABC (fig. 30), be the orbit of the

earth, and aUF the orbit of the moon, or of any

planet, intersecting the plane of the earth's orbit,

that is, of the ecliptic, in the line of nodes BD.
If a line PC be drawn from the planet in P per-

pendicular to the plane of the ecliptic, it will re-

present the latitude of the planet, geocentric if

seen from the earth, and heliocentric if seen from

the sun in S, supposed to be the centre of the

ecliptic; for it is the sine of the angle PSC, or of

the arch of a circle of latitude by which PSC is

measured ; and the inclination of the orbits will

be the angle CBP. The arch BP of the orbit,

computed in consequentia from the ascending node

B, is called the argument of latitude ; becau^, Argutrient

when the angle CBP of inclination is given, it is <^t latitude.

the condition, or circumstance, on which the mag-
nitude of the angle PSC of heliocentric latitude

depends. When the inclination CBP, and this

argument of latitude BP are given, the arch BC,
or the distance of the planet from the node reckon-

ed upon the ecliptic, may be found by this analogy

R : cos. CBP :: tan. BP : tan. BC ; and the dif-

ference between BP and BC is the required reduc-

tion, subtractive from BP in the iirst and third

quadrants
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(^ilflcii'atlts of atldmaiy, and additive to it, in the

eccdiui and fourth. (E.)

Vicissi- /S- The Vicissitudes of the senson? are generally
tildes afihg explained, in the Copernican system^ by supposing
seasons, ^i^,^^^

^^]^j|g ^|^^ inclination of the axis of the equa-

tor to the plane of the ecliptic is the same as in the

Ptolemaic system, its positions in the annual trans-

lation of the earth through all the siorns of the

ecliptic continue sensibly parallel to one another;

by which means all the circles parallel to the

equator, are daily intersected in variable propor-

tions, by the great circle on the earth's surface

tvhich separates light and darkness ; and several of

them arc generally found wholly within, or wholly

without its limits. But the effects produced by
this invariable direction of the axis of the equator,

Were explained by Copernicus himself in a less

girhple manner ; viz. by ascribing to the earth an

fitinual rotation upon the axis of the ecliptic; or

fnote strictly speaking, upon an axis of its own
perpendicular to the ecliptic, P'or he supposed the

ntituKil revolution of the earth round the sun to

resemble the menstrual revolution of the moon
fotlrid the earth, or that of a ball fixed at one
extremity of a lever, the other extremity of which

turns round Upon a pivot; and seems to have con-

sidered this as the only method in which a revolu-

tioti about a centre could be performed. Conse-

it]uently it became necessary for him, in explain-

ino; the vicissitudes of the seasons, to ascribe also

to the earth the annual rotation now spoken of,

and performed in a contrary direction to the an-

nual revolution : and otherwise, if we abstract

from the diurnal rotation, only one hemisphere of

the earth would have been presented to the sun^

and
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and it would have been presented to him invari-

ably ; while the opposite hemisphere was involved

in perpetual darkness.

']'] . But while the merits of Copernicus were sd

great, in these essential and distinguishing parts of

his system, which related to the second inequali'-

ties of the planets, all their first inequalities, and
all the inequalities in general of the sun and moon,
remained in their former obscure and imperfect

state; and all the explications of them, which he

attempted to give, differed from those of Ptolemy
chiefly in outvv'ard form. A minute detail of his

whole doctrines on these subjects would be unne-

cessary, and it will be sufficient to produce some
of the most remarkable.

"J^. Copernicus was dissatisfied with Ptolemy's

lunar theory, chiefly on two accounts; the first

arising merely from the ancient prejudice fn favour

of uniform motion in perfect circles, with which

the explication of the second lunar inequality was

inconsistent, (SQ); but the other unanswerable and
decisive, that the variations of the moon's distance,

which this explication rendered necessary, were

jrreconcileable with all observations, both of her

diurnal parallax, and her apparent diameter, (40).

His own lunar theory, therefore, was to this pur-

pose. Let A (fig. 35), be the centre of the earth, ^^.""^-[ '^^'^^

and of the lunar deferent BCD ; let C be thecen- pcmicus.

tre of the epicycle EFGH, carried about in the

circumference of the deferent ; let E be the centre

of a smaller epicycle KLM, carried about in the

circumference of the greater, and let AC be the

line of the mean motion of the sun, or earth. Co-
pernicus supposed, that C the centre of the greater

epicycle moved in consequenUa from C to D, with a

velocity
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Velocity equal to that of the moon's mean motion

in the zodiac; from which, subtracting the ap-

pafent mean motion of the sun, the remainder CD
^vas the mean motion of the moon from the sun

;

so that her return to the line AC was made in the

tiitie of a synodical revolution. But the centre E
of the smaller epicycle was supposed to be carried

from E, the apogee of the greater, towards ¥, G,
M3 with a motion equal to that of the moon in

mean anomaly ; while the moon was carried in the

circumference of the smaller, from K its. perigeCj

towards L, M, with a velocity double of her rate

of mean motion from the sun. By these means
he supposed that the first and second lunar inequa-

lities would be justly represented : for, supposing

both to disappear at an opposition to the sun in Cj

and that then the centre C of the "greater epicyclCj

the centre E of the smaller, and K the centre of

the ttloon, were in the same right line AC, it

Would happen that when the centre of the greater

epicycle came to the quadrature in D, and the

centre of the smaller one to F, the moon herself

having a tnotion double of CD would be found in

M, having described the whole semicircle KLM ;

iind, joining MA, the equation, or angle MAD,
•U'onid be the greatest possible, and amount to

^° 40 i But in other situations of the centre E of

the smaller epicycle at the opposition, and which

^;¥ould necessarily take place, on account of the

diifcfence between the synodical and anomalistical

revolutionSj the place both of it and of the moon
at the quadrature might be less remote from D,
than E and M in the present figurC; and the equa-

tion would be liable to all possible varieties, from
p° 40* to 0'^ O'i To represent the first inequality

eepal-ately from the second, the smaller epicycle

Was supposed to describe with its perigee K the
' circle
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Circle KN ; to Ibis a tangent AN vvas drawn froia

A, and the angle KAN, vvbich never exceeded 5°,

was the first inequality ; while CAO, fonijed by a

tangent drawn from A to the circle MO dcscribeci

by the apogee of the smaller epicycle, represented

both inequalities, and amounted to 7^40'. It will

however be understood, that though both are re^-

presented at the opposition in C, they could not

meet together and be accumulated, except at the

quadratures in B and D. Hence it was easy to

iind the semi-diameters of the epicycles, at least

their ratio to the semi-diameter of the liinar orbit

;

for, in the right angled triangles CNA, COA, CN
is the sine of 5^ and CO the sine of 7° 40' to the

same radius CA — J 00000, and consequently CN
=r 871(3, and CO == 13341, Their difference

NO is = 4625 ; so that FN, the semi-diameter of
the smaller epicycle, is = 2312, and CF', the semi-P

diameter of its deferent, = 110.^:8. This was ti7^

principal part of the lunar theory of Copernicus,

nearly as complicated as that of Ptolemy, fin4

liable also, like his, to various objections. One 'm.

particular was made by Kepler, that it re!idere4

the distance MA of the moon, in quadrature froni

the earth, sometimes greater than the semi-diame-

ter of the orbit, though all observations conc,urr,e4

to make it less.

79. Nor was Copernicus more successful in bil

explications of the first inequalities of the planets.

In ascertaining the mean motions and revolutions

of the superior planets, his procedure was the

same with the ancient one ; for, whether the cen-

tre of the system were occupied by the sun or by
the earth, the place of a planet io oppositjoa

viewed from either vvas the same. But, as Coper.*

aicus cousidered Ptolemy's representation of th§

first
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first inequalities, by an excentric with an equant,

to be a trespass against the law of uniform circular

motion, he returned, as was mentioned, to the

more ancient concentric theory with its epicycles,

which Ptolemy had abandoned ; and one of his

explications was to this purpose. Let A (fig. 36),
be the sun, or centre of the ecliptic, BCD the or-

thJfirstin- bit of a supcrior planet, and BD the line of ap-
equaiities sidcs. On B, WMth 3. scmi-diametcr BF equal to |

perim^pla-
^^ Ptolcmy's cxceutricity of the equant, describe

nets. the greater epicycle FGHK; and on F, its apogee,

with the semi-diameter FN equal to the remain-

ing I, describe the smaller epicycle LMNO. Co-

pernicus supposed, nearly as in his lunar theory,

that B the centre of the greater epicycle, was car-

ried round the orbit in comequeiitia, from B, to C,

D ; that F, the centre of the smaller, was, in the

same precise time, carried round the circumference

FGHK, from F to G, H, K; and that the planet

moved with a double velocity in the circumference

LMNO, from Lto M, N, O; and it was also sup-

posed that, when the centre F was in the apogee

of the greater epicycle, the place of the planet was

in L, the perigee of the smaller. By these means,

when the centre B advanced to C 90° distant, the

centre of the smaller epicycle was found in G ;

but the planet in N, having described the whole

semi-circle LMN ; and the equation NAC, which

at 90^ of anomaly is subtractive from the mean
longitude AC, would come to its greatest amount.

When again the centre B, or C, had described

another qnadrant, and was brought to D, and the

centre of the smaller epicycle, having also describ-

ed another quadrant, was found in H the perigee

of the greater ; the planet had moved through its

other semicircle NOL to L the apogee of the

Sifilallef epicycle, and therefore the equation would

disappear.
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disappear. This theory, as has been said, hard!/

differs from that of Ptolemy, except in outward

form. No new excentricity is introduced, and the

mutual ratio of the epicycles is equivalent to the

ancient bisection ; for, if from L the perigee of

the smaller epicyle we take in LA the part LP ^
AB5 the part AP will be precisely equal to half th^

excentricity of Ptolemy's equant ; and if on P,

with the semi-diameter PL, we describe a circle,

this will be the planet's path in the heavens acv

cording to the excentric theory, and nearly its path

according to tht present theory of Copernicus.

Indeed it was the object of Copernicus rather to

confirm Ptolemy's explication of the first inequ3'-

lities, than to depart from it ; and to remove f]"oiT|

it the supposed absurdity of assigning to the pla*-

nets a motion which was uniform only in a fictjti*

ous orbit. But his explication was much mor@
complicated than that of Ptolemy ; and, though

the motions in all his three circles were uniform,

the real path of the planet was no longer circular,

but extended beyond the circle in aH points eiC'

cept the apsides; for example, towards 90^ of anq*

maly, the line PN, drawn from P the centre of tb@

Ptolemaic orbit, to the planet, is the secant of tb§

angle LPN. The uniformity att^iined was tberg^

fore merely imaginary.

80. Another explication given by Copernicus of
the first inequalities of the superior planets was less

complicated, and in form more resembling th^

Ptolemaic. It was by means of an excentric orbit

FCDE (fig„ 37), the distance AB of whose centre,

from A the centre of the ecliptic, was equal to the

semi-diameter of the former greater epicycle ; ancl

Jie only retained the smaller epicycle, in the cir-

cumference of which the plijnet wus supposed to
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move, with half only of the former velocity, but

in the same direction. Two uniform equal mo-
tigns were, by this theory, substituted for the sin-

gle unequable motion of Ptolemy; the one of the

centre of the epicycle round the centre of the or-

bit, and the other of the planet round the centre

of the epicycle : but it is evident that this theory

Another was in all respects equivalent to the former. In
theory. neither of them, did Copernicus so much attempt

to investigate the exccntricity and place of the

aphelion, as to examine the conclusions of Ptolemy
respecting these elements ; and to make trial how
far the equations deduced from them agreed with

observation. In this examination his procedure

was to this purpose. Having three mean opposi-

tions, that is, three observations cf a planet when
the centre of the epicycle was in the points D, E, F,

and the planet in the points G, H, K, he either

adopted Ptolemy's determinations of the exccntri-

city AB, and the longitude ABC of the aphelion
;

or he approximated to them in the manner of Pto-

lemy, by supposing CDEF to be the orbit described

by the planet, and not by the centre of the epi-

cycle (45). With these elements, thus rudely

found, he had first, in the triangle FBA, the ex-

ccntricity AB in parts of FB ~ lOOOOO, and the

angle FBA, known by the motion of the centre of

the epicycle from C, the supposed place of the

aphelion ; and could therefore find the base FA,
and the angles AFB, FAB ; and secondly, in the

triangle FAK, he had the angle KFN p: FBC,
and therefore KFA == KFN + AFB, and conse-

quently, with the sides KF, FA, the angle FAK;
which, subtracted from FAB, gave the distance

KAC of the planet from* the aphelion ; and afford-

ed one part of the evidence by which he was to

judge how far his conclusion, or assumption, for

the
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the place of the aphelion erred from the truth. Excentn.

In the same manner, by means of the triangles ^^^
^^^^i^g

DBA, DAG, he calculated the distance G AC aphelion,

of the planet from the supposed aphelion, at the

time of the opposition in D ; and, by means of

the triangles EBA, EAH, the distance HAC of

the planet from the aphelion, at the time of the

opposition in E. After these operations, by adding

together KAC, and GAC, and subtracting GAG
from HAC, he obtained the angles KAG, GAH;
and, these being found equal to the observed dif-

ferences of longitude in Ptolemy's three opposi-

tions, he concluded that, as far as the observations

could be depended upon, Ptolemy's determinations

of the excentricity and place of the aphelion were

j'ust. But, on applying the same elements to some
oppositions observed by himself, he found that the

calculated differences of longitude did not agree

so perfectly with his observed differences ; and he
was therefore obliged to make some alterations of

the Ptolemaic suppositions : these alterations were

especially found necessary in the theory of Mars;
where, instead of fixing AB at 1500, in parts of

BC z= 10000, that is. at | of Ptolemy's excentri-

city of the equant, he fixed it at 1460, while the

semi-diameter of the epicycle continued at 500 ;

so that, in his calculations for this planet, he did

not precisely adopt the principle of the bisection.

In the former theory, the manner of the calcu- The sami?

iation would have been different. Let E (fig. 36) '" ^''^ first

be the centre of the greater epicycle in any one of
^*^'"^*

the oppositions, and F its apogee : and let Q be
the centre of the smaller epicycle. Then, on ac-

count of the equal motion of both centres, FEQ
zz BAE ; and, on account of the double velocity

ofR the planet, EQR will be either =z 2FEQ,
or the suppl. of 2FEQ to 180°j and therefore^

I adopting
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adopting Ptolemy's elements, varied to suit thcf

concentric form, the points Q and R are given.

Join AQ, AR, RQ. Then, in the triangle AEQy
with the sides AE, EQ, and the included angle

AEQ, the angles EQA, EAQ, and the base AQ
may be found : and, in the same manner, in the

triangle ARQ, with AQ, QR, and AQR = EQR
— EQA, the angle QAR. Consequently the

whole angle EAR is given ; and, subtracted from

EAB, gives the required distance RAB, from the

aphelion B.

81. The Copernlcan system produced an alte-

ration in the manner of considering the mean mo-
tions of the inferior planets; for it represented their

only motions in longitude to be performed in what

the ancients called their epicycles. The mean time

therefore of a revolution in the ancient orbit was

not now required, it being the same with that of a

solar revolution, but only the time of a revolution

in the epicycle. But though the manner of con-

sidering the motions of the inferior planets was

simplified, the investigation of them continued to

be attended with the same difficulties as in the an-

cient system ; and, till telescopes were invented,

the greatest digressions continued to be the only

means of determining the times of their revolu-

tions. According to the principles of the Co-
pernican system, a right line CE, (fig. 38), drawn
to the planet from the earth in C, at the time of a

greatest digression, is a tangent to the orbit: and,

as it is also perpendicular to a right line BE drawn

to the planet from the sun in B, the parallax BEC
Mean mo- ^^'st at this time be = 3 signs, or gO°. If then

tions ofthe the planet's motiou were circular and uniform,
inr«w

^^^^ ^^Q gyj^ jj^ ^^^ centre of the circular orbit

;

planets.
^ -r ^ ^ r 1 i- •

and II also the instant ot the greatest digression

could
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fcould be exactly observed, the planet seen from C,
in two successive greatest digressions of the same
kind, and in the same point of geocentric longi-

tude, would be precisely in the same point of its

heliocentric orbit ; and the interval would be the

precise time of its revolution round the sun. Even,
if the observations of two such digressions had been
iTiade in distant ages, from the same point of the

earth's orbit, the time of any one revolution might
be ascertained, by the knowledge of the whole
number of revolutions performed in the interval.

But none of these required conditions takes place :

for neither is the planet's motion uniform, nor its

orbit a circle whose centre is occupied by the sun ;

nor, since the tangent and the orbit are, for some
time about the greatest digression, sensibly coinci-

dent, can the instant of any one be observed with

precision. Yet, by employing the observations of

distant ages, and thus distributing the errors aris-

ing from those causes among a great number of

particular revolutions, the method has been ap-

plied with considerable success to the motions of

Venus, and the time of her heliocentric revolution

determined with considerable accuracy, Cassini's

procedure in this investigation was as follows. He
compared an observation of a greatest digression,

made by Ptolemy in the year 136, and which he
found must have taken place at Paris on the 25th

of December, at 4 h., with another made by Julius

Byrgius, in 1594, and which also took place at

Paris on the 17th of December, at 4h. 30'. The
.geocentric longitude of the planet, in the first of

these observations, was J s. 20° 13' 45", and in the

second Is. 23^ 1' 36', differing 2° 47' 5l". As in

both observations the right lines drawn from the

earth and the sun to the planet, are supposed to be

perpendicular to each other, the same must have

I 2 been
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been the difference between their heliocentric Ion*

gitudes : and from a ruder determination of the

motions of Venus, deduced from less distant obser-

vations, Cassini found that the time, in the year

1594, when the heliocentric longitude was the

same as on the '25th day of December 136, at 4 h.

must have been, December the 15th, at 10 h. 36'.

In this interval he knew from his ruder determina»

tion, that Venus had made 2370 revolutions in her

orbit : and, therefore, dividing the interval by

2370, he found that the time of each consisted of

224 d. 16 b. 39' 4"; and consequently, that the

mean annual motion of the planet in longitude

was 19 s. 14° 47' 45", that is, 7 s. 14° 47' 45" more
than a compleat revolution ; and the mean diurnal

motion 1° 36' 8". But the application of this me-
thod to Mercury was, on account of the greater

excentricity and the difficulty of observing this

planet, attended with less success ; indeed hardly

with any, till Kepler, by remarking that the time

of a greatest digression must be also the time when
a telescope shews the disk of the planet accurately

dicholomized, and, happily distinguishing such

instants, attained to a determination of the time of
a revolution much more precise than he had pre-

sumed to hope. The more accurate method of
modern astronomers of determimng those mean
motions, is by observations of conjunctions, and
especially of the transits of the inferior planets over

the solar disk. By these methods the time of a

tropical revolution of Venus is now fixed at 224 d.

16 h. 40' 30".6, and of Mercury, at 87 d. 23 h.

14' 34".4.

82. In determining the place of the aphelion

for an inferior planet, Copernicus did nothing more
than adopt the methods used by Ptolemy to the

forms
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forms of his own system. Let A be the sun in the

centre of the terrestrial orbit CD, B the centre of

the orbit of Venus, and AB its line of apsides pro-

duced to meet the earth's orbit in C and D. From
the same reasonings which Ptolemy employed, Co-
pernicus also supposed that, if two greatest digres-

sions ECB, GCB, in opposite directions, were ob-

served from C to be precisely equal, the line of ap-

sides must be BC bisecting the intercepted arch

GE of the orbit, and passing through the centre

of the earth in C; and if from the opposite point

D of the earth's orbit two other greatest digres-

sions BDF, BDH should also be observed precisely

equal, but dilferent from the former, the line of

apsides would again bisect the intercepted arch

FH, and pass through the centre of the earth in D.
If therefore the latter digressions were greater than

the former, the point of bisection L was the pia-
^^ 1,^.]:^ of

net's aphelion, where it was most distant from the the inferior

sun, and nearest to the earth ; and if they wereP^^"^'**

less, the point K of bisection must have been the

perihelion. If, again, the opposite equal digres-

sions should be of their mean magnitude, the earth

must have been in a line perpendicular to the line

of apsides ; and in both cases the longitude of ihe

apsides was given by means of the longitude of
the earth. In this investigation Copernicus em-
ployed not only the principles, but the observations

of Ptolemy, and concluded as he had done, that

the longitude of the aphelion of Venus was Is. 25°,

and of Mercury 6 s. 10^.

Hence the excentricity of the orbit easily follow-

ed ; for, if the digressions towards the opposite ap- tiesof tiie*

sides were of the greatest and least kinds, he drew orbits,

from these apsides to the orbit the tangents CE,
DF perpendicular to the semi diameters BE, BF,
and consequently the lines BC, BD were the se-

I 3 ' cants.
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cants of the angles BCE, BDF to the radius BE.
Half their sum is AC, the semi-diameter of the or-

bit of the earth : and assuming this rr 100000,

BE, the semi-diameter of the orbit of Venus was

=r 71Q3, and AB, its excentricity, zz 208; and
the semi-diameter of the orbit of Mercury zz 3773,
and its excentricity zz 948.

83. Copernicus also employed the ancient me-
thod of investigating the position of the centre of

uniform motion in an inferior orbit ; and of deter-

mining if it was different from the centre of the or-

bit, which he had now found. Let AB (fig. 3()), be

the line of the apsides of Mercury, F the centre

of his orbit, and E the earth in a line EG perpen-

dicular to AB ; though no more than in Ptolemy's

investigation was this absolutely necessary, it being

sufficient if the angle AGE was given : it is re-

quired to find the point G, in which the centre of

the planet's orbit ought to be situated, in order tQ

make the digressions on both sides of it appear

equal to a spectator at E ; that is, the distance GF
of this point from F the real centre of the orbit^

and if it differed from the excentricity AB found

by the former investigation.

Here Copernicus employed two of Ptolemy's

greatest digressions, the one CEG = 20° 15^, and
and of the the Other DEG = 26° 15'. Their sum gave the

^°i'!'°^ whole angle CED = 46° 30', and bisecting this

mctldh. by the line EF, which meets the line of apsides in

the real centre F, the angle CEF was found to be

= 23° 15'. Therefore GEF = CEF - CEG
= 3*^, and consequently GF the tangent of this

angle to the radius EG = 100000, was found rn

524. This v/as little more than the half of 948,

the excentricity of the orbit : so that in Ptolemy's

language this excentricity was bisected by the

centre
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centre of the aquant ; and, contrary to what hap-

pened in the case of the superior planets, the or-

bit at the apsides extended beyond the equant.

On the contrary, the distance of the centre of the

uniform motion of Venus from the centre of her

orbit was found, by a similar procedure, to be =r

416 parts of EG ; that is, to be double of 208. the

excentricity of the orbit : and consequently the

same bisection took place in her theory, which had
been introduced into the theories of the superior

planets.

84. The substitutions which Copernicus made
for the Ptolemaic equant, in the theories of the

inferior planets, were different from what he em-
ployed in those of the superior. Instead of supposr

ing the inferior planet to move in an epicycle car-

ried round in the circumference of an excentric

orbit, (80), he supposed the centre of the orbit to

revolve in what he called an hypocycle. Let A,
(fig. >10), be the centre of the terrestrial orbit

BCDE, let the diameter BAD coincide with the

line of the apsides of Venus, in its mean situation,

and let the diameter CAE be perpendicular to

BAD. Let also AF = 2i6 be the mean excen-

tricity of the orbit of Venus, and AG = 4 16,

what Ptolemy called the excentricity of her equant.

If FG be bisected in H, and on H, with the semi-

diameter HF, a circle FLGK be described, this

will be the hypocycle in which the centre of the

orbit is supposed to revolve. The law of the revo-

lution is, that when the earth is in B, the longi-

tude of the aphelion of Venus, the centre of the

orbit is F the perihelion of the hypocycle ; when ^iJ
the earth has revolved to C, the centre of the orbit

having a double velocity is found in G, the aphe-

lion of the hypocycle, and has described the whole

I 4 semi-
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semi-circle FLG; and when the earth has proceed*

cd to D, the centre is again found in F, having

described the other semi-circle GKF. Thus the

physical part of the first inequality, which Ptolemy
made to arise from the distance between the cen-

tres of the orbit and equant, was explained as ef-

fectually in the case of the inferior planets by
means of this hypocycle, as in the case of the su-

perior by means of the epicycle LGO (fig. 37)

;

for, whether the planet shall describe such an epi-

cycle in the circumference of its orbit, or the cen-

tre of the orbit shall describe the hypocycle FLGK,
the appearances to a spectator from the earth will

evidently be the same : and thus also the second

inequalities were much more diversified than if

this hypocycle had not been employed ; for, when
the earth was in D, the longitude of the puuiet's

perihelion, the greatest digression was MDA of

the least kind ; when the earth was in C, t^O'from

D or B, it was NCA much greater ; and the

greatest of all the digressions OBA took phice

"when the earth was in B the longitude of the pla-

net's aphelion, that is, of its perigee.

The calculations were much the same with those

formerly exemplified. Let the earth be in the

given point Q, and the position of P the centre of

the planet's orbit will be also given, for FHP =
2DAQ. Join QA, QP, AP ; and draw RS pa-

rallel to QA. 1. In the triangle AHP, with the

given sides AH, HP, and the angle AHP, the ex-

centricity AP, and the angle PAH, are given.

2. In the triangle PAQ, with the sides AP, AQ,
and the angle QAP = QAH — PAH, the side

lioi'is"

"" ^^5 '^'^^1 the angle PQA =: QPR are given : and

GPR is in Ptolemy's language the equaiion of the

cciure, and the point R the mean perigee of the

epicycle (47). 3. The arch RT, or angle RPT,
is

Calcula-
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IS the motion of the planet from the mean perigee

of its orbit, or epicycle, and consequently given :

and, if with this and the angle QPR, we form the

angle QPT, we may thence, having the sides PQ,
PT, find the equation of the orbit PQT.

85. The same principle, with some variations,

was employed in the orbit of Mercury. In this

AE, (fig. 4l) = 94 8 is the cxcentricity of the or-

bit, and AF what Ptolemy called the cxcentricity

of thecquant, EF is bisected in G, and on this

centre, with the semi-diameter GE = 262, the

hypocycle is described. In this the centre of the

orbit was supposed to move in consequential with a

velocity double that of the earth, and in such a

manner that, when the earth is in B the longitude Theory ©f

of the aphelion, the centre of the orbit is in E, and
when the earth has described the quadrant BC,
the centre of the orbit is found in F. But this re-

presentation was not sufficient to display all the

irregularities of Mercury; and therefore Coperni-

cus added an epicycle NM nearly equal to EF,
and supposed the planet, not indeed to move in its

cireum erenccs, but to librate in its diameter, ac-

cording to this law, that when the earth was in B,

the planet should be in M, the perihelion of the

epicycle ; when the earth had described the quad-

rant BC, the planet should be in N the aphelion ;

and that it should return to M, against the time

that the earth was diametrically oppositeto B. By
these means the orbit was not only displaced, ac-

cording to the different positions of the earth, but

even its magnitude was varied : for, when the

earth was in the line of apsides, as at B, the semi-

diameter of the planet's path was EM less than

EH, and its digressions especially of the earth were

at the point opposite to B, the least possible.

When
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When again the earth was in C, the semi-diameter

of the planet's path was FN, greater than FH =;

BH, and therefore the digression NCA greater

than the former, both on this account, and also

because the earth is at a less distance from the or-,

bit. By this representation Copernicus also ex-

])lained the phenomenon which, according to Pto^

Jemy, was so singular in the orbit of Mercury ;

that the greatest of all the digressions should take

place, not when the earth is in B the longitude of

the planet's aphelion, nor yet at C where the semi-

diameter FN of the planet's path is greatest ; but

when the earth is in the point K, or L, 6oP re-

inoved from B. For, as the motion of the centre

of the orbit is double to that of the earth, its place

at that time in the hypocycle will be O, found by
taking the angle EGO = 2BAK; and the planet's

place in the diameter of the epicycle will be P^

found by taking MHR = EGO, and drawing

from R to MN the perpendicular RP ; so that the

digression becomes PKA, greater than NCA,
» though FN be greater than OP, and even greater

than MBA at the planet's perigee.

86. To avoid the prolixity produced by this

double epicycle, Copernicus afterwards employed

a different representation. Let A, (fig. 42), be the

centre of the circle BCD, divided into quadrants

by the diameters ED, CC, and on the same centre

with a semi-diameter double of GF in the former

figure, describe the hypocycle GQF, meeting BD
in F and G. Also on F, with the semi-diameter

FH = AB, describe the circle HEK, and on G
^noifier the equal circle MNO. Suppose that these tvvQ

i-.^.eory. ]ast circlcs move in coisequentia round the centre A
of BCD, with a velocity equal to the difference

between the velocity of Mercury and the earth ;

that
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that Mercury moves from H in consequen^ia, vvltlj

^ velocity equal to that of the earth ; and that the

centre of HEK is, in the time of an annual revo-

lution, first carried from F upwards to G, and
thence back again to F. By these means, vi'hcn the

centre is in F, and Mercury in H, the planet, since

its orbit revolves on the centre A, will appear as if

it described the smaller circle HLO, and its di-

gressions will therefore be of the least kind ; and
they will also be of the least kindj when the planet

js in O, and the centre of the orbit in G. But
when the planet comes to C, go° from H or B,

and the centre of the orbit HEK to A, it will ap-

pear to describe the circle BCD, and its digressions

will be the greatest possible. The planet however,

though at the distance of 90° from H, is not there-

fore gO^ distant from the apsides of its orbit, be-

cause these apsides revolve also ; and the difference

between their velocity and that of the planet, will

make the greatest digressions take place, as the

observations were believed to require, when the

planet is at the distance of 6o^ from the aphelion^

87. The principal cause which engaged Coper-

nicus in all this waste of labour and ingenuity,

was the unhappy prejudices so often mentioned ia

favour of uniform and circular motion, joined to

his excessive deference for Ptolemy. This deference

was indeed the sole cause of that most vexatious

part of his labour, which regarded the motions of

Mercury : for his situation on the low and foggy

banks of the Vistula, rendered it impossible for him
to make observations himself on that excentric

planet ; and he had not presumed, like Kepler, to

suspect that Ptolemy, instead of deducing his

theory from observations, had sometimes corrected

the observations to suit the theory. When he

introduced
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introduced therefore such a compHcntion of circle?,

and perplexed coiiiposilions of their motions, to

account for the singular phenomenon of Mercury's
greatest digressions taking place at 6o° on each

side of his least distance from the earth, it was
because he had no opportunity of discovering that

the phenomenon was imaginary ; and the obser-

vations, from which it was inferred, either inac-

curately made^ or unfaithfully transmitted.

Copernican ^^* ^^^ systcm of Copernicus was not received,

system un. ou its appcaraucc, with any degree of that appro-
favoiirably i^rj^jQp ^y^^ch it dcscrvcd, and which it now uni-
received. .

versally obtains. Its cold reception, indeed, fully

justified the hesitation and tardiness of its author,

to communicate it to the world. Yet, his want

of success in explaining the latitudes and first in-

equalities of the planets in longitude, and the in-

tricacy of his theories on these subjects, were not

the principal causes of rejecting his opinions. On
the contrary, those were the parts of his labours

which, on their first publication, were chiefly va-

lued : and his theory of Mercury, especially, not-

withstanding its being encumbered with more epi-

cycles than his explication of the second inequali-

ties had banished, excited the admiration of many
eminent astronomers. But his system was chiefly

opposed, on account of all in it that was valuable

and distinguishing : and the substitution of the

diurnal and annual motions of the earth, for the

apparent diurnal revolution of the heavens, and

the annual motion of the sun, was such a violent

contradiction, both of the philosophical principles

of the age, and the immediate evidence of sense,

th:it all its advantages were undervalued, and
proved insufficient to procure to it general credit.

The conception of Copernicus, which represented

the
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the distance of the fixed stars from the sun to be

so immense, that in comparison with it, the whole

diameter of the terrestrial orbit shrunk into an

imperceptible point, was too great to be adopted

suddenly by men accustomed to refer all magni-
tudes to the earth, and to consider the earth as the

principal object in the universe. Instead of being

reckoned an answer to the objection against the

annual revolution of the earth, that her axis was

not found directed to different stars, it was rather

considered as the subterfuge of one who had in-

vented, and therefore tried to vindicate, an absur-

dity : and, when in answer to another equally

powerful objection, that no varieties of phase were

seen in the planets, especially in Venus and Mer-
cury, Copernicus could only express his hopes that

such varieties would be discovered in future times,

his reply, though it now raises admiration, could

not in his own times make the least impression oa
those who opposed his system. The earth was uni-

versally supposed to be so immense and ponderous

as to be incapable of any kind of motion : and the

diurnal rotation, in particular, was thought to be

decisively confuted by the consideration of centrifu-

gal force; which would throw off all bodies, animate

and inanimate, from its surface. These objections,

and many others of no force in themselves, but in

that age deemed irresistible, by reason of the low
state of human knowledge, prevented the Copcr-
ziican system from being generally considered in

any other light than as a mere hypothesis, and were
the principal causes of the celebrity for some time

juaintaincd by the system of T. Brahe.

CHAP.
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CHAP. IV;

Of the System of Tycho BrahS.

89. ^
I
^HIS celebrated astronomer was a Dan'(*j(

§ of a noble family in Schonen, a province

now subject to Sweden. His strong and early pro-

pensity for astronomical studies, the oppositioa

given him by his family in indulging it, his perse-

verance in these studies so as to devote to them his

whole time and fortune, and the truly royal en-

couragement given him by Frederick, the first king

of this name in Denmark, are very generally known.
This enlightened prince conferred on him the

island of Wien, or Huen, at the entrance of the

Baltic, as a proper and undisturbed retreat for his

observations ; built for him a castle distinguished

by the name of Uraniburg, erected an observatory,

and contributed to the expence of his astronomical

instruments and assistants. In this sequestered

place he employed himself for fifteen years, from

1582 to 1598, in those assiduous observations of

the celestial bodies, which have been the principal

foundations both of his own fame, and of the whole

of modern astronomy. But, after the death of his

patron, his labours suffered the most mortifying in-

terruption ; and the persecutions he experienced,

not only from envy, but from bigotry, to which

science, in all its branches, is a constant object of

jealousy, obliged him to abandon his native coun-

try. He found, however, a new patron in the

Emperor of Germany, Rhodolph the second, and

an asylum at Prague under his protection : and,

assisted by Rhodolph's liberality, he resumed his

studies
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studies with his former ardour. But a final period

was soon after put to them, by his death, in the

year 1601, of an acute distemper, at the age of 55.

90. It was impossible for T. Brahe, with his abi-

lities and advantages, not to perceive the incom-

parable superiority of the Copernican system to the

Ptolemaic, both in the arrangement of the planets,

and in the simple and satisfactory explication which

it gave of their second inequalities. What Coper-

nicus assumed from more doubtful evidence, and
perhaps partly from theory, T. Brahe found to be

ascertained by indubitable observations, that Venus
and Mercury were not always less distant than the

sun from the centre of the earth, as in the system

of Ptolemy, but that they were frequently much
farther distant ; and that Venus sometimes ap-

proached much nearer to the earth than Mercury.
The places therefore assigned to them by Ptolemy
could not possiby be just; nor, however it might
be contended that the earth was the centre of the

solar revolutions, could it with any propriety be

reckoned the centre of the revolutions of the infe-

rior planets : and the representation of these, given

in the ancient Egyptian system, was found to be

unquestionable, that as they constantly attended

the sun, and frequently crossed his apparent orbit,

the sun was the centre about which their motions

were performed. But T. Brahe's observations also System of

demonstrated, that the planet Mars sometimes ap- * '^ ^'

proached nearer than the sun to the earth, and was
ibund within the solar orbit, and sometimes re-

moved to a much greater distance ; and induced

him to conclude, that the sun, and not the earth,

was the centre also of the motions of Mars : and,

since the distances of Jupiter and Saturn from the

earth were likewise extremely variable, he con-

cluded
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eluded in general, that the sun was the centre of

the whole planetary system. His approbation how-
ever of the principles of Copernicus went no far-

ther. The motion of the earth in any sense, either

annual or diurnal, he conceived to be impossible;

and, as the principal objections against it had never

received any satisfactory confutation, he considered

them as unanswerable. He applied himself there-

fore to form another hypothesis, which might be
more consistent with celestial observations than the

Ptolemaic, and less contradictory to first appear-

ances and established principles than the Coperni-

can. Accordingly, in this hypothesis, the earth

continued, as before, immoveable in the centre of

the universe : and, notwithstanding that his obser-

vations on comets had demolished the whole an-

cient fabrick of solid spheres, he thought it less

repugnant to reason, that the immense sphere of

the stars, and together with it those of the moon,
the sun, and the five planets, though connected

by no conceivable principle, should daily revolve

round the earth, than that the earth should be

subjected to a daily rotation upon an axis. But,

while the sun, the moon, and the planets, were

thus carried round the immoveable earth, by the

diurnal revolution of the starry sphere, from east

to west, he explained the periodical revolutions,

which arc made in a contrary direction from west to

east, by supposing the earth to be the centre of the

motions only of the moon and sun : while the lat-

ter, as his observations required, was the centre of

the revolutions of the five planets ; with which, as

satellites at certain assignable distances, he was al-

ways accompanied in revolving round the earth.

The invention indeed of this system is not solely

to be attributed to T. Brahe, for it had originally

occurred to Copernicus, before his prejudices

against
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egainst the motion of the earth were fully con-

quered : nor was it adopted in its full extent by

all T. Brahe's followers ; for Longomontanus, his

assistant and disciple, did not admit the doctrine

of diurnal revolution of the heavens.

91. T. Brahe's explication of the second inequa- ^-^^^ ]j,

litics of the inferior planets was perfectly the same cation of

with that p-iven in the supposed system of the an- '''^ second

cient iigyptians ; and, as to its errects, the same ties

.

with that given by Copernicus. For, whether the

earth revolve round the sun, or the sun round the

earth, carrying along with him those orbits of

which he is the centre, the appearances, to a spec-

tator upon the earth, of the motions performed in

them wilJ be perfectly the same. The explication

indeed, given in this system of the second inequa-

lities of the inferior planets, did not differ in effect

from the theory of Ptolemy. For, though Ptolemy
did not suppose them to describe their obits, or,

in his language, their epicycles, about the sun as

their centre, but round centres nearer to the earth;

these centres were always in the line of the mean
motion of the sun ; and the ratio between their

distances and that of the sun, from the earth, did

not enter into his calculations.

92. As it may be more difficult to conceive the

manner in which the second inequalities of the

superior planets are produced, in this system, than
that of those of the inferior, the following is a de-

scription of it. Let T (fig. 43) be the earth, ABCD
the solar orbit, HK the orbit of Jupiter, and let

Jupiter in H be in conjunction with the sun in A,

While the sun describes his annual revolution

m consequenUa^ Jupiter also moves in conseqitetilia

K thA'-ough
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through nearly 30 dcg-rees of his orbit ; and there-^-

fore his next conjunction with the sun will not be

in the point E of the zodiac, but in a point G 30^

more to the east. In the fourth part therefore of

the interval between the conjunctions, the sun,

having described somewhat more than a fourth part

of his annual circle, will be found in B, and the

situation of the line HK in Jupiter's orbit, will be

LM. The planet therefore having advanced about

7° 30' in that orbit, will be found in N ; and, by

a line TNO, drawn fiotn the earth, will be re-

Fv'in the
' fc'Tcd to the point O of the zodiac. When again

erior thc suu has procccdcd from B to C, the situation

of HK will be PQ ; Jupiter, having departed

about 15° from P, will be found in R the point

opposite to the sun ; and by a line TRF, drawn
from thc earth, will be referred to' F. Further,

when Jupiter has described 7" 30' more of his or-

bi', and the sun has come to D, the situation of

HK vi'ill be S.V; and the planet, being found in X,
will be referred by the line TXY to Y. Finally,

at the next conjunction, the orbit will be restored

to its first position ; and the sun, having proceeded

to i7, and Jupiter having advanced about 30" from

H, he will be found in Z, and referred from the

earth, by a line TZG to G. Thus, in his progress

in the zodiac, from E to G, his motion will first

appear to be direct, between E and O; then retro-

grade, between O and Y ; then a second time di-

rect, between Y and G ; and about O and Y, he

will seem to be stationary. While Jupiter there-

fore seems to perform these motions in the zodiac,

his real path, according to this system, is the looped

curve HNKXZ ; and, it is evident that, the greater

the distance of thc planet from the earth, and the

slower its motion, if a superior planet ; but the

t]uicker if inferior; the greater will be thc number
•'

of
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ofSLlch reduplications; in the course of its own
periodical revolution, in the former case ; and in

the coarse of the soiar revolution, in the latter:

and, if the distance of the mean place of the same
planet from the earth, and its velocity, should be

variable, so will likewise be the extent of its re-

trograde arches in the zodiac, and the time of their

description. By thi^ representation, the intricacy

and perplexity of T. Brahe's system, in comparison

with the Copernican, may clearly appear : for, in

the latter, nothing more is necessary to bring back,

the whole reciprocations of a planet, than the dif-

ference betvv'cen its velocity and the velocity of

the earth ; whereas, in the former, the whole or-

bit must be displaced, and the difference, between

the velocities of the planet and the sun, is not

sufficient.

Q3. This system had the same advantages with

the Copernican, in exi)laining the various latitudes

of the planets, and in determining their various

distances from the sun ; that is, the ratios of the

semi-diameters of their orbits to the semi-diame-

ter of the orbit of the earth. But the imperfec-

tions of these determinations continued to be very

great : and neither did T. Brahe, more than Co-
pernicus, avail himself of all the advantages afford-

ed by his hypothesis.

The o:reat cause of the Im perfection of T. Brahe's Imperfect

mvestigations on these subjects, was the perplexity reduction.

of his system, which prevented him from accurately

distinguishing between the real and apparent orbit

of a planet. The orbit of the earth, according to

the Copernican system, is NH (fig. 44), and of a

superior planet MK. ; and, if their planes intersect

each other in a line MG, passing through G the

place of the sun, the place of the node in the zodiac

K 2 will
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will be A ; and the orbit of the earth will be re-

ferred from G to the great circle AEB, and of the

planet to the great circle AFD. But if K be the

place of the planet in opposition, and H that of

the earth, the planet will be referred from H by

the line HKC, to the point C of the zodiac, CHE,
or its sine CFE will be its apparent latitude, and

AC its apparent orbit. Now T. Brahe, by placing

the earth in the centre of the system, was led to

consider CFE as the real latitude : and, having

compared the observed latitudes in opposition, con-

cluded the greatest of them to be the latitude in

the limits, and consequently the measure of the

inclination CAE, which angle he supposed to con-

tinue constant.- With any other observation, there-

fore, of latitude in opposition, he calculated in the

right-angled triangle CAE, from the angle CAE
and the side CE given, the sides AE and AC, and

the difference between them was his required re-

duction between the ecliptic and the orbit. But,

as Kepler first and justly remarked, the heliocen-

tric place of the planet in the zodiac is in the line

GKF drawn from G through the planet ; and,

since GKF and HKC are in the plane of the same
circle CFE of latitude, and the angle CHE of ob-

served latitude in oppositions is always greater than

that of heliocentric latitude, the line GKF will

meet the arch CFE in a point F, between C and

E ; and the reductions from AC to AE will be all

too great. Neither is the circle AC the same cir-

cle with that which is described on the same cen-

tre H to pass through the node and the planet in

either limit, but another of the smaller circles of

the sphere : and, if with this reduction applied to

AE, the observed distance from the node, so as to

make it n: AC, and the line AC thus determined,

the angle CAE should be calculated, it would,

contrary
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contrary to the supposition, be found a variable

angle. All the calculations therefore of latitude

or distance founded on these suppositions were

unavoidably deranged, and it was impossible for

T. Brahe and his disciples to reject the Copernican

or Ptolemaic oscillations of the orbit. One phe-

nomenon especially rendered them necessary, name-
ly, that the difference of the observed latitudes in

^

the opposite limits was very great : for, in the

northern limit they did not exceed 4° 34
', whereas

in the southern limit they arose to 6^ 26'; and,

without supposing the orbit to oscillate, it must
have been believed to be infracted in the line where
its plane intersects the plane of the ecliptic.

Q4. In explaining the first inequalities of the First ine,.

planets, T. Brahe adopted the concentrical orbit
^"^'"'"•

of Copernicus with its two epicycles, and for the

same reasons ; namely, that by Ptolemy's introduc-

tion of an equant, a real, and not merely an opti-

cal, inequality took place in his cxcentric orbit».

(79) ; and that the distances of the planet, given

by this excentric theory, from the centre of the

ecliptic were often inconsistent with the observa-

tions of parallax. But the magnitudes of his epi-

cycles were not precisely the same with those of

the epicycles of Copernicus : that is, if his scheme
had been reduced to the Ptolemaic form, the cen-

tre of his orbit would not have bisected the excen-

tricity of the equant, but have divided it in a dif-

ferent ratio.

95. The principal merit of T. Brahe, and in Great me-

which he far excelled all the preceding astrono- g'j.°jj^
'

mers of whom we have any knowledge, was that

of a zealous, indefatigable, and most ingenious,

observer of the heavens ; and indeed, in the time

K 3 in
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in which he lived, this was the chiefand most im-

portant distinction which an astronoiner could at-

tain, He properly considered oi)servations as the

only foundation of a just astronomy ; and finding

astronomy as it then stood, in a great measure

destitute of this foundation, he extended them to

the greatest part of the celestial phenomena.
Though he had to contrive and form the greatest

part of his instruments, he determined, without

any assistance from the pendulum, and by the la-

borious method of distances, the positions of no
less than T]^ fixed stars ; the parallaxes, refrac-

tions, diameters, and whole peculiarities, of the

sun, moon, planets, and even the comets which

then appeared, were subjected to his examination ;

and, by the uncommon magnitude of his instru-

ments, and the ingenuity of their construction, he

not only attained to an accuracy before unknown,
but also made several perfectly new discoveries,

still allowed to be of the most delicate and subtle

kind, and most apt to elude observation,

96. Before we can properly understand his ex-

plications of the lunar inequalities which he disco-

vered, a short account is necessary of his lunar

theory.

T. Brahe's Though, for the same reasons with Copernicus,
lunar the- j-,g rejected the Ptolemaic hypothesis, he did not

imitate him in representing the first lunar inequar

lity by a single epicycle ; but he divided its semi-

diameter, which consisted of 8(K)6 parts ot the

semi-diameter of the orbit = 100000, into two

portions; one BF (fig. 4o) = 57C)7.3, and the

other FM = 2898.6 : and; having on A the cen-

tre of the earth described the lunar orbit BCD,
he des( ribed on B, with the semi-diameter BF, the

epicycle FGH ; and on F its apogee, with the

semi-
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semi-diametei* FM, the epicycle KLM. lie sup-

posed the centre of the greater of these to move ia

the circamference of the orbit, in consequential or

from B to C, and the centre of the smaller in the

circumference of the greater, hi antecedenl'ia, or

from F to G, H ; and both to complere their cir-

cuits in "2/ d. 13 h. IS' 3v5", the tin^e of an ano-

malistical revolution. But he supposed the moon
to move in the circumference of ihe smaller epi-

cycle, in consequential with a velocity double of the

former ; and in such a manner that, if at the con-

junction the line of apsides had hapjicticd to co-

incide with the line of syzigv, her centre should be

in K ; but towards the quadrature, when the cen-

tre of the greater e{)icyrle had described the qua-

drant BC, and the centre of the smaller the qua-

drant FG, the moon's centre should be found in

M, having described the semi- circle KLM. The
p;^,,^ ;^g^

first inequality was therefore represented by the quality,

angle CAM ; and uhen, as in the present case,

the conjunction happened at the apsis, the inequa-

lity arose to its greatest amount at C the quadra-

ture. In other cases, when the moon at the con-

junction was not found in K, so neither at the

quadrature would she be found in M ; and the

equation would be Iess_, or even wholly disappear.

To represent the evection, or second inequality, seconH in-

he took in AB (fig. 46), the line AN ~ 21/4 of eq'iaiiry.or

the parts now mentioned, and with the semi-dia-

meter AN described on Nthe hypocycle AOP ; in

the circumference of which the centre of the orbit

was supposed to perform a revolution in consc-

quentia, in half the time of the synodical revolu-

tion, and in such a manner, that in the conjunc-

tion it should be found in A, and consequently at

the quadrature in P, having described the semi-

circle AOP. The orbit therefore would be dis-

K 4 placed ;

the evec-

tion.
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placed ; and, if the conjunctions had happened
near its apsides, both equations would be accumu-
lated at the quadrature : and the whole equation
would not, as before, be the angle liPJVl of nearly

5°, but a greater angle CAM^ amounting to

7° 4S^

Third ine- Q7 . With thcsc preparations, the variation, or
qualiiy, or^j^^j^j inequality, and which T. Brahe first disco-

tion. veren, was thus explamed. He supposed another

small circle to be described, at the conjunction or

opposition, on B the centre of the greater epi-

cycle, (fig. 4/), with a semi-diameter BQ = ll63,

and that its diameter QR continued always per-

pendicular to a line BA, or SO, drawn from its

centre to the centre of the orbit. In this diameter

be supposed the centre of the greater epicycle,

carrying with it the smaller one ML, to librate ;

and that the libration, from S or B to R, from R
to Q, and from Q back to S, was also performed

in half the time of the svnodical revolution. In

the conjunction, therefore, the centre of thft epi-

cycle FG coincided with S, the centre of QR ;

but, against the time of the first octant, when the

centre of the orbit was in O, at the distance of 90°

from A, the centre of FG was not found in S, but

at the extremity R of the diameter QR : and the

mean place of the moon had advanced beyond the

point S, where it would have been, if not affected

by this libration, and required an equation ROS
of 40' SCf. But, against the first quadrature, the

centre of the epicycle FG would librate back to

the centre S of QR, and there would be no such

variation.

Fourth, or QS. As to thc annual equation, which depends

upon the anomaly of the sun, and in virtue c^f

which

ann»4al e

quation.
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which the moon moves with greatest velocity when
the sun is in the apogee of his orbit, no represen-

tation of it was given. It was sufficient to have

discovered the existence of this inequahty, and the

law which it observed ; and T. Brahe apphed its

equation, converted into time, as a correction of

the time for v/hich he had made any calculation of

the moon's longitude. To correct the time, or to

correct the longitude corresponding to it, are

operations perfectly equivalent ; and in this prac-

tice T. Brahe was followed both by Kepler and
Horrox.

QQ. The last discovery of T. Brahe, relating to Variable

the variable inclination of the lunar orbit, and the inclination

variable motion of the nodes, he explained by
^i^^

ascribing to each of the poles of the orbit a revo-

lution, in a small circle, round the point which it

would have always occupied, if the inclination had
never varied iTom its mean amount. According
to his observations, the inclination, in conjunc-

tions and oppositions, was 4° 58' 30"; and it rose

to 5° 17' 30" in quadratures. Since the mean of

these is 5° 8', he laid off from A the pole of the

ecliptic (fig. 48), in the great circle AD, an arch

AB = 5° 8', and supposed B to be the mean
place of the pole of the lunar orbit ; so that, if the

inclination had been constant, it would have been
always measured by AB; and the point E, at the

distance of go^ both from A and B, would have

been the constant position of the node. To repre-

sent therefore the variations of both, he described

on the centre B, with the semi-diameter BM =
g' 30", the circle MPLN ; and supposed the pole

of the lunar orbit to revolve in this circle, with

double the velocity of the moon in her synodical

revolulion ; and in such a manner that, if NP be

,
perpen-
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perpendicular to AB or ML, the pole at every sy-

zigy was found in M, at every quadrature in L^

at the first and third octants in P, and at the se-

cond and fourth in N. According to this repre-

sentation, the least inclination AM at thesyzigies

was found, by subtracting MB rr Q' 30^^ from AB
~ 5° 8', to be no greater than 4° 5S' 30''; and
the greatest inclination AL at the quadratures, by

adding LB to AB, to arise to 5° 17' 30^ At the

second and fourth octants, it was AN, measuring

the angle AGN, formed by perpendiculars from
each pole to the arches EC and HK of the orbits

of the earth and moon, and equal to EGH their

inclination ; and, by resolving the right angled

spherical triangle ABN, found to be zz 5° S' g'^.

Variable i^ other positions of the pole of the lunar orbit, as
moiioii of , -^ 1 J

1

1 \- r 1 1

the nodes. ^^ Q, whcn thc moon s distance from the quadra-

ture is = 2'2° 30', and consequently the angle

QBL = 45°, the inclination is measured by the

arch AQ ; and, by resolving the triangle ABQ, it

is found to be = 5° 14'' 18". The unequal mo-
tion of the nodes was a consequence of these sup-

positions, and each of them appeared to librate

continually to and from the point E, through an

arch double of EG ; for, if the distance AB of the

two poles were invariable, the node would always

be in the point E, where perpendiculars from them
to both orbits intersect each other; and this would
also be its position, when the lunar pole was in L
or M : but at an octant, as when this pole is in N,
and the lunar orbit in the position HGK, such

perpendiculars will intersect each other in the point

G of the ecliptic ; and the variation of the longi-

tude of the node will be EG, measuring thc angle

EAG = DAO, that is BAN. This equation of

the node BAN, is to be found by resolving the tri-

angle ABN, where, with the former data BAN, its

greatest
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greatest amount will come out = 1° 46' q'^; and

in other cases, as when the pole is in Q, and it is

then = 1° 13' 28".4, by resolving the triangle

ABQ.
These variations of the inclination and places of Variations

the nodes must obviously produce correspondent oflautude.

variations of the moon's latitudes, and they will not

continue to be the same even in the same degrees

of longitude : and variations must also follow on
the reductions to the ecliptic. The methods how-

ever of calculating these need not be explained.

It is here impossible to forbear remarking, both

the accuracy of T. Brahe's observations on a sub-

ject so delicate, and the ingenuity of his explica-

tions. The only correction made on his conclu-

sions is, that the mean inclination is now stated at

5° 8' o'l", instead of 5° 8', and consequently BN
the scmi-diameter of the circle in which the lunar

pole revolves at 8'4y'': and, though Sir I. New-
ton assigned the cause of the phenomenon, no
alteration was made, either by him or others, on
the manner ot deducing the various latitude^, till

T, Mayer, in his lunar theory, found a method of

calculating them by a single operation.

100. Great however as the ingenuity and merits x. Brahe's

of T. Brahe appear to be, we can hardly fail to per- system pre-

ceive the inferiority of his system to the Coperni- [^^'p^^^

can, in perspicuity, simplicity, and symmetry ofnican.

parts. The periodical motions which he ascribed

to the planets were double, and performed round
two different centres ; for, considering the orbits

of the planets as epicycles, a planet had first to

move in the circumference of its epicycle round
the sun, and then the sun, carrying along with

him all the planetary epicycles, had to move round

jjbe centre of the ecliptic : and, if we also take into

consideration
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consideration the diurnal revolution, the system of

T. Brahe will be found more complex than that of

Ptolemy, who gave one common centre to all the

revolutions, both periodical and diurnal. But, not-

withstanding the perplexed nature of this system,

and that it gave no account why the sun, moon,
and planets, should obey the diurnal revolution of

a sphere in which they did not move ; or why the

planets should obey the annual revolution of the

solar sphere, from which the distance of some was
immense; or why the earth, though placed between

the spheres of Mars and Venus, should alone re-

sist the influence, whatever it might be, which

carried these bodies and so many others on each

side of it round the sun ; such was the difficulty

of conceiving and adrnitting the motion of the

earth, that this intricate and incoherent system

was preferred to the simple and beautiful system

of Copernicus, by all the vulgar ; and for a long

time rivalled, and even surpassed it, in reputation^

among the learned.

101. The first steps which tended to abate the

general prejudice against the Copernican system,

appear to have been taken by its author's friends

and disciples, Reinholdus and Rheticus, men of

eminence, and joint professors of the mathemati-

cal sciences at Wittemberg. The astronomical

tables, called the Prutenic, which Reinholdus cal-

Progressof culated on the principles of Copernicus, were
*^^ '^"^'' found to correspond more accurately with the state

reputation. ^^ the hcavens than any before in use ; and many
astronomers were thereby induced to think favour-

ably of the system on which they were founded.

But a circumstance of greater importance towards

its reception, was the spirit of philosophical specu-

lation, and particularly the arelour in astronomical

researches.
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researches, which the Copernican system contri-

buted to excite. The important doctrine, for ex-

ample, of the composition of motion, taught by

the celebrated and unfortunate GaHileo, and found-

ed on reason and experiment, decisively confuted

the grand objection against the rotation of the

earth, drawn from the motion of projectiles, and
especially of falling bodies on its surface ; and this

decisive confutation, of an objection thought to be

so powerful, weakened the influence of others, and

produced suspicions of their being alike founded

on ignorance and mistake.

102. But what principally contributed to remove causes of

the general prejudice against the Copernican sys- it«

tem, was the invention of telescopes, and the ap-

plication of them, especially by Gallileo, to the

observation of celestial objects. His discoveries, by
means of the telescopes, vi^ere so many and striking

as to attract the attention even of the vulgar, and
to render familiar and acceptable those parts of the

theory, which originally appeared most improbable

and paradoxical. By his observations, for example, Telescopic

of the moon, and similar, though later observa- ^'^^"!'^'"'^s

tions made by others on the planets, these bodies "/'Gani-

appeared to be of the same nature with the earth, leo.

and some of them far to exceed the earth in mag-
nitude : and when such bodies were seen to per-

form revolutions through the heavens, the annual

revolution of the earth ceased to be thoua;ht such

a violent and improbable supposition, as it had ap-

peared, while the evidences presented of their mag-
nitude were of a less familiar kind. Of the same
tendency were his discoveries of the satellites of

Jupiter, and the later discoveries, when telescopes

were more improved, of like satellites to Saturn.

When
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When Copernicus had displaced the earth from

the immoveable station which Ptolemy supposed
her to occupy, and made the sun the common
centre, both of her orbit and of the planetary re-

volutions, he had been obliged to except the m.oon

from this general rule, and to acknowledge that

no other centre than the earth could be given to

the lunar orbit. This therefore seemed to be an
incoherent and contradictory part of his hypo-

thesis, and he appeared here to depart from its

boasted simplicity, and to return to the complex
motion in epicycles, which it was one of the prin-

cipal merits of his system to destroy. But, after

those examples, the revolution of the moon, in

an epicycle round the earth, could no longer be

viewed as a singular and solitary fact ; and the

attendance of the moon upon the earth in her

annual orbit, in the same manner as so many va-

rious satellites of other planets, were seen to do,

could no longer be deemed contradictory to the

common course of nature. Of the same kind also,

though less decisive in its tendency, for the argu-

ment applied equally to the system of T. Brahe,

was the discovery made by Gallileo and others, of

the phases of Mars, Mercury, and Venus. It was

objected to the Copernican system by the disci-

ples of Ptolemy, that, on the supposition of its

truth, these planets ought to be seen from the

earth under varieties of form, similar to those of

the moon : and we have seen the acknowledge-

ment of Copernicus, that such variations of form

ought undoubtedly to take place ; and his predic-

tion, that they would become evident in future

times. His prediction was fulfilled by the telescope

;

the phases of Venus were recognized almost imme-

diately after the date of that invention, and the

discovery
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discovery of those of Mercury and Mars soon fol-

lowed it ; and if like variations of form are not

also observable in Jupiter and Saturn, the prin-

ciples of the system sufficiently explain the rea-

son. The telpscope also furnished strong proba-

bilities in favour of the diurnal rotation of the

earth ; for it discovered the rotation of the sun
about an axis, and, besides those of some other

planets, the extremely rapid rotation of Jupiter.

On account of this, while the whole heavens ap-

pear from the earth to revolve in 24 hours, they

must appear from Jupiter to revolve in 9 hours
56' : and the reasons for concluding both revo-

lutions to be merely apparent, are the sasne. By
these discoveries, the original prejudices against

the system of Copernicus were in a great degree

removed, and it rose in the esteem of astrono-

mers, not only above the system of Piolemy, but

above the more coherent one of T. Brahe. Even
the diurnal rotation of the heavens became more
questionable than the authority of sense h.'':d re-

presented it : and, though no annual parallax of

the fixed stars had been discovered, the irregular

path, which the annual revolution of the plane-

tary orbits represented the planets as describing

through the heavens, seemed to be a more impro-

bable and violent supposition, than that the dia-

meter of the terrestrial orbit should be considered

as evanescent, when compared with the immense
distance of the fixed stars. But perhaps no cause

finally contributed so much to promote the credit

of the Copernican system, as the authority and
discoveries of Kepler ; and by him such laws were
demonstrated to be established, among the celestial

bodies of which it is composed, as were wholly

inconsistent with every other.

But
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But the value of Kepler's discoveries rises fa^

beyond that of being adminicles to any system : and

it was chiefly to exhibit that value in a just and

convincing light, that the foregoing detail, of sys-

tems and of the previous state of astronomy, has

been given.

CHAP.
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CFIAP. V.

Of the Preparation!; to Kepler s Discoveries, and of
his Ori^i7ial Intentions.

103. I/' EPLER was born in the year 15/1, in

J|\^ the dutchy of Wirtemberg, of a family

ranked among \hG.7ioblesse, or gentry; but, in con-

sequence of military service, the only business

thought reputable bv the iioblesse of many coun-

tries, reduced to indigence. By the favour of his

prince he was educated at Tubingen, a seat of

learning then so eminent, that masters of science

were frequently selected from among its scholars,

to supply the universities of other countries.

Though he prosecuted his studies with success, Occasim

and was a disciple of MaDstlinus, an astronomer of^' ,^Pf.'
'

r ,
'

_
application

eminence, and of the Copcrnican school, he in- tonstrono-

forms us, that he had no peculiar predilection for '"y*

astronomy. His passion was rather for studies

more flattering to the ambition of a youthful mind;

and when his prince selected him, in ISQl, to fill

the vacant astronomical chair at Gratz, in Stiria,

it was purely from deference to his authority, and
the persuasions of Maestlinus, who had high ex-

pectations from his talents, that he reluctantly ac-

cepted of the office. He appears to have thought

it unsuitable to his pretensions ; and the state of

astronomy was besides so low, uncertain, and in

many respects visionary, that he had no hope of

attaining to eminence in it. But what he under-

took with reluctance, and as a temporary provi-

sion conferred on a dependant by his prince, soon

L engaged
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engaged his ardour, and engrossed almost his

whole attention.

His first 104. The first fruits of his application to astro-
astronomi- nomical studics appeared in his Mysferkon Costno-

catiwis.
**

graph'tcum^ published about two years after his set-

tlement in Gratz. Though he had adopted the

Copeunican arrangement of the planets, the prin-

ciples of connection subsisting between its parts

appeared to him to be in a great degree unknown.
No causes especially were assigned for the differ-

ent positions of the centre of uniform motion in

the different orbits, nor for the irrep-ular distances

of the planets from the sun ; and no proportion

was discovered between these distances and the

times of the planetary revolutions. He considered

the arrangement as deficient and unsatisfactory,

till all those causes should be discovered: and in ihe

work now mentioned he supposed that he had dis-

covered them, at least he traced out several simi-

lar analogies, in the Pythagorean, or Platonic doc-

trines concerning numbers, in the proportions of

the regular solids in geometry, and in the divisions

of the musical scale : and these analogies seemed
to assign the reason why the primary planets should

be only six in number. Hasty and juvenile as this

production was, it displayed so many marks of

genius, and such indefatigable patience in the toil

of calculation, that, on presenting it to T. Brahe,

it procured him the esteem of this illustrious astro-

nomer, and even excited his anxiety for the proper

direction of talents so uncommon. Accordingly,

not contented with exhorting Kepler to prefer the

road of observation to the more uncertain one of

theory, T. Brahe added a generous and unsolicited

invitation to live with him at Uraniburg ; where

his whole observations would be open to Kepler's

perusal.
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perusal, and those advantajjcs foand for makina^

others, which his situation at Gratz denied. The
opinion of other astronomers, concerning this pro-

duction, was no less favourable : and, were there

no other evidence of his just and general concep*

tions, the remark, which afterward led to such

important consequences, that the cause of the

equant, whatever it might be, ought to operate

universally, is a sufficient attestation of them; and
a proof that, even in this early period of his studies,

the possibility at least of deducing the equations of

a planet, from the relation between its different

degrees of velocity and distances from the sun, had

presented itself to his thoughts.

105. Notwithstanding the ardent desire of Kep- His intra.

ler to be admitted to the perusal of T. Brahe's ob- r'tHhC
servations, it was probable that the distance of the

place, and the difficulty of the journey, to one in

Kepler's situation, would have for ever prevented

the gratification of it. But the persecutions now
arose which drove T Brahe from his native coon-
try, and from which he at last found a refuge in

Prague, the capital of Bohemia. Thither, accord-

ingly, Kepler repaired in the year lOOO; and, that

he might be under no necessity of returning to

Gratz, he obtained, by T. Brahe's interest with

the Emperor, his patron, the appointment of iiTi-

perial mathematician. On his arrival at Prague,

another circumstance occurred, equally important

to his success and fame, and which he piously

ascrilies to the kind direction of Providence. ^

T. Brahe, with his assistant Longomontanus, wal
employed about his theory of Mars ; no doubt, in-

duced by the favourable opportunity of verifying

it, by observations of this planet in its approachmg
opposition in the sign of Leo. Kepler's attention

L 2 wae
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was therefore, of course, directed to the same pla-

net ; where the great degree of excenlricity ren-

ders its inequalities peculiarly remarkable, and
leads with proportional advantage to the discovery

of their laws; and it would have been directed to

observations much less instructive, had those as-

tronomers been engaged about any other planet.

106. The former planetary theories were in ge-

neral unlike, and founded upon dift'crent princi-

ples. The ancients, as Ptolemy and his followers,

considered every planet separately, and supposed

that their several motions and inequalities arose

from causes peculiar to every crbit, and with which

the other orbits had no connection. The moderns,

again, considered the orbits as connected by a coin-

inon principle; and, remarking all that was similar

in their motions, endeavoured to derive it from a

common cause. But they disagreed about this

principle ; for the cause of the second inequalities

of the planets, according to Copernicus, was the

annual revolution of the earth ; while T. Brahe

and his disciples ascribed them to the attendance

of the planets upon the sun, in his annual revolu-

tion. But, notwithstanding these and other less

important differences, the efFects of all the theories,

in representing the motions of the planets, and on

the calculations of their places, were very nearly

equal, and Kepler found them almost equally erro.

iieous : for the longitudes of Mars, calculated for

August 1598, and August 16O8, even from the

Prutenic tables of Reinholdus, fell short of the ob-

served longitudes, the first nearly 4°, and the last

no less than nearly 5*^; and errors of this magni-

tude were not peculiar to the Prutenic tables, for

similar and even greater errors were found in all

the others. These errors, so demonstrative of tho

imperfect
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imperfect stnte of the science to which they ad-

hered, Kepler c'liiefly imputed to the practice uni-

versally followed by astronomers, of observing the

mean oppositions only of a planet, and forming

their theories for the first inequalities upon these.

It was not at all surprizing that this practice should

have been introduced ; for the "points of the zo-

diac, which a planet occupies in oppositions, are

not, as in lunar eclipses, distinguished by any sen-

sible marks, but must be determined by calcula-

tion 1 and to determine when the mean place of the

fiun was opposite to a planet, required only the

knowledge of the mean solar motions; whereas, to

determine the same thing of the true place of the

son, required an accurate solar theory ; of which,

in the ruder ages of their science, astronomers

were destitute. As the authority of the ancients

who had introduced this practice, continued to be

followed, so Copernicus, for example, when he ob-

served a planet about the time of an expected op-

position, calculated the mean place of the sun
known by his mean motion ; and if this differed

precisely six signs, or 180^, trom the observed place

of the planet, the instant of the observation was
the required instant of the opposition : but, if the

difference was not 180^ precisely, he endeavoured,

from a comparison of the motions of the planet

vieu'cd lor several nights successively, to find out

the instant when this precise difference of ISO^

took place. (G.) Thus he supposed the eye to be
placed in the centre A of the earth's orbit, round
which the mean motions of the sun or earth were

believed to be performed, (fig. 49); and the obser-

vations of the jjlanet to be made in the points J,

Hj K, ot the planetary orbit, marked by lines pass-

ing from A through the earth in O, M, N, and
not from the centre of the sun in B. Consequently,

L 3 when
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when he bad obtained as many longitudes of the

planet in such points, and their correspondent

times, as he thought necessary, and proceeded

with these to investigate the elements of his theory,

the elements investigated were, in Ptolrmy's lan-

guage, the distance AE of the centre of the pla-

net's eqnant from the point A, and the longitude

marked by the line AEF, v;hich he reckoned the
Kep!er*s line of apsides, in the zodiac Now this was the

d'sfns
practice against which Kepler chiefly objected, and
to which he chiefly ascribed ihe imperfection of all

the former theories : and, without immediately de-

ciding on their respective merits, the principal im-

provement, which he originally had in view, was

to introduce the practice of employing apparent

oppositions, which supposed the observations to be

made from the centre of the sun in B, and to form

his projected theory on these. Consequently, in

his theory, the line of apsides would be EEC,
drawn from the sun through the centre of the

equant, and not AEF from the centre of the eclip-

tic : and the elements to be investigated for the

first inequalities, would be the longitude marked
in the zodiac by this line EEC, and the excentri-

city BE ; or the distance of the centre of uniform

motion from the sun, and not AE its distance from

the centre of the ecliptic, or earth's orbit OMN^
This was Kepler's principal, at least his original,

design ; and the immediate reason of his anxious

desire, to obtain a perusal of T. Brahe's observa-

tions, wMs to ascertain the propriety of the altera-

tion. (H.)

107. The necessity of this substitution was part-

ly suggested to Kepler by the principles implied

in the Copernican system ; and, with the strong

propensity by which he was distinguished, of en-

quiring
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quiring into the physical causes, especially of astro-

nomical phenomena, the design of introducing it

was what he could hardly fail to entertain. After

T. Brahe's observations on comets had exploded

the doctrine of solid spheres, it seemed to the dis-

ciples of Copernicus more likely than ever, that

the force which aontrouled and gave motion to

the planets proceeded from the sun : and Kepler

tells us, that he could conceive no reason, why, in

particular, they should be retarded at the points

of their orbits most distant from the sun, and ac-

celerated in the parts least distant, except that this

force became more languid, in proportion to the

increase of the distance ; and grew n)ore vigorous

in proportion as the distance was diminished. But,

if the line of apsides should pass, not through B
the sun, but through the centre A of the earth's

orbit, the planet's motion will not be slowest in C
the point of greatest distance from the sun, and
quickest at the point D of least distance, but at

the points F and G of greatest and least distance

from the centre A, where no force could be con-

ceived to reside. Or, if to evade this argument,
the acceleration and retardation of a planet should

be ascribed to some innate affection or propensity

of the planet, or of the intelligence or power by
which it might be supposed to be animated ; it

was equally inconceivable how this intelligence

should be induced to overlook the sun, an object

of so great magnitude and splendour, and with

respect to which it might regulate its variations of
velocity according to geometrical principles; and R^ajons
in preference to the sun to fix its attention on an inducing

imaginary point, distinguished by no mark, and^'"^*

placed at no greater distance from the sun than
two or three solar semi- diameters : especially, when
Copernicus had acknowledged this point to be a^so

L 4 variable
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variable in position, and had taLit,dit thut the ex-

ccntricity BA of the earth's orbit was changed,
though the position of the sun in B remained the

same.

But there was also a practical reason which
urged Kepler to his projected innovation, namely,
his perceiving that the ancient practice in a great

degree defeated the design for which oppositions

were observed, and involved the planets more or

less in those second inet|iialities, which it was the

sole purpose in observing their oppositions to avoid.

Indeed, in the rare case of an observation of this

kind, in the line ABH of the solar apsides, the

lines AH and BEI of mean and true oppositions

were coincident ; and the planet, considered with

respect to either, equally divested of every degree
of second inequality. But in the observations on
cither side of ABH, and especially at the distance

of go^ from it, the apparent opposition will happen
in the line BQP, for example, and at the time

marked by the line AQ ; and the mean opposition

will not happen till afterwards, when the planet is

found in the line AN, and at the time which this

line marks. Now, at this time, when the earth

has proceeded to N, the planet will not be seen

to have advanced in its orbit ; a line drawn to it

from the earth in N, will not even be parallel to

FQ, and make it seem stationary in P; but, as its

motion is slower than that of the earth, that mo-
tion will seem to be retrograde ; and the planet's

geocentric place will be ^, a point less advanced

than P ; or, which is the same, in k less advanced

than K; that is, it will be involved in the second

inequality, and, instead of being eccn in the same
point from tiiC centres of the earth and suti, lines

drawn from the earth to the sun and the planet

Y/ill make with each other the angle BNi. In

the
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the opposite ?emi-ciic]e, afjain, of the earth's ano-

maly, the mean oppositions will be more early

than the apparent, and the planet will be more

advanced in longitude : and these differences may
arise, in the case of Mars, to 5° li/ ; of Jupiter,

to 30'; and of Saturn, to \b': that is, to inter-

vals of many days. Corrections, therefore, on all

the mean oppositions, except those observed in

the line of the solar apsides, seemed to Kepler to

be absolutely necessary: on those, to wit, observed

in the first semi-circle of the earth's anomaly, by

additions to the planet's longitude and subtrac-

tions from the time ; and, on those observed in

the opposite semi-circle, by additions to the time

and subtractions from the longitude : and he be-

lieved, that without such corrections it was vain to

expect more perfection from any theory, however
sound all the other principles might be which

should be employed in forming it. The conse-

quent difference, therefore, made on the ancient

theories, would be, that the planet's excentricity

should be measured from the centre of the sun

in B, and that the line of apsides should be trans-

lated fiom its former position AEF, to <i new po-

sition EEC ; and the greatest accelerations would
take place, as they ought, at the planet's least disi-

tances, and the greatest retardations at its greatest

distances from the sun in B, and not from the

imaginary point A. By these means, not only

would the equations foi* the first inequality be va-

ried, both in magnitude and position ; but much
greater variations, since the centre of the orbit was
also brought from L toT, might be expected upon
the equations of second inequality and the calcu-

lated latitudes.

In short, Kepler proposed to demonstrate, that

the planets moved in orbits, whose planes inter-

sected
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sected one another, in lines passing through the

centre of the sun, and not through the centre of

the echptic; and this was the great innovation

which he originally intended, and was chiefly de-

sirous to introduce into astronomy. In fact, ex-

cepting only the system of Copernicus, it was an

improvement more important, and of greater con-

sequence, to simplify the science, than any which
had been introduced in all the preceding ages j

and his successful and decisive establishment of its

truth and propriety, may be justly ranked among
his greatest discoveries ; and equally deserves our

attention with those which have been more gene-

rally celebrated.

108. On Kepler's coming to Prague to live with

T. Brnhe, he found greater necessity for his pro-

jected innovations than he had formerly believed.

T. Brahe and Longomontanus had made a cata-

logue of all the mean oppositions of Mars observed

from the year 1580, and formed a theory repre-

senting them, as they said, so nearly, that its

errors in longitude never exceeded two minutes.

In this theory, the place of the apogee of Mars,

for the year 1585, was in 4 s. 23^ 45' ; the whole

cxcentricity was 201 6o, or nearly the s.'jme with

that of Ptolemy's cquant ; and of this they had

ConRimn- ''dotted idSSO for the semi-diameter of the greater

tions of" epicycle. Consequently, to express their theory
them.

jj^ Ptolemy's language, they did not bisect the cx-

centricity of the equant by the centre of the orbit,

but divided it in the ratio of 12600 to 7560. Sa-

tisfied with the accuracy of these elements, they

had calculated the equations of the centre, that is,

of the first inequality, for every degree of ano-

maly; and, making au addition of l'40"to the

mean motion of the Prutenic tables, had formed a

new
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new table of the mean motions of the planet, of its

apotrec, and of its nodes, for 400 years. But the

ancient diiticulties about ihe second inequalities,

or the ecjuations of the orbit, and ihe latitudes

even in opposition, remained unconquered ; and
not only abated their confidence in their theory,

but put a stop to their farther procedure in com-
pleting it. Now these were the very imperfections

to which Kepler h;:d supposed that the principles

on which they formed their theory would lead.

For, by employing [uean oppositions, and making
EA the exccntricity of their equant, they had dis-

placed the planetary orbit, describing it on the

centre L, a point of the line EA : and the error

produced on the equations of second inequality

could not fail, in some configurations of the earth

with the planet and the sun, by thus displacing

the orbit from its proper centre T, to be consider-

able. For example, if the earth should be in the

point I, and the planet falsely represented in S,

while its real place was in R, the error of the equa-

tion of the orbit would be the angle RIS. If also

the planes of the orbits should intersect each other

in a line passing through the sun in B, their sup-

position, of this intersection taking place in the

centre A of the ecliptic, could not fail to produce
correspondent errors on the calculated latitudes.

109. But, convincing as these reasons appeared

to Kepler, and at last^ as we are informed, to

T. Brahe himself, the fir^t proposal of the altera-

tion gave rise to much debate between those astro-^

nomers. The reasons certainly were not obvious

why T. Brahe's hypothesis should not be supposed

as perfect as the intended hypothesis, which was
to rest on apparent oppositions ; and it seemed to

be impossible that a theory, which was affirmed

to
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to fcpresent the mean oppositions so exactly, in all

points of the orbit without distinction, should be

false. This debute^ and the desire of giving satis-

fnction to T. Brabe about the subject of it. was

the occasion of engaging Kepler in all the labori-

c>ns and unpleasant investigations contained in the

Ps:ip^se of first part of bis coinnientary ; in which he shcws^
ill. rirst bv demonstrations adapted, not only to the three
pnrt or - , . '

"^

Kipici's difi'crciU astronomical systems, but even to both
comment \]^q kiutls of thcory, concentric as well as exccntric,
'"^'

that though a false position were given to the or-

bit, the longitudes of a planet might be so re*

presented, by a proper position of the centre of

the cquant, as never to err, in oppositions* above

5 minutes from those given by observation ; but,

that by the saute false position of the orbit, and

though no other error of theory should be com-
mitted, the s<:x.ond inequalities and the latitudes

would be much more considerably, and indeed very

greatly, deranged : and he demonstrates, in par-

ticular, that when the planet is in Q s. 8° 33' 6" of

mean longitude, and the earth in gs. l6° O' l6",

the error produced on the calculated longitude, or

the angle RIS, would arise to 1° 3' 32^ l^hese

investigations, therefore, however unpleasant and

laborious, served to confirm Kepler in his purpose;

and that part of them, which related to the simi-

laritv of the excentric and concentric theories in

their effects, served also another important pur-

pose ; for it demonstrated, that the labour and in-

genuity cniployed in the formation of those theo-

ries, and in the substitution of the one for the

other, had been in a great measure expended in

vaif), and were of little importance to the real ini*

provcment of astronomy. (I.)

110. After
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110. After thns examining; the principles of the Stmctureof

ancient theories, and pointinir out their (h'fect':,
|-J^'<*-ie'*

his next step was to exaniinc the structure of T.
Brahe's theory in particular, in order to (hseover,

it in all parts of it the principles had been pre-

served, and if its success in the representation even

of the first inequalities, were as conipleat as had
been supposed. By this examination, errors, some-

times very considerable, were discovered in those

observations of mean opposition, from which its

elements had been deduced. In mean oppositions,

the computed mean place of the sun, and the ob-

served place of the planet, should be precisely six

signs distant. But in none of all the ten con-

tained in T. Brahe's table, from ioSO to j60(),

and employed in the formation of his theory, did

this essential condition accurately take place ; and
in the greater part the mean place of the sun was
at a considerable distance from the point opposite

to the planet. For in that table the oppositions,

Jind their circumstances, stood as foilows ;

Times
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Times of opp. obs. long, in eclip M. long. ^
d. h. , 8. / // «. / //

1580. Nov. 17 9 40 2 646 8 6 48 32
1582. Dec. 28 12 16 3 16 46 !0 9 16 50 58

1585. Jan. 31 1935 4 21 10 26 10 21 10 13

1587. Mar. 7 17 '22 5 25 10 20 11 2 5 5 b1

1589. Apr. 15 13 34 7 3 58 10 1 3 53 32
]5C)1. June 8 16 25 8 26 4 2 2 26 Ab 24

1593. Aug. 24 2 13 11 12 43 15 5 12 34 36

1595. Oct. 29 21 22 1 17 66 \b 7 17 56 17

1597. Dec. 13 13 35 3 2 28 9 2 28 51

1600. Jan. 19 9 40 4 8 18 10 8 18 43

DifFerence. Latitudes. M. lonjj. ^ Long. Apogee ^

' II II
s. / // s. / //

2 22 — 1 40 ON 1 27 29 A^ ^ 25.21 40
4 '18 — 4 () ON 3 1 1 34 56 22 17

13 + 4 32 10 N 4 22 37 A^ 55
4 23 + 3 38 12 N 6 3 '27 '^^ 23 32
4 38 + 1 6 45 N 7 16 53 7 24 10

13 24 — 3 39 OS 9 7 47 30 4 8

9 9+6 3 OS 11 10 53 50 25 26
2 f 15 N 1 8 26 47 27 35

51 — 3 33 ON 2 24 55 47 29 5

43 — 4 30 50 N 4 6 46 16 30 6

Precession. Reduction. Obs. long, orbit. Calculated.

' // / // / // / //

27 .38 50 4 10 + 50 10 50 40
28 38 5 20 + 61 30 51 26

2 25 36 — 9 50 941
4 10 5 10 — 5 10 4 50
5 55 3 35 — . 54 35 54 33

7 47 10 20 + ^2 40 23

9 40 8 45 — 35 34 36
11 27 12 + 56 5 bl 14

13 20 6 4- 34 32 20
15 5 45 -h 18 45 19 ^7

The
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" The error in some of these oppositions appears

from this table to have been very great. Particu-

larly, on the Sth of Jane loQl. the sun was ad-

vanced no less than 13' 2i" beyond the point op-

posite ro the planet. No restraint, therefore, wns
laid on Kepler, in the introduction of his theoj'y,

from the accuracy observed in the structure ot the

former; for this error was about three times g-reater

than any difierence which the proposed transposi-

tion of the orbit could produce.

111. These errors arose from the inaccurate

conceptions entertained by T. Brahe and his assist-

ant, concerning oppositions ; their supposing, to

wit, that they took place, not when the sun was

distant 180*^ from the point of the ecliptic in which

the planet v\^as observed, but from the point of the

ecliptic in which it would be found after applying

the reduction. It was with design, therefore, that

they observed the planet in the points marked in

the table ; because they thought them the only

points, where the application of the proper reduc-

tions would produce the effect they vi'ished. But,

even if this principle had been just, their rulcvS of

reduction were not constant. The nodes of the Cause of

orbit of Mars were in 1 s. 17°, and 7s. 17% and''i"^^f-

conscquently the limits in 4s. 17°, and 10s. 17'^;

and, though therefore the reductions ought to have

been greatest at 45° from either, yet at the obser"

vation of 1582, of the planet in as. 1(3° 46' iO'^,

that is, at the distance of 30° 17^ bO'' from the

limit, their reduction was 4' 48'', and at the obssr=^

vation of 1597, in 3 s. 2" 28' o'', at the greater

distance of 44° 32' from the limit, it was only 5i'',

With the inclination which they gave to the pla-

net's orbit, the just reductions were those which

are marked in a subsecjuent part pf the table ;

and
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and upon the application of them, the places of

the planet and the sun were not tbund precisely

opposite, bat stood as follows :

—

iuced to the orbit. M. long. . Dlfference^

50' 10" 48' 3-2" r38"-i-
51 30 50 58 1 28 4-

9 50 10 13 23 —
5 10 5 57 47 —

54 35 53 32 1 3 -f
42 45 24 3 24 —
35 34 3(3 O 24 -f
56 5 56 17 O 12 —
34 28 51 5 9 +
18 45 18 43 2 -1-

No errors of any consequence were found to

have been committed about the planet's mean lon-

gitude ; nor, when the theory was formed, and the

true longitudes calculated according to its princi-

ples, did the calculated places differ, any where,

above 2' from the places given by observation, ex-

cept at the opposition of 15QI. In this the helio-

centric longitude, which, as deduced from the ob-

servation, was 8 s 20^ 42' o", came out, by T.
Brahe's calculation, from his theory, 8 s. 26- 40'

23", as in the table But, by a more accurate cal-

culation made by Kepler, on the same principles,

it was found to be 8 s. 26^ 34' 43"; from which,

subtracting 10' 30" for the reduction to the eclip-

tic, it becomes 8s. 26° 24' 13"; and, theretbre,

as the sun's mean longitude was at this time

2s. 26° 45' 24", the error of the theory, instead

of 2', arises to no less than 21' 1 1".

1 12. While the planet's apparent orbit was con-

founded, by T. Brahe and his disciples, in the

same
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same mnnncr as by the ancients, with its real orbit;

they justly thought that, if they should continue,

like the ancients, to reckon the opposition from

the point of the ecliptic where the planet was ob-

served, it would not be perfectly divested of the

second inequality : for, the supposed inclination

being far greater than the truth, the plajiet in the

point E of observation (fig. 44), was brought too

near the node. But by taking from the node A
an arch AB of the ecliptic equal to AC, that is,

by reckoning the opposition from the point B, in

which the planet was-found after the application of

the reduction, Kepler remarks, that it is as truly

involved in the second inequality, as if no such

correction had been made, and the ancient prac-

tice had been continued. For, let y\FD be the Demon-

real or heliocentric orbit ; which, as the heliocen- ^'""o" of

, . , . . . Ill them.
trie latitudes in opposition arc less than the geo-

centric, must intersect the circle of latitude CE,
in a point F between C and E; and let CB be

joined, cutting AF in D. The arch AD there-

fore is shorter than either of the sides AC, AB,
of the isosceles triangle ABC, and the point B
more remote from A than the point D, which

the planet, according to this practice, would oc-

cupy in its real orbit ; that is, the sun, when op-

posite to B, has passed the point of his opposition

to the planet in D.
But, though the observations were made errone-

ous, by this inaccuracy in computing the opposi-

tions, they were rendered much more erroneoui-

by the excessive reductions, even if they had been

regularly applied, which the mistake of the appa-

rent for the real orbit produced. T. Brahe's re-

duction was BE, for example, the difference be-

tween AE the observed distance from the node,

and AC the distance in the supposed orbit calcu-

M latsd
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lated from CE and CAE given (93). But AC is

an arch only of the apparent orbit ; and, unless

the planet at an opposition be actually in the node,

must always be greater than AF the distance in

the real orbit. The inclination EAF of the real

orbit, as will afterwards appear, does not much
exceed 1^ 50', and consequently the reduction

from it, even when AE is zr 45°, will not exceed

t': but T. Brahe considered CAE as the inclina-

tion of the orbit; and, as this angle was valued at

4'^ 58' in the northern semi-circle, and at 6° 26'

in the southern, the reductions rose to 8', and even

to 10^ Though therefore the error committed, if

AC had been the real orbit, by making AB = AC,
and counting B the point of opposition, would
have been inconsiderable, the effects of it, when
AC is an arch only of the apparent orbit, on the

observations, may sometimes arise to 9'.

On these accounts it was evident to Ke{)ler, that

a theory founded on such erroneous principles,

could not be depended upon. But he still con-

tinued his examination, extending it to the man-
ner in which T. Brahe had deduced, from those

principles, the times and points of his oppositions.

Here, however, no ('onsiderable errors were found;

and the greatest, which took place at the opposi-

tion of 1597, appeared to arise from inaccurate

observations unavoidably produced by his persecu-

tions. (J.)

CHAP.
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CHAP. VI.

Of Kepler s Theory, foimdecl on apparent Oppositions,

and of its total Failure.

1 13. ^
I
''HE principal reason which induced Kep«

\_ ler to substitute apparent for mean op-

positions, in the formation of his planetary theories,

was, that a planet could not be found perfectly di-

vested of its second inequalities, except in the

points of apparent opposition. But since the point

of the orbit, which a planet occupies in an appa-

rent opposition, cannot be accurately determined

without just and legitimate reductions from the

ecliptic, a necessary previous step to the introduc-

tion of his theory, was to investigate the inclina-

tion of the orbit on which the reductions depend.

The determination again, not only of the inclina-

tion, but also of the place of the nodes, depended

on the diurnal parallax ; and it was not yet known
with certainty how far any observation might be

affected by it.

114. The diurnal parallax of Mars was a sub-

ject to which T. Brahe had paid great attention ;

and especially about the opposition of the planet

in Cancer, in the year 1582, he had made a great

number of observations for the express purpose of

discovering it. By these he supposed it to be

ascertained, that towards oppositions this parallax

was remarkably greater than that of the sun ; and

concluded that, from I' ^", its amount at the point

of the orbit most distant from the earth, it arose

to no less than 8' Zb", at the point least distant.

M 2 But,
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But, on examining the observations, it was found
that they were not made with all the ingenuity

which a subject so dehcate required ; for the fixed

stars, with which he had compared the planet,

were generally at a great distance from it, and also

near the ecliptic : and, therefore, the star with

which the comparison was made in the morning
was commonly set, or so near the horizon as to be
deranged by refraction, before the evening obser-

vation ; and it became necessary to supply its place

Inaccuracy ^'^^ another. Kcplcr also found reason to sup-
in the in- posc, that in ascribing so great a parallax to Mars,

ImTL T- Brahe had been misled by the calculations of

parallax of his assistants, who, in making them, had entirely
^^'^'** mistaken the intention of their master. He had,

at different times of the same days, taken vari-

ous distances of the planet from various zodiacal

stars; and had committed to his assistants the care

of calculating, without regard to any theory, by a

comparison of those distances, what parallax they

would produce. But, to Kepler's surprize, they

liad aj)plied themselves to calculate what place the

planet would occupy, according to the forms and
proportions of the concentric theory of Coperni-

cus ; and from the difFerence between this and

any of the observed places, endeavoured to deduce

the horizontal parallax. It became necessary,

therefore, that Kepler should have recourse to the

original observations of 15S2, as much as if they

had not been subjected to any previous exami-

nation.

115. T. Brahe had endeavoured to investigate

the horizontal parallax of Mars from the sum of

two parallaxes in longitude, found by observations

of the planet made on each side of the nonagesi-

mal ; that is, by the excess of the apparent motion
'

in
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in longitude above the real motion : and this real

motion he carefully ascertained by the observa-

tions of successive days. The most remarkable

results which Kepler found from the examination

of this procedure, were the following :

1

.

From one pair of such observations

made on the 26th of December 1582, at

an interval of JOh, 46', the sum of the

parallaxes in longitude was - ]' 10''.0

2. Fiom a pair made on the l6th of

January 1583, at an interval of gh. 30' 0^ 22''.5

3. From a pair on the 17th, at an in-

terval of 9 h. 40', it was - 1' 6".Q

4. From another pair on the ]7th3 at

an interval of gh. 18', - - 2' ig".2

5. From a pair on the 18th, at an in-

terval of 7 h. 53', it was - - I' A&'.l

The only conclusion which he thought ^^iiriself
pgj.gj]g^^f

entitled to draw from these results, so far below Mars un-

the common opinions of the age, was, that the "'^^'"*

determination of the horizontal parallax of Mars
was a matter of the greatest delicacy, and almost

an unconquerable difficulty : and this conclusion

was confirmed by other observations in different

years, all of which were found equally indecisive.

In the examination of the ioregoing observa-

tions, Kepler employed also the converse method;
and, supposing the planet's horizontal parallax, on

the 17th of January, 1583, for example, to be 4',

he calculated the sum which this supposition would
give for the parallaxes of longitude ; in the above-

mentioned interval of gh. 40^, btginning at 5h. 20'

and ending at 15h, the times of T. Brahe's obser-

vations. But, instead of 1
' Q".Q given by the ob-

servations, the result was 4' 8".

M 3 Nor
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Nor were the conclusions more decisive which

he attempted to draw from some observations of

his own. The method of deducing the horizontal

parallax from motions in longitude having proved

so unsuccessful, he attempted to employ observa-

tions of latitude. These he made in February,

l604, at a time peculiarly favourable, when Mars
was stationary, and when, at the times of observa-

tion, a circle of latitude passing through the pla-

net, nearly coincided with a vertical : and the in-

struments used were an iron sextant of 2-| feet ra-

dius, arid a brass quadrant of 31. But his obser-

vations, after all the attention he could bestow,

appeared to him inferior to those of T. Brahe :

and on the whole he was obliged to rest in this

general conclusion, that the horizontal parallax of

Mars certainly did not exceed 4', even in his

nearest approaches to the earth, and that, very

probably, it was a great deal less. (K.)

116. When Kepler had thus satisfied himself

that no considerable errors could take place in re-

gard to the observations on which he was to found

his theory, by adopting the common opinions con-

cerning the parallax of Mars ; his next object was

Investiga- to investigate the longitudes of the nodes. T.
tionofthe

grgj-j^'g procedure in this business was founded on
longitudes ^. . , r i \ /^ ^ r \i
of the a false principle ; tor it supposed AC (tig. 44), the
nodes.

pgj.}^ of the planet seen from the earth in H, to be

its real orbit, and that the angle CAE was con-

stant : and, therefore, unless the latitude EC, from

which, and the angle CAE, he calculated the dis-

tance AE, was very small, his conclusion for the

place of the node A was not to be depended upon.

But Kepler's procedure consisted in observing the

planet when actually in the node : and consc-

> quently, when the observed longitude was cleared
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of refraction and parallax, the true longitude of

the node was found.

Four observations were accordingly found, in

T. Brahe's register, of the planet in the ascending,

and two in the descending node. By the first four

it was represented to have been in the former, on
the 7 th of March ISQO, the 23d of January 15g2,

the lOth of December 15g3, and the 28th of Oc-
tober 1595 : and by the two last, in the latter, on
the Qth of May 1589, ^^^ ^^^^ ^9^^^ ^^ December
1594.

The longitudes of the nodes were therefore

found by calculating, for these times, the longi-

tudes of the planet. This was done by T. Brahe's

theory. For example ; the mean longitude of

Mars, on the 29th of December 1594, was 7 s. 27°

14' 30"; and on the 28th of October 1595, it was

] s. 5° 31' O"; and the equations corresponding to

these were 1 1° 30' 30^^ subtractive, and 1 1° 17' o"

additive. The heliocentric longitude therefore of

the descending node was 7 s. 15° 44', and of the

ascending node Is. 16'' 48'. The same must have

also been their longitude very nearly in the other

observations : for, though their position is not ab-

solutely invariable, the variation in the course of a

few years is almost insensible. (L.)

117. After determining, at least nearly the lon-

gitude of the nodes, the remaining and most im-

portant business was, to investigate the inclination
inclination

of the orbit to the ecliptic. For this purpose Kep- oF thcor-

ler employed three methods. One, which is ap- ^^^'

plicable to all the planets except Mercury, requires

observations of latitude made in the limits, when
the distance of the planet from the earth and-the

,

sun are equal : and it supposes that the mutual

ratio of the orbits and the heliocentric distance of

M 4 the
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the planet may be nearly, at least, determined by
some of tbe former theories. Thus, since the

node G (fig. 52), is in Is. ]7°, and the other F
in 7s. 17°, one of the limits C will be in 4s. 17°,

and the other in 10s. 17°. On C then, with the

distance CB, describe a circle ABU, cutting the

terrestrial orbit in A and PI; so that, by joniing

AB, AC, there will be formed, upon the base AB,
the isosceles triangle CAB. When the planet is

in C, in 4s. 1/°, its heliocentric distance CB, cal-

culated from T. Brahe's theory, is l()0d.6 in parts

of AB = 1000 : and it is required to find, in this

case, what the relative positions of the sun, the

planet, and the earth, will be, when AC becomes

equal to BC. For this purpose, draw from C the

thod tode- line CD, bigccting AB in D. Then, since AC r=
urmiiie it. iQQQ_Q^ and AD = 500, the angle CAD will be

found = 72° 23', and thence ACB =: 2ACD =
34° 54'. Therefore, since Mars, when seen from

the sun in 4 8, 17" is in the line BC, and ACB is

zr 34s. 64', he will, at the time when AC is =
BC, be seen from the earth in 5 s. 21" 54^: and»

since CAB = 72° 23^, the sun will at the same
time be in 8s. 4° 27'. Or, if the earth shoidd be

in the point H of her orbit, the planet would be

seen from the earth in 3s. 12^ 6', and the sun in

OS. 28° 33^
When C represents the opposite limit, the con-

figuration will be somewhat different. For, then

CB, according also to T. Brahe's theory, is zz

1375: and CAB will therefore be found = 6h^ 4 1
',

and ACB = 42° 28'. Consequently, in this li-

mit, the planet will be seen from the earth in

gs. 4° 22', and the sun in 6s. 25° 51', when AC
becomes equal to BC ; or, in Us. 29° 28', while

the sun is in 2s. 6° g'

.

^s \b& invariable inclination of the planetary

Oibila
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orbits to the ecliptic, which was established by this

investigation, may justly be ranked among Kep-
ler's great discoveries, the methods of investigation

merit a particukir detail.

Five observations were found, in T. Brahe's re-

gister, of the planet near to 5s. 21^ 24' , while the

sun was also nearly in 8s. 4° 27'. On the Qth of

November 1588, at 18 h. 30', the planet was seen

in 5s. 25° sr, with 1° 36^ 45" of north latitude,

while the sun was in 7s. 28'. Since, therefore, it

was neither precisely in the limit, nor the sun
precisely in 8s. 4'^ 2/', the angle CAB will be only
6'2^ 2p', instead of 72° 23', and, AC being greater

than BC, the observed latitude must be less than

the inclination.

On the 4th of the following December, Mars
was observed in 6s. 9° 19' 24", with 1° 53' 50' of

north latitude, and the sun was in 8s. 23°. The
elongation CAB was therefore 73° 40' 3(3"; and,

consequently AC being less than BC, the observed

latitude was greater than the inclination. But the

planet was more than 18° beyond the limit, and
the inclination at the point of heliocentric longi-

tude which it then occupied, was not the greatest

inclination. On balancing the effects of those op-

posite causes, the greatest inclination was stated

at l°50'.

On the 21st of October 1586, at ISh. Marg
was seen in 5 s. 0° 7', with 1°36'.Q of latitude, and
the sun was in 7 s. 8°; so that the elongation was
only 67° 33', and the planet had not yet reached

the limit. On both these accounts the latitude

must have been considerably less than the incli-

nation.

On the 1st of November following, at l6h. 40',

Mars was seen in 5s. 5° 52', with 1° 47' of lati-

tude, and the longitude of the sun was 7s. 19° 40'.

Consequently
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Consequently the elongation was 73° 48', and the

planet l6° short of the limit. Kepler considers

this observation as very accurate, and in the limit

it would have given a latitude rr 1° 50'.

On the 30th of the same month, at IQh. 30',

Mars appeared in 5s. 20° 4^, that is, almost in

the limit, with 2° 13' 30'' of north latitude. But,

the sun's longitude being 8*^ IS", the elongation

was 87° 50' instead of 72° 23'. The distance AC
therefore, was much less than BC, and the ob-

served latitude considerably greater than the incli-

nation.

Two observations were also found of the planet,

near the same limit, from the earth towards the

point H.
On the gth of March 15g6, at 8 h. the planet's

observed longitude was 2s, 15° 14', with 1°49'50'^

of north latitude, and the sun's longitude Os. 0°0'.

The elongation therefore was too great, but the

planet was 26° short of the limit ; and, balancing

the effects, Kepler states the inclination at 1° 50'.

On the 22d of April 1583, at gh. 45', the pla-

net's geocentric longitude was 4 s. 1° 17', with
1° 50' 40''' of latitude, and the sun's longitude

i s. 1 1°. The elongation therefore was too great

by about 8" ; but the planet had passed 19° beyond
the limit, and the inclination in the limit is agaia

stated at 1° 50^
No more than two observations of the planet

were found in the opposite limit, and in both the

earth was on the same side of it.

The first was on the 5th of September 1589, at

"jh^ 15', when the planet's geocentric longitude

was 8s. 16° 45' 40", with 1" 41' 40" of south la-

ti^tude, and the sun's longitude 6s. 2°. The
elongation therefore was 74" 45'' 40" instead of
68*^ 41', and the planet fell 17*^ 36' short of the

limit.
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limit. Balancing the opposite effects of these

causes, the inclination at this limit also appears to

be 1° 50'.

The other was on the 1st of the following No-
vember, -at 6h. 10'; when the observed longitude

was gs. 20° 50', wilh 1° 36' of latitude, and the

sun's longitude 7 s 19°. The elongation therefore

was only 61° 50', and the planet also 16° beyond

the limit. These causes combined, must render

the latitude less than the inclination, which again

appears to be about 1° 50'.

In the same investigation Kepler employed an-

other method, equally of his own invention, and

which required, neither any pre-conceived opinion

concerning the ratio of the orbits, nor the aid of

calculation to distinguish the observations proper

for the purpose. It depends on this principle. Second

that when two planes ABCD, and ABEF (fig. 53), method.

intersect each other, two perpendiculars CB, EB,
drawn in both planes to the point B of the line of

intersection AB, will contain an angle CBE equal

to the angle DAF contained by two other perpen-

diculars drawn in the same planes to any other

point A of the line AB, and also equal to the in-

clination of the planes. If, therefore, there be any
observations of a planet, when both the sun and
the earth are in the line of its nodes, and the

geocentric place of the planet 90° from the nodes,

the observed latitude will at once give the incli-

nation.

Though observations with such conditions are

rare, four were found in T. Brahe's collection, in

circumstances not much different. One was, that

of April 22d, 1583, already employed. The sun
was in I s. 1 1°, that is, 5 or 6 degrees below the

node, and consequently the earth as much above

the opposite one. But, though this tended to in-

crease
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crease the a})parent latitude, the elongation, which

was only S0° 17', instead of gO°, tended rather

more to diminish it : and Kepler concluded, that

it might be considered as very nearly equal to the

inclination.

Again, on the 12th of November 1584, at

I3h. '20', the sun was in 8 s. T, that is, 14" or Id''

below the line of nodes, and Mars was seen in

4 s. '23° 14^, with 2"^ 12' 24" of north latitude.

The planet therefore had passed the limit, and
was not in the point of j2:reatest inclination. But
the elongation was g7°46', instead of gO", and the

latitude, on account of the nearness of the earth,

^rnuch more increased than by the other cause di-

minished ; and on balancing both, the inclination

appeared to be 1*^ 50'.

On the 2()th of April 1585, at gh. 42', Mars
was observed in 4s. 2i° 6', with 1° 4g' 45'''' of la-

titude, vi/hile the sun was in Is. l6", that is, almost

in the node. The elongation was too great, being

g5° d': but the planet was beyond the limit, and
therefore the latitude somewhat less than the in-

clination.

AUo, on the l6th of October 15gi, at 6h. 30',

Mars, towards the opposite limit, was observed in

10s. 27° 20', with 2° iO' 30" of south latitude de-

creasing, while the sun was in 7 s. 2° 30', that is,

15° above the node. 1'he observed latitude there-

fore, as the earth was too near the limit, was

greater than the inclination. The latitude had

decreased 28', Uom the 2d to the l6th of October;

and, if it had continued to decrease at the same
rate for the next fourteen davs, about which time

the sun would have occupied the node, it would
have been reduced to 1°45'. But, on the with-

drawing of the earth from the planet, the rate of

decrease varies, and the conclusion of I'' 50' fur

the inclination is confirmed.
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This method of (leterminino: the inclination mav ^ . •

, , , ,-
^

. • • r I

' Extension
be made general, for any geocentric position or the ot it.

planet ; for any two lines BG, BK, drawn in both

planes to any point B of the line of nodes, will

include an angle GBK, eqnal to the angle HAL,
included between two other lines AH, AL, re-

spectively parallel to EG, BK, and also drawn in

both planes to any other point A of the line of

nodes.

Thus, in the observation of April 26, 1555,

when the sun's longitude was Is. 16", the planet

was seen from B in 4s. 21° 6', with a latitude

GBIC = r 4g' yij'\ This therefore is equal to

the heliocentric latitude HAL of the planet, in

4 s. 21° 6' of heliocentric longitude ; and as this

point is distant 4'' (^' from the limit, or 85" 54'

from the node, the inclination, or heliocentric la-

titude in the limit, will be found by this analogy,

sin. 85° 54' : sin. 1"49'45'' :: sin. gO° : sin. 1° 50'.

To confirm this conclusion from so many ob-

servations, Kepler also employed the method ori-

ginally used by Copernicus, though it supposes a

pre-conccived opinion concerning the ratio of the

orbits. Let A (fig. 29), be the sun, B the earth, Third me-

C the planet Mars in his orbit, and D the point ^'^^J^-

of the ecliptic to which he is referred by a circle

of latitude. Let CBD, the observed latitude, at

the opposiiion, for example, of the 24th of Au-
gust 1593, be 6° 3' south ; and let it be previ-

ously known, that in this point of the orbit AB:
: AC :: 1000 : 1389. Then, since AC : AB ::

Bin. ABC : sin. ACB, this angle will be found =
4° 21' 6'\ so that, subtracting it from CBD, the

heliocentric latitude CAD will be found z= 1" 41'

64'': and, since the longitude of Mars in this op-

position was lis. 12° 30', and consequently his

distance
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distance from the node = 64° 30', the analogv,

sin. 64" 30' : sin. QO'' : sin. 1° 41' 54''
: sin. l" 50'

20", will give this last angle for the required in-

clination.

118. It was by such careful and multiplied in-

vestigations, and from so many different observa-^

tions, in the most various configurations of the

planet with the sun and the earth, at 6o^ or 70"

of elongation, as in the first method, at both

quadratures, reckoned from the nodes as in the

second, and at any opposition, taken at pleasure,

as in the third, that Kepler established this most

Important important conclusion, and which, though funda-
discovery, nicutal to cvcry just planetary theory, had never

ciination
" bccn before established, that the inclination of the

was inva- orbits is invariable and constant; and that, in the
"'^^^*

orbit of Mars in particular, instead of amounting
to 4° 33' in the northern limit, and 6° 26' in the

southern, as T. Brahe had supposed^ it was very

little more than 1° 50'. By this discovery the

oscillations, which, in consequence of the variety

of observed latitudes, Ptolemy had ascribed to the

epicycle, and Copernicus, .on the contrary, to the

orbit of the planet, and T. Brahe's equally im-

probable infraction of the orbit, were demonstrated

to have no existence. Ptolemy appears to have

been led to his improbable doctrine, in the same
manner with T. Brahe, by the intricacy and per-

plexity of his hypothesis, which prevented him
from perceiving, that the whole varieties of lati-

tude might have been justly represented by the

single supposition of the parallelism of the plane

of the epicycle to the plane of the ecliptic : and

besides, his -observations of latitude were not suf*

ficiently numerous, nor did he pay equal attention

to
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to all ; but, misled by this theory, frequently re-

jected those which disagreed remarkably with the'

greater number. Copernicus again was misled by

his reverence for Ptolemy, and his not forming a

just estimation of the value* of his own theory, * Divitia-.

nor placing in it sufficient confidence. Though
he beheld, as we are told, with great satisfaction, lus.

its explication of the increase of the latitudes as

the earth approached the planets, and of their de- .

crease on the withdrawing of the earth ; when he

found that increase and decrease not entirely con-

sonatit to Ptolemy's account of his observations,

he introduced oscillations similar to Ptolemy's ;

and, as it was impossible that the ecliptic should

be subjected to them, he was obliged to transfer

them to the planetary orbits. This doctrine, how-
ever, of an inclination which varied, not accord-

ing to the situation of the planet in the oscil-

lating orbit, but of the earth in an o-rbit which
did not oscillate, was what Kepler tells us he al-

ways thought incredible, even before he had the

good fortune of perusing T. Brahe's observations;

and his opinion was not more judiciously pre-con-

ceived, than we have seen it to be decisively con-

firmed, by experiments most numerous and most
lairly conducted.

119. After having thus determined the longi- Dctcrmi-

tude of the nodes, and the inclination of the orbit "^^"^" '^'

.

. .1 I- .• I 11 • 1 tlie opposi-
to the ecliptic, he next proceeded to asccrtam tlie tions.

points of the ecliptic where the apparent oj)posi-

tions on Vv'hich he was to form his theory took
place ; and he was now enabled to reduce them
justly and legitimately to the points of the orbit

which the planet really occupied. Plis procedure

in deducing, from observations near the opposi-

tion.
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tlon, the time and point of the ecliptic nt vvfjich

the opposition actually happened, was the same in

principle with those since employed by the mo-
dern astronomers (G) ; and the same laborious at-

tention and accuracy were displayed in it which
distinguished all his investigations. The opposi-

tions which he thus determined were twelve in

number, consisting of the ten employed by T.
Brahe, and two observed by himself; and he had

the advantage of verifying some of them by means
of the observations made by David Fabricius, in

East Friesland. The mean longitudes of Mars
were calculated from T. Brahe's tables, and the

whole catalogue is as follows. (M.)
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1 20. In order to understand distinctly the pro-

cedure of Kepler in the formation of his theory, it

seems necessary to recall to our recollection the

principles or foundations of the ancient theories.

Ptolemy, in particular, supposed, 1. That the mo-
tions of every planet, however unequal in appear-

ance, were notwithstanding performed in circles.

N The
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Ptoierrys Xhc inequalities of Mars, for example, were very
fimclamcn-

r '
i i

•
i

tai princi- great ; for the arch, intercepted between the op-
P^"' position in 3s. '2° 28', and that in 8s. 'iQ'' 43', is

only 5s. 24° 15', and less than a semi-circle; but

the corresponding mean longitudes are 2s. 23°

11' 56^' and Qs. 5° 43' 55''; and the difference be-

tween them is 6 s. 12° 31' 59" greater than a

semi-circle. The planet therefore employs more
than half the time of a compleat revolution to de-

scribe an arch of 5s,-24° 15', which is less than a

semi-circle ; and of consequence it will describe

the supplemental arch of (3s. 35° 45', which is

greater than a semi-circle, in less than half the

time of a compleat revolution. The arches, how-
ever, described by the planet, seem to be circular;

for its velocity regularly increases to its max'imu77i

in one particular point of the zodiac, and declines

to its least rate at the opposite point ; and the

transitions from the greatest velocity to the least,

and from the least to the greatest, are gradual :

whereas, if it moved in straight lines, making
angles with each other, as in a pentagon, for ex-

ample, according to a supposition once made by

Kepler, the transitions would be sudden, and take

place in more points of the zodiac than two.

2. That though the motions of every planet seem-

ed to be performed in circles, their inequalities,

abstracting even entirely from those of the second

kind, demonstrated that the eye, or the earth

could not possibly occupy the centre of any one
of them. As, therefore, there were two methods of

reconciling apparent inequality of motion with real

uniformity, either by a composition of two circles,

one of which was concentrical to the earth, or by

a single circle excentrical to it, Ptolemy preferred

the latter method
;

partly for its simplicity, and
partly because he knew of no way to represent the

second
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secotid inequalities, except by epicycles, and was

unwilling unneccss;nilv to multiply them. But,

3. Ptolemy also says, that he found, by the com-
parison of numerous observations, the centre ot

his epicycle to approach in the apogee of the pla-

net much nearer to the earth, and to depart in

the perigee much farther from it than the limits

of the excentric, by which he represented the first

inequalities, could permit ; and that, on applying

himself to find the measure of this approach of the

epicycle within the apogee of his excentric, or

rather cquant, and of its departure beyond the

perigee, he discovered that the centre of the circle

in which the epicycle revolved, precisely bisected

the distance between the centres of the equaut

and of the earth. On these three principles Pto-

lemy founded his whole theory of the superior

planets ; and Copernicus, though in a different

form, religiously followed Ptolemy. The princi-

ple last mentioned, was the celebrated bisection of

the excentricity, which he assumed without giving

any account of the means by which it was disco-

vered : and his ado])ting it, in this arbitrary man-
ner, justly excited the wonder of all astronomers,

who ascribed it to no better cause than mere con-

jecture.

121. Ptolemy, in the formation of his theory

for the three superior planets, had no necessity

for employing more than three observed opposi-

tions : for these, with this assumed principle of

the bisection, were sufficient to determine all its

elements ; the excentricity, the longitude of the

apogee, and the correction which might be neces-

sary of the mean motion of the planet. But, as

Kepler had always thought that the bisection oC

the excentricity was a principle unwarrantably

N 2 assumed.
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assumed, and had considered it as one of the

principal causes of the errors and imperfections of

the Ptolemaic theory, he resolved, not to assume,

but to investigate the ratio in which the excentri-

city of the cquant was to be divided : and, on his
T. Brahe reoairins:, in the year 1600, to T. Brahe, he
rejects the . . . ,

Prolmiaic fouud, to his great satisfaction, that this astrono-

bissction. mcr had also departed from Ptolemy's authority,

and had divided the excentricity in a different ra-

tio. Even Copernicus, who, except in the dis-

tinguishing parts of his system, had a greater de-

ference for Ptolemy's authority than any other

astronomer, was evidently found to account it in

this instance doubtful ; and he also had substi-

tuted for the bisection, in the orbit of Mars, a

different ratio of division. Kepler therefore only

retained the two first of Ptolemy's principles, that

the planet's orbit was circular, and that the circle

in which it moved uniformly, was excentrical to

the earth, or, in the language of Copernicus, to

the sun. But his rejection of the bisection ren-

dered his procedure in forming his theory much
more difficult ; and he found that, instead of three

oppositions, which, in conjunction with this prin-

ciple, had been sufficient, the ratio in which the

excentricity was to be divided, could not be de-

termined from less than four. The procedure also

was the more unpleasant, that no direct or geo-

metrical method of investigation could be found;

and it became necessary to have recourse to the

indirect and tedious methods of false position.

1*22. On the centre B (fig. 54), describe the

circle DEFG, and let the diameter HK represent

the line of apsides, supposed for a few years to be

immoveable. In this line let the eye be placed

at A, artd in the same line, though in the oppo-

site
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site direction from B, let C be the centre of the

equaiit, about which the planet describes angles

proportional to the times. Let D, E, F, G, be

four oppositions, in which the places of the planet,

as seen from A, are in the lines AD, AE, AF,
AG. As the four angles at A, included between

these lines, are given by obscr\^ation, it is required

to determine such angles FCH, FAH, of mean
and true anomaly, that the points D, E, F, G,
may be found in the circumference of a circle,

whose centre B shall be found in some point of

the line AC, and to find its distance from A,

and C.

These angles FCH, FAH, are first to be as-

sumed : and to assume them, is, to suppose given

two of the things that are to be investigated ; to

wit, the longitude of the aphelion H, and the

planet's mean longitude, or the position of the line

FC. But the truth or falsehood of these assump-

tions will be discovered by deducing their con-

sequences.

Since the position of AH, and the mean longi-

tude or position of CF, &c. are given, the angles

at A and C formed with the line ACH, by the

lines drawn from these points to the points D, E,

F, G, will be given : and, since AC is the common
base of the four triangles CFA, CEA, CDA, CGA,
if it be denoted by any known number, the four

lines AF, AE, AD, AG, will be also given in

parts of AC. Since also in the other four triangles

FAE, EAD, liAG, GAF, the sides with the in-

cluded angles are given, the angles AFE, AFG,
ADE, ADG, will be given ; that is, the two an-

gles EFG, EDG. But these, by the supposition,

are angles at the circumference of a circle, and
the opposite angles of the quadrilateral figure

DEFG inscribed in it : therefore their sum should

N 3 be
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be equal to two rio;ht angles : and, if it be either

greater or less, one of the assumptions for the

longitudes of AH and CF, and pcrha[)»s both, are

false.
Formation

Retaining, therefore, the snme mean longitudes,
of Kepler s . . '^.

.

'^

theory. let the longitudes of the aphelion H be changed
;

by which means, though the angles FAH, FCH,
of anomaly are varied, the former equations AFC,
AEC, &c. will continue : and let the operation

be repeated, till the sum of the angles at ihe cir-

cumference be found a second time. If the dif-

ference between it and two right angles be greater

than before, the change upon the position of ACH
has been made for the worse ; and, if its longi-

tude by the change was increased, it must be now
diminished ; or, if diminished, it must be now in-

creased. But, if the result comes nearer than the

former to the sum of two right angles, it shews

that you are in the way of coming at the truth :

and a comparison of the present error with the

former, will assist you in judging how much the

longitude of AH should be again diminished, or

increased. The result, however, upon the angles

at D and F, will not be in the simple mtioof the

change made on the position of AH : but the ope-

ration must be, probably many times, repeated,

before the sum of these angles be found accurately,

or even but nearly, equal to two right angles.

When you have at last obtained a sum of the

two angles EFG, EDG, equal, or at least very

nearly equal, to the sum of two right angles, and
thus found that D, E, F, G, are points in the cir-

cumference of the same circle, it is next to be

enquired, if B the centre of it lies in the line AC.
For otherwise the motion will not be slowest at

the greatest distance from the earth, or the sun,

in A ; as Ptolemy supposed that his observations

required,
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reqnircfl, and Kepler, that also physical causes

rendered necessary. In prosecuting this enquiry,

froiTi the sides AE, AG of the triangle AEG, which

were hefore found, and the given angle GAE rr

GAD -j- DAE, the side GE,"and the angle AGE,
are first to be determined Next, in the isosceles

triangle BEG, where the angle GBE is given,

being double of the angle GFE at the circumfer-

ence, and consequently the angle at the base

BGE, the seu)i-diameter BG is to be determined

in parts of AC. Finally, in the triangle AGB,
with the given sides AG, BG, and the included

at)gle AGB ==: BGE — AGE, the angle BAG is

to be determined : and, if this shall differ from

GAG, or HAG, before assumed, the centre B
does not fall in the line AC ; and the suppositions

for the longitudes of FC and ACH must, one, or

perhaps both, be false.

But no new supposition can be made for the

position of AH, unless one be also made for FC,
arjd the other mean longitudes, because we have

already investigated the only longitude of AH,
which, with the assumed mean longitude, will per-

mit the four points D, E, F, G, to be in a circle.

In varying therefore the position of AH, we must
also vary the position of FC, and the other mean
longitudes ; and then the position of AH may be

changed five or six times, if necessary, and the

first operation as often repeated, till, with the new
assumptions for FC, EC, and the rest, the sum of

the angles at F and D be again found equal to

two ris2;ht angles. When this shall be accom-
plished, the second part of the process, namely, to

find the angle BAG, is to be repeated : and, when
this angle BAG is compared with the new as-

sumption for CAG, it will be discovered, whether
you are approaching to your purpose, or depart-

N 4 ing
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ing from it: and you will have directions in what
manner other assumptions are to be made, with

which all the former operations are to be repeat-

ed, till at last BAG, and CAG, come out equal,

while D, £, F, G, are in the circumference ot"

the circle described on the centre B.

When this is at last accomplished, if the semi-

diameter BG of this circle be denoted by any
number of known {)arts, suppose 100000, 13xA its

excentricity, and CA the excentricity of the equant,

will easily be found in the sanie parts ; and the

suppositions for the place of the aphelion, and the

mean longitude of the planet, at any one of the

oppositions, made immediately before the last re-

petition of the operations, will be established. (N.)

123. This then was the method in which Keji-

Jer investigated the elements of his first theory of

Mars, which he afterward distinguished by the

name of the vicarious theory ; and, when the de-

tail of it is so fatiguing, he appeals to his readers

if he, who had gone over all its steps no less than

seventy times, was not justly entitled to their

sympathy ; and if it was at all surprizing that

four years had been consumed in the forma-

tion of it. If we consider that logarithms were

not then invented, the justice of his appeal will be

readily admitted.

Vicarious The elements of the theory deduced from this

theory. painful investigation were, that, in the opposition

of 1587, on the (jth of March, at 7h. 23', the

longitude of the aphelion of Mars was 4 s. 28*^

48' 55"; that the planet's mean longitude was

6s. 0° 51' 35", that is, 3' 55'' more advanced, than

according^ to T. Brahe's tables ; that the excen-

tricity of the equant was 18564, in parts of the

semi-diameter of the orbit :;= 1 00000, and that the

excentricity
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cxceniricity of the orbit wns 11332. The excen-

tricity therefore of the equant was not bisected, as

in the Ptolemaic theory, but divided by the centre

of the orbit in the ratio of 11332 to 7232 : and,

sccording- to the forms of Copernicus and T. Brahe,

I'JQSS was allotted for the semi-'liameter of the

greater, and 3628 for the semi-diameter of the

smaller epicycle. The improvement therefore of

astronomy, which Kepler originally meditated, was
now completed. In it he agreed with preceding

astronomers, in supposing the orbit to be circular,

and that there was a fixed point within it, about

which the planet described angles proportional to

the times : but he differed from them with respect

to its relative position to the eye ; for drawing

his line of apsides through the centre of the sun,

he rendered the real motions slowest, as the phy-

sical causes seemed to require, at the points most
distant from the sun ; and avoided the absurdity of

assigning such points to the greatest aud least

velocities as seemed inconsistent with their appa-

rent cause.

124. It only remained that this vicarious theory

should be verified, by the exactness with which it

represented the heliocentric longitudes, in all the

observed oppositions. But, that the verification

might be legitimate, it was previously necessary

to determine the motion of the aphelion. This

determination, however, could not be precisely ac-

curate ; for it depended entirely on the observa-

tions transmitted by Ptolemy, and these were not

jjlaced entirely beyond suspicion.

Let A, (fig. 4C)), be the centre of the terrestrial

orbit MN ; let El be the centre of the equant of

Mars, and B the centre of ilie sun. According

to Ptolemy's accounts^ the line AB of the solar

apsides
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apsides was in 2s. 5° 30^ and AEF the line of

the apsides of Mars, in 3" 25' 30"; so that the

angle BAE was = oO^. According albO to Pto-

lemy, the solar excentricity AB was in 4153, in

pnrts of the semi-diameter AM zr 100000 ; and

AE, the excentricity of the equant of Mars, in

the same parts = 303SO, so that by resolving the

triangle AEB, the angle ABE comes out = 123''

27". The longitude therefore of BEC, the new
line of apsides, according to Kepler's theory, was
4s, 2° 3' in the days of Ptolemy : and Kepler was
disposed to consider it as no small presumption

in favour of this conclusion, that BE the excen-

tricity of the equant, given by the solution of this

triangle, is, in parts of the semi-diameter TC =
100000, very nearly the same with what had been

determined by his own theory.

Motion of -^s Ptolemy's account of the precession was ir-

theaphe- rcconcileablc with every other, it was impossible

Mars! ^^^ Kepler to deduce from it the longitude of the

apogee in 1587, a»id he was obliged to compare

the place of it with that of a fixed star. By an

observation of Ptolemy, the longitude of Cor leonis,

in iJtc year 140, was 4s. 2^^ 30' ; and, as Kepler

found the a[)ogce then in 4s. 2° 3', its distance

from that star, />/ antecedenl'ia^ must have been 27^.

But T. Brahe found the same star, in 1587, to be

in 4 s. 24° b' \ and, according to the vicarious

theory, the apogee was also in 4s. '28° 'JQ', and
distant irom Cor leonis 4° 44', in consequejilia. Its

whole motion, thcretorc, with respect to this star,

in 14'i7 }ears, that is, from 1>10 to 1587, was
5° 1 l'; and consequently its annual motion nearly

];-/', or in 30 years t) lif . If we add to this the

motion of the fixed stars in precession, and which,

according to T. Brahe, amounts to 25' 30" in 30
years, the raotioii of the aphelion of Mars, with

respect
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rev«;pect to the equinoctial points, will, in 30 years,

be 31' 59'' in couseqwufia, and its annual motion

==: 1' 4". Nor does tliis determination differ much
from the most accurate determination of' later

times; and in particular, in De la Lunde's tables,

it is reckoned at 1' j".

As Kepler purposed also to verify his theory by
means of the latitudes of the planet, so he endea-

voured oa this occasion to determine the motion

cf the nodes. He collected from Piolemv's ac-

counts^ that the distance of the northern limit from

Cor leonis was, about the year 1 10, 3° 2(}'', or 3^

30', in mitecedentia. But, in 1587, its distance from

the same star, also in antcccdenlia^ was 7° 45'. The
clifFcrence is 4° 15', and this therefore was the re-

trograde motion of the limit, or of the nodes, from

Cor leonis in IWJ years. The annual motion,

therefore, of the nodes, with respect to the fixed

stars, is 10".5(), and for 30 years 5' 1 7", in aniecC'

dentia ; and, subtracting this from 25' 30", the

precession for 30 years, the remainder '20' 13'^,

shews that the motion of the nodes, with respect

to the equinoctial points, is in conseqiienlia. Dc la

Laude makes it IQ' 54''.

125. After thus determining the motion of the

aphelion, Kepler proceeded to the verification of

his theory, by calculating from it the longitudes

of the planet in all the observed oppositions, and
comparing them with the observed longitudes.

He sets before us every step of his tv/elve calcu-

lations ; but an example of one of them wmII be

here sufHcient. Suppose that it is required to

calculate the planet's longitude at the opposition

of 1602.

In
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In 15S7, the longitude of the s. o / //

of 'lie aphelion now found was - 4 28 48 53
theory, by Jts TTiotion, in coHseqiienlia, for

S^hil^C'-^'-'y 15}'^^'-^' is - - 15 56
Longitude of the aphelion, at the

opposition of l602 - - 4 29 4 51

Mean longitude of the planet,

from T. Brahe's tables -f 3' 55'' 5 15 3 32
Mean anomaly, or angle FCH

(fig. 54) - - 15 58 4 1

Since BC is — 7232 in parts of BF = 100000,
we have, in the triangle BCF, sin. BFC — BC.
sin. FCH = 7232.37528 == IQgi. Therefore

the angle BFC, or the physical equation is =
!« 8' 26".

Since also FBH=: FCH — BFC = 14^50^5';
and BA — 11332, we have, in the triangle AFB,

tan. \ (BAF — AFB) = tan. ^FBH (|^-|^)
= 7()643. 13021 — 10370. Whence ^(BAF —
AFB) = 5" 55' 14", and the optical equation

BKA = 1° 29'53".5. The whole equation there-

fore is 2^ 38' 19^.5 ; and the true s. o , ,,

anomaly FAH ~ - - O 13 20 21. 5
Adding to this the longitude of the

aphelion - - 4 IQ 4 51

The calculated long, of Mars, at

the opposition of 1603, is - 5 12 25 12.5

The observed longitude was - 5 12 27 —
Dilicrence, though one of the

greatest, no more ihan - 1 47.5

The verification therefore of the theory, as far as

depended on longitudes in opposition, was com-
plcat. As it was superior to all thatpreceded it,

in its principle, in the accuracy of its structure,

and in the legitimate manner of determining all

the
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the conditions by vvliicli it could be affected ; so

likewise it was supiM-ior in the exactness with which

it represented all the longitudes in opposition. Its

errors never exceeded 2'; that is, they never ex-

ceeded the supposed apparent magnitude of the

planet : and if we consider how far it surpaSvSed in

accuracy the theory of T. Brahe, it will not be

surprizing that Kepler indulged the most sanguine

expectations from it.

126. Contrary however to all expectation and Refutatkn

probability, and notwithstanding the present vcri-°* '^*

fication by oppositions, this theory, on which so

much time and labour had been expended, was
found to be false, and soon received the most de-

cisive confutation. The principle especially of

dividing the excentricity in a different ratio from

bisection, and which Kepler had supposed to be

of the greatest importance, was found altogether

inadmissible, not merely in his own theory, but

even in the ancient ones : and it seemed probable

to him, that, when Ptolemy originally introduced

the bisection, v/hen Copernicus was so scrupulous

in departing from it, and when T. Brahe hesitated

and left his theory unfinished, they had been in-

duced by the reasons which convinced himself of

the impropriety of rejecting it.

The first refutation of the vicarious theory arose Fim hy

from the latitudes in opposition, and especially
Sn^o"'^*-.

from those observed near to the apsides and thetion.

limits. Let DE (fig. 55), be a line in the plane

of the orbit of Mars, and HL a line in the plane

of the ecliptic, both passing through A the centre

of the sun. Let D be a point towards the northern

limit, and E towards the southern : and, let AD,
AH, be in the plane of the same circle of latitude,

as also AE, AL. Let the earth, at the opposition

of
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of 1585, be in B, and at the opposition of 15g3
in C. Since the planet's longitude, in the former,

was 4s. 21°, and, in the latter, 10s. 12°; and,

since the longitude of the earth's aphelion is 9^- 5%
it is evident that the distance AC of the earth in

10 s. 12° from the sun, must be greater than AB,
its distance in 4 s. 21°. On T. Brahe's supposi-

tion, that the cxccntricity of the earth's orbit is

35S4, in parts of the semi- diameter =z 100000,

AC will be — 101400, and AB = 97500. If the

point B were precisely in the limit, the angle BAD
of heliocentric latitude would be = 1° 50' (118),

but, as it is 4 or 5 degrees from the limit, BAD
at this point will be only 1° 49' 30". But the

observed latitude HBD, was 4° 32' lO", and

therefore BDA rr 2° 42' 40''; and consequently

AD rr AB ^4^^,^-r = 163000. Or, if aceordina;
sm. BDA ' ^

to the theories founded on mean oppositions, A
were the centre, not of the sun, but of the earth's

orbit, and consequently AB — 100000 ; AD —
. „ sin. HBD 111/- 1 a ^AB -—jT^TT-, would be found = 167OOO.

sm. BDA
In the same manner the angle CAE of helio-

centric latitude, at the opposition of ISQS, is

found to be 1° 39': for the points C and E are

04° distant from the node, and sin. 90° : sin. 1° 50'

:: sin. 04° : sin, 1° 39'. But the geocentric lati-

tude ECL was 6° 3', and consequently AEC zs

4° 24'. Therefore AE = AC ^^|^ = 139300.
sm. ALC ^

Or, if AC were = 100000, then AE = 137380.

If the excentricity of the earth's orbit should

not amount to 3584, but, as Kepler suspected, to

little more than one- half of it, the results tor AD
and AE would be different ; greater, to wit, than

liie first, and less than the second.

From
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From these lengths of AD and AE, the former

in 4 s. 21°, and the latter in 10s. 12° of longitude,

their lengths at the apsides of Mars in 4 p. 28°,

and 10s. 28°, may at least nearly be deduced ; for

AD, at the distance of 8 degrees from the nphe-

lion, would in the aphelion be 1 50 parts longer

;

and AE, at the distance of l6 degrees from the

perihelion, would in the perihelion be 300 parts

sliorter. When, therefore, DA and AE coincide

with the line of apsides,

AD will certainly be between 163150 & 16/350;
and AC - between lagOOO & JS/OSO

:

so that DE - between 302150 & 304'130;

and DK = IDE between 15J075 & 152215;
and the excentricily AK =
AD — DK, certainly between 120/5 & 15135.

Or, in parts of the semi-diame-

ter of the planet's orbit =
100000, - between 8000 & C)943.

But, by the theory now inv^'estigated, AK was
found to be = 11332. Some of the principles

assumed in forming it must therefore be false.

One of these was, that the orbit of the planet is a

perfect circle ; and the other, that there is a fixed

point in the line of apsides, about which the pla-

net describes equal angles in equal times. Since

then the observations were accurate, one of these

principles, or perhaps both, must be false. The
same conclusion holds equally in the theories

formed on mean oppositions : for the excentricity,

instead of arising to 12352, as T. Brahe had de-

termined, is by these observations of latitude re-

duced to 9943.

127. It was on account of such observations of
latitude, that Kepler supposed Ptolemy to have

introduced
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Probable introduced the doctrine of the bisection of the ex-
origin ot ccntricitv. For, as the excentricity of the equaiit

in Kepler s theory is 1850J, the hair of this, to

wit, 9'i82, differs only 310 parts from 897'2, the

mean between 8000 and 9943, the two extreme

results from the present observations of latitude :

and if, conversely, we npply the principle of bi-

section to the calculation of the longitudes in op-

position, the differences from the observed longi-

tudes will be found, at least in QO^ of distance

from the apsides, to be very inconsiderable. Even
in the octants, they were not of such consequence

as to attract the attention of Ptolemy, whose me-
thods of observation appear to have been very im-

perfect, in comparison with those of later times.

For example, if at the opposition of 1 593, where

the planet's mean anomaly was 6s. 11° 3' 16", we
substitute in the analogy BD : BC :: sin. DCK :

sin. BDC for the physical equation, (fig-. 54),

9282 for 7232, the amount of BC, according to

the vicarious theory, this equation will become
1° 1

' 12"; and by substituting also 9282 for 1 1332

in the analogy for the optical equation, it will be-

come 1° 13' 1&'. CDA, therefore, the sum of

both, will be 2^ 14' 3S'' ; and, consequently, the

longitude = 11 s. 12° 13' 37^', differing only 3' 5"

in defect from that given by the vicarious theory.

If the bisection be in like manner employed, at

the opposition of 15S2, when the planet's distance

from the aphelion was about 41°, the calculated

longitude will become 3 s. 17° 4' 45"; greater by
7' 41'' than according to the vicarious theory, and

by 9' 15" than according to the observation.

When Ptolemy theretore was induced, as Kepler

supposed, by the latitudes in opposition, to adopt

the principle of the bisection, it was impossible

that these errors produceci by it upon the longi-

tudes
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tudcs should divert him from bis purpose : for, as

he did not pretend to greater acciiraey of observa-

tion than within 10', and those errors never ex-

ceeded 8' or 9', and in many parts of the orbit

were much more ineonsiderable, they were all

within the limits of his acknowledged errors of

observation. But the advantage which Kepler en-

joyed, of perusing such observations as those made
by T. Brahe, no longer permitted him to ascribe

errors of theory to inaccuracy of observation: and
he was perfectly convinced by his present deduc-

tions, that, if the orbit were a perfect circle, there

was no fixed point within it, about which the pla-

net could describe equal angles in equal times.

From these deductions it undeniably appeared

that, if at 90° and 270° of anomaly the bisection

might with propriety be introduced, yet, near the

apsides, the distance EC of the centres of the or-

bit and equant was greater, and, near the octants,

less, than 9'z8'2, the half of 18564. If the orbit, Cause of

therefore, was to be accounted circular, and its .

f'^^/"-

excentricity BA, as the latitudes requned r= 9282, coveries

no method seemed to be left for extinguishing the j^^"^^
^y

differences between the observed and calculated
^^''

longitudes, except the libration of the centre of

the equant; and this was a supposition, both impro-

bable, and apparently incapable of being derived

from any natural cause. These eight minutes there-

fore of difference, produced by the bisection, be-

tween the observed and calculated longitudes,

Kepler informs us, were the sole cause of his far-

ther researches in astronomy, and of the total re-

formation of it, which he eventually introduced.

If, like Ptolemy, he could have neglected these 8',

and ascribed them to errors of observation, he

would have rested content with the principle of

Q the
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the bisection, and accounted it a sufficient cor-

rection of his former theory.

Second re- 1'28. The sccond refutation of the vicarious
futation, theory, notwithstanding the accuracy with which

it represented the longitudes in opposition, was

derived from longitudes observed at points not in

opposition, when the planet v^^as near the apsides.

For example, on the 5th of March, iOoo, at

12h. Mars was observed in 3s. 29° 12' 30", with
3° 23' of north latitude. His mean longitude was
4 s. 29^ 14' 58'', and the longitude of his aphelion

4s. 29" 2' 45'^ The mean anomaly therefore was
12' 13", and, by the vicarious theory, the equa-

tion Was 2^ subtractive. The true heliocentric

longitude therefore was 4s. 29° 12' 58"; while at

the same time the sun's longitude was 1 1 s. 25"*

45^51".

Let A (%. 56), be the sun, B Mars, and C the

earth. Since CB is in 3s. 29^ 12' 30 ", and AB
in 4s. 29° 12' 5S", the angle CBA of annual pa-

rallax will be zn 30° O' 28"; and, since CA is in

3 1s. 25° 45' 51'^ the angle BCA of elongation

will be = 123° '26' 39". Since also CA the dis-

tance of the earth from the sun, in this part of

the orbit, calculated for T. Brahe's exccntricity =
3584, is 99302, we shall have AB = CA ^-j^^'g^

= 16568O. Or, by the theory of mean opposi-

tions, where CA is the semi-diameter of the earth's

orbit and = 100000, AB will be = 1 66846.

by long!- Again, on the 30th of July, 1593, at 13 h. 45',
tudesout Mars was observed in lis. 17° 39' 30" of longi-

"pposi-
^^^^^ ^jj_f^

go 5/ 15// of south latitude. His mean
longitude was 10s. 26^ \6' 38"; and, as the a{)he-

lion was in 4s. 28° 55' 43", the n)ean anomaly

was 5s. 27° 20' 55'V and the equation 32' sub-

tractive.

of o

ticn.
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tractive. The true heliocentric longitude therefore

was 10s. 25° 44' 38'', and the sun's longitude was

4s. 17" 3'.

Let then D be Mars, and E the earth. The
parallax EDA will now be 21° 44' 52", and the

eloniration AED = 14p"23'30': and since, ac-

cording to the thcor}' of apparent oppositions, AE
is the distance of the earth from the centre of the

sun, and in the present rase =. lO'l(^8Q, we shall

have AD = AE ^'^t^ = 140080. Or, by the

theory of mean oppositions, where AE is =:

A T-x A T-> sin. AED ^
100000, AD = AE -

T,T^ r = 136400.
' sm. EDA -^

As the distance of AB from the aphelion was

only 12' 11'^, any correction for its length in the

aphelion would be insensible ; but, as AD was
3- 11' 7" distant from the perihelion, its length

in the perihelion would be less by 15, and conse*

qucntly =z 1^0065, or 1 36394.
The heliocentric latitude FAB, at the point B

of the orbit, is = 1° 48'; and, therefore AF in

the plane of the orbit 82 parts longer than AB
;

and the heliocentric latitude GAD is z= 1° 36',

and therefore AG 7'-i parts longer than AD.
Therefore AF is between 165762 and 1 66923

AG between 140137 and 136466

Consequently FG - 305899 303394
and FIG = ^FG - 1529]9.5 I51697

and the excentricity • — —
AH = AF — HF = 12812.5 15231;

and in parts of HF or HG
= 100000, it is between 8377 and 10106.

A mean of these is 9241.5, differing very little

from 9282, found by bisecting 1S56j, the whole

excentricity of the vicarious theory.

O 2 Since,
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Since, therefore, the excentricity deduced from

latitudes, and from longitudes out of opposition,

differed so remarkably from that given by the lon-

gitudes in opposition, and investigated in forming

the vicarious theory, one at least of the principles

of that theory must be false. If the orbit of the

planet were a perfect circle, it undeniably appear-

ed, there could be no fixed point within it, about

which the planet moved uniformly ; or, if the

centre of uniform motion were a fixed point in the

line of apsides, the orbit of the planet could not

be a perfect circle.

CHAP.
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CHAP. vir.

Of Kepler s Solar Theory, that is, his Theory of the

Second Inequalities,

129. A S Kepler's labours had been attended Cause of

f\, with so little success, while, in imitation beginning

of former astronomers, he began his researches
searches

from the first inequalities of the planets, he resolved from the

to reverse this procedure, and to begin from their
^"'^^'^^°*

second inequalities; that is, he resolved to inves-

tio-ate the whole circumstances of the annual mo-o
tion of the earth, by which these second inequali-

ties were produced. The theory, which he had
formed from observations of longitude in opposi-

tion, had been directly contradicted by observa-

tions equally authentic of other kinds; and the

-principles of it partly subverted, and partly ren-

dered doubtful ; and he expected by this alteration

of procedure, to determine which of those doubt-

ful principles was to be retained, or whether they

ought not both to be rejected. Among the rea-

sons which led him to this alteration of procedure,

the investigations immediately preceding were the

chief; for, as in these, the distances of the earth

from the sun were necessary conditions, it was evi-

dent that, if the excentricity of the terrestrial or-

bit were not justly determined, all the distances

would be false, and consequently all the investiga-

tions founded on them. The knowledge, there-

fore, of all the circumstances of the second in-

equality, that is, an accurate and authentic solar

theory, was considered by Kepler as the key to all

03 the
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the mysteries of astronomy ; and in fact, by his

use of it, the greatest part of ihcm has b.een hap-

pily disclosed.

Suspicion 130. Onc of the propensities, by which Keplet*
ffihf ne- Was remarkably distinguished from other men, was,

s'n'^ecniam ^" unconquerable desire of discovering the causes

to the of natural phenomena, and of tracing them up to

general analogies and laws. Accordingly, when,
in his most early and juvenile production, he en-

deavoured to assign a cause for the planetary

equants, or second epicycles ; that is, a reason

why the accelerations and retardations of the pla-

nets were not wholly optical, but partly real 5 it

occurred to him that, if this cause were just, its

operation ought to be general, and to produce

similar effects on all the moveable bodies in the

system. But as no equant, or second epicycle,

had been found necessary to the earth, or sun, an
objection to his conclusions arose from this cir-

cumstance, and his speculations were left unfi-

nished. From that period, howev-er, he enter-

tained a suspicion, that, notwithstanding the con*

trary opinion of all preceding astronomers, the

earth, or sun, required an equant, in the same
manner with every one of the other planets ; and,

if the necessity of it should be demonstrated, that

is, if the centre of the earth's uniform motion
should be found different from the centre of the

orbit ; it evidently followed that, not only would
the excentricity, and the whole radii vectores in

that orbit be different from those employed by
T. Brahe and his predecessors, but the excentrici-

ties, and indeed the whole elements of the plane^

tary orbits, would also differ from the ancient de-

terminations. This suspicion was strongly con-

firmed by his correspondence with T. Brahe ; who
wrote
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wrote to him, while he was yet in Stiria, that the

orbit ascribed by Copernicus to the earth, did not

always appear to be of the same magnitude, but
sensibly varied its ratio to the three superior orbits ;

and especially, that in some particular situations

of Mars, the angles, which its semi-diameter sub-

tended at that planet, sometimes differed by no
less than 1° 45'. Expressions, which Kepler

reckoned of the same import, occurred also in the

letters which T. Brahe published ; and particularly

where he mentions, that some inequality, which
seemed to arise from variations of the solar excen-

tricity, affected the longitudes of this planet in

particular situations.

131. On receiving this intelligence, Kepler im-
mediately perceived that the error, which he had
always suspected in the solar theory, of confound-

ing together the orbit and the equant, gave a suf-

ficient explication of it ; and, that there was no
necessity for having recourse to the improbable

supposition of a variation of the excentricity, or of

the magnitude of the semi-diameter. Let DE
(fig. 57), be the line of the earth's apsides, A the

sun, and B the centre of the orbit. When the

planet is in T, a point of DE produced, and ob-

served from the earth in the opposite quadratures

Q and R, it was evident, that whatever were the

position of the centre C of uniform motion in DE,
and whether it coincided with B or not, the angles

of parallax Q,TC, RTG, under which the supposed

semi-diameter of the orbit appeared from T, would
be always equal; because they were the same with

the angles QTB, RTB. But, if the planet were

in F, a point of "the line FC, perpendicular to DE
in the centre of uniform motion C, and observed

from the earth in the opposite apsides D and E,

O 4 the
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the angles DFC, EFC, of pnrallax could not be
equal, unless C should coincide with B ; and they

who believed these points to coincide, and there-

fore considered DC and, EC as the semi-diameterS

of the orbit, would of necessity be led, to conclude

it variable in magnitude. Accordingly, when
ICepler came to examine T. Brahe's observations,

the variations of parallax were found to be pre-

cisely what he had supposed. None took place,

in the first configuration, when the planet in T
was observed from the earth in Q and R ; nor in-

deed from any other opposite points as X, Y, of

any liiie perpendicular to the line of apsides : But,

in the second configuration, when the planet in F
was observed from the earth at D and E, or from

L and K, making with FC the equal angles FCL,
FCK, the variations of parallax were consider*

able ; and, as this was the law which they con-

stantly observed, he concluded it to be impossible

that the centres of the equant and orbit could co-

incide.

J'irst proof No pairs of observations indeed of Mars in

I

' of tills ne- quadrature, from the earth precisely in the apsides,

were to be found in T. Brahe's whole collection ;

but two of a less perfect kind were found from

I the earth at L and K, whose distance LCD, KCE,
from the apsides were nearly equal ; and where, if

Kepler's suspicions were just, the parallaxes would
also be afl^eetcd, as he supposed, though, no doubt,

in a less degree. On the 30th of May, 1585, at

5h. when the heliocentric longitude of Mars was

6s. 13° 2S' l&'y and the earth at K in 8s. 17° 51'

4&', the planet was observed in 5 s. 6° 37' ; and,

on the 20th of January, 1591, at Oh., when the

heliocentric longitude was also 6s. 13° 28' 16",

and the earth at L, in 4s. 9° 4' 4&', the planet's

geocentric longitude was 7 s. 21° 34'. Now, at

these
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these times, the angles of commntntion LCF,
KCF, being the difFerences between the heliocen-

tric longitudes of the planet and the earth, were

equal, for each was = 64*^ 23' 20": but the pa-

rallaxes or differences between the heliocentric and
geocentric longitudes of the planet were unequal ;

fjr KFC was only = 36'^ 5l', whereas LFC was
=r 38° 6'; that is, greater than KFC by no less

than 1° 15'. The consequence was, that CL must
be greater than CK, and that the point C, about

which the equal angles LCF, KCF, were described

in equal times, was not the centre of the orbit, but

a point in the line of apsides more distant trom

the sun. On applying himself to investigate the

distance CB of this point from the centre of the

orbit, he found it to be ISS?, in parts of BD =
100000; that is, only 45 of such parts greater

than 1792, the half of 358'!, which was the wiiole

excentricity of T. Brahe. As it was therefore only

in the circumstances here described, that the dif-

ferences now mentioned took place, the centre of

the earth's orbit, in the. same manner with those

of the orbits of the superior planets, appeared to

bisect the excentricity of the equant ; and the co-

incidence of the orbit and equant could no longer

be admitted. (O.)

132. As Kepler thus found means to account

for the inequalities of parallax, without having re-

course to the improbable supposition of variations

in the magnitude of the terrestrial orbit, and
merely by displacing the point of uniform motion
from its centre; his next experiment, to ascertain

the propriety of the new position given to that

point, was of a less timid kind ; and consisted, not

like the former, of a few observations subject to

rare conditions, but of any number of observations

taken
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taken promiscuously, and subject only to this sin-

gle condition, thai the planet in all should occupy
the same point of heliocentric longitude.

Accordina;Iy, the observation.'* of Mars, em-
ployed in this experiment, were those of March
6th, 1590, at 7h. 10'; January 21st, 159'2, at Oh.

4 1'; December Sth, ISQS, at 6h. 12'; and Octo-

ber 26th, 1595, at 5h. 44'. At the first of these

times, the true heliocentric longitude of the planet,

caleulated by T. Brahe's theory, was Is. 15° 53'

45", and increased, at the others, by the proper

additions for the precession.

Second Let C (fig. 58), bc the centre of the earth's uni-
more deci- form motiou, and A the sun, in the line of ap-
sivepio

'sides AC; let D be the place assumed for the

aphelion, and to be ascertained by the result ; and

let the earth, at the time of the first observation,

be in E, with 5s. 22"^ 58' A&' of mean longitude ;

at the time of the second, in F with 4s. 10^ 5' 57";

of the third, in G with 2s. 27"" 13' 12"; and of the

fourth, in H with Is. 14"^ 20' 25^'. It is required

to determine the lines CE, CF, CG, CH ; for, if

they all come out equal, Kepler observes, that his

opinions concerning the position of the centre of

the equant must, notwithstanding the former ex-

periment, be false ; but, if unequal, his cause is

' decisively gained.

In logo, the planet, at the point M of the line

CM, was in is. IS"" 53' 45^'' of heliocentric longi-

tude, and the geocentric longitude observed from

£ was Os. 25^^ 6'. Consequently, the parallax

EMC = 20^ 47' 45", and, from the commutation

ECM = 127° 5' 1
", it appears that the elongation

GEM was = 32° 7' 14". Therefore,

CE=:
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CE = CM '4^^^^ = 66774; & in like manner
sin. CEM ' '

CF = CM :4::^ = 67.67;

CG = CM-
:-i::^l

= 67794;

r^TT r~^T\x sin. I]MC o^ ,„^^'^ = CM. ^^-^jj = 67478.

All these are in parts of CM = 100000; and it

therefore clearly appears, that when the earth was

in G, with 2s. 27° 13' 12''' of longitude, and con-

sequently near the perihelion P in 3s. 5° 30', the

distance CG was the greatest; CE, at 77° fi'om

the perihelion, was the least ; and CF, and CH,
nearly equal, and of an intermediate length be-

tween both extremes. CH, indeed, as being more
remote from P, ought to be less than CF ; but

the error may be justly ascribed to the minuteness

of the angles at C and M, in the triangle CHM.
The consequence was what Kepler had always

believed. The point C, about which the planet

describes the equal angles ECF, FCG, GCH, in

equal times, (for each of them is determined by

the time of the revolution of Mars), is not the

centre of the earth's orbit EFGH. The centre of

this orbit is a point B nearer to A the sun ; and,

on investigating the distance BC of the point C
from the centre of the orbit, by means of the dis-

tances CE, CF, CG, and the given angles EAF,
FAG, be found it to be = 1023, in parts of CM
= 100000; or = 1530, in parts of BE = 100000;
that is, somewhat less than the half of T. Brahe's

excentricity. It clearly appeared, therefore, that,

even in this ruder form of investigation, where
both the mean motions and the equations were

taken from T. Brahe's tables, constructed on the

ancient principles, an equant was necessary for the

earth
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earth as much as for the planets; and that her

iTiolions are accelerated in approaching the sun,

and retarded in withdrawing from him ; not in ap-

pearance only, but in reality. (P.)

Third 133. The next step of Kepler's procedure was,

pioot. to investigate what might be the distance AB in

the opposite direction, between the centre of the

orbit and the sun ; for, if this also should be but

one-half of T. Brahc's excentricity, the evidence

was compleat, that the equant and orbit were cir-

cles wholly different, in this investigation the

procedure was more accurate than in the former
;

for, though the same observations were employed,

the reductions of them to the proper times were

made with greater care ; the heliocentric longitude

of Mars was calculated from the principles of the

vicarious theory ; and true longitudes of the earth

substituted for mean longitudes. The distances of

the earth from the sun, calculated on these con-

ditions, were as follows.

Long, of the earth. Distances from the sun.

E in 5s.24° o' 25''
{{\g. 5g) AE = 674.67

F in 4 ]0 17 8 '- AF = 66632
G in 2 25 53 24 - AG = 66429
H in 1 IJ 41 34 - AH = 6/220; all

in parts ofAM = 100000. From these distances

it appeared, even without the aid of calculation,

that the centre of the orbit very nearly bisected

the excentricity of the equant. For, according to

T. Brahe's tables, the longitude of P, the earth's

perihelion, was 3 s. 5° 30'; and, consequently, the

distance AG, at 9° from this {jpsis, between the

earth and the sun, could not be much greater than

the perihelion distance ; and AE, at 79"^ from it,

could not be much less than the mean distance.

Therefore
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Thereforq their difference 103S, in parts of AM
= 100000, or 1539, in parts of BE = 100000,
though less than the just excentricity, shews that

this cannot exceed 1800, the half of the excen-

tricity deduced from the solar equations. On more
particular investigation, this excentricity of 1800
was established beyond suspicion ; and, in further

confirmation of it, Kepler reversed the procedure;

and with this excentricity, and the distance AM
of Mars from the sun = 14/700, that is, nearly

equal to 147443, found by the direct method (128)
and on the supposition that the planet between the

apsides retired within the circle, calculated the

geocentric longitudes, and found them hardly to

differ from those given by observation. (Q.)

134. As a doctrine so important required varl- Fourth

ous and multiplied evidence, and as the proof of pr«of.

it now given had employed longitudes deduced
by the vicarious theory, which, as well as the

mean longitudes to which they were supposed to

correspond, might be suspected of inaccuracy ; so,

in the next proof which he produced, nothing is

supposed to be ascertained concerning the planet,

except the time of its periodical revolution. A
supposition is, indeed, made for its heliocentaic

longitude ; but this is merely for the purpose of
establishing or correcting it by the methods of

false position. It is obvious that the accuracy of

the parallaxes EMA, FMA, &c. (fig. 60), and,

consequently, of the distances EA, FA, 8cc. of the

earth from the sun, depends on the justness of the

position given to the line AM. By assuming it

therefore, and calculating accordingly the lines

£A, fa, &c., Kepler proceeded to deduce, from
these and the given angles at A, which they in-

cluded, the angles EGF, and EHF. If these

came
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came out equal, as they ought, since the earth's

orbit was supposed to be circular, the position as-

sumed for AM was just ; and, it not, new suppo-

sitions for it were to be made.
When this, after repeated trials, was at last

effected, and the just heliocentric longitude of

Mars, at the time of his first observation, found

to be 6s. 5° 19' 42", he proceeded, in his usual

manner, to investigate the excentricity AB, and
ihe longitude of the earth's aphelion. The result

for the first was 1()53, and for the latter Qs. 10^

19'; and he considers it as evident, that, with a

more just place of the aphelion, the cxcentricity

would rise to ISOO.

It also appeared that AM, the distance of Mars
from the sun, in the point which he now occupied

of his orbit, was = 16285 i, in parts of BE =
.100000.

Here likewise, reversing the procedure, and di-

minishing the heliocentric longitude of Mars 1''

30'', and supposing, as before, the orbit of the earth

to retire within the circle, he calculated, with the

excentricity 1800, and the place of the aphelion

in 9s. 5° 30', the geocentric longitudes. These

were found to be

Calculated 4s. 26° 55' O"; 5s. 8° 1 l' 40'

Observed 4 26 54 30 ; ;}

Calculated 7s. 8° 49^ O''; 7s 9° 44^ 20";

Observed 7 8 48 15 ; 7 9 47 10: and
he also tells us that, on calculating, with the same
suppositions, the geocentric longitude of M:;rs,

for the 9th of February, l0O4, at the time when
the planet was observed by himself in the nieii-

dian in 6s. 26^ ]8' 48', he found it to be 6s. 26°

3 7' 30".

With these suppositions also the distance AM
was.
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was, in this last invcsti2:ation, found to be some-
what less than 1631OO. (R.)

135. The last evidence which Kepler prodnccd,

that an equant which should not coincide with the

orbit was necessary to the earth, consisted, in in-

vestigating with any number of longitudes of the

earth, and their distances from the sun, at the

times when Mars was in the same point of his

orbit, and with as many geocentric longitudes of

the planet, whether any different combinations

of these data would eive the same results for

the heliocentric longitude and distance of the

planet from the sun ; when the earth's distances

were calculated for a circular orbit, whose execn-

tricity was zr 1800.

When the periodical time of Mars is known, it pifth

is evident that, though his heliocentric longitudes proof.

were unknown, we may, by reckoning from any
particular instant as an epoch, find any number of

others, in all of which his longitude must be the

same. At five such times observations of the geo-

centric longitude were made from the earth in E,
F, G, H, K, and the apparent longitudes of the

sun were given. The object, therefore, of the in-

vestigation was, to find what results any pairs of

these observations would give for the length and
position of AM.
With the data at G and F, the triangle GAF

was resolved to find its base GF, and the angles

at the base AGF, AFG ; and by subtracting these

from the given angles of elongation AGM, AFM,
the angles at the base of the triangle MFG were
found, and consequently its side FAl. With this

therefore, and FA, and the given angle AFM, in

the triangle AFM, the side AM and the angle

FAM were both found ; so that the length of AM
was
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was by this investigation = 1(56208, and, by sub-

tracting FAM = 21° '26' 32'' from the longitude

of the point F, its position was in 5s. 8° 14' 32".

A like investigation fronn E and H gave 166179
for the length of AM, and 5s. 8° 13' 8" for its

position ; and on employing the observation in K,
with AM = 1662085 the position found was 5 s.

8^ 15' 4".

Nothing therefore could appear with fuller evi-

dence, than that the distances AE, AF, AG, AH,
AK, of the earth from the sun, calculated for a

circular orbit, whose excentricity was 1800, were
at least nearly just ; and that, therefore, this was

the true excentricity of the terrestrial orbit.

Wherefore T. Brahe's excentricity of 360O, the

results for the length and position of AM, inves-

tigated in the same manner, would have been

wholly irreconcileable. (S.)

Other evt- 136. Thcsc demonstrations of the necessity of
fences.

^^-^ cquaut to the earth, and of the bisection of its

excentricity by the centre of the orbit, received

farther, and indeed intuitive, confirmation from
the variations of the sun's apparent diameter

;

which were not above half of what would have

been produced by an excentricity of 3600. When
the distances also of the earth from the sun

were calculated on the principle of bisection, and
the equations deduced, it was found that the

differences between them and the ancient equa-

tions, calculated on the supposition of the coinci-

dence of the equant and orbit, were altogether in-

considerable. Even at the octants, where the

greatest differences might have been expected, the

new equations were 1° 27' 24'', at 45° of anomaly,

and 1^27^ 28", at 135°; the ancient equations, at

both these points, being 1° 'i;' 31". (,T.)

137. Bui
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137. But in all this attention and labour, be- New me-

stovvcd by Kepler upon the solar theory, his object ^^"^"^ °^
^

was not merely to render the representations ot the

solar motions more correct, nor even to furnish

him with the means of perfecting the planetary

theories, but it was also to introduce a method of

deriving eijuations, fiom a more just and natural

principle than the imaginary equant, which all

former astronomers h^d em{)loyed. This principle

was the relation between the velocity of a planet

in any point of its orbit, and the distance of that

point from the sun ; or, in other words, the acce-

leration of the planet, in approaching the sun, and

its retardation in retiring from him. Such a varia-

tion of velocity had been, at least virtually, ac-

knowledged by Ptolemy in assigning equants to

the planets, and by Copernicus and T. Brahe, in

ascribing to the superior planets epicycles, and to

the inferior hypocyeles ; but especially by Ptolemy

in his doctrine of the bisection. Kepler's design

of applying, to the important purpose of deducing

the equations of the planets, a principle thus uni-

versally acknowledged to regulate their motions,

appears to have been conceived from the most
early period of his astronomical studies : but as no
equant was then thought necessary to the earth,

and the principle had not been demonstrated to be

general in its operation, his speculations concern-

ing it were interrupted. But, now thn*^ T. Brahe's

observations had enabled him to demonstrate in

the most convincing manner, that its operation

affected the earth as well as the other planets, and
that the retardation of every planet in retiring from

the sun, and its acceleration in approaching him,

was the general law of the vA'hole svstem, he was

encouraged to resume a design so happily con-

P ceived.
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ceived, and so constantly entertained ; and to en-

deavour to carry it into execution.

13S. Though the consequences of endeavouring

to derive the equations of a planet, from the rela-

tion between its velocity and its distance from the

sun, were as important as the ingenuity of the con-

ception was adiisirabie, the evidences, drawn from

fact and experiment, on which the law was founded_j

were more satisfactory, than the geometrical demon-
stration which he attempted. I'his demonstration

was not general, for it is applicable only to circular

orbits, and even to the very small arches only of those

which are next to the apsides; nor are the principles

rigorously exact, for it depends upon a compensa
tion or balancing of errors by one another ; and

though the proportion, between the times of de-

scribing these small arches and their distances from

the sun, be strictly true, it is deduced only in an

approximate manner. But, as every step which

Kepler took towards his invaluable discovery, that

the planets in revolving round the sun describe

areas proportional to the times, must be deemed
of the greatest importance, the omission of any

one would be unpardonable.

The proposition to be demonstrated is, that on
the Ptolemaic hypothesis of an equant, whose ex-

centricity is bisected by the centre of the orbit, the

times of describing very small arches, at the aphe-

lion and perihelion, are proportional to the dis-

tances of these apsides from the sun ; and the de-

monstration is to this purpose.

Let A (fig. 62), be the sun, B the centre of the

orbit, C the centre of the equant ; let AC be

bisected by the centre B, and on B and C let the

equal circles DFEG and HLKM be described.

Let FD be a very small portion of the orbit at the

aphelion.
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aphelion, and draw CFL to meet the equant in L;

and, in the same manner, let EG be a very small

portion of the orbit at the perihelion, and draw

CMG to meet the equant in M : so that, accord-

ing; to the received principles of Ptolemy, the arch

HL of the eqaant will measure the time of de-

scribing DF ; and the arch KM, the time of de-

scribing EG.
1. Because HL, DF, do not sensibly differ from

straight lines, and the two triangles CHL, CDF,
may be considered as right-lined similar triangles,

we shall have CH : CD':: HL : DF. But, on ac-

count of the bisection of AC in B, the lines CD,
CH (zz: BD), and AD are arithmetically propor-

tional ; and an arithmetical mean between two
terms, whose difrerence is inconsiderable in com-
parison with either term, is but insensibly greater

than a geometrical mean. Consequently, CH : CD
:: AD : BD; only the former ratio is insensibly

greater than the latter. Therefore HL : DF ::

AD : BD (= BE).
2. It follows also, from like reasons, that CE :

CK :: EG : KM. But CE, CK (rr BE), and
AE are, in the same manner, arithmetically pro-

portional ; and, therefore CE : CK :: BE : AE

;

only the former ratio is insensibly less than the

latter : and therefore EG : KM :: BE : AE.
3. Since then the ratio of AD to BD is but in-

sensibly less than that of BE to AE, because AD,
BD, or BE, and AE are also, in the same man-
ner, arithmetically proportional ; and it has been
proved, that HL : DF is but insensibly greater

than AD : BD the least ; and, that EG : KM, is

but insensibly less than BD : AE the greatest

;

Kepler supposes it to follow, that the ratio of HL
to DF is accurately the same with that of EG to

KM. That is, HL : DF :: EG : KM.
P2 4. If;
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4. If, therefore, the two small arches DF and
EG be taken equal, either of them will be a mean
proportional between IIL and KM. Therefore
fJL : KM :: (IIL^ : DF^ ::) AD^ : BD-; or HL :

KM :: (EG- : KM= : :) BE^ : AE^ : of which ra-

tios AD^ : BD- is the least, and BE- : AE- the

greatest.

5. But, as has been seen, AD : ED :: BE (=
BD) : AF; and, consequently AD : AE :: AD'
: BD- :: BE^ ; AE\ Therefore HL : KM :: AD
: AE. That is, the time of describing a very small

arch DF, at the aphelion, is to the time of dcr

scribing the equal arch EG, at the perihelion, as

the aphelion distance AD to the perihelion distance

AE ; and, in general, Kepler concluded, though

from reasonings less geometrical, that, in all other

points of the orbit, as N. O, P, Q, marked by lines

drawn from A, the time of describing any small

arch, at N for example, is to the time of describing

an equal arch, at any other point P, as AN to A P.

Of this demonstration the three last steps seem

to be wholly unnecessary. For, since HL : DF
:: AD : BD; and EG : KM :: (BE =) BD : AE;
it follows, when DF is taken ==: EG, that HL :

KM :: AD : AE ; and, indeed, it is remarked by
Kepler himself, that this conclusion does not follow

from the two proportions HL : DF :: EG : KM,
and AD : BD :: BD : AE, except by means of a

compensation of errors ; the ratio of FIL to DF
being as much less than the ratio of EG to KM,
as the ratio of AD to BD is less than that of BD
to AE.
An easier, and less exceptionable, demonstra-

tion, for the case of small arches at the apsides,

will be as follows.

Since the two triangles CDF, CHL, may be

considered as right-lined and similar, CD : CH ::

DF
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DF : HL. Consequently, CD . HL = CH . DF :

or, because CD = AE, and CH = BD, we have

AE.HL z- BD.DF.
Since also the two triangles CEG, CKM, may

be considereri as right-lined nnd similar, CE : CK
:: EG : KM. Consequently, CE . KM = CK . EG;
or, because CE = AD, and CK = BD, we have

AD.KM = BD.EG.
If, then, the two small arches DF and EG be

taken equal, BD . DF will be = BD . EG ; and
consequently AE . HL = AD.KM. Therefore

HL : KM :: AD : AE.
From this proposition Kepler appears to have de-

rived another, which he employs afterwards (148).

It is this, that the diurnal motions, at the apsides,

are in the inverse duplicate proportion of the dis-

tances from the sun. The derivation may be made
in this manner.

It has been seen that AE . HL = BD . DF, and
BD . EG = AD . KM ; and therefore BD : HL ::

AE : DF, and BD : KM :: AD : EG.
Suppose, then, that the very small arches DF

and EG are described in equal times, and the

arches HL and KM, which are the measures of

these times, will be equal. Consequently, BD :

UL :: BD : KM; and, therefore AE : DF :: AD
: EG ; and, hence AE . EG = Aij . DF.

But, since ADF and AEG may be considered

as right-angled jjlane triangles, it is manifest, that

DF = AD. tan. DAF, and EG = AE. tan. EAG;
and therefore, bv substituting these values, AE^.
tan. EaG = Ab\ Urn. DAF. Therelore AE^ :

AD^ :: t<m DaF : tr.n. EAG.
But, since the angles DAF and FAG are very

small, the ratio of their tangents will not sensibly

differ from the ratio of the ^Migles themselves; and

therefore AE^ : AD^ :: DAF : EAG.
P3 It
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It may justly excite surprize, that Kepler does

not appear to have been fully sensible of the im-
portant uses which he nsight have made of this

proposition, in many of his future disquisitions.

13.9. Since, then, it appeared, that the times

employed by any planet, in describing very small

and equal arches of its orbit, were alvvavs propor-

tional to the distances of these arches from the

sun ; or, in other words, that the greater the dis-

tance of the planet, the more feebly and slowly is

it always impelled forwards, and the more forcibly

and rapidly the less the distance ; it was impossible

that Kepler should refrain from a variety of specu-

lations, concerning the power or virtue which pro-

duced such effects, and the source from which it

flowed. The whole of these it would be unne-

cessary to repeat, and ihey are only of importance,

as they assisted or retarded his progress in his fu-

ture investigations.

In these speculations, one of the two things con-

tained in this alternative seemed evident, that the

force, which produced the planetary revolutions,

must reside, either in the sun, or in the planet

;

and, as no planet, without some animal activity,

could be supposed to change its place ; nor, even

though endowed with animation, without some
mechanical means or bodily organs, by which the

translation might be made ; and since, after T.

Brahe's observations on comets had exploded the

ancient transparent solid spheres, no probability

appeared of its possessing such means or organs ;

nothing seemed to be left, except to ascribe these

revolutions to some force proceeding from the sun.

In confirmation of this opinion, the sun was also

seen to be the source of light ; and as light pro-

ceeded from him in straight lines, and in all direc-

tions.
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tions, and illuminated all bodies, not equally, but

according to various circumstances by which it

was modified, a probability seemed to arise, that

the present force, in like manner, proceeded from

the sun ; not producing equal velocities in every '

planet, nor even uniform velocity in the same

planet, but modified also by various circumstances;

such as the distance, the resistance of the medium,

and the supposed disposition or pronencss of the

planet to rest, and which he termed its vis inertice.

But the example, which Kepler thought most ap-

plicable to his subject, was ihat of a magnet, to

which W. Gilbert, in England, had compared

the earth, in her relation to the moon ; and by

supposing the sun to possess a similar virtue, and

to have a constant rotation upon the axis of the

ecliptic, a cause seemed to be presented from

which the periodical motions of the planets might

be derived. For, as a magnet seems not to at- Force

tract iron in all its parts, but in those which are moving the

DiSncts in

at equal distances from its poles, gives only to the (heir

iron a direction parallel to its own fibres ; so bits.

Kepler conceived, that neither does the sun attract

planets placed in the zodiac, but, sending forth

magnetical rays or fibres, and whirling continually

upon his axis, impels forwards, with these extended

fibres, the planets from west to east in the direc-

tion of his own rotation. According to this con-
ception, the planets in their revolution were not

active, but merely passive : nor was it an objec-

tion to the theory, but rather a confirmation of it,

that the planets were not all carried with the same
velocity ; tor, as the fotation of the sun, with his

magnetical fibres extending in the direction of the

zodiac, was the common cause of their revolutions,

and the impulse of those fibres could not commu-
nicate equal velocity to every planet, but only in

P 4 the

leir or-
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the inverse ratio of the resistance compounded
with the distance from the source of power ; like

the impulse of a feeble lever, which is the more
easily bent, the greater that the distance is of its

extremity from the fuJcrum\ so those planets, whose
mass was greatest, and which from their greater

distance were impelled by more feeble and dis-

persed rays, would be impelled with least celerity ;

and none of them, not even Mercury, though im-
pelled most forcibly, would attain in its revolution

the same celerity with the rotation of the sun. So
far, indeed, did Kepler carry his speculations on
this part of ihe subject, as to attempt to deduce

the time of a solar rotation from the period of a

planet's revolution ; and, haviiig ob.served that the

ratio of the semi-diameter of tlie sun to the semi-

diamctcr of the orbit of Mercii.y, was nearly the

same with that of the semi-diainetcr of the earth

to the semi-diair.cter of the lunar orbit, he sup-

posed that the ratio of the revolutions to the rota-

tions might ahio be the same : and he thence de-

duced this consequence, that the time of a solar

rotation consisted of nearly three days.

140. But, though the impulse of magnetical

fibres, extended from the sun, and carried round

by his continual rotation, was considered as the

cause of the periodical revolutions of the planets,

no explication could be derived iTom it of the va-

riations of their velocities and distances from the

sun ; because the rotation was supposed to be per-

formed with perfect equability. It was therefore

necessary to suppose also, that the planets were

endowed with some intrinsic force, and peculiar

energy of their own, by which they could vary

their distances from the sun, and consequently

their velocities : but, while the prejudice in favour

of
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of circular orbits continuerl, it was hnnlly possi-

ble to form any probable conceptions, either about
the nature of this force, or the manner of its ope-

ration.

By supnosins: the centre H, (do;. 63), of the Cause of

^ •
^ r^T\ . 1 • .1-1 T^A J • their vari-

epicycle (jD, to revolve m the circle KH, and m ations of

the direction KH, round A its centre, which is velocity.

also the centre of the sun, and the planet to re-

volve in the circumference of this epicycle in the

contrary direction from G to D, a representation

may be made of an exccntric orbit perfectly cir-

cular. For, as was formerly explained (2i)), if the

arch KH of the circle described by the centre of
the epicycle shonhl be always similar to the arch

GD of the epicycle described by the planet, the

path of the planet through the heavens would be
the excentric circle CDP, whose excentricity AB
is equal to HD.

But, whatever might be the nature of the in-

trinsic force of the planet, no means could be
conceived, by which this effect should be pro-

duced, vvhich did not involve great absurdities.

For, ], it was necessary to suppose that the planet

had some propensity, or was somehow excited, to

endeavour to extricate itself from the force of the

impelling ray, or fibre, AG; and to ascribe to it

a power of moving in a contrary direction, from
G to D : and of this no planet, even though en-
dowed with animation and intelligence, seemed,
without bodily and mechanical organs, to be ca-

pable. 2. It this should be supposed possible, and
the arches GD and KH. should be so described as

to be always similar ; and therefore AH, the ray

from the sun, always parallel to BD, the line drawn
from the planet to the centre of the orbit; the con-

sequence would be, that AH would not be car-

ried round A with the invariable aod constant

velocity
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velocity of the sun's rotation, but with the incon-

stant velocity of the line B!^. For it is to be ob-

served, that the epicycle GE represents only the

optica] inequality of the planet, the real inequality

must be represented by the variable motion of

BD ; and therefore AH would not only be vari-

able in its motion, though the rotation of the sun

be invariable ; but variable according to the dis-

tance AD of the point D froai the sun, a point

entirely foreign and unconnected with it.

Other suppositions were found to involve equal

absurdities; and the last which Kepler made, be-

fore his prejudice in favour of circular orbits was
removed ; a prejudice which he feelingly laments,

as involving him in many vexatious and fruitless

* Nocens labours, and robbing him of much precious* time;
tempons ^.^g^ ^[^^^ ^|^g planet did not at all move in the

circumference of the epicycle, but only librated

backwards and forwards in its diameter GHP,
(No. 2.) : but, though it did not move in the cir-

cumference, the libration GO, or PO, was deter^

mined as if it had moved in it in the manner now
described. But besides that no explication could

be found of the cause which rendered the motion

of H variable, it was evident, that though astro-

nomers might calculate the distance AD, by means

of the imaginary arch GD of a supposed epicycle,

no rule, or mark, could be conceived by which

the planet, even if endowed with intelligence and

memory, might be enabled to preserve its distance

AD, such as the limits of the excentric required ;

except the variations which it might perceive and
recollect on the apparent solar diameter.

141. Unsatisfactory, however, as all the attempts

of Kepler were, to account for the causes by which

a planet is determined, and the means by which it

is
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is enabled to describe a circular orbit excentric to

the sun, since it was undeniable, that the times in

which it described very snfiall and equal arches of

it, were always as its distances from the sun, he

resolved to carry into execution his long conceived

design of applying this principle to the deduction

of equations. As his procedure for this purpose

was the original of the important and celebrated

discovery, that all bodies revolving round the sun

describe areas proportional to the times, it de-

serves a full and particular explication.

His first attempt, for deriving the equations ofFormitioa

a planet from this natural principle, was to divide
°,^.j\"^^f

the excentric orbit into 360 degrees, or equal equations,

parts, as if these had been the least possible; and,

supposing that the distance, during the description

of any one of these, suffered no variation, he pro-

ceeded to calculate for the orbit of the sun or

earth, with which alone he was at present con-

cerned, the distance of every particular degree or

part. (T.) He next summed all these distances,

and thence had this analogy, as the sum of the 36o
distances of the earth from the sun is to the time

of the annual revolution, that is, to 365d. 6h., so

is the sum of any given number of distances,

reckoning them in their order in consequmt'ia from

the aphelion, to the time in which the degrees

correspondent to this given number of distances

are described. As the periodical time sGad. 6h.

did not consist of an integral number of days, so,

to facilitate his calculation, he designed it, in the

usual manner of astronomers, by the integral num-
ber of 3(J0° of mean anomaly ; and then his ana-

logy was thus expressed, as 360OOOOO (supposing

the sum of the 36O distances to be equal to the

sum of 3dO semi-diameters) is to 36o^, so is 305396,
the sum of the distances from A of the 3 degrees,

for -
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for example, of the cxccntric DH (fig. 6l), which

are next to the aphelion, to 3° l' /", the time, or

mean anomaly, corrcspondino; to these 3 dea;rees

tempt. of the excentric orbit. The difference 3' T" is the

physical equation CHB, produced by the real re-

tardation of the earth in this most distant part of

the excentric; and adding to it the optical equa-

tion BFIA, which may be easily calculated, espe-

cially when the distance llA is given, or, in orbits

so little excentric as that of the earth, may be

taken equal to the physical part, the result for

the whole equation CHA will be 6' 1 i".

\\1. But, as this method was tedious and me-
chanical, and the physical equation could not be

obtained for any par; icnlar degree of the excentric,

without previously calculating and summing the

distances of all the preceding degrees of anomaly,

it was necessary to think of other methods. Ac-
cordingly, it occurred to Kapler, that the whole

plane of the excentric mfght be con.^idered as com-
posed of the sum of the distances from A of all

the minute equal parts into which its circumference

might be divided, and which are here supposed to

be 360 ; and he recollected that Archimedes, in

attempting the quadrature of the circle, had di-

vided it, by lines drawn from the centre, into an

indefinite number of triangles. In his next at-

tempt therefore, besides dividing the circumference

of the excentric into 360 equal parts, he divided

its plane or area into 30O parts, by drawing lines

not only from the centre, in imitation of Archi-

medes, but also from the excentric point A, to all

the poinis of equal division in the circumference.

Second at. Lct ABC (tig. (34), be the line of apsides, A the

ttmpt. sun, B the centre of the orbit, and let the semi-

circle CFK be divided into anv indefinite nuniber

of
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of equal parts, in the points D, E, F, &c. and to

all these points let straight lines from A and B he

drawn. It is evident that the sectors CBD, DEE,
EBF, &c, are all equal ; and that the areas CBD,
CBE, CBF, &c. will represent the excentric ano-

malies as accurately, as the arches CD, CE, CF,
&c. or the angles at the centre which these arches

of the excentric measure.

But as the area of the semi-circle CFK may be

considered as composed of the whole sum of the

lines drawn from B to the indefinite number of

points D, E, F, &c. in its circumference ; and
this sum may be also coiisidered as equivalent to

the sum of the indefinite number of sectors, into

which it is by these lines divided ; so the same
things may be observed concerning the lines which

are drawn from A. They may likewise be consi-

dered as composing the area of the semi-circle

CFK, and as equivalent to the sum of the inde-

finite number of small areas CAD, DAE, EAF,
&c. into which the semi-circle is divided by lines

from A. If, therefore, the areas CAD, CAE, CAF,
&:c. could be exactly calculated, Kepler supposed

that they would be equivalent to the required sum
of the distances from A of the points of equal di-

vision in the arches CD, CE, CF, &c. and con-

sequently represent the times in which these arches

were described ; and that the areas CAD, CAE,
CAF, &c. would, equally with the actual sums of

their distances, become the mean anomalies to the

excentric anomalies CD, CE, CF, &c. or to the

sectors CBD, CBE, CBF, &c. by which they are

represented. That is, he concluded this to be a

just analogy, " As the semi circular area CFK is

'* to half the periodical time, or 180°, so are the
'' particular areas CAD, CAE, CAF, &c. to the
" times in which the arches CD, CE, CF, &g.

" described,
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" described, or to their correspondent mean ano-
** nialies."

Since, then, the sector CBD is the excentric

anomaly of the earth in the point D, and the area

CAD the mean anomaly ; their difference, the

area of the triangle DAB, will be the physical

equation at this point : and, as the angle ADB is

the optical equation, both parts will be obtained

by the resolution of the same triangle.

143. The area of the triangle ABD, or the phy-
sical equation, is easily determined. When the

earth is in F, and the excentric anomaly CBF =
go, this equation becomes the area of the triangle

AT-r) !-• K • 1 -or) A r> 100000.1800
AFB; which is = iFB.AB = =
90,000,000. This area will be reduced to parts

of mean anomaly by this analogy, as the whole
area of the circle, that is, 31,415,926,530; is to

360^, so is 90,000,000 to 3713'' — V V 53". The
mean anomaly therefore, when the earth is in this

point of the excentric, will be zr 91° 1^ 53^'; and
if the optical equation be calculated by means of

its tangent AB, it will be found = 1° T 52". The
whole equation therefore corresponding to 91° l'

53^' of mean anomaly is 2^ 1' 45'', and the cor-

respondent true anomaly, that is, the angle CAF
is = 88° 58^ S". Or, by merely doubling the phy-

' sical part, the whole equation will be 2° 3' 4&^,

and the true anomaly = 88° 58' 7''.

Calcula- When the area AFB is found and expressed in

tionofthe parts of mean anomaly, the physical equation, at

by"itsprhi- ^"Y othcr point D of the excentric, will be deter-

ciples. mined by means of the well known proposition,

that all triangles which have the same base are as

their altitudes. Through D draw to BE, for ex-

ample, the line DM parallel to ABC, the line of

apsides;
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apsides ; and from D, E, M, the lines DN, EO,
MP, perpendicular to it, and join MA. The tri-

angles DAB, MAB, are equal, and the triangles

EAB, MAB, are to each other as their altitudes

EO, MP, or DN. That is, EAB : DAB ::

sin. EBC : sin DBC.
Let the earth therefore be in E, and the excen-

tric anomaly EBC = 45°. The physical equa-

tion, or area BAE, will be found by the analogy,

sin. FBC : sin. EBC :: triang. FBA : triang. EBx\;
that is, sin. QO" : sin. 45° :: 3713" : '2025" =_

EBA = 43' 45". The mean anomaly, therefore,

or the area CAE = CBE -{- BAE ir 45° 43' 45";

and calculating the optical equation, or the angle

BEA, by means of the formula, tan. |(BAE —
BEA) rz tan. |CBE (|?:=-A?)' »t will be found

= 43' I'l". The whole equation therefore in

45*^ 43^ 45" of mean anomaly, is 1° 26' 59", and
the true anonialy — 44° 16' 4&'.

This then was Kepler's new method for calcu-

lating the equations of a planet in an excentric

circular orbit ; in which he substituted, for the

planet's supposed uniform progress in an imaginary

equant, a principle which took place in nature,

that the times of describing any given arches

of that orbit, are as the sums of the distances of

their indefinitely small divisions from the sun ; or,

as the areas bounded by these- arches, and in-

cluded between two lines drawn to the sun from

the extremities of each : and this was the original

draught of the celebrated law by which the pla-

nets are found to be regulated, that in performing

their revolutions they describe about the sun areas

proportional to the times. It was afterwards found
that this law was universal, and that it not only

regulated the planets and the other celestial bodies

which
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which revolve about the sun, but also the moon
in her revolutions about the earth, and all other,

secondary planets in their revolutions about their

primary ones. As the equations for the solar orbit,

calculated on this principle, suited the phenomena
with equal, or even greater accuracy, than those

derived from the ancient principles, the law, as

far as this orbit was concerned, seemed to be suf-

ficiently established.

Imperfec-
^^^^ g^^,. notwithstandino: the iustness of the

tion of this . . , ^
'

1 • , 1
• ^ ,

1 r
method, prmciplc rrom which this method or equations

was derived, and the accuracy with which these

corresponded with the phenomena ; Kepler was well

aware that his reasonings in forming it had not

been unexceptionable. Besides that the planetary

orbits, as he afterwards discovered, were not pre-

cisely circular, he saw that the planes, or areas,,

which he employed, were not accurate measures

of those distances, or sums of distances, which he

had found to be equivalent to the times or mean
anomalies. For, when the area of a circle is di-

vided into 360 equal parts, by ISO diameters, since

each of these diameters is denoted by 200,000,

the sum of the whole must be 36,000,000 ; but,

when lines, as AF, AQ; AE, AR; AD, AS; are

drawn from the excentric point A to the extremi-

ties of these diameters, they will form with all of

them, except the diameter which passes through

A, such triangles as AFU, AER, ADS ; and, as

the sum of any two sides of a triangle is greater

than the third, the v;hole sum of the lines drawn
from A must be sci'eater than the sum of the ISO

diameters passing through B; that is, the sum of

the distances from A is greater than the area of

the circle employed as their measure ; and, con-

sccjucnlly, any particular sum of the distances, as

of
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of those belonging to the arches CD, CE, CF, &c*
of the excentric, must be greater than the area

CDA, CEA, CFA, &c. In fact, the areas em-
ployed in this mcthodj instead of being equivalent

to the sums of the distances from A, were equiva-

lent only to the sums of the distances from such

points as T and V, where perpendiculars from A
meet the various diameters. But, what Kepler

counted very remarkable (miraculi loco), it after-

wards appeared, when the truth came to be dis-

covered, that the errors committed by this pro-

cedure exactly balanced one another : for if, on
the one hand, the area CAD, for example, was too

small to measure the distances from A of all the

points of equal division in the circular arch CD;
that is, to represent the time employed by the

earth in describing this circular arch ; those dis-

tances, on the other hand, were uniformly greater

than the real distances of the earth from the sun ;

the real orbit not being a circle, but an el-

lipse. (U.)

145. By the foregoing investigations, however,

the solar theory, that is, the theory of the annual

motion of the earth, which Copernicus justly con-

sidered as the cause of the second inequalities of

the planets, was carried to a degree of perfection

never before attained : and Kepler, having de-

monstrated that the bisection of the excentricity

took place in the earth's orbit, in the same manner
as the latitudes and longitudes, except those at op-

position, required it in the orbit of Mars ; having

made the corrections, which this principle rendered

necessary, on the former erroneous distances be-

tween the earth and sun ; having found that the

inequalities of the motion of the earth were to be

Q ascribed
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ascribed to the same common cause which pro-

duced the first inequalities of the planets ; and
having, from the consideration of this cause, de-

rived a new and accurate method of investigating

the earth's equations—he was enabled to proceed

to the theory of the planets, with greater advan-

tage than any of his predecessors ; and to view

their motions more perfectly separated from every

mixture with the solar motions, and unaffected by

the errors of the solar theory.

CHAP.
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CHAP. VIII.

Of the Theory of Mars resumed^ and the Application

to this Planet of the physical Method of Equations ;

together with its important Consequences.

146. "fN Kepler's former attempt to investigate a

J^ theory for Mars, he had endeavoured to

deduce all its elements from observed oppositions,

after the manner of the ancients; and the only dif-

ference was, that he employed real instead of mean
oppositions. But though the equations, calculated

by the theory then investigated, gave the planet's

longitudes with considerable accuracy, the excen-

tricity and distances of the planet from the sun
were totally irreconcileable with the variations,

both of latitude and longitude, produced by the

annual motion of the earth. (126.128.) That these

distances, therefore, might be determined with

greater certainty, he had reversed the ancient or-

der of procedure, and had begun his researches

with investigating the elements of the solar theory;

that is, the whole peculiarities of the annual mo-
tion of the earth : for, while theSe were unknown,
or assumed erroneously, it was impossible thist the

theory of Mars, which was in a grer.t degree de-

pendent on them, could be accurate. As this was
now therefore accomplished, it was to be expected

that no farther difficulties about the theory of this

planet should remain ; and certainly, had its orbit

been a precise circle, the expectation would^ have
been fully gratified. For, when the distances of

the earth from the sun were correctly given, the

Q 2 distance
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distance of Mars from the sun was also given, by
means of the angles of parallax and elongation (72);
and, in a circular orbit excentric to the sun, from
any three such distances of a planet given, and
the angles at the sun given which are included by
lines drawn from the planet, the magnitude and
position of the orbit with respect to the point oc-
cupied by the sun, that is, the excentricity and
longitude of the aphelion, may be always readily

determined. (P.)

Deduction 147. Accordingly, in the investigation of these
oftheeie- elements, three distances of Mars carefullv de-
ments Ot

1 r I
• 11 11 • 1 ,

Mars, with duced Irom nis parallaxes and elongation, and the
thecor- earth's distances calculated by the improved solar

tances of* theory (T), were now employed, (fig. 66.)
the earth

from the
Hehoc, long. Mars, Dist. of Mars from the sun.

1st. is. 14°]6'52" - 147750 = AE.
2d. 5 8 ig 4 - 166225 = AF.
3d. 6 5 24 21 - 163100 = AG.

Let A be the sun, and from A let the l-ines AE,
AF, AG, be drawn of the given lengths, and so as

to make with each other the given angles EAF zz

114° 2' 12", and FAG zr 25® 5' \7". It is re-

quired to determine the magnitude and position

of the circle passing through E, F, G.

In the triangle EAF, with AE, AF, and the in-

cluded angle, the angle AEF will be found =
35° 10' 17"; and from the like data, in the triangle

EAG, the angle AEG will be found = 20" 26' I's".

Therefore GEF = 14° 44' 4'\ and its double GBF
= 29° 28' 8''; and its chord GF = 50868, in

parts of the semi-diameter BG = 100000.

Again, in the triangle GAF, the angle AGF
will, from like data, be found = 78° 44' l", and

GF = 77i87, in parts of AG = 163100. There-

for&

sun.
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fore AG will be zr 107486, in parts of BG =
100000 ; and, since GBF = 29° 28' 8^ we shall

have BGA = 3° 28' b" (= AGF — BGF.)
Therefore, in the triangle BGA, with the sides

AG, BG, and the angle BGA, the angle GAB
will be found zr 38° 15' 4b" \ and, since the po-

sition of AG is in 6s. 5° 24' 21'^, that of ABC will

be in 4s. 27° S' 36'^; and the excentricity AB will

be also found = 9768, in parts of BG — 100000,
and BG = 151740, in parts of AG = 163 100.

But how false these conclusions are, will appear

by repeating the same operation with a combina-
tion of any other three distances of Mars, or even

from one other distance combined with any two of

the present three ; for the results both for the ex-

centricity and the longitude of the aphelion uould
be found entirely different. As it was thus found

impossible t© determine these elements from three

given longitudes, and three distances of the planet

in those points of longitude from the sun, though

deduced from observation with the greatest care ;

and as these data would have been quite sufficient,

if the orbit had been circular; strong cause of sus-

picion was given that it was not circular, and that

the ancient principle on this s«ubjcct was less.

sacred and inviolable than had been supposed.

148. A different course was therefore to be pur-

sued, and Kepler, laying aside all preconceived

o})inions concerning the form of the orbit, now
resolved to investigate the aphelion and perihelion

distances of the planet from the sun, purely by

means of observations.

As it was therefore previously known, by the

vicarious theory, that the aphelion of Mars was,

very nearly at least, in 4s. 2S° 56', he endea-

voured to collect from T. Brahe's register all the

Q 3 observations
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observations of the planet made near to this point

of heliocentric longitude : and from one observa-

tion in 1585, three about the end of 1586, two in

1588, one in ISQO, and two in l600, he found,

that when the planet was in 4 s. 29° IS' 36" of

heliocentric longitude, its geocentric longitudes,

the heliocentric longitudes of the earth, and the

distances of the earth from the sun, calculated

according to his improved solar theory, were
these (fig. 670

Times. Geoc. long. Mars.

d. h. , s- / //

1585. Feb. 17 10 4 15 12 30
1587. Jnn. 5 931 6 2 8 20
!588. Nov. 22 9 111 6 2 35 40
1590. Oct. 10 8 35 '5 20 13 30
1600. Mar. 6 6 17 3 29 18 30

Long, of the Earth. Distances Earth.

S. / ;/

"5 9 22 37 99170 = AD.
3 25 21 16 98300 = AE.

< 2 10 55 8 98355 = AF.
2ti 58 46 99300 = AG.

.5 26 31 36 99667 = AH.

Let, then, A be the sun, B the centre of the

orbit of Mars, C the aphelion, in or near to which

the planet is seen from the earth in D, E, F, G, H.
The piocedure of Kepler to determine AC, was

first to assume it iz: 16670O ; and with this, and

the given angles of elongation CDA, CEA, CFA,
CGA, CHA, and the given distances of the earth

from the sun, to calculate the parallaxes DCA,
EGA, FCA, GCA, HCA : for, if these concurred

to place the planet in the same point of heliocen-

tric longitude, the assumption for AC was un-

doubtedly
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doubtedly just; and if not, new suppositions for^^^^"'*
^ '

1 more siif^

it were to be made, and the calculations of paral- cessful

lax repeated, till this effect should at last be pro- ^hod.

duced. At present it happened that no new sup-

positions for AC were necessary ; since the results

for the planet's heliocentric longitude, after cor-

rections for the precession, were, from the obser-

vation of

1385 at D 1587 at E 1588 at F
4s. 29° 18' 19" 4s. 29° J

9' 21" 4s. 29° 20' 40^'

1590 at G 1600 at H
4s. 29° 20' 30'' 4s. 29° 28' 44".

By the vicarious theory they should have been

4s. 29M7' O' 4s. 29° 18' 36" 4 s. 29° 20' 12"

4s. 29° 21' 48" 4s. 29° 29' 51".

It follows, therefore, that the assumption for AC
was just ; and after the reduction to the orbit was

added, the heliocentric latitude at this point being

r 48', it became 16678O.

The observations of the planet towards the peri-

helion P were less numerous : but from one of

1589, one of 159I, and two of 1593, it appeared

that the necessary conditions of the investigation

were.

Times. Geoc. long. Mars.

1589. Nov. Id. l6h. 10' 9s. 20° 59' 15

J5yl. Sept. I9d. 5h. 42' 9s. 14° 20' 30

I093. Aug. 6d. 5h. 14' lis. i(}° 5(3'

Long, of the Earth. Distances.

Is. 19° 13' 56" 98730 = AK.
X)s. 5"" 47' 5" 99946 = AL.
lOs. 23° 26' 13" 101183 = AM.

a 4 The
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The assumption for AP was less fortunate than
for AC, and it required repeated trials before it

was ascertained, that the only supposition which
would give nearly the same results for the helio-

centric longitude, was 138,430, in the plane of
the ecliptic, or 138,500, in the plane of the orbit.

These results, after corrections lor the precession,

were,

1589 at K 1591 at L 1593atM
10s. 29° 54^53" 10s. 29"^ 56^30'' 10s. 29^ 58' 6"

By the vicarious theory they should have been

10s. 29^^ 52' 55'' 10s. 29^ 54' 31'' 10s. 29" 56' 7"

From these results for the planet's heliocentric

longitude, the longitude of the apsides was thus

investigated.

I'he heliocentric longitude of Mars, near the

perihelion, on the 1st of November, at 6 h. 10\

was lOs. 29' 54' 53"; and near the aphelion, on
the 22d of November, 15S8, at 9b. ll' 30", it was

4s. 29° 20' 12". The interval was 343d. 21 h. 52'

30", and the time of half a revolution of the pla-

net is 343 d. 1 J h. 46'. The interval therefore was

lOh. 6' 30' greater than the time of half a revo-

lution. The arch described in this interval was

180^ 34' 41", that is, 180° 33^ 53", after subtract-

ing 48" for the precession. If, therefore, this excess

of 33' 53' above 180° had been described, after the

planet's being in the perihelion, the longitude of

the aphelion would have been precisely 4 s. 29°
20' 12 ".

But it was demonstrated (138), that the diurnal

motions of a planet at the apsides, are very nearly

in the inverse duplicate ratio of the distances.

That is, the diurnal arch described at the aphelion,

is to the diurnal arch described at the perihelion

as
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as AP^ to AC". Since, then, the mean diurnal

motion 31' 27'^ is given, the diurnal motion at the

aphelion will be 26' 13'', and at the perihelion

38' •!".

Therefore, since Mars, if he were supposed to

depart from the precise point of the aphelion,

would, at the end of half his periodical time, be

found precisely in the perihelion, it follows that,

if we begin to reckon this time 24 hours after his

leaving the aphelion, the arch described during

the course of it, will begin at a point more ad-

vanced in longitude than the aphelion by 26' 13",

and terminate at a point more advanced th^n the

perihelion by 38' 2"
; and that it will consist of

1
1

' 49" more than 180 degrees.

But the present interval is longer than half the

periodical time by lOh. 6' 30"; and consequently,

whatever may have been the point at which the

arch described in it began, it must upon this ac-

count exceed 180^. If, therefore, we suppose,

that half the excess of the interval, that is, 5h. 3^

15", elapsed before the planet reached the aphe-

lion, and half after it passed the perihelion ; since

the motion in 5h. 3' 15'' is 5' 16" about the aphe-

lion, and 8' 1" towards the perihelion, the point

where the motion begins must be carried forward
5' 16" beyond the place which the planet occu-

pied at the beginning of the interval, and will be

found in 4s. 29"^ 25' 28'^; and the point where it

ends must be brought back 8' 1": That is, the in-

tercepted arch must be diminished 13' 17"; and,

as it amounted to 180^ 33^ 53''' in half the perio-

dical time, and lOh. & 30" more ; so now, when
this excess of time is taken away, it will consist of
180° 20' 36".

Since then it appeared, that when the arch de-

scribed in half the periodical time, consisted of

180^
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Ln Itnde
^^^^ '^^^Q'', this time must have begun to be;

of the reckoned 24 hours after the planet had passed the
aphelion, aphelion ; it follows, that when the arch consists,

as at present, of 180° 20' 36'', the time of de-

scribing it must begin to be reckoned 41 hours and
54 minutes after the planet was in the aphelion.

As therefore the planet, when near the aphelion,

describes an arch of 45' 42/' in 41 h. 54', the aphe-

lion must be brought back 45' 42" from 4s. 29®
25' 23", the point whence the motion began to

be reckoned, and will fall in 4s. 28° 39' 4&". By
the vicarious theory the longitude of the aphelion,

in November 1588, was 4s. 28° 50' 44", differing

from the present determination no more than
10' 58".

Conect'ion By thus altering the longitude of the aphelion,

wTtude ^" ^^^^' ^^^^ ^^- ^^° 50' 44" to 4S. 28° 39' 46",

the planet's mean longitude at that epoch also

must be altered. For, if at the time when Mars
was supposed- to be in the aphelion, without any

equation, he was in fact 10^ 58" beyond it, an ad-

dition of 4' must be made to his true place, in

order to find the mean. When the planet, there-

fore, was in 4s. 28° 50' 44" of true longitude, the

mean longitude was 4s. 28° 54' 44".

Excentri- To determine the excentricity of the orbit, cor-
cttyofthe rections of the distances now found would be ne-

cessary, if the planet were in any considerable de-

gree remote from the apsides; but at present such

corrections would be insensible. Since then

The aphelion dist. AC is found to be — 1 667 80,
and the peiihelion distance AP = 138500,

a mean of them, that is, the semi-dia-

meter BC will be = - 152640,

and the excentricity AB z= BC — AP = 14140,

or in parts of BC = 100000, AB will be = 9264.

But

orbit.
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But the excentricity of the equatit given by the

vicarious theory, was 18504 ; and its half 9282,
differs only 18 from the present result. The bi-

section therefore takes place in this orbit, in the

same manner as in the orbit of the earth ; and, if

it were really circular, the equations might be

derived from the same natural principles.

To confirm this conclusion for the length and

position of AC, they were calculated by the method
of art. 135, from the observations at D and F,

and AC was found — 166/25, and its longitude

in 1587 vvas 4s. 29° 19' 49", differing only 28''

from the result by the present investigation. Nor
did the combination of any one of these, with the

observation at G, produce any sensible difference.

149. As the planet Mars thus appeared to be
governed by the same law which regulated the

motions of the earth or sun, and the bisection

taking place in this orbit demonstrated, that

the times of describing any arches of it, were
as the sums of their distances from the sun (138),
it was to be expected, that the equations might

be derived from this principle with the same' ac-

curacy as in the solar orbit. It was, indeed, vain

to make the attempt, with the uncertain and con-

tradictory elements investigated by the common
methods (147); but, now that these elements had

been determined with so much accuracy by another

method, no reason appeared why Kepler should

dread any disappointment.

Accordingly he proceeded to the calculation of

the equations, and in the same manner as in the

sohir theory considered the circular areas CAD,
DAE, (fig. 64), included between two lines drawn
to the sun in A, from the extremities of the arches

CD, DE, &c. as equivalent to the sum of the

distances
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distances from the sun of all the minute equal

parts into which those arches were divided, and
consequently to the times in which they were de-

scribed. Nor was it possible that the equations

of Mars thus calculated, should have been less

accurate, if the orbit had been truly circular, than

those which he had formerly deduced from the

same principle for the sun.

Calcula- The excentricity AB, being now found to be
tionofthe g2()4, is, in QO^ of cxccntric anomaly CBF, the

o?Ma?sr ^^"g^"t of the optical equation AFB to the radius

by the new FB = 100000, and this optical equation is there-
inethoJ. ff^^Q __ ^o

J
A./ 34". apfi xhe physical equation is

the area AFB = |AB . FB = 403,200,000 ; to

which the whole area of the circle bears the same
ratio that 36o° bears to 5° J 8' 28". The mean
anomaly therefore is Q5° 18' 28", and subtracting

from it the whole equation = 10*^ 36' 1'\ the true

anomaly, or angle CAF, will be = 84° 42' 26".

But by the vicarious theory, which is sufficiently

accurate as to longitudes, the true anomaly ought
to be 84° 42' 2"; so that an error is in this case

committed of 24'" in excess.

Its failure When the excentric anomaly is 45'', or 135°, the

error will be more considerable. For, since R :

sin. CBE :: ar. ABF : ar. ABE, this last area will

be found nz 3° 45' 12"; so that the mean anoma-
lies will be 48° 45' 12", and 138° 45' 12"; and,

by resolving the triangles ABE, ABG, the optical

equation at the first octant will be found = 3° 31'

6'', and at the second 4° 0' 35". The true ano-

malies therefore will be CAE = 41° 28' 54", and
CAG = 130° 59' 25". By the vicarious theory

they are 41° 20' 33", and 131° T 1&' \ so that

there is an error in the first of 8' 2l" in excess,

and in the second of 8' 1" in defect; and the

planet is represented as moving too rapidly about

th«
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the apsides, and too slowly towards the mean dis-

tances.

But, notwithstanding these errors, Kepler was

not immediately induced to believe that the an-

cient doctrine of precisely circular orbits was false,

and merely founded in prejudice ; but was rather

inclined to suspect the falsehood of his new me-
thod of equations. For, in calculating the equa-

tions in the ancient manner, by means of an cquant,

on the principle of the bisection, the errors com-
mitted, (which were indeed as great, but of a con-

trary kind), were considered as evidences of the

falseness of Ptolemy's principles, and the present

errors might equally be considered as evidences of

the falseness of his own.
It first occurred to him, that his errors might be

ascribed to the substitution of areas for the sums
of the distances, and his supposing that these areas

were adapted equally with the distances to repre-

sent the times. But, on examination, this was
found to be impossible. For, after calculatino- .

r ' t> not owing
with the greatest care the excess of the sum of the to its own

whole distances in the semi-circle above its area ;
'"V^''^ec-

that is, the excess of the sum of the distances from

the excentric point A, above the sum of the dis-

tances from the centre B ; it amounted to no more
than 7000 parts of the semi-circular area which
contained 18000000; and if this area be equiva-

lent to 180^, the sum of the excesses must be
equivalent to little more than 4' 30"; and these
4'' 30" are not accumulated at any particular point

of the excentric, but diffused over the whole semi-

circle. Besides the effect of the substitution of

areas for the sums of distances, would chiefly be
to represent them as too short in the intermediate

parts of the excentric ; as at the point F 90^ from
the apsides, where BF = iOOOOO, would be sub-

stituted
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stituted for AF, the secant of the greatest optical

equation BFA, and = 100432. The times there-

fore would, in consequence of this imperfection, be
rendered too short in the intermediate parts, and

, the planet's motions represented as too rapid :

whereas, the effects of the present errors are to

make the motions too rapid about the apsides, and
too slow in the intermediate parts.

It was more evidently impossible, that his errors

could arise from his rejection of the double epi-

cycle of Copernicus and T. Brahe, (fig. 36,) which
represents the planet's path as an oval running out

beyond the circle at 90° of excentric anomaly '146

parts of 100000 ; and the effect of the method of

areas, substituted for the distances in this theory,

would have been to increase the rapidity much
more. (V.)

Suspicion 150. But though Kepler was inclined to ascribe

bit was not
^^^ crrors of his equations to the imperfection of

circular, the method of areas from which they were de-

-duced, the considerations now mentioned rendered

this no longer possible, for it was undeniable that

this method vvould have led to errors directly con-

trary. No conceivable cause therefore remained

to which they could be imputed, except what he

had begun to suspect, the form which he and all

preceding astronomers had falsely ascribed to the

planetary orbits; and, on examination, convincing

evidence was found of the justice of his suspicions;

and that the false opinion of orbits precisely cir-

cular, notwithstanding all the authority on which

it had been established, was the real and only

cause of all his past vexatious labours and disap-

pointment.

His first proof of the falseness of this opinion,

was the circuiKStance which first gave rise to his

suspicions.
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suspicions, that when, on the supposition of its proof of

truth, the longitude of the aphelion, the excentri-^'.^'^suspr-

city of the orbit, and its ratio to the solar orbit, just,

were calculated, though by the most legitimate

deduction, and from the most unquestionable and
accurate distances, they were totally irreconcileable

with the determination of the same elements drawn
from direct and immediate observation ; and that

the results for them, given by any one combina-

tion of distances, were generally irreconcileable

with those given by any other. Thus the distances

AE (fig. 66), in longitude Is. 14° l6'42''; AF in

longitude 5 s. 8"" ig' 4\ and AG in 6s. 5" 24^ 21",

had been carefully deduced from accurate obser-

vations; (133, 134, 135.) but when they were sup-

posed to be the distances of the planet in the

points now mentioned of a circular orbit, the

aphelion distance AC, calculated from them, came
out = 166562, the perihelion distance AD n:

1369I8, the mean distance BD = 151740, and
the excentricity AB = 14822(147). Whereas,
by another investigation (I48), from multiplied

and equally accurate observations, and independent

of all theory about the form of the orbit, they were

AC = 16678O, AD = 13S500, BD = 152640,
and AB = 14140.

A proof still more evident, that the orbit could

not be circular, and which even gave some indi-

cations of its real form, arose from a comparison

of the distances AE, AF, AG, deduced from ob-
servation, with the results for them calculated in

an orbit precisely circular. The method of cal-

cuhition was the same as in the solar theory ; for,

in October 1590, the longitude of the aphelion

was 4s. 28*^ 4 r 40", and from the heliocentric lon-

gitudes of the planet in E, F, G, the angles CAE,
CAF, CAG, were therefore given ; and with BE
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= 152640, and AB = 14140, the distances re-

quired for the circular orbit were found, by the

resolution of the triangles AFB, AGE, AEB, to be

AF = i66605, AG = 163SS3, AE = 148539;
whereas by actual observation they were

AF =: 166225, AG = 163100, AE = 147750;
shorter than the former by

350, 783, 789;

so that the path of the planet, in moving between

the apsides, clearly appears to come within the

circle. At F in 5s. 8°, where the planet is within

10° of the aphelion, the deficiency is least : but at

E, where the distance from the aphelion is 104",

and at G, where it is 37°, the deficiency is much
greater ; and indeed too great, especially at G, no
doubt from some inaccuracy, especially of observa-

tion. The conclusion therefore was undeniable,

that the orbit of the planet is not a circle, but a

curve, which coincides with the circle at the ap-

sides, and then retires more and more within it

till, at 90° and 270° of excentric anomaly, it

comes to its greatest deviation from the circle.

Another argument to the same purpose arose

from the errors committed in attempting to de-

duce the equations for an excentric circular orbit,

by the method of areas (149). In that method the

area of the circle, though somewhat less than the

sum of the distances of the indefinite number of

equal parts of its circumference from the excen-

tric point which the sun occupied, was supposed

to be equivalent to the whole time of the planet's

revolution ; and any particular area of it, included

by an arch of the circle, and two lines drawn to

the same excentric point from its extremities, to

be equivalent also to the time in which the planet

described
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described that particular arch. But if the real

path of the planet should not be a circle, but a

curve retiring within the circle at all points except

the apsides, the errors committed, by employing

circular areas to measure the times in which the

arches of this curve are described, would be un-

avoidable. For, every particular area, bounded in

the manner now mentioned, would, every where,

except about the apsides, be greater than the sum
of the distances of the correspondent arch; and
especially towards the points in 90° or 270^ of ex-

centric anomaly ; and therefore it would represent

the time as too long, and the motion of the planet

while it describes the arch, as too slow. But no
such errors can be committed by employing the

areas of the curve which the planet really describes;

for, as its area is less than that of the circle, and
yet measures the same periodical time, the parti-

cular portions of this time will, on account of its

form, be more properly distributed. The particular

areas of the curve, nearly coinciding at the apsides

with the circular areas, will there represent a longer

time; and, at the distance of QO^ from the apsides,

retiring more within the circle, will there represent

a shorter time. The errors therefore committed
by the circular areas will be remedied, and the

planet's motions rendered, as they ought to be,

slower at the apsides, and quicker in the inter'^e-

diate parts, than by the former calculations.

It was not however by this argument that Kep-
ler was first led to believe that the orbit was not

circular ; nor was it from any hope of escaping

the errors produced by employing circular areas,

that he was induced to forsake the ancient opinion.

On the contrary, so flir was he from imagining

this to be an evidence of its falsity, that, after a

long time spent in vain and perplexing attem])ts to

R reconcile
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reconcile with a circular orbit the equations given

by circular areas, he abandoned altogether his me-
thod of areas, and gave up every hope of being

able to apply the natural principle on which it was
founded to any real use. Nor did he resume this

method till he was convinced by other arguments,

that the circular form ascribed to the orbit was the

great cause of his failure ; and especially till he

had found the distances in a circular orhit to be

totally inconsistent with those deduced from obser-r

vation.

151. But after Kepler was thus convinced that

the ancient circular form ascribed to the orbit was

merely a prejudice, a theory which he precipitately

formed about the cause which produced its devia-

tion from the circle, involved him in equal diffi-

culties, and occasioned equal vexation and loss of

time. Some account was given (140) of his at-

tempts to assign a natural cause of the cxcentricity

of a planet's orbit, and to explain the means by
which it was enabled to describe a perfect circle

round the sun, though not situated in its centre.

One of these consisted in supposing the planet to

be possessed of some intrinsic force, by which it

endeavoured to extricate itself from the influence

of the solar fibres, and to describe an epicycle in a

contrary direction ; and the supposed law of the

description was, that the line DH, (fig. 63), drawn
from the planet to the centre of the epicycle,

should be equal to the cxcentricity AB, and aKvays

parallel to the line of apsides ABC; and from

thence it followed, that the line DB, drawn from

the planet to the centre of the orbit, would be also

parallel to AH, a line drawn from the sun to the

centre of the epicycle. But though the orbit DC
thus described, was evidently a perfect circle, the

explication
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explication was rejected ; for, no representation

having been made of the physical equation, it was

necessary that the motion of AH should be vari-

able, even while the distance of H from the sun

continued invariable ; and consequently the pla-

net's motion in the epicycle would be also variable,

and regulated by the laws of the extraneous force

impelling AH, which it had no conceivable means,

even if it were endowed with intelligence, to

know. This theory, however, Kepler now, in some
degree, resumed ; and overlooking the first diffi-

tii'eo'rycon!

culty about the inequable motion of the centre H ccrningthe

of the epicycle, that is, of the line AH, supposed ''^^^ ^'''^^^*

the planet to move always equably in the circum-

ference of the epicycle, at the rate of the mean
velocity of H. By these means he expected that

the errors of his equations would be remedied, and
the planet brought within the cxcentric as far as

the observations required. For, when it revolved

in the epicycle from G towards D, L, always at

the mean rate of H ; and the line AH again in

passing, for example, froin the aphelion C to G,
in the first quadrant oi anomaly, moved slower

than its mean rate ; the planet's place, when AC
coincided with AG, would not be in the line HD
parallel to ABC, but in a line HL inclined to it,

and entering within the circle CD ; and, as the

angles GHL and CBD were no longer equal, the

arches GL and CD would be no longer similar.

Consequently, the distance AL of the planet from

the sun, when the centre of the cpicvcle was in

H, would be less than AD, wl.ich would have

been its distance if GL had been similar to CD ;

the greater distance AD would take place in a

position of the centre of the epicycle nearer to the

aphelion C, and in a less degree of anomaly; and
the physical equations, consisting of an accumula-

R 2 tioa
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tion of distances, would become more accurate

;

for this accumulation would consist both of greater

and of more numerous distances towards the aphe-

lion, and there measure longer time ; and of more
dispersed and shorter distances towards 90° from

the aphelion, and there measure shorter time, and

represent a more rapid motion than formerly. In

this theory, therefore, the cause which brought the

planet within the circle in all the parts between

the apsides, was, that in the first semicircle of ano-

maly, the intrinsic virtue of the planet antici-

pated the solar virtue impelling it forwards; and

made it attain to the distances correspondent to

given arches of the cxcentric, before the solar

virtue had impelled the centre of the epicycle to

describe these arches ; and that, in the second

semicircle, the latter virtue anticipated the former,

and impelled the centre of the epicycle to describe

the arches, before the intrinsic virtue had made the

planet attain to their proper distances. Accord-

ingly Kepler tells us, that confiding in this theory,

which seemed to promise effects so consonant to

observation, and supposing that he could not fail

to find a method of reducing it to calculation, he

began again to entertain the most sanguine hopes

of conquering all the difficulties which the motions

of Mars had so long presented ; and was induced

to reject the more just hypothesis, to which he had

once given the preference ; that the planet did not

at all revolve in the epicycle, but only librated

upwards and downwards in its diameter. Some
account of the vexatious investigations, in which
this precipitancy engaged him, will be deemed
not unworthy of attention.

152. His first fruitless labour, in the prosecu-

tion of his theory, was to describe the curve in

which.
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which it supposed the planet to revolve. For this

purpose he iransformed the concentric KHH, with

its epicycle GDL, into an excentric CDP, whose
excentricity AB was equal to the scmi-dianieter

DH of the epicycle ; and it was well known, and
had indeed been formerly demonstrated, that these

two forms were perfectly equivalent.

According to this representation, it is evident

that, if the planet were always impelled forward

by equal degrees of the solar virtue, it would move
as equably in this excentric, as it is supposed to

do by its own intrinsic virtue in the epicycle; and
would not only describe round its centre the equal

arches CD, DE, EF, &c. (fig. 68), or angles, or

even sectors, CBD, DBE, EBF, &c. in equal

times ; but also it«; distances DA, EA, FA, from

the sun, at the end of those times, would be the

same, both as to magnitude and position, as they

would have been after describing, with the same
uniformity, similar arches, or angles, or sectors, of

the epicycle.

But, since it is only the planetary virtue which

acts equably, and its effects, in the passage of the

planet from the aphelion C to the perihelion K,
anticipate the effects of the solar virtue, the planet

in the time CBD, for example, will attain to the

distance DA before the solar virtue has impelled it

forwards through the arch CD ; and since, in

passing from the perihelion K the eli^ects of the

planetary virtue are anticipated by the solar, the

planet will, on the contrary, be impelled forwards

through an arch K// = CD, before it attains to

the distance //A; and, when it is actually found

in the lines DA, //A, its distances from the sun

will be less than the distances of the points D, h.

At all the points, therefore, D, E, F, &c. of this

excentric, the path of the planet will retire within

Fv 3 it.
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it, and Its distances, at the end of the equal times

CD, DE, EF, &c., though the same in magni-
ttule with the lines DA, EA, FA, &c. will not be

the same in position.

Atrempts As it is therefore only the magnitade of those

the' o^!^['. ^ lines, as DA, which is determined by the sup-

posed equal action of the planetary virtue, which

carries the planet through the arch CD in the time

represented by the sector CBD ; and the position

of DA depends upon the inequable action of the

solar virtue, which requires the time represented

by the area CAD to carry the planet through the

arch CD; so Kepler first thought of determining

its position by this analogy, as the area CAD is to

the sector CBD, so is the arch CD described by
the solar virtue in the time CAD, to the arch CL,
which will be described by the same virtue in the

time CBD ; that is, since arches of a circle are as

their correspondent sectors, by the analogy CAD :

CBD :: CBD : CBL. Thus the sector CBD was

considered as a mean proportional between the

areas CAD and CBL ; and, by converting the

area CAD into circular parts, and dividing the an-

gle CBD by the line BL, in the ratio of the num-
ber of the circular parts in CAD, to the number
of circular parts in CBD, he imagined that the

arch CL, or the position of the planet when its

distance LA was = DA, would be found. But the

imperfections of this attempt were many. For,

1. the area CAD is not precisely equal to the sum
of the distances from A (1^9), and therefore does

not denote the time of describing CD with perfect

accuracy : 2. Though any single distance from A
be to the indefinitely small arch corresponding to

it, inversely, as the distance from B to its cor-

respondent indefinitely small arch, it does not fol-

low that this will continue to be the ratio of ac-

cumulations
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cumulations of these distances and arches; for if,

for example BD were = 10, and the minute arch

corresponding to it = lO', while AD was =12,
the arch which is inversely to the given arch 10'

as AD to BD, woidd he found by the analogy

12 : 10 :: 10' : 8' 4-, and if AD were =11, the

analogy would be li : 10:: lO' : C)Vr ; hut 12

+ 1 f = '23, is not to 20 as 20' to 8'^ + g~ =
1/ j^, for 23 : 20 :: 20 : i;^!. 3dly. Though
CBD were an accurate mean proportional between

CAD and CBL, the angle Cf>L could not be de-

termined geometrically, because there was no geo-

metrical method of dividing the angle CBD in a

given ratio. 4thly, Though the angle CBL were

accurately determined, and consequently the cir-

cular arch CL, the arch of the curve which the

planet really describes will not thereby be deter-

mined ; and therefore the position of LA = DA
will remain unknown.
A second attempt, therefore, was to this pur-

pose. Since the sectors CBD, CBE, &c. represent

the times in which the planet, moving equably

round B, would attain to the distances DA, EA ;

and the areas CA a, CA ///, of the real orbit which

the planet, moving unequably by the impulse of

the solar virtue, describes before it attains to the

distances a A, m A. respectively equal to DA, EA,
also represent the same times; let the lines LA,
MA, be so drawn from the given point A, as to

cut off tVom the plane of the excentric the areas

CAL, CAM, respectively equal to CBD, CBE

;

or, in other words, so as to render the space/DL,
which is cut off from CBD, equal to /AB, the

space added to it : and on A as a centre with the

distances DA, EA, describe arches cutting the

lines LA, MA, in the points A, m. These will

nearly be the points of the orbit to which the planet

R 4 will
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will come in the times CBD, CBE, and where it

attains to the required distances. But the defects

in point of geometrical accuracy were similar to

those of the former method. The areas were not

precisely equal to the sums of the distances. There
was no known method of dividing a semicircular

area in a given ratio by a line drawn from a given

excentric point in the diameter: and it was uncer-

tain if the differences of the circular areas CAL,
CAM, from the areas CAa, CA?//, of the orbit,

were every where proportional.

As no geometrical method, therefore, could be
found of describing the curve in vvhich this theory

supposed the planet to move, Kepler endeavoured

to supply I he want of it by the assistance of his

vicarious theory.

Let A (fig. 6g), be the sun, ABE the line of ap-

sides, AD the cxcentricity of the equant = 18564,

and AC = 11332 the cxcentricity of the orbit

LGM. in this theory the angle LDG will repre-

sent the mean anoiiialy, and the angle LAG the

true, when the planet is in the point G. But the

distance AG will be false, because AC, the cxcen-

tricity of the orbit, is false, and its centre C does

not bisect the line AD. Let AD, therefore, be

bisected in B, and on B with the semi-diameter

BE = CL, describe the excentric EHF, in which

the planet would, by its own intrinsic virtue, move
equably round B, and make the angle EBH =::

LDG : so that, after the time EBH or LDG,
it will attain to its just distance AH. But the

position of the planet is not in the line AH,
but in some point of the line AG ; because the

vicarious theory is, with respect to longitudes,

sufficiently exact. If, therefore, on the centre A,
with the semi-diameter AH, an arch, HK, be de-

gcribed meeting AG in K, the line KA will be the

required
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required distance of the planet from the sun, and
both its magnitude and position will be sufficiently

accurate.

These were all the attempts that could be made
for describing the curve required by the present

theory: and Kepler observes, that iu all of them
it is an oval, and not an ellipse ; and that the seg-

ment, or lunula, CFKP (fig. 6S), cut off by it

from the plane of the excentric, is broadest to-

wards the perihelion.

153. As it was impossible, even after attaining to and to find

the description of this oval, to deduce i^s equations '^^ quadra-

by the method of areas, without attaining also to

its quadrature, so the quadrature of it was another

labour in which Kepler found himself, in conse-

quence of his precipitancy, engaged. But this la-

bour wa^ equally fruitless with the former; and
the whole result of it was to find, that if the oval

should be supposed sensibly equal to an ellipse of

the same excentricity, and described upon the

same greater axis, the lunula cut off by it from

the area of the semicircle would be but insensibly

greater than half the area of a circle, whose dia-

meter is equal to the excentricity AB : or, sup-

posing the oval to pass through the point X, that

BT.TX = AB^ Consequently, since BT : AB
:: AB : TX, the extreme breadth of the lunula,

and AB = Q264, we shall have TX = 858 : and
since also BT : TX :: BT- : AB^ ; that is, as the

area of the circle described upon BT to the area of

the circle described upon AB ; this last area will

be found =: 269500OOO, and subtracting it from

31415900000, the area of the circle described on
BT, the remainder will be the area of the oval, and
= 3 1 14(3400000. (W.)

But, though the accurate quadrature of the oval

should
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sboiild be supposed to be thus attained, it was still

impossible to deduce its equations by the method
of areas, unless means should be also found of di-

viding it in any given ratio by lines drawn from A.
When the orbit was considered as a perfect circle,

and the planet in any given point F of excentric

anomaly FBC, it was easy, with the given cxcen-

tricity AB, to determine the area FAB, which,

added to the given sector FBC, makes up the area

FAC, or represents the time in which the planet

would describe the arch CF : and it was also easy

with the same data to determine the true anomaly,

or angle CAF. But because the planet, in de-

scending from C, retires within the circle, it vvas

necessary to- determine not only the angle CAF,
but also the portion of the oval area intercepted

between the lines CA and FA, or at least the por-

tion of the lunula intercepted between them, that

by subtracting it from CAF, we may find the oval

area. This, however, was found impracticable by
any geometrical methods.

154. Finding thus no assistance from geometry,

it was necessary for him to have recourse to other

methods. In one of these, he was freed from the

necessity of attempting the particular quadrature

of the oval ; for, by continuing to suppose it sen-

sibly coincident with a perfect ellipse, he was

enabled to derive its areas from the known ratio

between it and a circle described on its greater axis

as a diameter'. For let CPK be an ellipse de-

scribed on CK, the diameter of the circle CFK
as its greater axis ; let A be the focus of it, which

is occupied by the sun ; let BP be the conjugate

axis meeting the circle in F, and o m n an ordinate

to the greater axis; and let « A, w/ A, be joined ;

it was known that the areas CPK and CFK, or

C w A
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C ;;/ A and C 7? A, were always to each other in

the constant ratio of BP to BF; and if therefore

the quadrature of the circle was supposed to be at-

tained, that of the elHpse was attained also.

In this method, therefore, the circular area C « A
was found by the usual analogy; as the whole pe-

riodical time, or 360', is to the whole area of the

excentric, so is the time given since the passage

of the planet from the aphelion to the area C« A.

But to find the angle QAn of this area at the sun,

it was necessary to employ the methods of false

position ; and to assume the excentric anomaly
CB n such, that when the triangle n AB was added
to the sector CB^i, their sum should be precisely

equal to the area C n A. When this was effectu-

ated, it was easy to find the true anomaly, or angle

CA ;« : for, with the angle AB ;z, and the sides

« B,BA, the angle CA « is given; and the tan-

gents of the angles QAn and CA »z to the radius

A, are to each other in the constant ratio of BF
to BP.

For example, let the mean anomaly be = p5'^ Anattempt

IS' 28^'. The equivalent area CAF will be found J^/f ;;"

by this analogy, 360''
: 3 I41502(553() :: 95^ IS'tions^.'^by^

28" : 831717'2t)71 — CAF. ^Then to find thej^^«^"5|^°f

angle CAF, let CBF be assumed •=. go^, so that be^weJll'^"

the sector CBF will be = | of the circular area, t'le ellipse

that is = 785398 1 634, and BF z= 100000. There- ^^^^^^^

fore the area of the triangle FAB = f AB.BF ir

4632 X 100000 = 463200000; and this added
to the sector CBF, gives, for the area CAF, the

sum 83 17 18 I 634, insensibly greater than the for-

mer. It appears, therefore, that the assumption
for CBF was nearly accurate ; and since its sine

BF is = 100000, and PF the breadth of the lu-

nula at this point = 858, the semi-axis minor BP
of the ellipse will be = 99142. Wherefore, since

in
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in the triangle PAB, we have PB : BA :: R : tan.

APB, this angle will be found = 5° 20' 18", and
consequently the true anomaly CAP = 84° SQ' 42".

By the vicarious theory it is = 84° 42^ 2".

Again, let the mean anomaly be = 48° 45' 12";

and since the whole circular area may be repre-

sented by 360°, as well as by its superficial amount,

the area of the triangle FAB, represented in the

same manner, will be = 191O8". To find then

the angle CA «, let CB n be assumed = 45°, and

consequently its sine no = 70711. The area,

therefore, of the triangle ;z AB, which is to FAB
as 7071 J to 100000 will be = igiOS" X 707

U

= 13512" = 3° 45^ 12". This, added to the

sector CB ;2 = 45°, will give the area CA?i =
48° 45' 12", that is, equal to the given mean
anomaly, and shews that the assumption for CB n

was just. But BF : BP :: on : om = 70104 : and

A = cos. CBn -\- AB = 707 11 + 9264 =
79975. Therefore, since k. \ om :: R : tan.

m A 0, this angle, that is the true anom. CA m,

will be found = 41° 14' 9". The vicarious theory

gives it = 41° 20' 33".

A comparison of the effects of the different the-

ories is as follows

:

Mean
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From this comparison it appears, that, if the vi-

carious theory be considered as the standard, the

calculation by the elliptical areas of the present

method approaches nearer to the truth than the

calculation by circular areas : and, what may per-

haps seem surprizing, that with a very small in-

crease of excentricity, it would be nearly equiva-

lent to the Ptolemaic method. As this, therefore,

was found to be incorrect and imperfect, because

it made the motions too slow about the apsides,

and too quick about the mean distances, it followed

that the present method was equally imperfect

;

and that it produced errors of a contrary kind to

those produced by areas in a circular orbit : though

it was yet uncertain whether the errors arose from

the theory itself, or from the imperfect manner in

which its principles had been expressed In the cal-

culations. It likewise appeared, that a mean of

the results, from the circular and elliptical areas,

approached very nearly to the truth, that is, to "the

results from the vicarious theory : and, if this cir-

cumstance did not first suggest to Kepler the idea

of another ellipse, which should every where bisect

the space cut off from the circular area by the

present ellipse, it certainly at least confirmed him
in his intention of introducing it.

155. As the calculations hitherto made, on the

principles of the oval theory, had been in many
respects deficient as to geometrical accuracy, so

that it might be certainly determined whether the

errors produced arose from the theory, or from the

methods of calculation, Kepler next applied him-

self to deduce the equations immediately from the

distances in the oval, and to employ the sums of

these in place of the elliptical areas. The calcula-

tion and summation of these distances was indeed

a most
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a most laborious business; but the errors, what-

ever they might be, which arose from the areas not

being precise measures of the corresponding dis-

tances ; from the ratio of any sum of distances to

the sum of the corresponding arches not continu-

ing the same with the ratio of any particidar dis-

tance to its particular arch ; from the impossibility

of obtaining a geometrical quadrature of the areas;

and tVom the differences between circular and
oval sectors ; would^ by means of this labour, be

avoided (152).

In calculating the distances, he employed the An attempt

excentric circle CHK (fig. 70), in which the pla- ^> ^'^'"^'

net, moving equably, as the theory supposed it tOot thed

do in the epicycle, would describe equal arches '^^"'^"

CD, or angles CBD, about the centre B in equal

times : and dividing the circumference into 360
equal parts, as being the least possible, he calcu-

lated for the excentricity AB = 9165, the distance

of every one of these 36o divisions from the sun in

A : and, lest any error should arise from any vari-

ation of distance in the time of describing a single

division, he took a mean of the two distances by
which every particular division was terminated.

Thus the distances, as DA, of the planet from the

sun, at all the particular points of equal division in

the excentric, or at all the particular times m;uked
by these points, were accurately determined as to

length ; and they were also the distances of the

planet, at the same particular times, in the various

points of its oval orbit from the sun : but their po-

sitions were not just ; for the planet does not in

tact describe equal angles, CBD, in equal times

about the centre B, but, in consequence of the

solar force acting inversely as the distance, de-

scribes in equal times unequal angles about this

centre. Those distances, however, were the. real

distances
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distances of the planet, and their sum, therefore,

was equivalent to the time of describing the whole

oval, and found to be = 36075562. Since, then,

the arches described by the planet are inversely as

the distances, to find the length of the oval arch

corresponding to every distance, Kepler had this

analogy; as the whole oval circumference is to the

whole sum of distances, so is the distance of every

particular arch to the arch itself. Thus supposing

CD to be an arch of the excentric =1°, the dis-

tance of the planet from the sun at the end of the

time CD will be DA; and as the whole length of

the oval circumference is to 36075562, so is DA
to the oval arch CE : and if, on the centre A, with

the distance DA, an arch DE were described, and

on the centre C, with the distance CE considered

as a straight line, another arch were described cut-

ting the former in E, this would be nearly the

point of the orbit in which the planet would be

found after the time CBD. In the very same
manner the length of the next oval arch, advanc-

ing from the point E, may be also found ; and the

position of its distance with respect to the distance

AE.
But to determine the position of AE in a more

accurate manner, that is the angle CAE of true

anomaly, it was necessary to find the angle CBE,
at the centre of the orbit; and this is not mea-
sured by the known oval arch CE, but by the un-

known arch CGof the excentric, greater than CE.
But, since CG and CE, when viewed from B, ap-

pear to be equal, let them, for a first approxima-

tion, be supposed actually eqaal ; and also, as if

the very small arch GF were insensible, let each of

them be supposed = CF. On these suppositions,

the angle FBC, measured by CF = CE, is given :

and therefore, with its supplement FBA; and the

sides
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sides FB, BA, the base AF of the trinnglc ABF
may be, foiHid ; and therefore EF rr AF — AR.
But EF is abnost accurately equal to EG, the

quantity by which the oval arch CE falls within

the excentric at its extremity E. By bisecting,

therefore, the line EG, the quantitv will be also

found by which the whole arch CE would fall

within the excentric, if the approach to B of all its

parts were uniform. The visible maQ:nitU'le, there-

fore, of CE, viev^'cd from B, will be given, and

the angle CBE, which was assumed less than the

truth, and r= CBF, will be corrected. With this

corrected angle, therefore, and the sides AE, A3,
the true anomaly CAE was finally determined.

By this method of procedure, no equation, except

for the first degree of anomaly, could be separately

calculated, and all the rest, to the 180th degree,

required the equation immediately preceding to be

found. But this was not its only defect ; for the

foundation of the whole was wanting: that is, the

length of the whole oval circumference was un-

known : nor could Kepler find any means to de-

termine it, excf'pt the indirect methods of frilsc*

position, in which it was assumed, and the assump-

tion verified by adding together, after the ISOth

operation, all its particular arches CE, or rather

angles CAE, in the order in which they had been

calculated : for if the sum came out greater or less

than 180^, the assumption was evidently false. In

fact, it was not till after many most laborious and
obstinate calculations of this kind, that the whole
length of the semi oval circumference was deter-

mined to be = 179° 14' 15": that is, 45' 4d"

shorter than the circumference CHK.
In this method, laborious as it was, Kepler cal-

culated the equations for every point of the excen-

tric, that is, according to the present rcprcsenta-

S tion.
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tion, in which the motion was supposed to be
equable round the centre B, for every degree of

mean anomaly, no less than three several times.

First, with an excentricity = 9165, and conse-

quently too small ; and with the length of the

semi-oval assumed too great: for it was supposed to

exceed 180°, and consequently the sum of the

angles CAE came out also greater than 180°. Se-

condly, with the same excentricity, and the semi-

oval assumed = 179° 14' 15": and as the equa-

tions in the first quadrant, and especially at 90° of

mean anomaly, came out too small, it appeared

that the excentricity was too small. Thirdly, with

the same supposition for the length of the semi-

oval, and the excentricity = 9230 : and, after the

calculation of 180 true anomalies, the results

were

—

Meaii anoni. True anom. By the vicarious theory. DifFerencCs.

45 38 2 24 38 4 54 2 30 —

.

90 79 26 49 79 27 41 52 —

.

135 12d 56 25 125 52 O 4 25 -f

.

The planet, therefore, still moved too slowly

about the apsides, and too rapidly about the mean
distances: and any increase of excentricity would

have increased the errors. But, as the equations

approached nearer to those of the vicarious theory

than any given by the former calculations, Kepler

considered them as confirmations of his present

hypgthesis; and began to flatter himself again with

the expectation, that, the more exactly its prin-

ciples were expressed, the effects would always ap-

proach so much nearer to the truth. (X.)

156. This method, however, was so vexatious,

aqd its foundations so unsettled, that it was im-

possible
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possible for Kepler to continue satisfied with it.

The argumen;ation employed in it was of that vi-

cious kind, which IS c.dled ?'easonbig in a circle:

for the length of the ova! which tne planet was
supposed to describe, could not be ascertained

without determmirig the deviation of all id points

from the excentric, and tlie measn -es of this devia-

tion could not be determined without ascertaining

the leno-th of the oval circumference. It seemed
therefore to follow ih tt, either a more legitimate

method of calculation should be found, or that the

theory should be abandoned, as involving an ab-

surdity unexampled in any other law of nature.

There was also reason to suspect, that even in this

method, the theory had not been j'-stly represent-

ed. The oval which the planet, in consequence

of the solar force, and its own intrinsic force, was
supposed to describe, had been divided into un-
equal portions, each of which was inversely as the

time, or distance from the sun. But, according

to the theory, it is only the solar force which acts

in the inverse ratio of the distances ; and the pla-

net's intrinsic force is invariable in every distance.

There seemed, therefore, to be some reason to

doubt, whether the portions of the oval orbit,

which is the joint production of both forces, were

accurately measured. Accordingly Kepler, laving

wholly aside the oval orbit produced by the com-
position of two forcf:S, and all considerations of

its quadrature, resolved to return to the original

principles of his theory, and to deduce his equa-

tions immediately from these.

Let A (fig. 63), be the centre of the sun, and
from it, with the distance AK, describe the circle

KH, in v/hich the centre of tiie c picycle is sup-

posed to revolve, and with the distance AC an-

other circle CO; ia which its aphelion rcvohcs.

S !i According
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According to the principles of the theory', while

the centre of the epicycle passes from K to H, or

its aphelion from C to G, the planet moves equably

in its circuinfercncc, from G to L, describing

angles, GHL, proportional to the times ; and the

line AH or AG moves uncquably, describing an-

gles, KAH, which are inversely as the distances

AL of the planet from the sun. It is therefore

required to find these distances AL, and angles

KAH, and thence the true anomalies CAL.
Peduction Sincc thc planct moves equably in the epicycle^.

ot the the mean anomalies may be represented by the

SX'mi- angles GHL, or the arches GL of its circumfe-

ginai fonii Fcncc, dividcd into 3()0 degrees, as its smallest equal

i*hpm!r
divisions ; and, therefore, from those angles, with

the semi-diameter AH — lOUOOO, and the semi-

diameter HLof the epicycle = Q'IQa, the distances

AL, and angles HAL, corresponding to every

complete degree of mean anomaly, may easily be

found. Whe!i these whole distances are calculated,

their sum will be nearly equal to 3(5075d62, as iri

the former method, and the 36oth part of thi»

sum is 100210. Every particular angle KAH,
therefore, will be found by this analogy, as every

particular distance AL, in its order, is to the mean
distance 100210, so is 1^= or 6o\ to the arch KH,
or angle KAH, corrcj-ponding to the given dis-

tance AL. Thus all the different angles KAH
uill be found, which are described by the centre

of the epicycle ; and if, beginning with the first,

we add to it the second, and to their sum a third,

and a fourth, till the whole 180 are summed, we
shall have a table of all the mean anomalies, as

GHL, acconipanied with all their corresponding

distances AL, and angles HAL and KAH ; and,

therefore, by subtracting from every angle KAH,
its correspondent angle HAL, we shall also have

the
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the true anomaly KAL. Thus, if GHL were =:

4 5°, this table would shew that the angle KAH
corresponding: to it was = 41" IT O", and HAL
r= 3° 30' 17/'; so that KAL = KAFI — HAL =
37° oQ' 43''. The effects of this method in the

following mean anomalies were

Mean anorn- True anorn. Vicarious theory. Differences.

45° 37"56'^i3'' 3S^ 4' 54'' 8'li" —

.

go 79 '26 35 79 V 25 —

.

J 20 no '28 8 ]10 J8 30 9 3S +.
150 144 16 49 144 8 8 4y -j-.

Tt clearly appeared, therefore, that though the

principles of the theojy were now fu!ly introduced

and fairly expressed in the calculation, the errors

beeame grciiterthan ever; and the planet rendered

still slower about the apsides, and quicker than

before, about the mean dislances. The failure

therefore of the calculation, by the method of

art. 154, was not so much owing to its imperfec-

tions in point of geometrical accuracy, or to mis-

representation of the theory, as to the falsity of its

principles. (Y.)

157. But a more decisive evidence of the im-
perfection, or indeed the falsity, of the theory,

arose from an accurate investigation of the planet's

actual distances from the sun, as given by obser-

vation in all the various degrees of anomaly, and
a comparison of them with the distances cal-

culated for the present oval orbit. The investi-

gation of the distances obtained by observation

was made for both semicircles of anomaly, and
for the corresponding points of both; and as by a
like investigation full evidence was given that the
orbit was not circular (150), equal evidence was
now given that neither did the planet so move in

3 3 iU
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epicycle, as to describe the oval orbit supposed to

be produced, by the combinntion of its own uni-

form motion wiih the unequable motion arising

from the solar impulse. As the roi 'sequence of

this investigation w.is so importnnt, some examples

of it are justly entitled to our iittention.

Distances To tind the distance, for example, in the S7th
given by fjeg-rce of mean ano!n;!ly, he employed two obser-

tion.'

^* vations ; one of the 6th of May loSQ, at 1 1 h. 20',

when the planet's observed longitude was = 6s.

27° 1' 20", the sun's appBrent longitude = Is.

25° 48' 40', and his distance from the earth zr:

301365. In this observation, also, the planet's

mean heliocentric longitude was 7s. 26^ O' 36",

and therefore its true heliocentric longitude 7 s.

15" 32' 13''', by the vicarious theory. But, as this

theory did not, in 1589, represent the longitude

in the opposition of the preceding April, with

greater certainty than within 2' 12" (l25), ho

added to this observation aimlher, made on the

27th of December log4, at K)h. 15', when the

niean heliocentric longitude v\as 7s. 20^ 13' 3y"j

the observed longitude 8s. 8° '\'0' 30", the sun's

longitude ps. 10° 47' 10", and his distance from

the earth pSiSi.
Let h. (rig. 72), be the sun, B the place of the

earth, at the time of the first observation in /S.

25° 48' 40", and D its phice at the second in

3?. 16^ AT JO"; and though the planet is not in

both observations at the same precise point ot he-

liocentric longitude, let C represent its position in

both. Since, then, in the first observation, the

elongation ABC is = J 51° l8'40", and AB =
]()K565, if we shall assume AC = 154200, the

parallax ACB will be found = 1 8° 23' A'i' \ and

coDScquently AC in 7s. 15° 3l' 3" of heliocentric

lurjgilude. But, if in this lirst observation x\C be

assumed
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assumed = 154200, it must in the second be
assumed 32 parts shorter ; for in this part of the

orbit a difference of one degree in longitude varies

the distance 240 parts, and the present difference

is 13', or, after subtrncting the precession, 8'.

Therefore, if with AC = 154168, AD z= 98232,
and the elongation ADC = 38° 0'40", we calcu-

late the parallax ACD, it will be found = 23° 6'

21"; and, consequently, AC in /s. 15° 40' g" of

heliocentric longitude ; that is, its position at the

second observation, will differ g' ()'' from its posi-

tion in the first. But the difference ought to be

somewhat greater ; lor the difference of the mean
longitudes is 13' 3'', including the precession, and
therefore the true longitude ought to differ 12' 37";

and consequently AC, in the second observation,

ought to have been in 7s. 15° 43' 40''. This

Kepler found would be effected by assuming AC
= 154400 in the first observation, and = 1d43u8
in the second ; and these therefore he concluded to

be their lengths, the lirst in 87° g' 24" of mean
jinomaly* and the second in 87*^ lO' 30''. No re-

duction of these distances to the plane of the orbit

was thought necessary, because the latitude in the

first observation was only C 40" north, and in the

second 3' 31" also north. Corrections for refrac-

tion had been applied both to the observed longi-

tudes and latitudes, but the diurnal parallaxes

were considered as insensible.

For the distance AF, towards the correspondent

point of the opposite semi-circle, he employed an

observation of the 17th of December 15y5, at

7 h. 6', when the planet was seen from E the

earth to be in Is. 11° 31' 27'', with r 40' 44^' of

north latitude. The mean heliocentric longitude

was 2s. 2° 4' 22'', and the aphelion being in 4s.

28'' 58' 10", and consequently the mean anomaly

S4 =:
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= 273° 6' 12"; the true heliocentric longitude,

by the vicarious theory, was 'is. 12° 32' 22''. The
sun's longitude vviis 9s 5° 30' 3'\ and his distance

AE = 98200. 'J he parallax AFE therefore was
~ 3i°0' 55', and the elongation AEF = 125°

52^ 2-1"; and from these angles, and the distance

AIl^, the planet's distance AF in the plane of the

ecliptic can)e out = 154432. From this 60 parts

arc to be subtracted, because the planet was 15'

36'' nearer the aphelion than in the observation of

15Sp; but, on the contrary, 15.5 parts are to be

;?dded as the reduction to the plane of the orbit,

bcc:iuse the latitude was considerable. The dis-

tance thereloic of the planet from the sun, when
the complement of the mean anomaly is 87'^ 9' 24''

was found to be =: 154387, differing only 13 from

AC = 154'100. Such also was Kepler's attention,

that though this observaiion might have been safely

confided in, because the heliocentric longitudes of

Ivlars, given by the vicarious theory for the year

1595, were very nearly accurate (125), he chose

1-0 employ another, made on the 29th of October,

3597, at 17 h. from which the distance AF in the

same point ot the orbit was found to be = 154272,
or more prcbably, supposing an error of 3' to have

been commiited in the observed longitude, =
J543-S7, that is, precisely equal to the former.

This error of observation may be supposed to be
very p-obable, for T. Brahe, after his expulsion

from Ijenmark, had not yet obtained a fixed place

of residence.

In the same manner, at 70° 55'' 0^' of mean
anr^maly, the dist.-'nce of the planet from the sun

was by one observation found to be 156O9O, and

by another 158111 ; and in the correspondent

point of the o|'posite semi-circle, to wit, at 289*
5' o" of mean anomaly, it was 1582 J 7.

At
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At 43' 7'^' 31" of mean anomaly, it was founfl,

by a single observation, to he, l63iOO; «nd at

316'' 30' -IQ", it was by one observation =:: l6iU51,
and by another = 162996.

At 11'= 37' O", it was by one observation =:

] 66 i SO, and by another, = l6tr20S ; ;in 1 at 348"
23' 0'\ it was by one ob->ervaLion ;= 1 66230.

In the same manner also, towards the perihelion,

it was fonnd to be = 147S20, or = 147/00, in

1 13° of mean anomaly, and = 147443 or 147750
in '147^.

Finally, in 162° and ] 98° of mean anomaly, it

was between 138054 and 1390OO. (Z.)

A comparative view of these observed distances,

and the distances calculated for the same degrees

of anomaly, in an oval orbit, where the mean dis-

tance was 152350, and the excentricity :== 14115,

is as follows

:

Mean anom. Observed dist.

/ //

u 37 166194 '

A3 23 31 163100

70 55 158100 Calculated.

87 9 24 154387
113 147760 166179

162 133954 162895
1575i0

Compl. mean anom. Observed dist.
153697

11 37 1 66230 146928
43 23 31 1("3028 138991
70 55 158:^17

87' 9 24 154400
113 147591
162 139000 -

It seemed, therefore, to be clearly established,

that the orbit of the planet, in all points except the

apsides, went beyond the 'oval assigned to it by the

present
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present theory ; and that, towards the mean dis-

tances, the ditrerence exceeded 600 parts.

The planes
, gg^ Before the distances of ?vTars from the snn,

ot the or- _
i i i • i i • • - •

i

b;fs p?iss round by this laborious nivestigation, were employ-
throiigh ej \yy Kepler for his present purpose of shewing:
the centre J i r r r o
•f the sun. that the planet's real orbit extended beyond the

oval, in all points except the apsides, he applies it

to demonstrate the propiicty of the innovation

which he had originiilly intended to introduce into

astronon-.y (iOO). He had conceived, that the

plane of every planetary orbit, and the line of its

apsides, ought to pass through the centre of the

sun, and not through the centre of the ecliptic:

and he was persuaded that, till this substitution

should be adopted, it was vain to expect any im-

portant improvement of the science. The argu-

ments hitherto adduced in support of this opinion

were imperfect, and not fully conclusive ; but the

equality of the planet's distances from the sun,

which he had now so laboriously established, in so

many corresponding points of both semi-circles of

anomaly, supplied him with a strict demonstration

of it, and enables us to rank it among his greatest

and most important discoveries.

Let A (fig. 73,*) be the centre of the sun, AG
the line of the apsides of Mars, DGE his excentric

described on the centre C, G its aphelion in 4s.

29°, AC the excentricity = 14140 in parts of

which the semi-diamctcr of the earth's orbit con-

tains 100000, F the centre of the cquant, GF£
the mean anomaly when the planet is in E, equal

to GFD, the complement of the mean anomaly

when the planet is in D. Suppose each of those

Jingles = 87^ g' 24^^; so that, if the lines AE, AD,
be drawn, each of them, as has been now investi-

* In fig. 73, F£ YD ought to be joined.

gated,
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gated, will be = 154400. Let also B be the centre

of the earth's orbit, and H of her equant; OA3N
her ht>e of apsii-lcF, where the aphelion N is in

()s 5'^ 30', and AB the excentrieity = 1800.

Join also BR. BD. Since N is in ps 5" 30', and
E in 7s 1=)' 30' (157), the anp^le EAB will be =
50'\ and AEB being a very small angle, the angle

EBA will be obtuse; and consequently EA longer

than EB. In like manner, since D is in 2s. 1'2° 30'

(157), and O the earth's perihelion in 3s. 5° 30',

the angle OAD will be = 23'', and its supplement

DAB = 157°j and consecjuently BD longer than

AD, or AE. Therefore BD is much longer than

BE; that is, the lines drawn from the centre of

the earth's orbit to any two correspondent points

of the opposite S( mi-circles are unequal. It is

even in general manifest, that there are no points

within the orhit, except those which lie in the line

Gx\ passing through the centre of the sun, from

which equal straight lines can possibly be drawn
to any two such correspondent points.

It is true that by joining BC, and producing it

to L, we may suppose this to be a new line of ap-

sides, and it may be said, ihat since D is less re-

mote than E from iis aph; lion L, it is not to be
wondered at that BD should be longer than BE.
But whatever lines of this kmd may be drawn, it

has been proved by the present invcsiigations(l 57),

th:it the lines AE, AD, must always continue equal.

Kow it vi-as before proved (see note on Article

]0()), that no new line of apsides, drawn through

the centre of the orbit described on C, could,

equally with AG, suit the observations in oppo-

sition; and if, to suit these, a third line HKF of
apsides should be drawn through H and F, the

centres of uniform motion, and the centre of the

orbit should be thereby displaced from C to K,
the
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the orbit would also be displaced, and come into

the situation MPQ ; and consequently the lines

AE, AD, terminating- in it, could no longer con-
tinue equal, as the observations out of opposition

have been now found to require.

It is also to be considered, that the orbit of

Mars was proved (150) to retire within the excen-

tric in all points between the apsides ; and it has

now been proved (157), th^t any two points equally

remote from either apsis fall equally within it. The
orbit, therefore, must be described on GFCAR as

its greater axis, and not on MPICHP : and if the

distances' from the point H should be calculated,

they would be found altop;ether irregular, and in-

capable of being bounded by any known curve.

To complete the evidence of a fact so impor-

tant, Kepler afterwards added two other proofs

equally decisive. 1. That the places of the nodes

were found to lie preeisely in a line passing thro'

the centre of the sun ; whereas, if they had been

situated in a line passing through the centre of

the ecliptic, the longitude of the ascending node

of Mars must have been 1^ J' 33'' less, and that

of the descending node 1° l' 33" greater than

those given by observation : and 2, That the in-

clination of the orbits could not otherwise be in-

variable, as had been before demonstrated (1 17) :

for had their intersection taken place in the centre

of the ecliptic, the heliocentric latitude at the

northern limit must have been two minutes less,

and at the southern two minutes greater than it

was actually found.

It was thus undeniably ascertained, that the

motion of every planet is in one invariable plane

passing through the centre of the sun: and the

(discovery was of greater importance to the im-

provement
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provement and simplification of astronomy than

any which had ever before been introduced, ex-

cept, perhaps, the Copernican system alone.

159. The undoubted conclusion from the in-

vestigations of Article 157 was, that the real path

of the planet went beyond the oval which it was

erroneously supposed to describe : but Kepler

justly thought that a conclusion so important

ought not to rest on any single method of proof,

and he therefore employed another equally deci-

sive. It was drawn from observations of the pla-

net before and after its oppositions, when the dis-

tances of the earth from the line of syzigy were

equal.

Let A (fig. 74) be the sun: B the earth before Observed

the opposition, and ABD the angle of elongation
;

jj,''^^";'^'''

and C the earth after the opposition, and ACDgattdby
the angle of elongation ; and let AD be the line ^'"'j'"^]'

of syzigy. The planet therefore, at the first ob-

servation, will be seen in some point G of the line

BD ; and at the second, in some point as H of

the line CD ; and from the given interval of the

observations, the angle GAH, described by the

planet, will be found with sufficient accuracy by
means of the vicarious theory. The distances also

of the planet from the sun, in the degrees of ano-

maly given by the vicarious theory, will be also

found by the usual methods of calculation, so as

not to err widely from the truth ; at least, if the

interval be not too great, and especially, if the op-

position has happened, either near the apsides, or

at the points QO*^ remote frotn them, the differ-

ences of the distances will be nearly found ; nor

will the form of the orbit, whether circular or oval,

make any considerable alteration on them.

If,
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If, therefore, with these distnnccs AG, AH, we
resolve the iri;Migles ABG, ACH, in which the

anjjfles of elongation are given by o'jtervation, and
the fiiflt-s AB, AC, by the solar theory^ in order to

find the angleb of commutation BAG, CAH, and
thence the angle GAH ; this angle, if AG, AH,
be too long, will come out less than the amount
of it given by the interval of the observations

;

and, if AG, AH, be too short, it will come out

greater ; that is, if for AG, AH, we have used

^E, AF, the angle will be EAF instead of GAH;
and, if we have used AK, AL, it will be KAL.
We shall also discover, by resolving the triangles

ABG, ACH, with the given angles BGA, CHA,
of parallax, instead of the sides AG, AH, whether

any error has been committed by the vicarious

theory, as to the positions of AG, AH ; for, if AG
has been erroneously advanced to y\E, and AH
to AL, we shall find ibr AG a distance AE too

long, and for AH a distance AL too short.

Accordingly, the observations before and after

the opposition on the 28th of December, 1582,

were these

—
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The difference of the two distances AE, AF, in

the seconrl and third observations, is = 4 2'JO,

and AF, though nearest to the aphelion, is the

shortest. From the previous calcuhition this dif-

ference ought to have been only 336. Taking
therefore a mean of both, we shall have AE =;

3220.54— S36 ^ „^ , . ^^ 322054- + 3:i6

2)
= i6o859 ; and AF = — ^~

= 161195 ; and with these resolving the triangles

ABE, ACF, we sh.dl find AE in 3 s. 16" 5', and
AF in 3 s. 17^ 55', each less advanced by about
]' 30" than according to the vicarious theory.

They seem therefore to be nearly the just dis-

tances ; though, on account of the smallncss of

the angles at E and F, they are not to be- depend-

ed upon.

Greater confidence may be placed on the results

from the first and fourth observations. The dif-

ference between AG and AH is = 5236. Bat by
the previous calculation it ought to be about 55/0.

rr^x r xr^ 321 35S — 5570 ..„ ^ i

Therefore AG = = 15879O; and

AH = 9-— = 164363; and with these

resolving the triangles ABG, ACH, AG will be

found in 3s. 0°4I', and AH in 4s. O'^ 8' 30^'

;

each less advanced also by about I'than according

to the vicarious theory. The results therefore tor

AG and AH seem to be almost accurate, espe-

cially as, by the observations of four successive

days about the opposition, the planet's longitude

in it given by the vicarious theory appeared to be
1' 30" too great ; and they confirm the results

from the two other observations, because the angles

at G and H are so considerable, that an error of 1''

in observing could not produce an error of above

£0 parts on either distance.

Kepler
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Kcplcr investigated, in the same manner, no
less than 2S distances, in different points of the

orbit ; and for the verification of them, he em-
ployed them conversely in deducing the geocentric

longitudes ; and the differences found between the

longitude thus calcidated, and the longitude ob-

served, were in general very inconsiderable. Only
when the planet was in Cancer, they fell 4 minutes

short of the observed longitudes, and in the oppo-

site part of the orbit as much exceeded them. But

it was impossible that those errors should have

proceeded from false distances; for the effects pro-

duced by this cause could not have been the satne

on both sides of an opposition, but would have

been contrary; and they were more probably sup-

posed to arise from an error in the position of the

aphelion. (Z.)

160, By these two different methods were the

distances of Mars from the sun investigated in no
less than forty difierent points of the orbit : but

before they should be compared with the distances

given by the oval theory, Kepler thought it neces-

sary to employ them in a new investigation of the

ratio of the orbits. This he had formeily at-

tempted by observations near the apsides ; but he

now proposed to add the testimony of some of the

present distances.

It appeared from five observations, that when Newinves-

Mars was in ll'"37' of mean anomalv, or more i'^'^^'f'^
"

..

accurately in 1 J° 5 '2', according to a correction of the oibit>.

15' found necessary on the vicarious theory, his

distance from the sun in the plane of the ecliptic

was i6(3!80, or l0(riO8 (J57); and therefore, as

this point was 23° distant from the northern limit,

the distance in the plane of the orbit must bff'

iQGloOf or J 062/8. It also appeared, that when
T th*
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the complement of the mean anomaly was 10^ g'

4l", or more correctly, 9° 54' 4\'^, the distances

was !()6311, or sisbtracting 1' 30" from the longi-

tude given by the vicarious theory, 1 66208 ; and^

consequently, by an addition of 1° 57' 1
9'' to the

complement of mean anomaly, so as to make it

11^52', the distance will be diminished, and be-

come =: 1661 13, or in the plane of the orbit =
166193. It was likewise found, that when the

complement of the mean anomaly was 8° 2' 2l",

or more accurately 7° 47' 5l'', the distance in the

plane of the ecliptic was 166396 5 and therefore

at a point 4° 4' 9^' more remote from the aphelion,

it will be = 166204, and in the plane of the or-

bit 166284. A mean of the results then, when
the complement of mean anomaly was 11° 52', is

J 66238; and a mean of the results in art. 135,

probably still more accurate, is 166260.

Since, then, at 1 r 52' of mean anomaly, or

of its complement, the distance is 166260, it is

evident that, whatever be the form of the orbit,

the excess of the aphelion distance above 166260,

cannot be greater than 250 ; and, if the orbit be

circular, it will be less. The aphelion distance

therefore, by the present investigation, is 166510.

In the investigation of art. MS, it was 1667SO,

but from less accurate observations.

The perihelion distance again was found in

art. 148, to be = 138500. feut, in art. 157, it

was found that the distance, when the complement
of mean anomaly was l60^ 45^ 30'', or more cor-

rectly, 160° 30' 30", came out = 138984 in the

plane of the ecliptic, or 139OOO. Suppose it then

~ 139000, when the planet is in lis. 21° of he-

liocentric longitude ; and consequently, since this

point is 35° beyond the limit, the distance in the

plane of the orbit will be = 13QO-19. The excess

of
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of this above the perihelion distance cannot be

greater than 876, and if the orbit were circular it

wonld be less. The perihelion distance therefore

will be — 1 38 173, less than 13S500 by 327.

Since, then, the aphelion distance

now found is = - - 1 665 10,

and the perihelion distance = - 1381/3,
hah' their sum, or the semi-diameter of

the orbit, will be = - - 15i31'2;

and the excentrieity = - 14 169,

or, in parts of the semi-diameter of the

earth's orbit := - - 100000,
the excentrieity will be = - QSOI.

But, as an excentrieity so great did not airrce

with the other observations ; and as Kepler had

f)und, by the greatest variety of trials, th;!t 92()5,

the excentrieity of art. 143, was the most probable,

and gave the niost accurate physical equations, he

adapted this to the present aphelion distance, in

or.ler to discover another periheiion distance, by

means of the analogy 100000 -|- 9265 : 100000
— 9265 :: 166510 : 138274 ; whence the semi-

'diameter of the orbit came out = 152400. But,

as too much confidence might thus seem to be

placed on the aphelion distance = i 665 10, and
too little on the jjciiht'lion distance =. 133173?
the conclusions which he finally adopted were

Aplielion dist. Perihelion ciist. Senii-d. of tlie orbit. Excentrieity.

166465 133234 152350 14115;
whereas before they were

16678O 138500 152640 14140;

and it was on the elements now investigfated, that

the comparison of art. 157 was made; and by
which it was so clearly established, that the oval

retired as far within the real orbit as the circle

went beyond it.

T2 16 J.
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Decisive \Q], Kepler appears to have made a much more
contiiiation . ' .

"^ '

,
•

i T
<f the oval minute comparison than that now mentioned; and
theory. to have submitted to the hibour of dcducinon the

distances for his oval orbit from the present ele-

ments, in all the 40 points of mean anomaly
which he had employed; and finding, that all of

them which lay between the apsides, fell generally

as much short of the observed distances, as the

calculated circular distances had exceeded them ;

the evidence was rendered undeniable and com-
pleat, that neither is the orbit of the planet a circle,

nor docs it retire within the circle so far as the

oval of bis present theory required, but passes

nearly in the middle between them.

Nor was he satisfied with a comparison thus la-

borious and minute ; for he also conversely calcu-

l;ited what geocentric longitudes would be given

by the distances of his oval theory ; and found

that in all the seven oppositions employed in his

second method of investigation (J 59), these lon-

gitudes, as must have been expected from distances

erring in defect, were always too far advanced be-

fore the opposition, and too little advanced after it.

This especially was evident at the oppositions of

1589 ^^^^^ 1591 in the descending, and of 1582
and 1595 in the ascending, semi-circle of anomaly ;

in all which the distance from the apsides was con-

siderable; and as the oval in these points retired

too far within the orbit, and the distances which

it gave erred sometimes 6^0 parts in defect, the

errors produced on the geocentric longitudes rose

sometimes to 20'. Kepler informs us also, that

this was observed by D. Fabricius, in East Fries-

land, as well as by himself j and so nearly was he

anticipated by this astronomer in the discovery of

the real form of the orbit, that, on communicating

to him the oval theory, his answer was, that all its

distances
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distances towards the intermediate parts were too

short.

An evidence to the same purpose was also given

by the errors of the equations of art. 15(3, though-
calculated according to the original and strictest

principles of the theory. For they concurred in

representing the motions of the planet as by far too

rapid in the intermediate parts of the orbit, and
consequently shewed the times or distances in

those parts to be shortened a great deal too much.
The conclusion, therefore, was, that the oval

theory, 1n endeavouring to avoid the errors of the

circle in excess, commits others equally conspicu-

ous in defect ; and the physical causes which

Kepler supposed to produce it, Lo use his own
language, fly off in smoke.

162. When it thus appeared that the breadth Accidental

of the lunula, cut off by the real orbit of Mars ^'j^^.^^y

from the exccntric, was but half of that cut off law of the

by the oval, and that., even at gO" from the ap- •^'^^''""s-

sides, where it was greatest, it did not exceed 6(30

parts of a semi-diameter = ]5'2i550 ; Kepler tells

us, that the vexation which he suffered was very

great ; not merely from the mortification of find-

ing a theory confuted on which he had founded

the most sanguine expectations, but principally,

from anxious and fruitless speculations concerning

the causes of his disappointment. But while his

mind was thus occupied, accident, as he candidly

informs us, v^as more friendly to him than all the

exertions of his ingenuity. The (J6o parts of a

semi-diameter = 152350 were equivalent to 432
parts of a semi-diameter zz 100000, that is, nearly

to 429 the half of 858, which he had found to be
in the same parts, the extreme breadth of the

lunula cut off in the oval theory ; and, happening

T 3 to
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to turn his attention to the greatest optical equa-

tion of Mars, which is between 5" '18' and 5° it)',

he perceived that 429 was also the excess of the

secant of 5- IS' above the radius 100000. By
the accidental discovery of this coincidence, he
tells us he was suddenly roused as from sleep, and
a new light seemed to dart in upon him. His
reasonings on the discovery were to this purpose.

Jt is at the points F and Q (fig. 64), of the excen-

tric, which are equally remote from either apsis,

that the greatest optical equation AFB takes

place ; and these are also the points where the

orbit retires farthest within the circle, and the ex-

treme breadth of the lunula, instead of amount-
ing to 858, arises only to 429. If, therefore, the

Fcmi-dinmeter BF or BQ, each = 100000, should

be employed instead of the secants AF and AQ,
each of which is = lOOl/O, as the distances of

the planet in these points F and Q of cxccntric

anomaly from the sun, they would be the very

<listanccs required by the observations; and, ex-

tending- this reasoninof to all the other divisions of

the excentric, he concluded in general, that if,

at the opposite points of it, E and R, D and S,

&:c., he should substitute, for AE, AR, and AD,
AS, &c. the lines VE, VU, TD, TS, kc, deter-

mined by perpendiculars AV, AT, o:c. drawn from

A to the diameters ER, DS, &;c. ; the distances

would be every where of tb.e just amount required

by the observations, and would iK-ilhcr err in ex-

cess, as those given by the circular theory, nor as

those given by the oval theory in dcfe-'t.

But though the propriety of substituhng BF
fur AF, ?t (JO"' of excentric anomaly, v»'as evident,

it rcniair.ed to be proved, whether the like substi-

tution of VE for A!% and of ID for AD, &c.,

was equally admissible in the other points of the

orbit.
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brViit. Accordinf^ly, to all the true anomalies of

art. 157, which from the lonp;itiule of the aphe-

lion and the hchoccntric longitude of the planet

were given, he calculated the excentric anomalies

CBD, CBE, and the optical equations ADB, AEB.
Then, with the distances AD, AE, or AS, AR,
pven in the circular theory, he calculated, by the

analoev sec. ADB : R :: AD : DT, all the 'lines

TD, VE, or TS, VR, and {oiind their coincidence

with the observed distance in these points almost

perfect: at least, the differences were altogether

insignificant. The following is a comparative view

of both.

In the descendino; semi-circle.

Observed distances.

166194
163022
158101
154400
147760
13Q000

Calculated.

1 66228
163160
158074
154338
147yl8

139093

Differences.

34 +
138 -f

27 —
62 —
158 -f

93 -f

In the ascending semi-Qircle.

Observed distances. Calculated. DilTerences.

166348 166228 120 —

.

163100 163160 60 +.
158217 1580/4 143 —

.

154278 154338 60 +.
147871 I479I8 47 +.
138984 139093 109 +.

Where two conclusions for the observed dis-

tance had been made, a mean of them was taken;

and it is evident, that as the difterenccs are so

irregular, and at the same time so inconsiderable,

T 4 Ihey
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they are principally to be ascribed to errors of ob-
servatiot).

It is evident that the substitution now described

was the same in effect, as if, in the original form
of the theory (fig. 63, No. l), AM were substi-

tuted for AD ; or if, in the separate epicycle,

(fig. 63, No. 2), AO were substituted for AM or

AN, and AS for AQ or APw ; and, that by it the

planet is not at all supposed to move in ihc cir-

cumference GNR of its epicycle, but only to

jibrate r.pvvards and downwards in its diameter ;

and it therefore became unnecessary to institute a

like comparison with ihe distances given by the

second method of investigation (15C)), because in

it the librations of the planet, or the variations of

its distance from the sun, had been the only sub-

jects of consideration.

Diametral Jt appeared therefore, from the most numerous

ciiinib'en-
ot)scrvations made in all points of the orbit pro-

tiHidis- miscuouslv, that the lines TD, TS, or VE, VR,
tanccs. which Kcjyler called diametrdl distances, were the

exact measures of the real distances of the planet

from the sun, in those points of the orbit which

it occupied, when, according to the circular theory,

it would have been found in the points D, S, or

E, R, with the distances AD, AS, or AE, AR ;

which, he called circuuiferential ; as supposing the

planet to revolve in the circumference of its epi-

cycle, and not to librate in its dia^ncter. (Aa.)

163. It was now to be expected, that when
Kc[;lcr had discovered a method of calculating the

just distances of the plar.et in all poiuts of its 01 bit

fiom the sun, that no farther ditlieully would oc-

cur in deducing from tbem just ecjuations. But,

Dotwiih.standing this imj)ortant discovery, he uas

ijot immediately succcsssful ; and, by a falt^e appli-

cation
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cntion of his distances, though in thcnriselves just

and accurate, his fears of a new disappointment

were again revived. Accordingly, in one of those

lively sallies of fancy, by which he was as much
distinguished as by sagacity of perception, he tells

us that, though the last and most secret retreat of

the truth was discovered, the reluctant inhabitant

did not immediately deliver herself up to his pos-

session, and applies to her the verses of Virgil ;

—

Malo me Galatea petit, lasciva puella ;

Et fugit ad salius, et se cupit ante videri.

The cause of this new alarm he thus describes.

On the points A, B, (fig. 77), let the equal

circles HKS, GDT, be described, and let AB be

the excentricity of the orbit. Let the equal arches

UK, GD, represent the same excentric anomaly,

and join ]3K, which will be parallel and equal to

AB. On K describe, with the distance DK, the

epicycle LD, and draw AK producing it, if ne-

cessary, to meet the epicvcle again in L; by which
means LD will bean arch of the epicvcle similar

to GD. Join BD,vand from D draw to AL, AG,
the perpenfliculars DE, DC. It is evident, from

what has been now proved, that the accurate dis-

tnnce of the planet from the sun, at the time

when, if it moved in the circle ADT, it would be

found in the point D, is the line AE ; and it is

required to know what time it has employed in

attaining this excentric anomaly GBD. Now, be-

cause GC, the versed sine of GD, that is, after

reduction to the dimensions of the epicycle, the

libration LE, subtracted from AL =: AG, gives

the accurate length of AE, Kepler tells us, he

supposed liiat the position of its extremity E was

t(J be sought for in the semi diameter BD of the

excentric, and not in the perpendicular DC; and

to find it, he described on A as a centre, with the

distance
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distance AE, the arch EZF, meeting BD in Z.
False pcsi- According to this supposition AZ would have been

di'anuti'al'^
the accuratc distance of the planet, in position as

-diltances, Well as magnitude, when GBD was its excentric

anomaly ; and the angle GAZ would have been

the true anomaly ; though, as was afterward dis-

covered, the true anomaly corresponding to the

time, or area DAG, ought to have been the angle

GAF, determined by the line AF, drawn to A
from the point F, where the arch EZF meets the

perpendicular DC.
The mistake was first discovered by experiment.

On calculating the mean anomaly, or circular area

DAG, corresponding to the excentric anomaly
GBD, ha found thwt, whether the calculation was

jnadc by taking the sum of the diametral distances

from A of all the points of equal division in GD,
or by adding the triangle DAB to the sector GBD,
the substitution of the angle GAZ for GAF, al-

ways rendered the true anomaly greater by 5' 30",

jibout the first and fourth octants, than the result

from the vicarious theory ; and, about the second

and third octants, nearly as much less. As the

equations therefore, even when deduced in this

manner from librations, differed from the truth,

he ascribed his errors to the librations ; and, not-

withstanding the just distances which they were

found to give, he for some time abandoned them.

The ellipse therefore seemed now to be his only

resource for applying to any use, the natural prin-

ciple of the motions being inversely as the times;

and he supposed that, in having recourse to the

ellipse, he was returning to a theory perfectly dif-

ferent from his theory of librations.

His argumentation in returning to the ellipse,

was to this purpose :
" The circle gave true ano-

malies erring in excess, and the oval substituted

for
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for it, and which had been considered in his cal-

culations as coincident vvilh an eUipse, gave them
erring in defect ; and, since the errors were of

contrary kinds and equal, another ellipse must
therefore be the only curve which can annihilate

them. But, if the path of the planet be an ellipse,

it mn^t follow, that the point Z cannot be substi-

tuted for F, because this would render the plane

of the orbit too broad towards the aphelion, and
transform the ellipse into an oval. For, let K, /\

be two positions of the centre of the epicycle

equally remote from the opposite apsides. Since

the angles EDB, edB, are right, and the sines

DE, de, of the cxcentric anomalies equal, it is

evident that the arch EZ of less curvature will

cut off a smaller portion DZ of the semi-diameter

DB, than that vvhich the arch ez of greater cur-

vaturo quts otr from the semi-diameter ^-/B ; and
therefore the curve which passes through the

points Z, z, will retire more within the circle

GMT at r/, than at D. As it is, therefore, only

an elliDSc which can l)isect the lunula:; cut off from
L

the plane of the cxcentric by the ellipse Vvhich was
substiiuled for the oval, and consequently remove
the errors both of the circular and of the oval

theories ; and the orbit produced in the manner
now described, is an oval, and not an ellipse, the

errors will not be removed by it, and the equations

will continue to be false."

As Kepler, therefore, had no solicitude about

the equations which his new ellipse would yield,

because it was every where to bisect the former

lunula; ; so neither was he very solicitous, lest its

distances should diftcr from those given by obser-

vation, because the best observations of ihe a^e
left them to a considerable degree uncertain. But
when no reason could be discovered, making it

necessary
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necessary for a planet to abandon the librations

which produced distances so accurate ; and to pre-

fer, as the equations testified, an elliptical orbit

;

and when his utmost attention and study for this

purpose, were for a long time entirely unavailing,

he tells us, that his perplexity was extreme, and

almost approaching to derangement ot mind. This
perplexity, however, was at last found to be so

groundless, as lo appear ridiculous : and the libra-

tions in the diameter of the epicycle were disco-

vered to be so far from inconsistent with an ellip-

tical orbit, that they actually f)roduced it, and
suggested a method by which it might be de-

scribed ; and the equations deduced from its areas

were confirmed, both by the vicarious theory and
the most accurate observations.

The Ulna- 1^^- The identity of an elliptical orbit, and the

tionspio- curve described by a planet in consequence of its

duceanel-
]ibrations, in the diameter of an epicycle, may be

lipse.
, ,

'
,

f J ' J

thus demonstrated.

Let A and B be two points in the line GT, and

on them as centres let the equal circles HKS and

GDT be described. From the extremities of the

diameters GT, HS, let the equal and similarly

situated arches GD, HK, be taken, and let DK
be joined. On the centre K, with the distance

KD, describe the epicycle LD, and through A
and K draw the line AK, producing it, if neces-

sary, to meet the epicycle again in L. From D
draw to GT and AK, the perpendiculars DC, DE;
and on A, with the distance AE. describe the

circle EF, meeting DC in F. The point F will

be in the circumference of an ellipse, whose trans-

verse axis is GT, the dinmcter of the circle GDT,
and its cx<'entricity ABthe distance of the centres

of the circles HKS aqd GDT.
Through
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Through B, the centre of GDT, draw the semi-

(^iaineter BM. perpendicular to GT, and cuttinf^

the circle HKS in N ; and join BD, AD, AF, AN.
Because A is the centre of the circle EF, the

lines AE, AF, are equal; and, therefore D A^
— AE^ = DA^ — AF^ But BA^ = DO + AC^
and AF^ == FC- + AC- ; and therefore

DA^ — AE^ = BC- — FC\
But the triang-les DKE, DBC, arc similar; for,

since GD = HK, the lines DK and GB are pa-

rallel ; and the angles at C and E are right. There-

fore DC^ : DB^ :: DE^ : DK^ ; that is, since DB
= AK, and therefore DK zz AB, and since also

DB = BM, DC^ : BM^ :: DE^ : AB\ But
DE^ = DA^ — AE^ = DC^ — ¥C- ; and

AB^ = AN^ — BN^ z= BM^ — BN\ 1 hereforc

DD : BM^ :: DC^ — FC^ : BM^ — BN^ : Or
DC^ : Fe :: BM^ : BN^ ; and

DC : FC :: BM : BN.
But since AN = BM, the line BN will be the

semi-conjugate axis of the ellipse, whose semi-

"transverse axis is GB =: BM, and its excentricity

AB =: KD: and, since DC : FC :: BM : BN,
and DC perpendicular to the axis GBT, the point

F will be a point in the circumference of the same
ellipse, and FC an ordinate to the axis GBT.

Cor. If GT be also the transverse axis of the

ellipse GKT (fig. 7S), the distance AF of the

point F, where the ellipse is cut by the perpendi-

cular DC, drawn to GT from an) point D of equal

division in the circumference GMT, will be equal

to the diainetral distance XD of that point D; and
the sum of the distances ot such points F trom A,
the focus of the ellipse, whether in the whole el-

liptical circumference, or in the particular arch

GF, will be equal to the correspondent sum of

the diametral distances, cither in the whole cir-

cular
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cular circuinference GMT, or the particular

arch GD.
For, if the diameter T)J pnss through the two

opposite points of division D, d, and there be
drawn throu^jh A the line Ee parallel to DJ, and
from D and d, the perpendiculars DEj de to E^,

it is evident that AF rr: AE = DX.

tqxn'Aom jQ^^ j^^ I'pjg curvc described bv a planet, in
m the cl- -.,.,. -^

, ' ,

lipse. consequence of its librations, was thus demon-
strated to be an ellipse, there was no necessity for

attempting its {jnrticular quadrature, in order to

deduce the just equations ; because ihey followed

from the known relation between the ellipse and
the circle : and his procedure was founded on the

following reasoning.

I. If the circumference GMT be divided into

any number of indelinitely small equal parts,, the

circuljr area GMT v^'ili be a just measure of tr.c

diametral distances of all the points of division,

from any exccnlric point A in the diameter GT.
For, let D, J, be two opposite points of the divi-

sion, join Del, and draw to it from A the perpen-

dicular AX. The lines XD, X^/, are the diametral''

distances of the points D, r/, from A, and the sum
of the lines XD, X.;/, is equal to the .sum of the

semi-diameters BD, BJ. The whole sum, there-

fore, of all the diametral distances will be equal to

the sum of as many semi-diameters ; and, as the

area GMT is a just measure of the whole sum of

the semi -diameters, so will it also be of the whole

sum of diametral distances.

. 2. Supposing the same division of the circular

circumference GMT, let GT be the diameter

which passes through the excentric point A, and.

from A let the line AD be drawn to any point D
of the division cutting off from the semi circle tbo

arch
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arch GD ofexcenttlc anomaly, and from Its area,

the area GDA : this area GDA will also be a like

measure of the sum of diametral distances in the

arch GD. For the area GDA consists of two
parts, the sector GBD, and the triangular area

ABD ; of which the former increases in the ratio

of the number of semi-diameters drawn to the

points of division in GD, and the latter in the ra-

tio of the sines of excentric anomaly terminating
AB

in these points, and multiplied into —^. But the

sum of the diametral distances consists also of two
parts; of which the first is the actual sum of the

semi-diameters, and the second the sum of as

many cosines BX, or BC multiplied in AB, of ex-

centric anomaly as there are sines : and, since this

sum of cosines increases in the ratio of the sines,

it will increase equally with the triangular area

ABD. As therefore the whole area GiMT is a

just measure of the whole sum of the diametral

distances, the particular circular area GDA is a

like measure of the sum of diametral distances

corresponding to the points of equal division ia

GD. (Bb.)

3. If the excentric point A be one of the foci

of the ellipse GKT, described on the diameter

GT as its greater axis, and perpendiculars as DC
be drawn from all the points of equal division ia

the circumference GMT, to the axis GT, cutting

the ellipse in as many points F, the whole sum of

the lines AF, which may be drawn from A to the

points of unequal division in GKT, is equal to

the whole sum of diametral distances of the points

of division in GMT ; and the particular sum of

the lines AF drawn to the points of division in GF,
is equal to the particular sum of the diametral dis-

tances in GD. The whole area therefore GMT,
being
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being a jast measure of the sum of diametral dis-

tances, will also be a jast measure of the sum of

elliptical distances ; and the particular cnxular

area GDA, will be a like me^'.sure of the parlicular

sum of eliiplical distances in GF,
But the whole circular area GMT is to the

whole elliptical area GKT, as the porticular cir«

cular area GDA is to the particular elliptical area

GFA. The determination, therefore, of this area

GFA, by means of the relation between the circle

and the ellipse, will be equivalent to the summa-
tion of the elliptical distances in GF, or the dia-

metral distances in GD ; and the angle GAF, in

which this area terminates at the sun in A, will be

the true anomaly corresponding to the mean ano-

maly, which is represented either by the elliptical

area GFA, or by the circular area GDA; for these

areas arc always to each other in the same constant

( ratio. (Cc.)

Termina- l66. Thc anomalisticnl arch GF, which the
tion ot the planet describes in the time represen-ted by the

cal aich. ^rca (jt A, or GDA^ was, accordmg to this reason-

ing, made to terminate in the ordinate DFC, But
Kepler was so prepossessed with the opinion, that

it ought to terminate, not in the point F of this

ordinate, but in a point of the semi- diameter BD,
as for example Z, where the arch EF described

on A, with the distance AE or AF, meets that

semi-diameter, that he was doubtful about the

truth of his reasoning ; for the ellipse was divided

by such ordinates into unequal arches, and the

effect produced was to determine the tinies of de-

scribing these ; whereas the end which seemed to

be proposed, was to estimate the times of de-

scribing equal arches. It was therefore by trial

and experience, that his conviction of the truth of

his
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his reasoning was principally established ; and, in-

deed, the fact was ascertained before the reason-

ings were employed.

His principal experiment was to this purpose.

He calculated the whole diametral distances for

every degree of excentric anomaly, and adding

them together in their order, not only found the

whole sum, which was rr 30000000 ; but also the

particular sum corresponding to the degrees of the

same anomaly in any given arch GD. Thenj
drawing from the given point D the ordinate DC,
cutting the ellipse in F, he joined AD, AF ; and
supposing the whole sum SOOOOOOO, to be equi-

valent to the whole elliptical area, and the parti-

cular sum corresponding to the degrees in GD
to be equivalent to the particular elliptical area

GFA, he had this analogy, as 360000OO is to

3] 4 15926536, the whole area of the circle, so is

the sum corresponding to the divisions of GD, or

the equivalent area GFA to the circular area GDA.
The result for the area GDA left no doubt about

the justice of the supposition ; for, when calcu-

lated by this analogy, it came out perfectly the

same as if he had calculated it by finding the

amount of the triangular area ABD, and adding

this area to the sector GBD, (Dd.)

He found also that, by supposing the anomalis-

tical arch to terminate in the semi-diameter BD,
and not in the ordinate DC, the same error en-

sued which had formerly made him abandon the

theory of librations. For, an area GZA, and not

GFA, became the mean anomaly corresponding to

the excentric arch GD ; and the angle GAZ, the

true anomaly : and this angle, in the same man-
ner as formerly, was found to exceed the truth in

the first and fourth quadrants, and to fall short of

it in the second and third. But the ane^le GAF
U was
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was always found to be the same with the true

anomaly of the vicarious theory ; that is, it en-
tirely agreed with the observations.

167. In this manner it was that Kepler dis-

covered and established the celebrated law, by
which iJl the planets are regalated in describing

their various orbits ; namely, that every such orbit

is an ellipse, in one of the foci of which the sun

is situated ; and that, in revolving round this com-
mon focus, the planet describes areas, as GFA,
of its ellipse proportional to the times in which it

moves through the elliptical arches, as GF, by
which those areas are subtended. It only remained

therefore, to explain or investigate the methods of

deducing the equations of a planet from the prin-

ciples now established.

From the The first problcm proposed for that purpose was,

^oma[y^to ^''^m the givcu excentricity and excentric anomaly,
find the to find the correspondent mean anomaly.

The excentric anomaly is the angle or sector

GBD, or the arch GD which measures them : or

it is the elliptical arch GF, because this arch is

divided by ordinates to the axis into the same
number of parts with GD. The required mean
anomaly, again is the circular area GDA, or the

elliptical area GFA, because each of them has a

constant and determined ratio to the sum of the

diametral or elliptical distances, that is, to the

time; and therefore will justly measure it.

The circular area, GDA, consists of two parts.

The first is the sector GBD ; which, because the

arch GD is given, will be also given in parts of

which the whole area of the circle contains 36o.

For example, if the arch GD, or the angle GBD,
were = 10", the sector, or area, GBD, would be

also = 10^
The

mean,
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The other part of the area GDA, is the trian-

gular space ABD. To find this in the most ex-

peditious manner, Kepler previously caleulated

the area of the trinngle MAB, when the excen-

tric anomaly GBM is = 90°. This area is =:

M^^ ^ K. i^ = 463200000 ; and, as the

whole circular area is to 36(P, so is this area

463200000 to 1910s" =: 5° 18' 28". Now,
MAB : DAB :: MB : DC :: R : sin. GD ; and

therefore, if the given exccntric anomaly GD
were = lO", the trian2:ular space DAB would be

= MAB. sin. GD = 3318".7 = ^-5' \S".7.

Therefore GDA = GBD -f- DAB = 10^ 55'

IS". 7^

With equal ease he solved a second problem— From the

from the given excentric anomaly, to find the true anomaly'!

anomaly, that is, the ande GAF. For the 00-^0^°'^^^*
-' '

/
o ... true.

sine BC of the given arch GD, is given in parts of

BD = 100000; and, when GD is = 10°, will

be = 98481. Since also AB, in the same parts,

is = 9261, and R : cos. ABX (zz GBD) :: AB :

BX, the line BX will be = ()I24. Therefore

DB H- BX = AE rr. AF = 109124 ; and, since

AC r= AB -i- BC = 107746, we shall have in the

right-angled triangle FAC, AF : AC ::.R : cos.

GAF = 9° 4' 56^^. The whole equation therefore,

or difference between the true and mean anoma-
lies, will be = 1° 50' 22".7. In the second and
third quadrants of excentric anomaly, A/ will be

= ^B c/D BX, and Ac = AB ^ BC.

168. It was a business of greater difficulty toFroaithe

find the excentric anomaly, from the excentricity t\^"|nd"°i^

and the true anomaly given. Two solutions, how- excentric

ever, of this problem were found, and the pnnci-^"°°^^''

pies of the first were these.

U2 l.The
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Solution ]^ The parts GD, of the ordinates to the greater

axis KP, which are intercepted between the ellipse

KHP (fig. 80), and the excentric KEF described

upon KP as its diameter, increase in the ratio of

the sines of excentric anomaly. For GD : HE ::

CD : FE.
2. The tangent MD of the angles DBG, by

which the intercepted j)arts GD of the ordinates

are subtended at B, the centre of the orbit, would
increase in the ratio of the cosines of excentric

anomaly, if GD were supposed to continue in-

variable.

If BG be produced to meet the tangent in M,
we shall have DM : GD :: sin. DGM I'sin. DMG;
whence DM. sin. DMG = GD. sin. DGM. But
the difference between DMG and a right angle is

almost insensible ; for its complement DBG, un-

der which GD is seen from B, does not even in

the orbit of Mars, and at its TNtiximimi, exceed 8

minutes. Therefore the tangent DM will be as

GD. sin. DGM = GD. sin. BGC ; or, since GD
is supposed to continue invariable, as sin. BGC.
But BGC is very nearly equal to BDC, the com-
plement of the excentric anomaly KBD, and

cannot at its maximum exceed BDC above 8 mi-

nutes. Therefore DM will always be very nearly

as sin. BDC, that is, as cos. KBD = BC. This

tangent therefore, if GD were invariable, would,

at the points K, a[)d P, subtend the greatest angle

DBM ; for there it coincides with GD, and at

these points the cosine BC is greatest ; and, at L,

and the opposite point, Q,QP remote from K and P,

it coincides with BL, and the angle which it sub-

tends vanishes with BC.
3. The tangent of the angle DBG, or, since

very small angles arc as their tangents, the angle

DBG
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DBG increases nearly in the compound ratio of

the sine and cosine of the exccntric anomaly.

The magnitude of the angle DBG depends, 1st,

on the magnitude of the intercepted part DG of

the ordinate DC, which increases from nothing in

K to its greatest amount in L, according to the

ratio of the sines; and, 2dly, on the apparent

ma2;nitude of the tangent DM, to the eye placed

in B ; and this apparent magnitude has been seen

to decrease from K to L, in the ratio of the co-

sines. On the first account the angle DBG is

= 0, in K ; because there the sine of exccntric

anomaly is = : and on the second account

DBG is also = 0, in L; because there the co-

sine of exccntric anomaly is = 0. But this angle,

at 45^ from K and L, has risen to more than half

its greatest amount ; for the sine of 45° is =:

70711, that is, greater than half the radius, and
the cosine of 45° is equal to its sine. The rect-

angle, therefore, under the sine and co-sine of ex-

centric anomaly, is greatest ac 45°, and becomes

a square equal to half the square of the radius.

4. Let KBD be the exccntric artomaly, from

the focus A draw to the exccntric the line AE pa-

rallel to BD, from D and E draw to the axis KP
the ordinates DC, EF, meeting the ellipse in G
and H, and let BG, AH, be joined ; the angle

DBG will be equal to the anHc'EAH. For CD :

DG :: FE : EH, and CD : DB :: FE ; EA.
Therefore DG : DB :: EH : EA ; and, since the

angles CDB, FEA, are equal, the angle DBG is

also equal to the angle EAEI.
5. The angle EAH is accurately as sin. KAE.

cos, KAH
;

(for its equal DBG has been proved

to be as sin, CBD. cos. KBG), and therefore nearly

as sin. KAE. cos. KAE.
This angle EAH, at its greatest amount in 4p°

U3 Qf
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of excentric anomaly, may be found in this man-
ner. When KBL is = 90°, the intercepted part

LN of BL is z=z 429, or 432 (162); and, since

BL : LN :: CD : DG, or 100000 : 432 :: 707II
: DG, this intercepted part will, in 45° of excen-
tric anomaly, be found = 3\5 ; and consequently

CG = 7039(3. Since, then, CB = 70/11, the

an^le CBG will be = 44^ 52' u/, and DBG =
CBD — CBG = 7' ^n" = EAH.
Hence the angle EAH at any other point of ex-

centric anomaly, suppose at 30\ will be readily

found. For, since sin. 45°. cos. 45^ iz: 5000000000,
and DBG at 45'^ of excentric anomaly = 7' 4 l'',

the angle EAH at 30^ of the same anomaly, will

be found by this analogy, sin. 45*^. cos. 45''
:

7''

,, • . sin. 30. COS. 30 ^ //41" :: sin. 30. cos. 30-: —.— —. 46}" =
sm. 4o. COS. 4o

4330150000 ,_ 86603 ,r,,it ^ or,.ii ~ (]' n.i,
5000000000-'^^^ - looooo-^^' -^9^ -^ -"^

= EAH.
Suppose then, that it were required to find the

excentric anomaly KBE, corresponding to the

given true anomaly KAH. The angle EAH, as

has now been seen, is zz 6' 3S'', and consequently

KAE =. 30° 6' 38'^ Therefore we shall have in

the triangle EAB, sin. BEA = -

—

'-^i—— =
9264, sin. 30° 6' 38"

i -nr-

*

^n ^ / . // »,

iooooo ',
^"'' ^E^'^ = 2 29 -'Q'-^-

Whence the required excentric anomaly KBE
will be zz 32° 46' 27^.7 ; and from KBE thus

found, the mean anomaly, or area KEA, in parts

of the circular area- or KHA, in parts ot the ellip-

tical area, will be found as in the former article.

A practical rule, arising from the above investi-

gation, for finding the angle EAH at any point of

true anomaly, was this : Multiply the sine of the

given true anomaly into the cosine, double the

product.
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product, cut off the five last figures, and multiply

the result into 461". The importance of this ab-

breviation, while logarithms were unknown, is

obvious.

169. The other solution was by means of an solution

algebraical analysis. Let the given true anomaly second.

GAF (fig. 78), be = <?, BD = R, AB = a,

BC = ^, BX = y. Then AF rr DX = R -^-y,

and since R : cos. <p :: R -}-jV '- AC, we shall have

AC = —~ cos. (p, and therefore x = AC —
An =z —~- cos. (p — a.

But, on account of similar triangles, a : y :i

R : .r = — . Therefore —^ = —5-^'' cos. (b — ai
a a i\.

and by the solution of this simple equation, the

value of BX = y, and consequently of BC = x,-

the cosine of the required excentric anomaly will

be found. In general —— = ~'^^
cos. (p ^ a.

For example, let GAF = 9 be = 30°, and
consequently its cosine, in parts of BD = 86603 ;

and, since AB = 9264, the equation will become
100000?/ 100000 ^^^ , 86603 ^^, m, ,

-926r = looooo
^^^03 + rooooo^- 9^^4- ^^at

is, 10.79445^— oMQozy = 86603 — 9264. Or

9.92842J' = 77339. Whence

y = 7789, and x = —^ = 84078.

The required angle therefore, GBD, of which this

is the cosine, will be = 32° 46' 38''.

170. Thus was Kepler enabled to deduce, from

the law which he had with such labour and inge-

nuity established, the equations of a planet in all

ppints of its orbit : and, by these operations, the

U 4 important
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important problem of finding in all cases the rela-

tion between the mean and true anomalies, might
be considered as practically, though indirectly,

solved. For, from the true anomaly given, the

excentric anomaly might always be obtained, and
irom the excentric anomaly the mean ; and as these

operations might be performed, not only for every

degree, but even for every minute and second of

true anomaly, tables might be constructed, exhi-

biting all the possible equations, or differences,

between them. But, with respect to the direct so-

lution of the problem—from the mean anomaly
given to find the true-^-hc tells us that he found

it impracticable, and that he did not believe there

was any geometrical or rigorous method of attain-

ing^ to it. He was oblio;ed therefore to content

himself with imploring the assistance of geometers,

and proposing to them the problem in the follow-

ing terms.

Kepler's Having the area of part of a semi-circle given,

problem, and a point given in its diameter, to determine an

arch of the semi- circle, and an angle at the given

point, such that the given area may be compre-

hended by the lines including the angle, and by

the required arch : or, to draw from a given point

in the diameter of a semi-circle, a straight line di-

yiding the area of the semi-circle in a given ratio.

This is the famous problem peculiarly distinguished

by the name of Kepler's problem : and it is obvi-

ous, that if the solution were obtained in the semi-

circle, the position of the line, as AF, which

should divide the semi-elliptical area in the same
ratio, would immediately follow, from the known
relation between the elHpse and circle. This pro-

blem has, ever since the time of Kepler, continued

to exercise the ingenuity of the ablest geometers ;

but no solution of it which is rigorously accurate

has
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has been obtained. Nor is there much reason to

hope that the difficulty will ever be overcome ;

because, as Kepler remarks, a circular arch, and

any of the lines drawn about it, as the sines, are

quantities of different kinds; and it transcends the

powers of geometry to express their mutual relation

with perfect accuracy.

171. When Kepler had thus completed his His new

theory of the planetary motions in longitude, he
jJJ.^'JJi"'""

had the satisfaction to find a new confirmation of theiati-

his principles in the success with which they re- ^" "*

presented the whole varieties of observed latitude.

Here all the former theories had utterly failed ;

even his own vicarious theory, though far superior

to the rest, had received the most decisive confu-

tation from its false representations of the latitudes;

and it shewed the impossibility of justly represent-

ing them in any orbit which was exactly circular,

because the distances of the planet, both from the

earth and the sun, given by an orbit of this form,

were in general false. But when the true form of

the orbits was discovered, when their mutual ratios

and excentricities were determined, and when it

was ascertained that their planes intersected each

other in a line passing through the centre of the

sun, the mutual distances of the planets, the earth

and sun, obtained by calculation, were the same
with the real distances ; the inclinations of ihe or-

bits appeared to be invariable ; and, without any of

the former improbable suppositions of oscillation in

three various directions, the geocentric latitudes,

calculated with such distances and inclinations,

corresponded in the most accurate manner with the

latitudes observed. His new theory even enabled

him to explain xhe, phano)?ienon, vi'hich not only the

old astronomers, but T, Brahe himself considered

as a paradox, that the observed latitudes were not

always
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always the greatest at the oppositions. For, as the

observed latitude of a planet would evidently be
at its nnaximum, if the planet were in opposition in

the limits, atid at the same time at its least distance

from the earth ; it must necessarily follow, that if

the planet Vv'ere observed, before an opposition for

example, at a certain distaiiee from the earth, and
*with a certain heliocentric latitude, and if that

distance should increase towards the opposition in

a greater ratio than the sine of the heliocentric

latitude, the geocentric latitude towards the oppo-

sition would be diminished.

riis third 172. Another discovery made by Kepler, of
^'^^'

equal importance, though not distinguished by the

same steady and scrupulous prosecution of princi-

ples through their various consequences, which it

indeed precluded, but produced chiefly by his ex-

traordinary propensity to trace analogies, was bis

famous law concerning the mutual relation be-

tween the distances of the planets from the sun, and
the periods of their revolution. He had determined,

as we have seen, by various methods, the distances

of every planet from the sun : that the distance of

Jupiter, for example, is about five times, and of

Saturn more than nine times, greater than the dis-

tance of the earth from the sun. But he found

also, that the ratios of the times, in wdiich the

planetary revolutions were performed, were by no
means the same with those of the distances ; for

the time of the revolution of the earth is but a

twelfth part of the time of Jupiter's revolution,

and but a thirtieth part of that of Saturn's revo-

lution : and as he had considered the Copernican

arrangement of the planets to be defective and

unsatisfactory, while no known relation subsisted

between those distances and times, the discovery

of this relation became to him an object of the

greatest
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greatest interest, and, indeed, of restless curiosity.

His trials for this purpose were various and re-

peated ; he first employed himself in comparing
the ratios of the simple distances, or times, with

those of the regular solids in geometry, and with

the divisions of musical chords ; it next occurred

to him, on the 8th of March 16IS, that, instead

of comparing together the simple distances and
times, he should compare the numbers expressing

their similar powers, such as their squares, or their

cubes, &c. ; and, lastly, he made the very com-
parison on which his discovery was founded, be-

tween the squares of the times and the cubes of

the distances; but, through some error of calcula-

tion, no common relation was found between them.

Finding it impossible, however, to banish the sub-

ject from his thoughts, he tells us that, on the 8th

of the following May, he resumed the last of these

comparisons, and by repeating his calculations with

greater care, found, with the highest delight and
even astonTshment, that the ratio of the squares of

the periodical time-s of any two planets was con-

stantly and invariably the same with the ratio of the

cubes of the greater axes of their orbits, or of their

mean distances from the sun. The mean distance,

for example, of the earth from the sun to that of

Jupiter from the sun, is as I to 5.2, and the time

of a sider-eal revolution of the earth to the time of

Jupiter's sidereal revolution, as 3d5d. 6h. g' ll".2

to 4332d. 8h. 5l' 25".6. Now, the nun^.ber which
expresses how often the square of the time of Ju-

piter's revolution contains that of ihc revolunon

of the earth, is 140.68/4 ; and this number also

expresses, with equal exactness, how often the

cube of Jupiter's distance contains the cube of the

distance of the earth. This ce!(i)ratcd law received

the most perfect confirmation on the discovery of

the
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the various secondary planets of the system ; for

these were all found to be subjected to it in their

revolutions round their respective 'primaries ; and

Newton has demonstrated, that it is the necessary

and universal law of all bodies revolving round a

centre, and gravitating towards it in the inverse

ratio of the squares of their distances from it.

Recapitu- 3 73. This, then, is the history of the progress
utiQii. ^£ Kepler, in making those celebrated discoveries,

which first gave to astronomy a just title to the

name of science. Even at the beginning of his

astronomical studies, and when his views were

limited to the single object of referring the mo-
tions of the planets to the centre of the sun, in-

stead of the centre of the ecliptic, his discoveries

were of very great importance : and it is to his in-

genuity in prosecuting this original design, that

astronomy is indebted for the introduction of many
valuable principles, which were either before un-

known, or known imperfectly, and improperly ap-

plied. Of this kind are his new and various me-
thods for determining the places of the nodes, and
the inclinations of the orbits ; the doctrine of the

invariableness of these inclinations ; the principles

of the only just and legitimate reductions from

any orbit to the ecliptic ; and the first accurate de-

terminations of the places and motions, both of the

nodes and apsides. In the progress of his studies,

and when, on finding the insufficiency of the

alteration he had introduced, he reversed the usual

process of astronomers, and considered the know-
ledge of the elements of the terrestrial orbit as

the preliminary step for determining the elements

of the rest ; his discoveries were equally original,

and still more valuable. For here, besides a va-

riety of new and ingenious methods tbr ascertain-

ing
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ing the distances of the earth in all points of her

orbit from the sun, we find the important conse-

quence was to introduce the principle of the bi-

section into the solar theory, and to demonstrate

that, contrary to the uniform opinion of the an-

cients, the solar inequalities were no more than

those of the planets entirely optical, but partly

real : and this principle being universally establish-

ed, and it appearing to be a general law, that

every planet described arches of its orbit, the

times of which were as their distances from the

sun, the design which he had happily conceived,

even in the most early period of his studies, of

deriving from this law the whole planetary equa-

tions, was not only demonstrated to be possible,

but also found, by its success in the solar orbit, to

be practicable and advantageous.

But the most interesting and important of Kep-
ler's discoveries, were made in the application of

his improved solar theory to the investigation of

the theories of the planets. For here, besides as-

certaining that the planes of the planetary orbits

pass through the sun's centre, we find not only

the secret of the true form of the orbit's disclosing

itself to his penetration, but also the law investi-

gated of the areas of those orbits being proportional

to the times employed in describing them ; and

both these discoveries, not only perfectly confirmed

by evidence, but successfully applied to the cal-

culation of the equations. As the distances be-

tween the earth and the sun, given by the im-

proved solar theory, even in a circular orbit, were,

on account of a small degree of excentricity,

nearly accurate ; the distances of Mars from the

sun, to the determination of which they were em-
ployed, must also have been nearly accurate. But
when the distances of Mars, thus determined, were

employed
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employed in deducing the elements of his orbit,

nod that orbit was supposed to be circnlar, ail the

conclusions concerning them were, on account of

the greater CKcentricity, found to be false and in-

consistent : and when, after the accurate deter-

mination of the elements from other principles,

the method of areas was employed to calculate the

equations, the errors, both in excess and defect,

sometimes arose to more than 8'. Since, therefore,

neither of these circumstances could have taken

place, had the planet really moved in a circle, and
particularly since the method of areas never could

have produced so great an error as of 1', in an}'

point of it, strong suspicions arose that the orbit

was not circular; and, notwithstanding the re-

luctance of Kepler to depart from an opinion so

long established, and held as an inviolable maxim,
the comparison of the real and observed distances

of Mars from the sun, with the distances calcu-

lated for a supposed circular orbit, shewed the

suspicions to be just ; and presented evidence,

which could not be resisted, that the orbit in all

points between the apsides retired within the

circle.

But though it thus appeared that the orbit was

not circular, its real form continued undiscovered;

and Kepler, in consequence of a precipitate and
groundless theory concerning the cause of the de-

viation from the circle, was led falsely to con-

clude that it was an oval, coinciding indeed with

the circle at the apsides ; but whose deviation from

it, at 90° of excentric anomaly, counted from

either apsis, amounted to no less than 858 parts

of its semi diameter, supposed to contain 100000.

The vexatious labour in which this precipitancy

engaged him, to describe the oval, to obtain its

quadrature, to divide it in any required ratio, and
to
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to derive from it just equations, is almost incon-

ceivable, and what perhaps no other person would

have had the fortitude and perseverance to un-

dergo. But it was by this labour that the true

form of the orbit was discovered ; for, on com-
paring the distances deduced from observation, in

no less than forty different points of anomaly, with

those calculated for the same points in the oval

orbit, the latter were found to fall as much short

of the former, as the former had fallen short of

the distances calculated for a circular orbit ; and,

if the method of areas applied to the circle, had

produced equations, erring sometimes more than

8', in excess as well as in defect, the same method
applied to the oval produced equal and contrary

errors ; that is, of defect where the circle shewed
excess, and of excess where the circle shewed de-

fect. It was therefore evident, that the real path

of the planet lay precisely in the middle between

the circle and the oval ; and as in his calculations

he had considered the oval as a real ellipse, it

followed that the only curve, which could bisect

the space intercepted between it and the circle,

must be another ellipse.

When Kepler thus found that the distances,

given by his oval theory, fell as much short of the

observed distances as those given by the circular

theory had exceeded them, a fortunate accident

discovered to him, that the distances used in the

circle were the secants of the optical equations in

all the different points of excentric anomaly; and
that, if instead of these, he should use the differ-

ent radii to which they were the secants, such dis-

tances would be obtained as should perfectly agree

with the distances deduced from observation. But
by a mistake committed in their position, that is,

in the position of the planet at the time vi'hen its

distance
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distance was supposed to be just, he again failed

in his endeavours to obtain just equations ; and,

whether he employed the circular areas, or the

actual sums of the distances, the true anomalies

which he considered as correspondent to them
were generally false, and sometimes erred more
than 5' from the point which the planet really oc-

cupied. His distances therefore, though proved

by observation to be just, seemed to be inconsist-

ent with the elliptical form ascribed to the orbit

:

for, in fact, by the positions which he had given

them, they represented it as a new kind of oval,

going beyond the ellipse in the first and fourth

quadrants of anomaly, and retiring within it in

the second and third ; and only differing from the

former in this respect, that it deviated less widely

from the circle. Accordingly, when rejecting bis

distances he returned to the ellipse, it was not

from perfect conviction of its being the path in

which the planet actually moved, but only because

no other prospect seemed to remain of applying

the principles he had previously established to the

derivation of just equations. But by this step of

his procedure, the mistake which he had com-
iTiitted in the position of his distances came to be

discovered ; and the lines which he had substi-

tuted for the secants of the optical equations, in-

stead of being inconsistent with the ellipse in

which he had supposed the planet Mars to move,

were found to lead to the accurate description of

it. His speculations, therefore, concerning the el-

liptical form of the orbit, received the fullest con-

firmation ; the elliptical areas, and the sums of the

correspondent diametral distances, were found to

be perfectly equivalent ; and the just equations

derived from them rendered it unquestionable,

that this planet both revolves round the sun in an

ellipse^
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ellipse ; and describes round the focus occnpied by

the sun, areas of its ellipse proportional to the

times. By like experiments it was also found, that

the same laws reo-uhited the revolutions ot all the

other planets ; and the three discoveries, that the

orbits of all the planets are ellipses, in whose com-
mon focus the sun is situated ; that they describe

round the sun areas of their ellipses proportional

to the times ; and that the squares of the times of

their revolutions are proporiional ro the cubes of

the irt'eater axis of their orbits, or of their mean dis-

tances from the sun ; are justly to be considered

as the most important ever made in astronomy.

They were, indeed, the foundations of the whole
theory of Newton ; and it will not perhaps be

thought an unjust conclusion from the considera-

tion ot them, that no person, in any age, ever

soared higher than Kepler, above the common ele-

vation of his contemporaries.

X NOTES.
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NOTES.

A.

AMONG the lunar inequalities manifested by simple ob- inequality

servation, might have been mentioned the unequal motion of of the mo-

the apsides discovered by J. Horrox, in consequence of his t'on of the

attentive observations of the lunar diameter. He fouftd that,
^^"^""jip-

, , ,. p , ,, , ,
sides Qisco-

when the distance or the sun irom the moon s apogee was veied by
about 45°, and 225°, the apogee was more advanced by 25°, D'Arzachel

than when that distance was about 135° and 315°. The ap- and Hor-

sides therefore of the moon's orbit were sometimes progres- '^^^^

sive and sometimes regressive, and required an equation of
12° 30', sometimes additive to their mean place, and some-
times subtractive from it. But this inequality was too late in

being discovered to have any effect, either in the formation
of the ancient theories, or in Kepler's alteration of them

:

and though it appears to have been discovered also by d'Ar-
zachel, an Arabian astronom.er, about the year lOSO, in

Spain, by different means, the knowledge of it had not

reached either T. Brahe, or Kepler.

B.

Various improvements of this complicated theory were Theory by

found necessary ; and of these, one proposed by Chris. Seve- Longo-

rinus, commonly called Longomontanus, the assistant of
^"^^he "infe-

T. Brahe, may serve for an example. In this, the centre of nor pla-

the orbit is B (fig. 17), the distance BC of which from the nets,

centre of the earth is not, as according to Ptolemy, an half,

but three-fourth parts of the excentricity of the equant ; and
EL, the semi-diameter of the smaller epicycle, is equal to

the remaining fourth part. The centre E of this epicycle is

supposed to move uniformly round B, the centre of the orbit,

in conscquenfia, in the time of a tropical revolution of either in-

ferior planet ; and its diameter KL is always parallel to the
line of apsides ; so that, when E coincides wnth A, K is the

perigee cf the epicycle ; but L is the perigee when E coincides

with D. The centre of the greater epicycle KMN revolves

in the circumference of this smaller one j in the orbit of Ve-

X 2 nas,
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nus, with double, and in the orbit of Mercury, with triple the

velocity of the centre E ; btit in such a manner as that, when
E coincides with A, the apogee of the orbit, the centre of the

greater epicycle is found in K, and, in this nearer part of the

smaller epicycle, moves in aulecedentla. In the orbit of Venus,
therefore, when the mean anomaly AE, or AiiE, is about
9"°, the centre of the greater epicycle will aUvays be in the

apogee of tlie smaller, and in its perigee, always when E co-

incides with the apsides A, D ; biit, in the orbit of Mercury,
as the centre of HMN revolves with triple the velocity of E,
it will be in ihe perigee of the smaller epicycle, not only when
E coincides with A the apogee, but also at 60° before the

arrival of E at D, the perigee of the orbit, and again at 60"

after passing it. The inferior planet moves in the circumfe-

rence of the greater epicycle, In connfiiuentia in the upper part,

and in antfcedcntia in the lower ; and it comes to its greatest

digressions, in the points M and N, when lines drawn from
C the eartli are tangents to the epicycle. This theory was
supposed to be simpler than the Ptolemaic, and to account
equally well, not only for the first inequalities, but for all

the varieties of the greatest digressions ; and particularly to

shew the leason why they did not, in the orbit of Mercury,
come to their maximum at D, the perigee of the orbit, as

might have been expected, but at two points on each side of

it. It also avoided an error which, when the distances of
the planets came to be more accurately considered, rendered

this part of the Ptolemaic theory inadmissible ; for this theory

brought the inferior planets, especially Mercury, so near the

earth, that their' position was totally inconsistent with all ob-

servations of their diurnal parallaxes.

c.

General -^ more general view ©f the whole circumstances of the

view of the second inequalities may be thus exhibited. Let ABC (fig. 25),
second lu- be the orbit of the earth, and DtF the orbit of Mars. If we
equalities. Jraw a line GQ parallel to AD, it is evident that Mars, in

order to appear stationary, must describe the arch DQ, while

the earth describes AG ; and that, in order to appear direct,

or advancing in his orbit, he must describe a greater arch
than DQ. But since, in fact, he describes an arch DH less

than DQ, while the earth describes AG, he nmst be left be-

hind by the earth, and to an observer in G appear retrograde.

When again the contcmporaiy arches EK and BL, though
unequal, shall be so obliquely situated with respect to each
other, as to be comprehended between the parallels BE and
LK, Mars will, in thii interval, appear stationary. Finally,

when
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when the contemporary arches FM and CN become yet more
obh'que, in then- relative positions, so that the visnal rays CF
and NM cross each other, before they reach the orbit of
Mars, the motion of the planet will appear direct ; for NM
will be directed to a point more advanced than F. In like

manner, if we suppose DEF to be the orbit of the earth, and
ABC that of Venus, the changes of appearance will be
equally evident. If the lines AD, GH, which bound the

contemporary arches AG, DH, should meet beyond the or-

bit of the earth, then HG will mark a point O, in the zodiac,

less advanced than P the point marked by DA, and during
the time of describing these arches, therefore, the planet will

appear retrograde. The lines again EB and KL, being pa-

rallel, will mark the same point in the heavens, and the pla-

net in describing the arch BL Vvnll appear st^iticnary. But
FC and MN v.ill cross each other between the contemporary
arches which they include ; and, as MN therefore will mark
a point in the zodiac more advanced than FC, the planet, in

describing CN, will appear direct.

D.

On the supposition of circular orbits and concentrical toTodeter-
the sun, the modern solution is to this effect. Let ATK mine the

(ng. 23), be the orbit of the earth, and BPM that of the points of

planet ; let S be the sun, A the earth, and B the planet, when "^'^^'^^•

it first appears stationary: and, as it will continue stationary,

while the visual rays proceeding from it continue parallel to

AB, let TP be the last of such parallel rays. Let V be the

velocity of the earth, and v that of the planet, in their orbits ;

and then, since the arches AT and HP are described in the
same time, they will be to each other as these velocities; that

is, AT : BP :: V : v. From the points A and B draw to the

orbits the tangents AD, BD, meeting each other in D ; and
since these, during the time of describing the arches AT and
BP, are to sense confounded with the arches, we shall have
AD : BD : : AT : BP ; that is, AD : BD : : V : r. Make
AS = c, BS = l, and the required angle BAS of elonga-

tion = .V ; and, since BS : AS :: sin. w : sin. ABS, this last

Om Sin -T

will be = •
. But sin. ABS = cos. ABD ; and, since

d

sin. ^ABD = r^ — cos. ^-ABD, we shall have sin. ABD =
/ (r. sm. "s .V 7-^

; and, smce also, ccs. SAB = sin. BAD,
0-

we shall have sin BAD = V" — ^'n- 'x. But sin. ABD :

*in. BAD :: AD : BD :: V : r; and therefore

X 3 V:
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/ a . bill. X :
' „^,V : V :: V r"- : ^/r"- — sm. *x. Whence

.T / -I /
^^' sin. ^A-.

,

V' (/- — sin. ^x) = v^ (a'^ -^ ), and

V-y^<i' — v'rH'^ = V-/^- sin. '^x — v^d" sin. '^x. Whenca

V- — u^
sin. ^A- = r'-b'^ (— ), and

sin. AT = dt V b-r-' I- --) = ± brW-

Since In the planetary system V :v:: V b : v « we shall have

<7^. SlTi. '^X

b : a '.: r'^ ; : r^ — sin. \x ; whence
b^

^3,,2 __ afp-f.^ — ^^3 — o3) sin. -X ; and

/,3r^ _ aL^r^-
sm. ^A- = — ; or making r = a = I,

(/|3 __ ^3

^3 ^p IP- h
sm.-.v = r- = ; ; and sm. j = +^3_l b- + b^V - Vp+i+l

If V were = t-, we should have sin. x = 0; and, conse-

quently, the points of station would be in the conjunctions and
oppositions. For, since AD : BD :: V : v, it is impossible

that AD can be equal to BD, except when both are parallel,

and therefore infinite. If v were greater than V, and at the

same AS = a, so related to BS = b, that V7;^ Avere greater

than v'-a^t the planet never would appear stationary.

E.

The argument of latitude is formed by subtracting the lon-

gitude of the node from the longitude of the planet, reckoning

both on the planet's orbit. Thus, if A (ng. SO), be the place

of the point of Aries in the ecliptic, an arch B-^- = BA is to be

computed in the orbit, and this arch Bx\ will be the longitude

of the node, while PBr/ is the longitude of the planet, and the

argument of latitude is BP = FBa — Ba. When the lon-

gitude of the node is greater than the longitude of the planet,

260° are to be added to the last. Thus, if the planet were in

p with the longitude pa = 20, while Ba the longitude of the

node was = 60, the argument would be 360° -f- pa — Ba =
380° — 60° = 320° = A'DPB ; and the nearest distance from
the node would be pB = 40°.

Though the rule thus expressed is general, it may perhaps
be
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fee thought more easy in practice to find/B directly, by sub-

tractina; ap from rtB ; for p^ would thus also be == 60=' —

The chief calculations relating to the second inequalities of Calcula-

of a planet, according to the principles of the Coperuican tionsrelat-

system, with the addition of the reductions now employed, '"^
'^V-jf

will be easily understood by the following description. Let qualities;

S (fig. 31, 32), be the sun in the centre of the ecliptic, T the

place of the earth in the orbit CDT, and P the place of a
planet in its oibit APB. By drawing from the planet in P
the perpendicular PQ to the plane of the ecliptic, the angle

PSQ will be its heliocentric latitude, and PTO its geocentric

latitude ; SP and TP will be its real distances in its orbit

from the sun, and from the earth ; and SQ, TQ its distances

in the plane of the ecliptic, called the reduced or shortened

distances. The heliocentric longitude in the orbit would be
marked by the line SP, and the geocentric longitude by the

line TP ; but these longitudes reduced to the ecliptic are L
and O, marked by the lines SO, TO. The angle SQT,
therefore, which is the difference of these reduced heliocen-

tric and geocentric longitudes, is the annual parallax ; the

difference TSQ between the heliocentric longitudes of the

planet and the earth is the commutation, and the difference

STQ between the geocentric longitudes of the sun and the

planet is the elongation. In the triangle S TO, therefore,

with any three of its six parts, (that is, its sides and angles)

given, the other three may always readily be found.

Suppose, for example, that the distance of a planet in its particular,

orbit from the sun, and its heliocentric longitude, also in b'°^ '^^

the orbit, together with the longitude of the earth, were p^'i^^^^j'*^

found for any particular time, by means of some theory of " *

their first inequalities, and that it were required to calculate

for the same time its geocentric longitude. Since the incli-

nation CBP (ng. 30), of the orbit is given, and invariable,

and the argument PB cf latitude may be formed from the

given longitude of the node, the reduction to the ecliptic will

easily be found, and thence also the longitude CBA of the

planet reckoned on the ecliptic ; and therefore in the iriangle

SQT, the commutation TSO, which is the difference be-

tween this longitude and that of the earth, will be found.

From the inclination CBP and the argument of latitude, the

heliocentric latitude PSO, or CSP (fig. SO), will also be
found by the analogy R : sin. CBP :: sin. BP : sin. PSC,
that is, siuc PSQ =:: sin. inclination, sin. argument latitude j

and, therefore, in the right-angled plane ti-iangle PQS, the

reduced distance SQ will be = SP. cos. PSQ ; for R : cos.

PSQ :: SP : SQ. If, then, we assume the semi-diameter ST
X4. of
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of the earth's orbit = 1 ; we shall with SQ, in like parts, and
the included angle TSQ, the difference of the longitudes,

find the angle of elongation STO, by the usual analogy
ST + SQ : ST CO SQ::1(SQT -^STQ) : i(SQT x STQ);
and this angle added to, or subtracted from, the longitude of
the sun TS, which is always six signs greater than the lon-

gitude of the earth, will give the required geocentric longi-

tude TQ. This is the longitude in the ecliptic, and which
observations give, while the ce centric longitude in the or-

bit is marked hy TP; and it is evident that the operation novr

exemplified, is the same with the calculation of the equation

of the orbit, in the Ptolemaic theory, excepting only in what
relates to the reductions. In forming the angle of commuta-
tion, the longitude ( f a superior planet is always to be sub-

tracted from the longitude of the earth ; and the longitude of
the earth is always to be subtracted froiTi that cf an inferior

planet, because this angle always increases by the excess of
the greater velocity above the least.

and latl- The geocentric latitude of a planet PTQ, for any given
tude. time, may be calculated by this analogy sin. i'SQ : sin. STQ

:: tan. PSQ : tan. PTO ; that is, sin. commutation : sin.

elongation :: tan. heliocentric latitude ; tan. geocentric lati-

tude. For, in the trianp^ie PTQ,
TO : QP :: R : tan. PTQ ; and in the triangle PSQ
QP : SQ :: tan. PSQ : R ; and therefore

TQ : SQ :: tan. PSQ : tan. PTQ. But in the tria. SQT,
TQ : SQ :: sin. TSQ : sin. STQ ; and therefore

sin. TSQ : sin. STQ :: tan. PSQ : tan. PTQ.
Distance At oppositions of the superior planets, and conjunctions of
foHnd by the inferior, their distances from the sun, if the inclinations

f- ^t'^^f "J

of the orbits and the longitudes of the nodes are given, may
titude in

" ^^ found by observations of their geocentric latitudes. Let
opposi. and the earth be in B (fig. 29), and C the planet observed at its

eonjunc. opposition, with the latitude CBD. Therefore, its place, in

the ecliptic, is the point D cf tlie line DBA, passing through
the centres of the earth and sun ; and if the inclination of the

orbit, and the argument of latitude are given, the angle

CAB of heliocentric latitude will be found; and with the

two angles CAB, CBA, of the triangle CAB, and the side

AB, which is the distance of the earth from the sun, given

by the solar theory, we may easily find also the side AC re-

quired.

F.

The usual method of representing the vicissitudes of the

st-Asons, according to tlie Copernican principles, is as follows.

Let
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Let ABCD (fig. 34), be the orbit of the earth, S the sun, Viciss!-

PE the axis of the earth, JEQ the equator, and TR, fr, the tudesofth«

tropics of the terrestrial globe. It is manifest that, it the

axis PE were perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic, this

great circle would coincide with the equator; and, as the rays

of the sun must always illuminate one hemisphere of the

earth, that, by their direction in the plane of the equator,

they would constantly shine from pole to pole, and there

could be no variation, either of the seasons, or of the length

of day and night. But, siuce the planes of the equator and
the ecliptic intersect each other in an angle of about 23° 30',

the axis PE will be inclined to the latter plane in an angle of

about 66° 30'; and, because this angle continues constant

during the whole annual revolution, and the direction of the

axis invariable, the rays of the sun will be very seldom in the

direction of the plane of the equator, and the effects will be
very different. When the earth is in the position D, suppose
about the 21st of June, with the axis so inclined to the ecliptic

that its north pole P is nearest the sun, the solar rays will be
perpendicular to the earth's surface at the tropic of Cancer
T ; and, in the course of the diurnal rotation, every place

under this tropic will have the sun in its zenith. In this po-

sition also, as tiie solar rays illuminate a whole hemisphere
of the earth, the light will extend as far beyond the north

pole P as the distance between the tropic and the equator,

and will fall as tar short of 'the other pole ; the whole region
within the arctic circle, consisting of 23^ 30' round P, will

enjoy light, while a region of equal extent round the opposite

pole E will be involved in darkness ; and the greater portion

of all the parallels between the equater and the arctic circle

will be illuminated, while the greater portion of all between
the equator and the antarctic circle will bedarlcened. Again,
in the position A, 90° distant from D, b':cause the axis PE
invariably retains the same direction, both its poles will be
equally distant from the sun, and his light will extend to

both ; a ray drawn from him to the earth will be perpendi-

cular to its surface at the intersection of the equator with the

ecliptic; all the points of the equator Avill successively, in

the course of the diurnal rotation, have the sun in their zenith;

and all its parallels being equally divided by the circle which
terminates the light, the days in all places of the earth will

be equal to the nights. Farther, in the position B, diame-

trically opposite to D, about the 2 1st of December, the whole
appearances will be contrary to those of the 21st of June ; for,

since the direction of the earth's axis remains invariable, the

pole P, which was formerly inclined to the sun, will be now
as much withdrawn from himj his rays will fall as much

shore
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short of tilts pole, as, in the position D, they went beyond
it ; the places under ',", the tropic of Capricorn, will have
the sua in their zenith ; and to ail the countries on the north

of the equator it will be winter. Finally, in the position C,
opposite to A, where both poles are a,^ain equally distant

from the sun, the appearances at A will return ; a ray from
the sun perpendicular to the earth's surface, will be in the

planes of both the equator and the ecliptic ; and those inha-

bitants of the earth, whose nearest pole is about to incline to-

wards the sun, will have spring ; while it will be autumn to

those whose nearest pole is about to be withdrawn from him.

G.

Method of As the oppositions of the superior planets, and the con-
observing junctions of the inferior, are the conditions of principal im-
oppositions, portance in the formation of their theories, it Vi'ill not be

improper to give in this place some account of the procedure

of astronomers in observing them. One of D. Cassini's

methods, for example, consists in determining the right as-

cension and declination of the planet, by means of a com-
parison vv'ith some remarkable fixed star, and thence calcu-

lating its longitude in the ecliptic. If the difference between
this and the real place of the sun be precisely 180^, the time

and point, in which the planet was observed, are the time and
point of the opposition ; but, if it be greater or less, the ex-

cess or defect is to be noted ; and, as it arises from the mo-
tion of the sun or earth in comequeiilia, and the motion or the

planet, which, toward the oppositions, is always in anlece-

<it)dia, or retrograde, it will consist of the sum of both mo-
tions. Consequently, by comparing it with the sum of their

motions in 24 hours, in the parts of their orbits which ihey

then describe, the interval between the time of the observation

and the opposition will be discovered, and the point and time

of the last determined. It ought however to be observed

that, in order to obtain proper accui-acy, the precession, aber-

ration, nutation, refraction, and diurnal parallax, are all to

be taken into the account.

Example—At the opposition of Saturn in 1773, the zenith

distances of this planet, and of the star i3 in Cancer, were
taken at the observatory in Mil.m, by M. de Cassaris, with

a sextant of six feet radius ; while, at the same instants,

M. Reggio observed their transits over the meridian, with a

transit instrument of five feet radius, whose plane had been
accurately placrd \n the meridian by means of a great num-
ber of correspondent altitudes. The position of the fixed

star had been previously determined by Mr. Bradley and
de la Caille.
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Time by the Clock.

On the 27th of Feb. 1778, the star crossed the

meridian at - - - 9h. 6'4l"
. —

• the centre of Saturn crossed at 11 50 19.8

Apparent zenith distance of the star - 35° 31' 2".3

. w. of Saturn's centre - 35 31 40.3

On the 28th of Feb. the transit of the star was
made at - - - - 9h. 2' 54".

7

.- .
. and of Saturn's centre at 11 46 15.6

Apparent zenith distance of the star - 35° 31' 2".3

. of Saturn's centre - 35 29 50.5

Apparent noon on the 27th at - - llh. 47' 20"

. and on the 28th at - 11 47 18.2

Interval according to the clock - 23 59 58.2

This interval in seconds - - 86398".2

Interval between apparent noon and the

tiansitof Saturn, on the 27th - 43379".8

Diurnal motion of the sun in long, at the part

of his orbit which he then occupied, by calcul. 3610".S

Diurnal motion of Saturn, concluded from his

transits, on the 26th, 27th, and 28th - 285".2

Sun's longitude on the 27th at noon, cal-

culated for the meridian of Milan, frorii

De la Caille, - - lis. 9° 15' 30''

His motion therefore in longitude, during

the interval between his transit and that of

Saturn on the 27th, was found by this ana-

logy, 86398".2 : 43379".8 :: 3610".8 : 1813" = 30' 13"

Whence the sun's longitude at the time of

Saturn's transit on the 27i.h, was - lis. 9° 45' 4-5"

Supposing then the right ascension and declination of /3 in

Cancer to have been accurately determined for 1750, by
applying the corrections for precession, aberration, and
nutation, the right ascension of this star, at the time of the

observations, will be - - 121° 3' 25".5

And its north declination, corrected for re-

fraction .
- - 9°5l'57".8

But the observed interval, by the clock, be-

tween the star's transits, on the 27th and
28th, is - - - 23h. 56' 13"A

And between the transits of the star and
Saturn, on the 27th, - - 2 43 38.8

Therefore, as 23h. 56' 13".4 : 2h. 43' 38".8, so is a compleat
revolution of the star, or 3^0°, to 41° 1' 3".2,the difference

between
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between the right ascension of the star and Saturn, at the
time of Saturn's transit ; so that the right ascension of Sa-
turn, at his transit on the 27th, was l6z° 4' 28".7

In like manner, his right ascension on the

2bth, was - - - 162'* 0' 2".5

As the differences between the zenith distances of the star

and Saturn, at the times of their transits, did not amount to
2', and the correct declination of the star had been deter-

mined, the declination of Saturn maybe safely deduced from
it, without particularly calculating his refraction.

Saturn's declination therefore, on the 27th,

was North - - - - 9° :>V W.S
And on the 28th, also North 9 5S 9.6

Therefore his apparent longitude, at his

transit on the 27th, was - 5 s. 9° 43' €Q".l

and on the 2Sth, - - 5 9 S8 41.7

and the difference - - - 4' 44".4

This is Saturn's change of apparent longitude in the time
of his own revolution to the meridian ; but, as his motion is

retrograde, and the time of his revolution 4' shorter than
that of the apparent solar revolution, in the present circum-
stances, 0".8 is to be added to tliis difference; so that Sa-
turn's variation of longitude at present, and in the time of the
present solar apparent revolution, is - - 4' 45".

2

Since, then, the apparent longitude of the sun, at the time
of Saturn's transit on the 27th, was lis. 9° 45' 43", and that

of Saturn 5s. 9° 43' 26". 1 ; and the difference, instead of
amounting to six signs, or 180°, precisely, falls 2' 16".9 short;

and since, also, as the earth's motion is direct, and that of
the planet retrograde, the arch 2' 16". 9 must continue to in-

crease ; it follows that the opposition v/as now past. Some
previous instant therefore must be calculated, in v/hich the

sun's longitude was less, and that of Saturn greater ; and
such an instant that, by correcting the present longitudes of
both, in the proper ratio of the motions of each, two longi-

tudes may be found, whose difference shall be 180° precisely.

To find this instant there is evidently given the following

analogy; as the sum of the motions of the sun and planet,

during the time of the sun's present apparent revolution, is

to the time of the sun's apparent revolution, so is the sum of
the motions of both bodies beyond the point of opposition, to

the time elapsed since the opposition, or from the opposition

to the observation ; that is, 60' 10".8 + 4' 45".2 : 23h. 59^

58".2 :: 2' 16".9 : to the time required j or 3896" : 86398".2
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:: 136".9 : 3035".9 = 50' 35".9 ; and this subtracted from
llh. 50' 19".8, the time of Saturn's transit on the 27th, gives

lOh. 59' '1'3".9 for the time of the opposition ; and, since the

sun's motion in 50' 3ij".9, according to its present rate, is

2' 6".88, and Saturn's motion 10".02, also at its present rate,

the longitude of the sun at this time will be found -.^ lis. 9''

43' 36". 12, and that of Saturn 5s. 9° 43' 36". 12, differing

180° precisely.

The time however, which is now found, is only time

reckoned by the clock; and the clock, on the ^Tth of Febr.

at noon, was 12' 40" slower than the sun, and 12' 4<r'.8

slower than the sun on the 28th at noon. The interval there-

fore between apparent noon, on the 27th, and the instant of
opposition reckoned by the clock, is lOh. 59' 4'3".9 + 12' 4-0"

= Uh. 12' 23".9; and, since the clock fell back I'.S in the
time of the whole revolution of the sun to the meridian, it

must, in this interval, have fiillen back G".8. The apparent
time, therefore, of the opposition, reckoned on the meridian
of Milan, was llh. 12' 2V'.7 of the 27th of February 1773.
It ought however to be noticed, that the place in which the

planet appears, is not that which it really occupies ; for, in

the present example, the very small equations of aberration

and nutation were not applied to the planet ; and, if they
had, its place would have been found a very small degree
more advanced.

It is obvious that the same method is equally applicable to

conjunctions.

By means of the comparison of very distant oppositions,
jviean

or conjunctions, astronomers have principally determined the motions,

mean motions of the planets in longitude, or the times of
their tropical revolutions. From these, again, the times of
their sidereal revolutions are deduced ; for, if the arch of
precession be given, and called />, and the sidereal resolution
be denoted by 360°, the arch described by the planet in the
time / of its tropical revolution will be = 360° — p ; and

360— p : / :: p -. .

'--
; and this portion of time added

to t will give the time of a sidereal revolution. The procedure
is the same with respect to anomalistical and synodical revo-

lutions ; and the mean diurnal, annual, and secular motions
cf a planet likewise follow from the time of the tropical re-

volution. For this time is to 360° as the Julian year, or
365 d. 6 h. to the mean annual motion ; and this again, di-

vided by.'j65d. 6h. gives the diurnal motion; and multi-
plied by 100, the secular; that is, the arrh which may be
found to remain after tlie compleat revolutions art- rejected.

The
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The following table of the most important of these motions
is given by M. de la Lande. The secular motions of Saturn,

Jupiter, and the Moon, are those only which take place in

the present century ; for the revolutions of the two last are

found to be performed in less time, and of Saturn in more,
than they required in former ages ; and both the secular and
diurnal motions respect the equinoctial points.

Tropical Revolutions. Sidereal Revolutioni.

d. h. ;
;,

d. h.
1 1,

Mercury 87 23 14 2.5,9 87 23 15 37.0

Venus 224. 16 44 30.4. 224 16 49 12.7

Sun - 365 5 48 45.5 365 6 9 11.2

Mars 6S6 22 18 27.3 686 23 30 43.3

Jupiter - 4330 8 58 27.3 4382 8 51 25.6

Saturn - 10749 7 21 50 10761 14 36 42.5

Moon 27 7 43 4.6 27 7 43 11

Secular Motions. Diurnal Motions.

Mercury
*• / //

2 14 12 10 4 5 32.570376
Venus 6 19 12 12 1 30 7.806488
Sun 46 10 59 8.33045S
Mars 2 1 42 10 31 2Q.Q565?>6

Jupiter 5 6 27 30 4 59.281314
Saturn - 4 23 14 30 2 0.56591

4

Moon 10 7 53 35 13 10 S5.02847

The tropical revolution of the newly discovered planet em-
ploys 83y. 52d. 4h. the sidereal 83 y. 150 d. 18 h. The se-

cular motion is 2s. 13° 16' 55", and the mean diurnal motion
C 42".678026.

H.

In order to dem.onstrate that the great error in all the

former theories, whether excenrric or concentric, was, their

being founded on observations, not of real, but of mean op-

positions, it was necessary for him previously to shew, that,

as far as the first inequalities were concerned, they were per-

fectly, or very nearly, equivalent in their effects. In those

cases, however, where the first inequalities were believed to

be purely optical, as in the orbits of the sun and moon, their

coincidence has been already pointed out (31), and the re-

petition of Kepler's reasoning becomes unnecessary. But,

even in the planetary orbits, where the first inequalities were
thouglit to be partly real, the difference in the effect of the

theories is very inconsiderable. For, if, instead of bisecting,

like
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like Ptolemy, the excentricity of Mars, we should introduce
p^^;^^,

into the excentric theory the correction made by T. Brahe, ;^ncyof
and make DE (fig. 10) = 7560, and DT = J v iOO, and theories,

thence calculate the equation H.BT for 45'^ of anoiTialy ; we

shall find EBD = !!!li_4EB JDE_ ^ ^^ ^, ^.^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^

the analogy DB +DT : DB—DT :: tan.IAlJB : tan.^-(DTB
— DBT) drat DBT is = 4° 24' 4"; and therefore the whole
equation EBT = 7° 28' 56". Or, if in the concentric theory,

(fig. 36) where EQ is = 16380, and OR = 3780, and
where, since BAE = 45°, the angle EQR is a right angle,

we calculate the equation RAE ; we shall find by drawing
QS, RT, perpendicular to AC, that ES, the sine of 45°,

will in the same parts be = 70711, RT = EQ + E3 =
870yl, and AT = AS — QR = 66931 ; so that BAR =

R TATRA = —,Wr- = 37° 32' 37", and the equation RAE =
Iv J.

BAE — BAR = 7° 27' 23"; that is, only 1' 23" less than

the former.

When the mean anomaly is 90°, the equation by the former
theory will be 1

1° 25' 58", and by the latter 11° 23' 53"; still

differing only 1' 53".

Every proof therefore of inaccuracy of principle, is appli-

cable to both theories ; and their difi?erence of form has no
effect to remove or diminish the errors.

I.

If the first inequalities of the planets could be considered

as purely optical, and the centre of uniform motion as coin-

cident with the centre of the orbit, as in the simple solar .

hypothesis, it would be o/" no consequence whether their

theory were founded on mean, or apparent oppositioiis. For
if, in the concentric theory, we describe on the centre A
(fig. SO), the arch BD of the orbit, and on B, with'the dis-

tance BC, determined by Copernicus, describe an epicycle,

and on D, with the same distance, another epicycle ; and if

the places of the planets in the epicycles be C and F, such
that DF may be always parallel to ABC, here supposed to

be the line of apsides ; this scheme will lepresent the theory,

founded on mean oppositions : and the planet's path through
the heavens will be the circular arch CF, similar and equal
to BD, and described upon the centre E, found in AE, by
taking AE = BC. The theory, again, founded on apparent
oppositions, will be represented by removing the line of ap-

sides
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sides from the position ABC to the position AHK, and de-
scribing on the points B, H, D, of the orbit a different epicycle,

in which, however, the planet so continues to move, that
BL, DM, are always parallel to AHK. But though the
path of the planet through the heavens is thus removed from
CF to LM, it is still a circular arch LKM, similar and equal
to CF or BD ; and its centre N is found in AH, by taking
AN = HK.

In the excentric form of Ptolemy, on the centre a., with the
distance ae = AB, describe the orbit edf, produce the line of
apsides ea to b, so as to make ab = BC or AE, and from a
draw a/, making the angle eaf = BAD, and join /b. This
will represent the theory formed on mean oppositions in the
excentric form ; and in all respects produce the same effects

with the concentric: for eb/ =: CAF, eb = CA, and fb =
FA. The new theory again of Kepler will be represented
in this form by making ca^ — BAH, drawing through </ a.

new line of apsides ri'«, producing it till ac become = HIv or
AN, and joining ce, cf. In this form the substitution makes
no change whatever in the planet's path.

Eftects to
jj^ \iO\}ri forms the effect of the substitution is the same.

from^Cen^-
'^^^ planet will not in either be represented in the same

ler's pro- points of the zodiac, for the path in the concentric form is

posed the- displaced, and in the excentric form it appears to be dis-
omy, placed : the equation afc = MAD, will be different from afb

= FAD ; and in d and K no equation will take place, in the

same manner as in the ancient theory no equation took place

at e and C. But though the appearances at L and c are dif-

ferent, the calculations for the appearances to the eye at b

may be made with as much accuracy as to the eye at <:; by
means of lines of apsides properly drawn through both, and
just excentricities investigated. Indeed it is of no conse-

quence what position may be given to the line of apsides, ex-

cepting only that it pass through the points of the greatest

and least distance from the eye : for, as the variations of ve-

locity are supposed to be purely optical, e will be the point

of the greatest retardation to the spectator in ^, and d the

point of greatest retardation to the spectator in c.

But in the planetary orbits, where the first inequalities are

partly real, the translation of the eye from c to b^ or of the

planet's path from LM to CF, is not a matter of such indif-

ference ; and the different appearances at these two points

cannot be represented to both with equal accuracy. For the

position of the ;iphelion does not in this case admit of being

varied according to tiie position of the observer, but is deter-

mined to the particular point D (fig. .51), of greatest dis-

tance from the suo in A, as being that in which alone the

greatest
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gtealest physical retardations can happen : and the line of'

apsides must pass from the sun through the centres of both

the orbit and the equant to D, because otherwise the greatest

optical and physical retardations could not be accumulated
in their proper place. If the eye, for example, were trans-

lated from A, the sun, to G, which Copernicus supposed to

be the centre of the ecliptic, a line GBF, drawn through B,

the centre of the orbit, would mark the point of the greatest

optical retardatiori in F, while the point of the greatest phy-

sical retardation would continue as before in D : and conse-

quently neither F nor D would be the points of greatest ap-*

parent retardation, but some intermediate point E, found by
drawing from G the line GC through the centre of the equant J

and in this line it would be necessary to place the centre of

the orbit, to avoid the absurdity of having the optical and
physical retardations in separate positions.

The theory then for the planets, which is formed on mean
oppositions, is represented by the orbit MNO, described upon
the centre L; where GLCN is the line of apsides passing

neither through the point O of greatest optical, nor M of
greatest physical retardation, but through a point N, inter-

mediate to both : and when Kepler proposed to substitute for

this a theory forreed on apparent oppositions, his proposal
was to substitute for MNO another orbit DEF, described on
the centre B; where ABCD is the line of apsides, and the

greatest optical retardation of consequence united with the

greatest physical retardation in the same point D. Yet he
shews that by this substitution the ancient equations for the

point G and excentricity GC, would not be near so much
deranged or varied as T. Brahe had supposed ; and to pro-

duce full conviction on this subject, he employs T. Brahc's
own elements in the particular orbit of the planet Mars.

According to this astronomer, the apogee E of Mars was
in 4s. '23° S'2' 16", and the angle AGC, which is the difference

between this longitude and that of the solar apogee, = 47°
5y' 15", GC was = 19763 in parts of BD = 100000, and
AG the solar excentricity, in the same parts = 2346. Con-
sequently by resolving the triangle AGC, the apogee D of
the new orbit was found to be in 4s. 29° 0' 3", and the ex-
centricity AC = 18034; and dividing this in B in the ratio

of GL z=: 1235^ to LC = 7411, AB was found = J 1271,
and BC = 6763: and B was the centre of the new orbit DEF.
The point of this orbit where the greatest differences upon
the appearances from G take place, will be found by draw-
ing through C, the centre of the equant, the line CVY at

right angles to CG, and cutting both orbits in VY. For if

we join LV and BYj and draw to CV the line BZ, parallel

Y to
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to GC, we shall have in the right-angled triangle LCV, wkh
LV and LC, the line CV = 997^5, and hi the rif^ht-angled

triangle BZC, with ZBC = ACG, and BC, the line BZ =
67"2, and CZ = 64I-. Consequently, in the triangle BZY,
also right-angled, with BY and BZ, v.'e shall have ZY =
99733 ; and therefore CY = lOOilT ; and VY = CY — CV
= 692.

On the first
1'^^ ^'"S VY measures the quantity by which the planet at

inequali- the point Y would be displaced by the substitution of the new
ties, orbit DEF, and at the instant of time marked by CVY ; and

VGY will be the difference produced by the substitution on
the former equation of first inequality seen from G. To find

this difference, we have in the right-angled triangle GCV,
from GC and CV given, the angle CGV = 7^^ 47' 30", and
in the right-angled triangle GCY, from GC snd CY, the

angle CGY ='78^5r5-t"; and therefore VGY = 4' ^4".

This is the greatest difference on the old equations of first

inequality that the new theory could produce ; for, though
VY is not the greatest distance of the orfeits, that distance is-

least obliquely viewed from the point G.

and on the But the effects which the proposed theory would produce
second. on the ancient equations of second inequality, were by no

means thus inconsiderable. Through the centres TL, of

both orbits (fig. 49), draw the line TLS, and from E, the

centre of the equant, draw towards the parts nearest to the

earth's orbit, the line HIS, cutting the new orbit in R, and
the old in S ; and marking the same instant of time on botli.

When the earth is in the point .7, where this line cuts the ter-

restrial orbit, the planet will be seen in the same point ot the

zodiac, according to either theory. But, when the earth is

on either side of ERS, the intercepted part RS, which is

very nearly equal to TI-,, will subtend at the eye a greater

or a less angle, according to the circumstances in which it

is viewed ; and this angle will evidently be greatest at the

point I, where a circle passing through R, S, touches the

earth's orbit.

To find therefore the point of contact I, it is necessary to

determine RS, both in magnitude and position, and to dra\T

from A the line AX perpendicular to ES. In the triangle

ELS, with EL = 7411, and ALS = 47° ofi' It", the sfde

ES will be found = 105123, and the angle LES = 44° 59'

10". But LET was found = 5° 27' 47", and therefore TER
= 50° 26' 57"; and with this angle, and ET = 6763, ER
will be found, in the triangle ETK = 104170; and therefore

RS = ES — ER = 953^ and ESL = 3° 0' (>". Again, in

the right-angled triangle AXE, with AEX = 44° 59' 10",

and AE = 19763, AX will be found = 13971, and EX =
13978-
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13973. The semi-diameter AI also of the earth's orbit \vill

be found = 656565, in parts of TR, or LS = 1 00000, from
AB = 2,346.

Since the circle which passes through R, S, mnst touch the

earth's orbit in I, its centre will be in the semi-diameter AI
produced, and at the point Y of its intersection with ZY, a
perpendicular to RS bisecting it in Z. Join RY, and from
A draw A^ parallel to ER, and meeting ZY in <p. Then
Zp = AX, and A^ = ZX; and, since SX'= (ES — EX) =
91 145, and RZ = IRS = 476.5, we shall have ZX = A9
= JJ0668. Make ZY = x, and AY = y. Then

y = AP + 2AI . lY + lY^ But

lY = RY = ^ RZ^ + -r-- Therefore

j/^ = AP + 2AI. '/RZ^ -f X- + RZ^ + x^. Again

y = A?)^ -f- Y?s and Y^ = Zp c/o x. Therefore

y^ = Af^ 4- ^^ — 2,*rZ?) + Zf^ Therefore

AI^ -f RZ- + ^^ + 2AI. '/ RZ^ + x^ —
A 4,^" + x^ — 2.iZ<}» + Zr-' Or

AI'- + RZ^ + 2AI. v^RZM^- A^^—2.'.Z^ + Z^\

By resolving this equation Kepler finds x = ZY =z 25772.
His solution is subjoined, as an example of his patience in

calculation. By the substitution of known values, the first

equation, y- =: AI- + RZ^ + a-^ + 2AI. \^ RZ* i- j^ be-

comes

y = 4.310.974.527 + 2 (97.876.383.536.363. + 4.310.74-7.

475. .i-)2 -f ^2; and, by a like substitution, the second equa-

tion y = Ay + J" — 2/Zii> + Zf- becomes

f- = 8.415.875.065 — 27942i- + x\ Therefore

1-.310.974..527 + 2(97-876.383 536.363 +4.310.747.475.Ar^)^

j= 8.415.875.065 — 27942 .r. Therefore

2(97.876.383.536.363 + 4.310.747.475.;"}^

= 4.104.900.538 — 27942 a. Or

(97.876.383.536.363 + 4.310.747.475 a '}^

= 2.052.450.269 — 13971 .r.

And, by involving both sides of the equation

4.3I0.747.475.i'V 97.896.383.536.363 = 19.50S.841.;»:* —
57.349.565.4l6.398.i- + 421.252.106.718.172.361.

Whence 4.1 15.558.634..;' + 57.349-565.416.39S..X-

= 421.156.228.334.645.988.

• Whence again j' + 13C34.r = 1.023.329.6C0 ; anJ
j: - 25112 - ZY.
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Having thus facnd the semi-diameter ZY of the reqrired
circle, the positions of 1 and S, and the angle RI8, will be
easily determined. For Z^) co ZY = <fY = 11801 ; and,
since Af = ZX = 906()5.5, and A<t>Y a right-angle, the an-
gle <i>AY will be found = 7° 30' 10". Since also ESL =
8° C 6", and SL, or ABM, the line of the solar apsides, is

3 s. 5° 30' of longitude, SE or oA will be in 3 s. 8° 30' 6" of
longitude; and, adding ^.AY = 7° 30' 10", YA will be in

3s. 16° 0' 16" ; that is, I the position of the earth, when the

greatest difference of second inequality takes place, is in

9s. 16° 0' IG". The difference itself RIS, is easily found,
"With the sides RZ, ZY, of the right-angled triangle RZY

;

for from these PvYZ = RIS, comes out = 1° 3' 32". The
mean longitude also of the planet in R is easily found : for

AE, according to T. Brahe, is in 4s. '2'S^ 32' 16"
; and since

SEL = 44.° 59' 10", its supplement SEP is = 135° 0' 50"

= 4 s. 15° 0' 50"; and therefore ER in 9s. 8° 33' 6". The
true longitude, after applying the equation of first inequality,

would be 8 s. 27°.

The solution of this problem is perfectly the same with

that given long afterwards by Sir Isaac Newton, in his

Arithir.itka Uincci sal s. Problem 45.

Yet these laborious investigations are not the only evidences^

of the scrupulous exactness, with which Kepler examined
every part of the ancient theory, before he adventured to in-

troduce his own. For, out of deference to T. Lrahe, he mi-

nutely traced all the possible effects of the proposed substitu-

tion, in every one of the three systems ; and the trouble given

him by the complicated form of T. Erahe's system and theory

was very great. But Kepler had given to T. Brahe, in his

'.lying moments, a pron'iic to this purpose, and not only the

present investigations, but the two following parts of his

com.mentary, are proofs how sacredly he fulfilled it. The
present investigations also arc not only given in the exceutric

forms, but even in the concentric.

I.

T.p communicate just notions of Kepler's sciupulous atten-

tion and candour, it would be necessaxy to transcribe his

whole book. In the present examination these three examples

must sufhcc.

On the 13tli of April 1589, at 12h. 5', the longitude of

Mars, deduced by T. Brahe with great attention from an ob-

servation, was 7s. 3° 58' 31", and, after a correction for pa-

rallax, stated at 7s. 3° 57' 1 1". The time was Ih. 30' before

the opposition j and, as the diurnal motion found by the ob-

servations
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servatfons of some successive days was 22', the lonp-itiule in

opposition ought to h;ive been 7s. 3° 55' 49". The table

makes it 7s. 3° 5S' 10".

- On the lOth of November 1597, at Sh. 30', the observed

longitude of Mars was doubly marked, first in 3 s. 3° 30', and
next in 3s. 4° 1'. A mean of both is 3s. 3° 45' SiV. The
time assigned for the opposition is 3d. 5h. 5' later, in which

interval the motion /« r/w/nrcA »//>•-, taken from Magini's tables,

is 1° 15'. The longitude in opposition ought therefore to

have been S s. 2° 30' 30". In the table it is'3 s. "2° 28'. The
cause of the uncertainty, marked with respect to this obser-

vation, is evident from its date. T. Brahe had been obliged

to withdraw from Huenna ; and, though his other instru-

ments were left with his assistants, had found means to carry

off with him (his radius) one of the most valuable. The loss

to astronomy, by his removal at this time, was great. The
opposition of 15<>7 was of the utmost consequence for detect-

ing the parallax of Mars, and very few so favoinrable occur in

the course of a whole liie-time.

On the 13th of January, at Prague, the right ascension of Examina-

Mars, determined by distances, at 1 1 h. 50', was t'°" ^^ ^^'

meanoppo-
° ' " sitions on

1st. from the bright star in the first of Gemini 134 23 39 which V
2d. from Cor Iconis, or Regulus - - 134- 27 37 Bnihe

3d. from Pollux .... 134 23 18 f^"-"^ed hi

4th. from the third star in the wing of Virgo 134 29 48 ^^^^°^i'-

Consequently, a mean of all the four determina- —
tions is ..... 134 24 33

Whence the longitude of Mars, at 1
' h. 40' of mean time, re-

duced to the meridian of Uraniburg, was 4 s. 10° 3<S' 46".

On the 24th of January, at tlie same hour, his longitude is

stated at 4s. 0° lb' 0". His diurnal motion therefore wag
23' 44", and consequently his longitude in opposition, on the

19th of January O. S. is rightly marked 4s. b° IS' 45". From
these differences of the right ascensions it appears, that con-

siderable uncertainties may arise from the observations them-
selves, as well as from their application, unless they have been
made with great attention, and the observer favoured with
all possible advantages. '^Tiese, in the present case, had been
deficient ; for, though many of T. Brahe's instruments had
by this time arrived in Bohemia, several of the largest were
wanting ; and such as had arrived were not set up with suf-

ficient accuracy, nor freed from the derangements which they
had suffered in the transportation. But indeed it was found,
that right ascensions, deduced from distances, were in general

liable to some uncertainty ; and Ldigomontanus admitted,

y 3 that
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that differences of 3', among such right ascensions, had not

been unfrequent even at Huen.

K.

T. Brahe's observations for discox'esing the parallax were
chiefly these. On the 26th of December 1582, at 8h. 2S' 30",

the planet wns found, by distances from the 2d and 7ih of
Gemini and from CculusTauri, to be in 3s. 17° 38' 10" of lon-

gitude ; and on the same day, by distances from Cor leonis, at

19 h. 15', to be in 3s, 17° 28' 30"; so that the motion, in

10 h. 46' 30", was 9' 40" retrograde. The altitude in the

first observation was 40° 50', where refraction was supposed
to have no effect, but in the second it was only 14" 4'.

But by other observations, of the 27th, 29th, and 30th, the

motion in longitude was found to be 25' in 24h. 21'; and
therefore, in lOh. 46' 30", it ought to have been li' 30" in-

stead of 9' 40".

The effect of parallax, if sensible, was to place the planet

at 8h. 28' 30'' more to the east than it ought to be, and at

I9h. 15' ruore to the west; and consequently the apparent

retrograde motion ought to have been greater than 11' 30";

whereas it is 1' 50'' less. But the effect of refraction is con-

trary to that of parallax ; and T. Brahe, in his tables, reckons

at 13° of altitude the refraction of a fixed star 4', and that of
the sun 8'. Even the last of these refractions will occasion

but a very small variation of the planet's longitude ; because

the v.'hole sign of Cancer, at setting, was very oblique to the

horizon of Huenna, and the refraction would affect the lati-

tude chieily. The refraction therefore in longitude cannot be

Attempts siated at more than 3'; and this added to 9' 40" gives 12' 40"
to discover for the apparent retrograde motion in 10 h- 46' 30", when
the paral- cleared of refraction. Its excess above 11' 80" is 1' 10", the

Mars ^-^"^ ^^ ^^^ parallaxes In longitude given by the present ob-

servations.

About the 16th and 17th of January 1583, the retrograde

motion of Mars was precisely in a line passing from Cor
leonis to the bright star in the foot of Ericthonius ; and, by
taking the distances from these stars at lOh 30' on the !6th,

and lOh. 36' on the 17th, the motion in 2Ih. 6' was found to

be 14' 30". Therefore, in the interval of 9h. 30', between

7 h. 30', and 17 h. on the 16th, it ought to have been 5' 37".5.

But by actual observation it was found to be 6'. No more
tliercfore than 22".5 is left for the sum of the parallaxes in

longitude ; and to this hardly any addition could be made
upon account of refraction, because, though the altitude in

the last observation was •only 15°, the signs of Cancer and Leo
were
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were very oblique to the horizon, and the aititudes of Mars
and Cor leonis much the same.

On the i7t.h, at 5h. 20' and at 15h., the variation of dis-

tance from the same fixed stars was 7' in the included inter-

val of 9h. 40'; and in the interval of 9h. IS' between 7h. 34-'

and 16h. 52' it was 8'. But the real motion, wliich v/as 14' 30"

in 'iih. 6', ought to have 'been 5' 53"A in the first interval,

and 5' 4-0".8 in the second. The first sum therefore of the

parallaxes was 1' 6".6, and cf the second 2' 19".2.

Lastly, On the 18th, the apparent motion in longitude was
5' SO" in the ir.terval of 7h. 53', between 8h. 52' and 16h. 45'.

But, from observations «f the 13th and 19th, the real motion
appeared to be 10' 30" in 22h. 11' ; and therefore it was i^o

n^.ore than y 4.'>".8 in the interval 5h. 30' ; so that all which
is left for tiie sum of the parallaxes is only 1' 46".2.

Finding the results from these observations, when examined
in a direct manner, so inconsiderable, and so far below the

common opinion, Kepler proceeded to examine them by a

converse method ; and, siiice the solar parallax was then esti-

mated at 3', he supposed the horizontal parallax of Mars .in

his present position to be 4', and proceeded to investigate

what sum this would give for the parallax in longitude in the

former interval of 9h. 40' on the 17th of January. The sun's

longitude at 5h. 20' was 10s. 7° 22', and 10s. 7° 31' at 15h.

and therefore with the obliquity of the ecliptic-given,

His right ascensions were found to be
To which, adding the apparent time con-

verted into degrees

The right ascension of the meridian was
Longitude of the culminating point of the

ecliptic - -

Its declination _ _ .

Its altitude ...
Angle of the ecliptic with the meridian
Altitude of the Nonagesimal
Distance between the culminating and ori-

ent points of the ecliptic - 108 45 61 31

Distance between the culminating poir.t and
the Nonagesimal

Longitude of the Nonagesimal
Longitude of Mars _ . _

Distance of Mars from the Nonagesimal
Correspondent parallaxes of longitude

Y'i The

309 47 & 309 56

79 225

28 45 174 56

30 56 174 29
11 50 2 12
45 55 "36 18

69 2y 66 31

49 12 42 20

18 45 28 29
49 42 202 53
90 90 10

40 19 112 43
1 57.5 2 37.8
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The sum of these parallaxes is 4' 35".3. As therefore the
real motion at this time was 6', it must have been increased
to 10' 35".3 by the sum of the parallaxes ; and as it was in-
creiised no faitlier than to 7'> it is impossible that the hori-
zontal parallax should be so great as 4-'.

Other observations made by T. Brahe for the same purpose,
in the years 1.585, 15S7, &c. v/ere examined with equal caie,
and the results were found to be equally unsatisfactory. Some
gave a parallax so inconsiderable as w.is thought far below
the truth, some ^ave none at all, and other results were di-

rectly repugnant to the possibility of its existence.

Kepler next details his own obs rvations on this subject,
and nothing can exceed the candour and fairness with which
they are related, or the ardour and patience with which they
were made. In his investigation he employed the method
cf latitudes; and, as the longitudes of Mars and Arcturus
were at that time nearly the same, his observations were
chiefly of distances from this fixed star.

On the 17th and 19th cf February IGOi-, his observations
chiefly served to prove that Mars was stationary, and that
his real distance from Arcturus was 29" 18', liut on the
22d, when Os leonis was in the meridian, it was 29° 15', an4
when Cor Scorpii was in the meridian, it was 26^ 19'; so that

a variation cf about 4' 1.5" ©n the latitude had taken place
in the interval ; which, as Mars was still stationary, argued
an horizontal parallax of no less than 9'. But, when Os leor

nis \va.s in the meridian, the altitude of Mars was only 1
2° 30';

and, if we apply to the planet T. Brahe's refiacsious of tlie

fixed stars, the variation of latitude must be diminished 2' Ih",

so that it will become 1' .57", and give an horizontal parallax
of 4' 11''. But if we apply his solar refractionsj the varla^

tion of latititde maist be diminished 4' 3G", that is, the result

would be contradictory to every degree of parallax.

The observations ot the 26th were also unfavourable to

parallax, and the variation of distance from Arcturus amount?
ed at the utmost to no more than 1'.

L.

ThiE observations of the planet in the node, or near to it,

were these. 1. On the 4th of March 1590, at 7h. 10', he
found from the right ascension of JVlars = 22° 35' 10", and
his declination = 9° 26' north, '.hat the longitude was Os 24°

22' 5()", and the latitude 3' 12" south. As the effects of pa-

rallax and refraction seemed here to be equal, they were ne-

glected. 2. On the 23d of January 159:^', at lOh. 15', Mars
>yas found in Os. 11° 34' SC' of longitude, with 2' of south

latitiidf i
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Utitude ; and here also the refraction was neglected, the ^^-
p, . . •

titude being 25° in the meridian. Bnt as the elongation from don of the"

the sun was 60°, and therefore the horizontal parallax the lonjritude

same with that of the sun, which was reckoned at 3', a change of the

was thereby supposed to be produced upon the latitude of n^'^^**

nearly 2'; for the circle of latitude nearly coincided with the

meridian, and the planet was concluded to be actually in the

node. 3. On the lOth of December 1593, Mars was also in

the node ; for, after corrections for parallax and refraction,

the latitude was no greater than iS' north. 4, On the,27th of

October 1595, at 12h. the latitude of Mars, cleared of paral-

lax and refraction, was 2' 50" south ; and on the 28th, after

like corrections, it was 25" north ; and Kepler concluded that

the planet had been in the node at Oh. on the 28th.

These observations were mutually confirmed by reckoning

687 days, tlie time of a tropical revolution, backwards frorrt

Oh. on the 2Sth of October 1595; by which means we are

brought to the 10th of December 1593, the date of the third

observation, and thence another period of 687 days will bring

us to the 23d of January 1592, wlien the planet was actually in

the node ; and a third period of 6S7 days will terminate at

noon, on the 7th of March 1590, when the arch of S' 12''

south latitude is found from the diurnal njotion in Utitude to

have actually been described.

In like manner, on the ,3d of June 1595, at 19h. 10', when
the altitude of Mars was 8°, his longitude was 7s, 13° 36' 40'',

ijind latitude 3' 16" north. The parallax was insensible, be-

cause the distance w;is greater than that of the sun ; but the
refraction was great, and chiefly affected the latitude, so that
instead of 3' 16" north, it may be reckoned at 2' 3", or even
more minutes south. Also, on the 15th of April 15^9, the
observed latitude, at the time of the least distance of the pla-

net from the earth, was 1° 7' 0*' north, and after 21 days it

decreased to 0° 6' W' north. The rate of decrease was not
indeed uniform, but became gradually slower ; the error
however will be insensible, though we should calculate the
time when the planet was in the ecliptic by the common ana-
logy 60' 20" : 21 d. :: 6' W :

2' 8''. The planet therefore was
in the node on the 9th of May, or near the end of the 8th.
Hence, reckoning three times 6''?7 days backward, we are
brought to the 29th of December I594<, towards the end of
that day, when tlie planet ought to be again found in the
fiode. Accordingly, on the 3d of January 1595, that is, five

days after, the observed latitude at 19h. 10' was found to be
S' 16" south. Nor is any error committed by now givins: five

days to the motion of 3' 16" in latitude, and in 1589 givinfr

pnly 2d. S h. to the motion of 6' 40" in latitude, for in 159

1

the
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the planet was near the conjunction, and in 1589 near the

opposition.

M.

The attention of Kepler in calculating the times and points

of his apparent oppositions, was the same which we have seen
employed in his examination of T. Brahc's mean oppositions.

Apparent To prevent the possibility of suspecting that he had suited

oppositions, the observations to his theory, he gives a particular account
of his treatment of every one, noticing their minutest circum-
stances, and especially- pointing out those which might intro-

duce the least ambiguity or uncertainty ; whether they arose

from the imperfection of the observation, or frc/m the inac-

curate doctrines tiiuglit concerning parallax and refraction.

In treating his own observations, he even describes the whole
procedure of making them ; and his attention and fairness,

in the conclusions deduced from all, certainly was never ex..

ceeded.

N.

It is impossible to convey a just notion of the difficulties

which attended the formation of Kepler's theory, or of his

indefatigable patience in it, except by a repetition of his pro-

cedure. This perhaps will be acceptable as an object of
curiosity, and an example of the management of calculations,

before the discovery of logarithms.

The oppositions he employed were those of the years 1587,

1.591, 1593, and 1595 ; in which the observed longitudes were
5s. 25° 43' 0"; 8s. 26° 43' 0"; lis. 12° 16' 0"; and Is 17° 3V
40"; and the mean longitude, calculated from 'J\ Brahe's

tables, 6s, 0° 47' 40"; 9s. 5° 43' 55" ; lis. 9° 55' 4"
; and

J s. 7° 14' 9". To clear these of every degree of foreign mo-
tion, they were reduced to the year 1587, by corrections

taken from the same tables for the precession ; and these

corrections were, for the first interval from 1587 to 1591,
tV 37"; for the second, from 1587 to 1593, 5' 30": and 7' 18"

for the third interval from 1587 to 1595. They therefore

became

App. long. AF = 5 2°5 43 ; AE = 8 26 39 43 ;

Mean long. CF = 6 47 40 ; CE = 9 5 40 18
;

App. long. AD = li 12 10 30 ; AG = 1 17 24 22
Mean long. CD = 11 S 49 34; CG == 1 7 6 51.

Ir
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at D being now greater by 1' 48" than the defect at F, it fo1«

lov/s, that the points D, E, F, G, though more nearly than
before, are not yet precisely in a circle.

The former excess at D was less by 29' 1 5" than the defect

at F, and the present excess at D is 1' 4S" greater; and there-

fore the addition to the longitude of the aphelion H has been
too great. But, instead of again repeating the whole tedious

process, it will be sufficient to employ the common rule of
proportion. When the error was ^9' 15", tlie sum of all the

four half diiferences was 12° 1' 43"; and now when the error

is 1'48", their sum is I2f 19 4S. The difference is 18' a";

and the difference of the errors, as they are in contrary di-

rections, is 31' 3". As therefore 31' S", the difference of the

errors, to 18' 3", the excess of the present sum above the

former f'Ise one, so wiil be the present error 1' 4<S", to the ex-

cess of the present sum above its just amount. This will be
found = 1' 2"; and subtracted from 12^ 19' 46" gives 12° 18'

44" for the just sum required ; so that the excess at D, and
the defect at F, ou;^ht each to be = 6° 9' 22".

Supposing then that, in consequence of this correction, the

points D, E, F, G, are in the circumference of the same cir-

cle, it is next to be enquired if its centre B be situated in AC.
Here 1. Since the i suppl. of FAE is = 44° 31' 48", and

of FAG = 25° 50' 41", their sum will be = 70° 22' 2D" ;

whence, subtracting 6° 9' 22'', wliich ought to be the defect

at F, the remainder will be 64° 13' 7" = EFG ; and, conse-

quently EBG will be = 128° 26' 14".

2. Since EAG = (EAD + DAG =) 140° 44^ 59", its ^

snppl. will be = 19° 37' 40''. But, in resolving the triangle

EAG, in order to find EG and A KG, a correction must be

made upon the sides AE, AG, in consequence of the change
on the angles at D and F. This will be found by consider-

ing, that since the increase of the sum of all the four half

differences, from 12° 1' 43" to 12° 19 4 6", v/as too great, the

variations of AE and AG must have been t?oo great also ;

and, as the first was increased by 37', and the second dimi-

nished by 21', that now, since 12^ UX 46'' is by a correction

of r 2" reduced to 12° 18' 44", AE and AG must be again

varied, by shortening the first and lengthening the second.

As therefore 18' 3", the first variation ot" the sum of the half

differences, is to 58', the sum of the changes produced upon
AE and AG, so is 1'2", the second variation of the sum of

the half differences, to 3 the sum of the changes now to be
made upon AE and AG ; and dividing this in the ratio of

S7 to 21, AE will become = 50738.7, and AG = 52282.3.

Therefore tan. ^ (AEG — AGE) = tau. i suppl. EAG
(AG
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AG -f AE 103021

and AEG = 19° 55' 51"; as also EG = —̂ ll!i"f5^ =
sia. AEG

522S2.6S271

3. Since the base EG of the isosceles triangle EBG, and
the vertical angle EBG are thus found, the angle BEG at the
base is given, and = 25^ 46' 53" ; and, therefore, BE =
EG. sin. BEG 97041 4-3494' ^„ ^^"

—

• i>T).^— = ztt-ttt:; = 53800.
sin. EBG 7S327

4. In the triangle BEA, the angle BEA is given, for it is

= BEG — AEG = 5° 51' 2", and also its i suppl. = 87*
4' 27". Therefore tan. i (BAE — ABE) = tan. i suppl.

BEA (5|-Af , = ]2^^^$:^1^ ^ S8«2 = tan. 30-
^ bE + AE^ 104599

17' 8"; so that BAE = 117° 21' 37".

But, since in the second operation the aphelion H was
found to be too far advanced in longitude, let it now, in con-

sequence of the last correction, be considered as advanced
no more than 3' 8", instead of 3' 20" beyond the longitude

first assumed. Then, since AH is in 4s. 28'-^ 47' 8", and AE
in 8s. 26° 39' 23", CAE or HAE will be = 117=^ 52' 5"; that

is, greater by 30' 28" than BAE ; and B is not situated in

AC, but on side of it towards E. The suppositions there-

fore for FAH and FCH, must, one of them, or perhaps

both, be f ilse.

But these angles of anomaly cannot be varied by the mere
variation of the assumed longitude of the aphelion ; because

no other position of it will permit the points D, F, F, G, to

be situated in the circumference of the same circle ; and be-

fore it can be farther varied, the mean longitudes, or the po-

sition of the lines FC, FE, &c. must be varied. This, there-

fore, was the next step of Kepler's procedure ; and he tells

u?, it was not till after a great variety of unsuccessful trials,

that he found his purpose would be nearly accomplished by
the addition of 2' more to the longitude of the aphelion, and
of 30" at the same time to the mean longitudes. By these

additions the mean anomalies FCH, ECH, &c. are all dimi-

nished 1' SO" each ; and we have FCH = 32° 3' 36"; KCE
= 53° 7' 2"; KCD = 11° 0' 44"; and KCG = 68° 18' 1".

The angles again of equation will become AFC = 5° S' 26";

AEC = 9° 4' 41"; ADC = 2= 17' 10"; and AGC = 10° 13'

45" ; being increased 30" in the first semi- circle of anomaly,
and as much diminished in the secoud : consequently, the

lines
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Since, then, the error of BAE, to wit, Y 17'''5, is about
|- of the difference between the two results for this angle, all

the results from the second assumption are to be varied by a
third part of the difFerences between them and the results

from the first i that is, corrections are to be made upon them
of + 2; + 11 ; — '2' 15"; +7' i7''.5. So that at last BE
= 5S868, AE :^ .50780, BE A =5° 4.1' 32"; and hence, cal-

culating BAE, it will be found accurately equal to CAE.
<;in BF A

Therefore, finally, BA = V—^ C ^ ^^^SS, and BC=
sui. BAE

7232. Or, in the Copernican form of a concentrical circle

with two epicycles, the semi-diameter of the greater would
be 14998, and of the less 3628, in parts of the semi-diameter

of the orbit — 100000.

o.

It was a business of no little difficulty to find any pairs of

observations, in circumstances fit for Kepler's purpose. The
earth's apsides were in 9s. 5° 30' and 3 s. 5'^ SC", and no two
observations from the earth in these opposite points, made of

the planet, either in 6s. 5° SO', or Os. /y° 30', could be found In

T. Brahe's Avhole collection. It became necessary, therefore,

to investigate the times in which, while Mars v/as near to

either of these points of quadrature, the angles of commu-
tation KCF, LCF, though not right angles, were equal to

each other. When the^e times v/ere found, T. Brahe's col-

lection was next to be examined, to discover if In them any
observations of tlie planet had been made ; and if his ardour
had not been indefaiigable, no pair with such concurring

conditions could have been found.

As the heliocentric places of Mars w^ere required to be in

6 s. 5° 3'..' and Os. 3° .'^0', and the apogee of his orbit, accord-

ing to T. Brahe, was in 4s. 23° 30', the required true ano-
maly was 42'^, or 318°; and T. Brahe's equation, at either

of these points, was 8° 15' 16". The requisite mean anomaly
therefore was 50° 15' 56", or 309° 44' 4"; and Mars was
twelve times in the former of these during the course of T.
Brahe's observations.

It was therefore to be enquired if any of these twelve times,

in which Mars was in 50° 15' 16" cf mean anomaly, and con-

sequently in a line perpendicular to the line of the earth's ap-

sides, the earth was to be found in two points G, H, or K, L,
of her orbit, making with the planet the equal angles of
commutation FCG, FCH, or F\JK, FCL.
A revolution of Mars is performed in 687 days, and two

revolutions
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fevolutions of the earth in 73CH days. The difference of

these periods is 43^; during which time the earth moves
through V2° 54' 23". If, then, in the space of two years,

two places of the earth be required,- which shall make equal

angles, in equal times, with a perpendicular from Mars to

the line of apsides, on each side of it, each place must make
an angle with it of 21° 27'- In four years they must form
similarly situated angles of 4<2° 54;'; in six years, of 64° 22*;

and in eight years, of 85° 48'. No such pair at the distance

of eight years were to be found in T. Brahe's register ; but a
pair, at the distance of six years, was found as proper for the

purpose as could reasonably be expected. These were the

observations of the 3Uth of May I5ii5, at 5h. and of January
20th, 1591, at Oh. ; in both which the mean heliocentric lon-

gitude of Mars was 6 s. 22° 43' 8", and therefore the true he-

liocentric longitude, after applying T. Brahe's equation, 6 s.

13° 28' 16"; and the earth in the former being at K, in 8 s.

17° 51' 46", and in the latter at L, in 4s. 9° 4' 46", the angles

of commutation KCF, LCF, uere each = 64° 23' 30". The
observations, indeed, were not actually made at the precise

instants now mentioned, and only reduced to ihem from May
]8th and January 22d, by means of the diurnal motions in

Magini's tables ; because the commutations would not other-

wise have been equal. In the former observation, indeed, the

distance of the earth from the aphelion, in 9 s. 5° 30' was only
17° 38', /n nnfecfhknlia ; and in the latter, the distance from the

perihelion was no less in o7isLr/uc'»/iathan 33° 35'; but this was
an imperfection which could not be avoided.

The investigation of the distance BC, between the centres

of the orbit and the equant, was to this effect.

Join BK, BL, KL ; from L drav/ LP perpendicular to KC
produced ; draw, from B and C, the perpendiculars BM and
CN to KL ; and from N draw to BM the line NO parallel to

the line of apsides DE. Assume FC = 100000.
Since KFC = 36° 51', and KCF = 64° 23' 30", we shall

liave the angle FKC = 78° 45' 30", and therefore KC =
61 148 ; and, in the same maimer, since LFC = 38° 6', LC
will be found = 63186.
Again, since KCL = 128° 47' 19", PCL will be = 51°

12' 41", and PLC = 38° 47' 19"; and therefore, since LC =
63186, PL will be found = 49251, and PC = 39583.

PL
Therefore PK = 100731 ; and since tan. LKP = —— , this

angle will be found = Q6° 3' 21", and its secant KL =
112126, and therefore LM == ^KL = 56063. But CLK =
180° — (KCL + LKP) = '25° 9' 21", and therefore CN =
CL. sin. CLK = 26859, and LN = CL. cos CLK = 57193.

Z 2 Therefore
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Therefore MN = LN — LM = 1130. Since also, KCE =
17° 38', and LKC = 26° 3' 21", we shall have ONM =
LKC — KCE = 8° 25' 21". Therefore MO = MN. tan.

ONM -= 167 ; and NO = EC = i 143. But BM = CN +
MO -= 27025; and KB == a/KM^ +~BM^= 62237 ; and
therefore BC, in parts of KB == 1 00000, will be found ==

1837.

Two conditions are indeed assumed in this investigation,

viz. that the earth's orbit is a perfect circle, and that the

place of its aphelion, as given by T. Brahe, is just. But
though neither of these be accurately true, the certainty of

the general conclusion will not thereby be affected.

P,

In the above experiment, the mean longitude of Mars, on
the 5th of Match 1590, at 7h. 10', was Is. 4° 38' 50", ac-

cording to the Rhudolphine tables, and the equation 11° 14-'

5'-)" additive; so that the true heliocentric lon^-icude was Is.

15° 53' 45". To the mean longitude 1' 3S" was added for the

precession during every interval, and the remaining true lon-

gitudes became Is. 15° so' 23"; ls.»15° 5& 56"', Is. 15° 58' 30";

on the application of the proper equations.

The mean places of the earth were, E in 5 s. 22° 58' 46";

F in 4s. 10° 5' 57"; G in 2s. 27° 13' 12"; H in Is. 14° 20' 25".

The angles of commutation therefore were ECM = 127° 5'

1"; FCM = 84° 10' 34"; GCM = 41° 16' 16"; and HCM
= 1° 38' 5 '.

The observed longitudes of Mars were, from E, Os 25° 6' 0'';

from F, Os. 19° 19 0' ; from G, Os. 3° 35' 30"; and from H,
Is. 19° 21' 35". Consequently the parallaxes were EMC =
20° 47' 45''; FMC ^ 35° 46' 23"; GMC = 42° 21' 26 '; and
HMC = 3° 25' 5". Whence the elongations came out

CEM = 32° 7' 14"; CFM = 60° 3 3"; CGM = 96° 22 18";

and CHM = 174° 58' 50".

When, with these data, the clistances CE, CF, CG, CH,
were found, the distance BC of C from the centre of the or-

bit was to be investigated.

Join BE, BF, BG, and EF, EG, EG. As all the angles

about C .are equal, and each of them, as ECF consists of
42° 52' 47 ', we shall have in the triangle ECF, with this

angle, and the sides CE, CF, the base EF = 49169, and
CEF = 69° IS' 46'': and in the same manner, in the triangle^

FCG, ECG, the angle CGF will be found = 68° 12' 6' ; and
CGE = 46° 39' 10'''

Iheiefore EGF =: CGF ^ CGE = 21° 33' 16", and
thence
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thence EBF at the centre = 42° 6' 30", and BEF = 68° 26'

•ii' ; and from these, with EF also found, the semi-diameter

BF = 66923. Therefore, finally, in the triangle EEC, with
the angle BEC = CEF — BEF = 0° 52' 2', and the sides

BE, CE, the base BC will be found = 1023, that is, = 1530
in parts of BE = 100000 ; and the angle ECB = 97° 50'

30": so that the longitude of the perihelion P is 2s. 15° 8 16",

differing more than 20° from the position given it by T.
Brahe. But it is to be remembered, that the mean longitude

and equations, taken from his Rhudolphine tables, are so far

from being accurate, that if, instead of the observations from
E, F, G, we employ any other combmation of three, the

place of the aphelion will be sometimes more advanced, and
sometimes less advanced, than the position given by T.
Brahe ; and different results will be also found for the dis-

tance BC. But all the results agree in placing B between A
and C, and making BC nearly one-half of the whole excen^

tricity 3592.

Q.

The heliocentric longitude of Mars, calculated on the prin-

ciples of the vicarious theory, where the planet is referred tcv

the centre of the sun, and not to C the supposed centre of
the earth's orbit, was Is. 14° 19' 52", on the 25th of October
1595, at 5h. 45'; and the times when the planet returned to

the same point of longitude, were December 7th, 1593, at

8h. O'; January 23d, 1592, at 7h. 20'; and March 4th, 1590,
at 7h. 10': so that the heliocentric longitudes, corrected for

the precession, were Is. 14° 18' 16", Is. 14° 16' 40", and
Is. 14°. 15' 4".

After the observations had been carefully corrected for re-

fraction and diurnal parallax, and the true longitudes of the

earth calculated from the khudolphine equati ^ns, the geo-
centric longitudes deduced from them., by means of the

diurnal motions in Magini's tables, were

Geoc. long, of Mars. App. long, of the earth.

1590 24 20 5 24 25
1592 9 24 4 10 17 8
1593 3 4 30 2 25 53 24
1595 1 19 42 1 11 41 34

The parallaxes therefore were EMA =19° 55' 4"; FMA
=« 34° 52' 40' , GMA = 4l° 13' 46", and HMA = 5° 22' 8";

and the elongations AEM = 30° 19' 35", AFM === 59° 6' 52",

AGM = 97° ir 6", and AHM = 171" 59' 34", Therefore,

Z 3 hT
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.., .„ sin. EMA
by assumina- AM = 100000, AE = -; -~p = 674C7}

^ ^
sin. aLM

sin. FM.\
.^,

sin. GMA
^Ar = •: . ^,^ = 665 '2, AG = rrrrr = 664'29,

sm. AFM sin. AGM
AH = ^^i2^ = mm.

sm. AHM
From these distances, and with the angles EAF, FAG,

GAH, it is required to determine the e.'ccentricity AB of
the orbit ; for, if this shall come out = 3592, or 3600, ac-

cording to T. Brahe, the equant and orbit, notwithstanding
of the former investigation, must coincide.

The angle EAG is = 8b° 7' i", and, with an addition of
3' 12" for the precession, it becomes 88° 10' 13", and conse-

quently its \ suppl. 4.5° 54' 54"; whence, with AE and AG,
the angle AEG will be found = 45° 27' '^2", and the side

EG = 93159. In the same manner, in the triangle AEH,
where the angle EAH is = 132° 18' 51", but with an addi-

tion of 4' 48" for the precession, = 132° 23' 39", its ^ suppl.

will be = 23° 48' 11"; and therefore, with AE and AH, the

angle AHK, will be found ^ 23° 51' 0". Lastly, in the tri-

angle AGH, where GAH, also correcfed for the precession,

is = 44° 13' 26", and its i suppl. = 67° 53' 17', with AG
and AH, the angle AHG vail be found = 67° 3' 12".

Since, then, EHG = AHG — AHF. = 43° 12' 12", its

double EBG will be = 86° 24' 24"; and BEG = 46° 47' 48",

and therefore EB = 68141. Since also AEB = BEG —
AEG = 1° 20' 6", we shall, with AE and BE, find EBP =^
68° 26' 7", that is, the longitude of P, the perihelion, = 3s.

15° 34' 18", AB =:: 2516, in parts of BE = 100000.

But it was previously known, that the longitude of the

perihelion P, instead of 3s. 15° 34' 18'', ought to be nearly
3s. 5° 30', as determined by T. Brahe ; and therefore, that

AE = 67467, was very nearly the earth's mean distance

irom the sun, and AG = 66429, very nearly the perihelion

distance. It follows hence, that their difference 1038, in-

parts ofAM = 100000, or 1539, in parts of BE = 1 00000,
cannot be much less than the true excentricity. But AB
now found, by taking in AH to the investigation, is much
greater than 15&9, found from AE and AG; and some error

therefore must evidently have been committed in the obser-

vations, and most probably in the observation from H. The
geocentric longitude seen from this point, Kepler supposes,

ought to have been Is. 19° 40', instead of Is. 19° 42'. By this

change AH will become = 67030, and repeating the investi-

gation with this substituted for 67220, AB will be found ^=

^100, and the loneitude of the perihelion == 3s. 10° 36 .

It
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It was also possible that an error of 1' might have been
committed in the heliocentric longitude of the planet de-

duced by the vicarious theory. Kepler therefore repeated

the operation with the heliocentric longitude increased 1'; and
found the place of the aplieiion brought by this change to

9° 7' 23", and the excentricity reduced to 1880, by v/hich

means it clearly appeared that, with the true place of the

aphelion, it would be still further reduced : and in fact, by
supposing also the geocentric longitude observed from H, in

1595, diminislied only 30", it was reduced to 1800.

He also repeated the investigation, without any alteration

either of the heliocentric, or of any of the geocentric longi-

tudes, by combining the observations from E, F, and G 5

and found with these 9 s. 8° 51' for the place of the aphelion,

and 2000 for the excentricity AB : and here also, by only

supposing the longitude observed from F to be F, or 2', be-

low the truth, and, in consequence of increasing it, also in-

creasing AF, his purpose was again attained, and the aphe-
lion being brought to 9s. 5° 30', the excentricity AB was a
second time reduced to 1800.

He found also by this investigation, that the distance AM
of the pl.anet, in this point of the orbit from the sun, amounted
to 14-7443, and even exceeded it, in parts of BE = 100000.

Finally, to ascertain his conclusion, that the excentricity

AB of the earth's orbit did not exceed 1800, the half of
T. Brahe's excentricity, he calculated, with AM = 1 1'7700,

AB = 1800, and the heliocentric longitude, in 1595, = Is.

14-° 21' 7", the geocentric longitude for the times of observa-

tion, on the supposition that the orbit of the earth, between
the apsides, retired within the circle, aad the results were

Calculated longitudes. Observed longitudes.

*• o / /y * o / //

24 21 13 - 24 20
9 23 30 - 9 24
3 2 30 - 3 4 30

1 19 42 40 - 1 19 42

Hitherto Kepler had submitted to the trouble of perform-
ing all his laborious and intricate calculations, in every
one of the three several systems, and in both the e>:centric

and the concentric forms. This trouble he submitted to,

partly to avoid every possibility of mis;:aking tlie truth, and
partly to fulfil the dying reque.-.t of T . Brahe. But; as none
of these various hypotheses produced any sensible difference

on his conclusions, he henceforth discontinued such multi-
plication of labour, and confined his investigations to the
ibrms of the Copernican system.

Z4 It
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R.

It was known, from the periodical revolution of Mars, that
if at any particular time, as February ilth, 1589, at 17h. 13',

he was in 6s. 5° 25' 14"'' of heliocentric longitude, he would,
in former or subsequent years, be in the same longitude on
May 9th, 1585, at ISh. 11'

; March i7th, 1587, at 17h. 42';

and December 30th, 1590, at 16h. 44<'. Accordingly, at these

several times,

Mel ioc. long. Mars. Geoc. long. Mars. Longitude Sun.

1585,

s-
' -/

6 5 22 2 4 26 54 30
*• .O / //

1 28 55 45
r587, 23 39 5 18 12 16 50 24
1589, 25 14 7 8 48 15 11 3 41 40
1590, 26 50 7 9 47 10 9 19 6 48

With the angles therefore A EM, AFM, &c. of elongation,

and the angles KM A, FMA, 8ic. of parallax, given, the dis-

tances of the earth from the sun, in parts of AM = 100000,
will be AE = 62227.5 ; AF = 61675; AG = 60653 ; AH
rr^ 60291.

As the angles EGF, EHF, stand on the same circular arcli

EF, and are angles at the circumference of the circle EFGH,
they must be equal ; and, if they do not come out equal, the

position of AM has not been properly assumed. These angles

therefore are to be calculated, by resolving the four triangles

EAG, FAG, EA?I, FAH, in \vhich, from the sides EA,
FA, GA, HA, now found, and the mcluded angles at A,

given by means of the sun's longitudes, taken from the Rhu-
dolphine tables, and corrected for the precession, we shall find

rci Z 69°8?'
t'}-'''^"" EGF = 21= 28' V

and EH A. = 25 38 30 ") , -p-u,-. oi m ^
FHA = 46 47 36

/^^"^^^^^^e ^Ht = 21 19 6

Difference = 8 55

Let the operation therefore be repeated Avith AM advanced
2' in longitude ; and the angles EGF, EHF, will be found,

the first = 2i° 40' 9", and the second = 21° 22' 14"; so that

their difference now rises to 17° 55', and shews that AM
ought to have been drawn back, and not advanced.

Let the operation be again repeated with AM, drawn back
2', and EGF will be found = 21° 15' 54 ', and EHF = 21°

13' 54 ', differing only 2'. But, though this inconsiderable dif-

ference jnight have been safely neglected, Kepler repeated the

whole
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whole investic^ation a fourth time, with the heliocentric lon-

gitude of the planet diminished 30" more ; and then the

ans^les kGF, EHF, came out eacii = 21° i:)'.

Since, then, EGF -= 21° 13 , its double EBF will be =
42° 26'; and therefore BFE = 6S° 47'. Since also, in con-

sequence of the last correction, AF becomes = 62117, and
AF = 6] 525; from these, with EAF = 42° 6' 37", '£¥

\

will be found = 69° 43' 31", and EF = 4418. But EF
being the chord of EBF = 42° 26', is, in parts of BE =
100000, equal to 72379 ; and coi-isequently AM, in the same
parts, = 162818, and AF = 100174. Therefore, with AF
and BF, and the included angle AFB = EFA — BFE =
0° 56' 31", the angle FAB will be found = 83° 30', and AB
= 1653; so that the aphelion is in 9s. 10° 19', and the ex-

centricity nearly the half of that determined by T. Brahe
;

and, with a just place of the aphelitm, would evidently rise

to 1800.

S.

The times in which the planet would necessarily be found
in the same point of longitude, whatever that longitude might
be ; the longitude of the earth at these times, the geocentric

longitude of the planet, and the distances of the earth from
the sun, calculated for the excentricity 1800, were all deduced
"with Kepler's usual attention, and stood as follows :

Times. Geoc. long-, of Mars.

1583, April 22d at 20h. 6 4s. 1° 29' 30"

1585, Mar. 9th 19 40 4 11 43 20

1587, Jan. 25th 19 10 6 4 41 45
1588, Dec. 12th 18 45 6 13 35 40
1590, Oct. 30th

Long;. Earth.

18 10 6 2 57 20

Distances.

7s. 12° 10' 3" AE = 101049
5 19 41 4 AF = 99770
4 16 5 55 AG = 98612

)
3 1 44 53 AH = 98203

V. 1 17 28 33 AK = 9S770.

1

The last was the time of actual observation, and as it was
solitary, it was used as the epoch from whicii the other tim.es

were reckoned. To reduce the observation of 1583, which
was also solitary, to the time required, the horary motions
of Magini's tables were employed ; and to reduce those of
the other years, the horary motions were supplied by various

©bservutioiijs of successive days.
'

The
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The first investigation was made with tlie observations

from F and G. The angle FAG, corrected for the preees-

si(jn, was 4S^ 36' 45", and, with the including sides AF, AG,
the angle AGF v/as found ^ 69° V 4i", AFG = 67° 2 1' 34",

and the base FG = 7S7O0. Then, in triangle FMG, with
the angle MFG == AFM— AFG =- 64° 45' 41", the angle

MGF = AGM — AGF = 62° 22' 29", and the side FG,
the side FM was found = 81915. Therefore, in the triangle

MFA, Avith FM, FA, and the included angle AFM, the

angle FAM was found = 21° 26' 32' , and AM = 166208 ;

so that AM was in 5s. 8° 14' 32" of longitude, in March
1585.

The second investigation was made in the same manner,
with the observations at E and H: it gave AM = 166179,
that is, differing only 29 from the former result ; and for its

positioh in 1583, 5s. 8° 11' Si ", Vv*^Iiich, corrected for the pre-

cession, giV^s 5s. 8° 13' 8" for the position in 1585, differing

from the former no more than 1' 24'.

Lastly, in the triangle AKM, with the given angle AKM,
the sides /iK = 98770, and AM = 166208, the angle AMK
was found = 24° 37' 38"; so that the position of AM in 1590
was in 5s. 8° 19' 52"; and, by a correction of 4' 48" for the

precession, 5s. 8° 15' 4" for the position in 1585, that is, dif-

terinc: from the first result no more than 32".

T.

In the ancient hypothesis the orbit of the earth was the

circle PQST (fig. 61), described upon the centre C, and the

excentricity ©f the orbit was AC = 8600. But in Kepler's

theory, confirmed by so many convincing proofs, this was
only the equant of the earth, and the orbit was the circle

DHFE, by whose centre B, the excentricity AC was bisected.

In this new theory, therefore, the distances of the earth from
the sun, which we have seen to be of so great consequence
in the investigation of the elements of the other orbits, gene-

rally difi'ered from the ancient distances ; and they were cal-

culated for every degree of anomaly, in the following manner.
in the line of apsides DE, the aphelion distance is AD =

BD + AB = 101800 ; and the perihelion distance is AE =
BD — AB =: 98200. I hese, in the ancient hypothesis, were
AP = CP + AC = 103600, and AT = CP— AC = 96400.
At 90*^ of true anomaly, when the earth is in the point F,

the new excentricity AB becomes the sine of the optical eqiia-

tion ABF = P 1' 53"; and therefore AF its co-sine == 99984.
In the ancient hypothesis AC = 3600 is the sine of the whole
equation AKC, and therefore its co-siae AR = 9L/'934.

When
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When the true anomaly DAH is = 45", the distance API
will be found by di^awing from the centre B, the line BN,
perpendicular to AH, and joining 3H. 'Jhen, AN = AB.
COS. 45'^ =^ 127^^ -- BN. Whence BHN = 4.:3' 45", and its

co-sine HN = 99992, and therefore AH = HN + AN =
•101264. Whence also, in the opposite degree 225' of true

anomaly, by producing AH to meet the orbit again in K,
we shall have AKr=HN — AN = 98720. In the former
hypothesis these distances are AO = 102514, and AV =
97422, found by drawing from C the line CX perpendicular

to OAV.
It likewise appears that the mean distances, though the

same as in the ancient hypothesis, do not take place at 90'

and 270^ of true anomaly ; but, as Reinholdus had observed
with respect to the planetary orbits, at two points where a
parallel to FAG, bisecting AB, meets the orbit DHFE ;

and that, as Ptolemy had also observed, in all cases where
the bisection takes place, the greatest equations do not hap-
pen at these points of mean distance, but at F and G, in 90*

and 270^ of true anomaly.
But, though Kepler expected that these new distances of

the earth from the sun, would produee considerable altera-

tions on the elements of the planetary theories, he shews by
experiment, that their effect on the ancient solar equations,

would be altogether inconsiderable.

At the mean distances towards F and G, the effect is alto-

gether insensible. For, whether CA be considered as the

sine of the angle CRA to the radius CR, or as the tangent

of the angle CFA to the radius AF, the equations will be
almost perfectly the same.

In other points, as at the octants, tliough the equations

must be calculated by different methods, their difference is

still very inconsiderable. In the ancient theory, the equation

at 45'' is found by a single operation, to wit, sin. AOC =
' = 1" 27' 31"; and this is also its amount at 135"

of true anomaly. In the new theory, again, it is found by
AI3. sin. 45

a double operation; for 1st. sin. AHB = r— = 43'

46"; and, 2dly, tan. i (BCH — BHC) = tan. J- suppl.
pTT TXC

CBH (-jrrf ho) > ^^^^s'^ce the physical equation at 45'

of anomaly, will be BHC = 43' 38"; and at 135», it will be
= 43' 42': and consequently the whole equation AHC, at the

first octant, will be = I*-"" 27' 24'', and at the second 1° 27' 28'.

As
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As ths difFerences between the physical and optical equa'
tions, in an orbit so little eccentrical, were in most cases in-

sensible, Kepler thought it sufficient to calculate the optical

equation only, and by doubling it to obtain the whole. So
thnt in both octants it was 1° '27' 32".

The disposition of the distances in Kepler's table of them
was peculiar. They were calculated for compleat degrees

of true anomaly, but the corresponding true anomalies are

not given. The anomalies, which are mari^.ed in the table,

on each side of every distance, are, the one less than the

mean anomaly by the real p;irt of the solar equation, and
the other less than the true by the optical part of it. Con-
sequently, as Kepler considered these two parts of the equa-
tion to be sensibly equal, the true anomaly is the mean be-

tween the anomalies marked in the table. The disposition

was made in this manner.

VIean anomalies. Distances. True anomalies. Mean of them.

4-5 43 45 101265
o / //

44 16 15
o
45

46 44 30 101242 45 15 30 46
47 45 15 101219 46 14 45 47

Thus the anomalies, entitled mean, are not the angles de-

scribed about C the centre of the equant, but the angles form-
ed at B the centre of the orbit, when the optical equations,

as BHA, are added to the angles formed at A : and the ano-

malies, entitled true, are not the angles described about the

sun in A, but angles less than these, and found by subtract-

ing equations, equal to the optical ones, from the angles at

A. It is true that when, in consequence of this arrangement,

you apply to the table with a given true anomaly, as 44° 16'

15'', the corresponding distance l0-'265 is not the radius vec-

tor of the earth in 44*^ 16' 15" of true anomaly, but in 45°;

and it is therefore too short : or, if you apply to the table

with a given mean anomaly, as 45'-' 43' 45", the distance

101265 is too short for this mean anomaly, for it really be-

longs to the mean anomaly 46" 27' SO". But this was done
purposely, when Kepler discovered that the orbit between the

apsides retired within the circle, that the distances might fall

as much short of the circular distances as the limits of the

oval required.

u.

1. In calculating equations, according to this natural prin-

ciple, Kepler generally abridged his labour, by reckoning

the physical and optical parts of the equation equal. Indeed,
ia
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in orbits so little excentrical as that of the earth, the differ-

ence was almost insensible. For, if on the centre tl, (fig. 64),
vfith the distance EB we describe the arch BX, to meet EA
in X, the sector BEX will represent the optical equation as

accurately as the angle BEA. Now this sector ditFers from
the area BEA, that is, from the physical equation, only by
the very small area, or triangle, BXA ; and, in the solar or-

bit, this difference, even at the octants, does not exceed 3?
seconds. But in more excentrical orbits it is by no means to

be neglected.

, 2. As Kepler observed that, when a circle is divided into

360, or any indefinite number of equal parts by diameters,

the sum of the distances of tlie points of division, from any
excentric point A, is greater than the sum of the distances of

the same points from the centre B ; that is, greater than the

area of the circle : so he likewise observed, that if as many
lines, making equal angles with one another, be drawn through
A. to the circumference, the sum of the distances of their ex-

trem.ities from A, will be less than the sum of the distances

BD, BY, of the same extremities from the centre B, that is,

less than the area of the circle ; this area being in both cases

considered as "equivalent to the sum of the indefinite semi-

diameters.

3. To shew the real excess of the sums of the distances

from A, in the arches CD, CE, CF, &c. above the areas

CD A, CEA, CFA, &c. employed to measure them, he sup-

posed a straight line cdcfglih (fig. Q5^, to have been found
eqvial to the circumference CDEFGHK, and its equal parts

cd^ de, ef, &c. equal to the arches CD, DE, EF, Sec. From
c, </, e, &c. he drew lines c/, f/i, (h. Sec. each equal to the

semi-diameter BC, and perpendicular to ri, and by joining,

the points i, /', t, had a parallelogram bckl.^ double 'of the tri-

angle by which Archimedes attempted to measure the area

of the semi-circle; and small parallelograms cb, dh, &c. double
of every particular SL-ctor CDB, DKB, &c.

He took also in cb, db^ eb, See. produced when necessary,

the distances ct, da, ea, &c. respectively equal to AC, AD,
AE, &c. ; and joining the points a, a, a, by the curve line

aaa, had the figure adca, double of the sum of the distances

AC, AD, AE, Sac. ; and in which the lines ca, da, la, were
inclined to the curve ana, in the sam.e angles in which the

distances AC, AD, AE, &c. stood inclined to the circumr
ference AFK.

Finally, he drew from A, to the diameters DS, ER, &:c.

the perpendiculars AT, AV, &c. and took in the lines da, w,
&c. the parts dm, en, &c. respectively equal to TD, VE, &c.
and by joining the points a, m, n, Sec. he had anotlier curvi-

linear
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linear figure acha-;pnnma precisely equal to the parallelogram
bchh ; and consequently double of the semi-circular area: so

that the lunula compiehended between the two curves was
double the excess of the sura of the distances AC, AD, AE,
&c. above the sura of the areas CDA, DEA, &c. that is,

above the area of the semi-circle

As Kepler could find no accurate quadrature of these

areas, he calls upon all the geometricians of the age for their

assistance. He -observes also, that the breadth of the lunula

is gieatest towards the points p and q\ and that it seems to be
bisected, not by the line a.f\ but by bhb. This however he also

recommends to all geometricians, as a subject worthy of

their invesiigatiou.

V.

In shewing hov/ inconsiderable the difference is between
the area of a semi-circle, that is, the sum of all the distances

of the indefinite number of equal parts of its circumference

from the centre, and th^e sum of the distances of the same
parts from the eccentric point A (fig. 64), he observes^ that

this difi'erence is the space amnopqaa comprehended between
tlie curves of fig. Qo. The greatest breadth of this space is

at the point «, where the line /y ^=-f>-, is equal to FB the

semi-diameter of the orbit; and />.• is equal to FA = 1004'32,

the secant of the greatest optical equation BFA. From their.

(diiference an = 4<32, the sum of the other excesses na, may

pa, qa, may nearly be inferred

For, if all the particulaf excesses, on each side of the

greatest .7.', were to «o, as the sum of all the sines of excen-

tric anomaly on each side of the semi-diameter, or shws I'on/s,

FB, is to FB, then as FB = 100000 to 1145SS69, the surn

.of the sines, so would the exces-s ao = 432 be to 49934, the

sum of tlie excesses of the secants of the optical equations

above their correspondent ;y,y//.

But the excesses «rt, ma, oa, pa, qa, are not to one another

3s the sines of excentric anomalyj but nearly in tlie duplicate

ratio of tho^e sines. The sine or 90^, for example, is double
the sine of 30\ But the optical equation at SO'' of excentric

anomaly, is 5' 19', and the excess of its secant above the ra-

dius 432. The optical equation again at 30° of excentric

anomaly, like the sine of 3()'% is very nearly the half of 5° 19'.

But the excess of the sec<uit of this optical equation above the

radius is only 107> that is but a fourth part of 432. After-

wards these excesses become almost insensible ; and, by ac-

tually computing them, the sum amotmts to no more than

/COO, which is not fully the fourth part of 499J4.
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W.
The demonstration that the lunula cut off by the ellipse

of tlie oval th'jorv frcTi the plane of the e.\-centric, is but iur

sensibly greater than the area of the semi-circle AZC, is to

this purpose-

Let '\B (fig. 68), be bisected in O, draw QR perpendi-

cular to AB, and meeting the excentric in R
;
join RA, RB,

and from S, the centre of the equant, draw to the same cir-

cumference the line ST parallel to R3 ; join BT, AT, and
from A as a centre, with the distance AR, describe an arch

cutting AT in V, and BT in X, and join AX.
Since R is at an equal distance from both A and B, AR

will be the mean distance of the planet from A the sun. But
because .S i' is parallel to BR, and AX = AR, the point X
is the position of the planet in its oval orbit, at the time CBR
or CST, and when in the excentric it would be found in !\

;

and TX, that part of BT which is intercepted between the

arch RX and the excentric, will nearly m.easure the extreme
breadth of the lunula CXKRT. It would be accurately

measured by a line from X parallel to QR.
From B draw to AR the perpendicular EZ. Then will

XT be double of AZ. For, join RT, and from R draw to

BT the perpendicular RN ; and Irom X to AR the perpen-

dicular XO. Then, since ABR = BST, and BT = BR =
AR, and BS = AB, the triangle TSB will be similar and
equal to RBA. Therefore AB will be parallel and equal to

TR ; and, since RN is parallel and equal to BZ, AZ v>'iU

be = TN. Since, also, RN = OX, and BR = AR = AX,
and the angles at O and N right, the triangles BRN, AXO,
will be similar and equal ; and therefore AO = BN ; and,

consequently AZ = NX. Therefore TN = NX, and TX
= 2AZ. Since, then, a perpendicular RN is drawn from a
point R in the circumference of a circle to its diameter BT,
we shall have RN^ = (BT + BN) TN. But TR^- = AB^
-= RN^ + TN^ ; and therefore AB» = (BT + BN) TN +
TN' = 2BT. TN = BT. TX. But, according to Archir
medes, BT-' is to BT. TX nearly as the area of the circle to

the area of the ellipse ; and therefore BT- — BT. TX, or

BT-— AB^ will be nearly the difference between these areas,

that is, nearly equal to twice the lunula CXKR1\
The point X is a point of the orbit described by the assist-

ance of the vicarious theory : and as it falls so far within the

eUipse CNK, whose excentricity is BA, and its greater axis

CK, the errors of the oval theory, and the propiiety of the

improvement afterwards made upon it, become evident al-

Biost by inspection.

But
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Bat it was not only necessary to find the quadrature of the

lunula, but also to divide it in any given ratio by a line drawn
from the excentric point A ; and one of Kepler's attempts for

this pvirjiose was as follows. Let the se.ni-circle CFK (fig. 64)
be, as formerly, extended into the straight line cflc (fig, 65),
which is divided into the same number of equal parts, by per-

pendiculars ca, fin, &c. representing the distances from A. Let
the quadrant CF be = if; and in /« take towards a the part

fr, such that it may be to the longest of the lines ba, that is,

to the excentricity, as la to the semi-diameter be ; and in the

same manner in ea, the part es, which may be to the next

longest ia, as this also is to the semi-diameter ; and so on
continually, till all the lines of this kind be determined ; so

as to represent the breadth of the lunula at all the correspond-

ing poiHts of the serai-circle: and let all the points thus found
be joined by the curve ctM-vxIc.

Since, then, the whole space included between rfk and the

curve aon, is double of the area of the semi- circle, it seemed
probable that the space included between cjl; and the curve

crk, was also double of the lunula ; and every portion of it, as

cL/, double of the correspondent portion of the lunula. But
not finding any geometrical demonstration of these things,

he again implores the assistance of geometers.

• X.

Tn Ins attempts for the rectification of the oval circnmfer-

ence, Kepler endeavoured to derive some assistance from
geometry. For, let BC :. BA :: BA : CN (fig. 70), so that

CN shall be equal to the extreme breadth of the lunula ; and
from B, towards N, take BL = -ICN On the centre L, with

the distance LC, describe the circle COM, touching the ex-

centric la C; and. on the centre B, with the distance BN,
describe the circle NOM, which consequently will touch the

oval CEK in O, the extremity of its conjugate axis BO, and
the circle CQM in M, a point of the line of apsides. It is

evident that the circle NOM is less than COM, and CQM
less than CHK; and, since the semi-diameters CB, CL, and
BN, cf these circles are in aiithmetical proportion, the cir-

cumference CQM will be an arithmetical miCan between CHK
and NOM.

Since, therefore, the oval circumference COK touches

CHK in C and K, and NOM in O, and the point opposite

to O, it seems not to differ sensibly in length from the cir-

cumference COM.
It appears however to be somewhnt, thcugh very inconsi-

dprably, longer. For the area cf a circle, v\'hc;je semi-diameter

is
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1^ a georrietHcal rhean between the two semi-axes of an ellipse,

is equal to the area of the ellipse ; and supposing the present

oval sensibly equal to an ellipse described on the same axes,

its circumference will therefore be longer than that of the

circle now mentioned, and probably therefore longer than the

circumference CyM. For the semi-diameter of CQM is an
arithmetical mean between CB and BN ; and therefore longer

than a geometrical mean, though, in the present circum-
stances, very inconsiderably.

Since, then, CN = 8,58, BL = 429, and BC = 100000,
we shall have LC = 99571 ; and, since 100000 : 99571 ::

3(30^ : 358^ 27' 20", this will be the length of the whole oval

circumference, and therefore its half COK = 179° 13' 40''.

It was not however from this investigation, but from the la-

borious calculations above mentioned, that Kepler concluded
it to be = 179° 14' 15".

As the decurtation of the oval circumference is nearly

equal to the optical amplification of it, Kepler also observesj

that the laborious operation, of first shortening and after-

wards enlarging every particular arch of the oval, might
perhaps be thought unnecessary ; and no doubt it would have
been unnecessary, if the decurtation and amplification had
in all points of the orbit been the same. But though the de-

curtation be in all points the same, the optical amplification

is variable ; and, for example, the defect of the whole oval

semi-circumference being 45' 45", the decurtation of every
degree of it must be =. 15"; whereas, at the aphelion, the

optical amplification of an arch of 1° does not exceed i".

Y.

Though the attempts to be now mentioned for deducing
the equations of Mars, in the oval theory, were equally un-
successful with the rest, it seems impossible to form a just
conception, either of the character of Kepler, or of his pro-
gress in the prosecution of his discoveries, without consider-
ing them.

1. He calculated for the excentricity 9165, all the dis-
tances of the planet from the sun, which corresponded to com-
pleat degrees of that kind of anomaly, which is a mean be-
tween the true and mean anomalies ; and which, as being
only useful in calculating distances, he called the distantiary
anomaly. This is the angle LAH (fig. 69), for LBH in that
figure represents the mean anomaly. The sum of these dis-
tances he found = 35924252, and less than 36000000, ' the
sura of 360 semi-diameters

; for it is the sum only of ISO
lines drawn through A to meet the excentric. He then had

A a this
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this analogy, as 35924252 to 360", or the whole periodical
time, so is the sum of any given number of distances to the
time required ; and with a view of obtaining accuracy, each
distance employed was a mean of the two by which every
arch was terminated.

This procedure however led to an absurdity ; for, let B
(fig. 71 ), be the centre of the excentric DCL, used for com-
puting the distances, and Avhere DBC represents the mean
anomaly, and let A be the sun, and on A, with the distance
AK = BD, describe the circle KHP. Then, if the distant

liary anomaly DAC be = 45", the sum of the distances of
•all its 45 degrees from A will be = 4867852 ; and from the
analogy 35924252 : 360° :: 4S67852 : 48° 46' 51", this last

tvill represent the time of describing the arch DC ; that is, it

will he equivalent to the area DAC. But this is only a very
little greater than the sector DBC ; for if, with the given
angle DAC, and the sides BC, BA, we calculate the angla
or sector DBC, it will be found = 48° 42' 56". In contra-

diction therefore to the hypothesis, the planet wa represented

as moving round A with almost perfect equability.

The cause of the error soon appeared. The distances cor-

responded to equal divisions of the angle CAD, that is, of

the arch KH ; and consequently to unequal divisions of the

arch DC s and, the divisions of DC being longest where the

distances from A were greatest, the distances were too few
in number ; and therefore the area CAD, supposed to be
equivalent to their sum, too small. Th.it his labour, how-
ever, might not be wholly lost, he subtracted from the angle

CAD = 45° of distantiary anomaly, tlie difference 3° 46' 51",

between it and the mean anomaly CBD, and thus obtained

the true anomaly EAD = 41° 13' 9". Then, supposing that

the planet, in the time CBD, described about B an angle

EBD = CAD, he thus collected together as many distances

in the smaller arch ED, or OD, and distributed them among
equal parts of it, as had by mistake been distributed among
unequal parts of Ci-* ; and thus from the distantiary anomaly
CAD and BC, HA, given, he was enabled to calculate every

distance CA = EA, and every physical equation BEA =
C E. But, though the lines EB and CA were here falsely

supposed parallel, the equati. us differed very little from those

deduced in the original form of the theory (156). For to the

Mean anomalies. The true anom. were Vicarious theory. Differences.

4S°42'59" 4-1° 13' 9'^ 41° 21' 0" 7' 51"—
95 15 31 84 44 18 84 39 18 5 +
138 42 59 l3l 20 24 131 4 7 16 17 +

and the planet's motit ns at the apsides continued too slew,

and at the mean distances too rapid.

2. He
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2. He calculated with the same excentriclty a set of third

proportionals, every one of which was to every one of the

former distances, as that distance to the semi-diameter of the

orbit. These third proportionals were also measures of the

times in which the planet describes very small arches of its

orbit. For, since the times of describing such arches were as

the squares of their distances, that is, as AH- to AC^ (138),

and AH ; AC :: AC : AF,. these times will also be as AH
to AF. This procedure however supposed, that the distance

AC was both of a just magnitude, and in a jut position;

or that the orbit, contrary to the theory, was a perfect circle.

I'lie effects therefore were v.hat might have been expected.

The distances between the apsides being too long, the third

proportionals were also too long ; and consequently the pla-

net's motions were in these parts too slow, and at the apsides

too rapid. For to the

True anom. The mean anom. were Vicarious theory. Difference!.

4,5° 0' 0" 52° 3!/ 40" 52° 53' 0'' 15' 20"—
90 100 29 12 100 34 30 5 18 —
135 142 10 47 142 9 1 47 +

On adding together the third proportionals, Kepler found,

with some surprize, that their sum was precisely = 36000000;
and he proposes the fact in this manner for the investigation

of geometers. Let two equal circles CD, KH, be described

on tlie centres B and A ; join AB, producing it to meet CD
in D, L, and KH in K, P ; divide the circumference KHP
into 360 equal arches, draw through all the points of division

lines AK, AH, AP, Sec. cutting the circumference DCI^ in

D, C, L, &c. and make AK : AD :: AD : AG ; and AH :

AC :: AC : AF ; and AP : AL :: AL : AM, &c. It is re-

quired to demonstrate, that AG + AF + AM, &c. =
36000000.

3. As, by calculating the distances and third proportionals

corresponding to equal divisions of the angle CAD, this angle
no longer represented the distantiary anomaly, but instead of'

it the true, and rendered the orbit in the second attempt a
circle; so, for a third attempt he reduced, by the common
rule of analogy, his distances from unequal divisions of the
excentric, to become the distances for equal divisions of it

;

and then, with the excentric anomaly CD, or CBD, consist-

ing of any given number, suppose 45, of these divisions, he
calculated the angle CAD, and added together the 45 dis-

tances of the divisions in CD, in order to give him the time
in which CAD was described. But the same mistake was by
these means repeated ; for CAD being the true, and not the
distantiary anomaly, the distances were represented as being

A a 2 just,
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just, in position as well as magnitude, and the orbit aga:ht
became a perfect circle, in which the motions, as before, were
too rapid at the apsides, and too slow about the mean dis^
tances. For the effects were these

:

Mean anom. True anom. Vicarious theory. DifTercnces.

4S°38'3r' 41°31' 0" 41° 17' 6'^ 13' 54" +
95 13 58 84 45 50 84 37 45 8 5 +
138 45 41 131 1 52 131 7 13 5 24 —

.

4. He next calculated a set of third proportionals to the
distances now described, which corresponded to compleat
degrees of excentric anomaly CD. Their sum was found to

be = 36384621. But by these the errors were increased.

For the sum of the distances was 36075562 ; and if the first

45 of these gave too long a time for describing the arch CD,
the third proportionals belonging to them must have given a
time still longer.

5. His next recourse therefore was to the table of true ano-

malies, calculated on the principles of the vicarious theory,

and to the former combination of it with the oval theory, rn

order to obtain distances, accurate both in position and mag-
nitude (152). Since, then, the distances AH (fig. 69), cor-

responding to compleat degrees of mean anomaly LBH, or
LDG, corresponded of consequence to fractional parts of

true anomaly LAK, he reduced them by the common rule

of proportion to compleat degrees of true anomaly, and found
that the sum of such distances, now corresponding to all the

equal angles about the point A, Avas 35770014. But the pro-

cedure continued to be unsuccessiail. For, though the sum
was less than 360 semi-diametcis, the divisions of the angle

LAG being equal, those of the oval EK were rendered un-
equal, and too few distances were allotted to it in the parts

towards the aphelion ; insomuch, that when their sum was
added together to make up the area EKA, it did not come
out equal to the assumed mean anomaly EBH. For example,

if EBH be equal to 48° 44', the angle EAH of distantiary

anomaly will, from BH and BA also given, be found = 45",

and the distance AH = 105784; but this distance is, by
the vicarious hypothesis, carried upwards to AK; and the

true anomaly given by that hypothesis is EAK = 41° 22'.

V/hen this angle EAK, therefore, is divided into equal parts,

it contains only 41 distances, and something more than a

third ; and the sum of these will not give an area EKA
cqu.d to the sector or mean anomaly EBH, but an area

much less.

6. A sixth attempt therefore was made, by calculating a

set of third proportionals to the semi-diameters, and every

/ one
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one of the distances now described; and these therefore were
measures of the times in which the planet describes those

arches of its orbit, which subtend equal and indefinitely small

angles of true anomaly. 'I'heir sum was 35S92403 ; and, as

this was equivalent to the whole periodical time, or 3(j0*, so

the time, or mean anomaly corresponding to any given num-
ber of them, was found by the common rule of analogy. The
results were these :

True anom. Mean anom. Vicarious theory. DiHerences.

41° 0' 0" 4,8° 24^' 3" 48° 12' 9" 5' 1"+
81 91 SO 39 91 34 8 3 29 —
91 101 28 10 101 34 7 5 27 —
131 138 28 5 133 39 28 11 23 —

It is true, that by increasing the excentricity, the errors

would be diminished ; but the planet would still be too slow

about the apsides, and too rapid in the intermediate parts.

This method was equivalent to that of art. }56, and in prac-

tice more convenient ; and it neglected the supposed revolu-

tion of the planet in an epicycle, and only considered the

variation of its distances from tlie sun ; that is, its libratiQg?.

But though, jon this account, it approached a step nearer to

the truth, the errors shewed the librations to be too great

:

and they clearly appeared to arise from the principles of the
theory, and not from the imperfect manner of expressiog
|:henj in the calculation.

z.

That elongation of the earth, from a line joining the
.centres of the planet and the sun, which will most sensibly

shew any error committed on the planet's distance from the
sun, may be thus investigated.

Let A (hg. 75), be the sun, B the planet, CD the orbit of
the earth. From B draw the straight line BE perpendicular
to BA, and find in BE a point E, such that a circle de-
scribed upon it with the semi-diameter BE, shall touch the
cnbit of the earth. Through the point of contact C, draw
ACE, and the line CF perpendicular to AB. The sine CF
of the required angle CAB, will be to the distance CA of
the earth from the sun, as the excess BF of the distance of
the planet from the sun, above the co-sine of CAB, is to the
planet's distance CA. For EC {= EB) : EA :: CF : CA;
and EC ; EA :: BF : BA ; and, therefore CF : CA :: BF :

BA ; and, since BF differs but little from BD, CF : CA ::

£D : BA.
A a3 If
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extremity G, will be less than PL, at the nearest extremity P,
though the arches GN, PR of the epicycle are equal. But,
since it is now found that the orbit can no longer be consir
dered as circular, and that the planet's distances from the
sun, corresponding to these equal arches of the epicycle, are
AO, AS, and not AK, AL ; the more distant libration GO
is rendered precisely equal to the least distant one PS. It is

true, that still the middle part OS, is greater than either of
the extremes GO, PS, though the arches GN, NR, PK, are
equal ; but Kepler supposed that he could assign a natural
and sufficient cause of this exception.

As he had ascribed the i-evolution of a planet to the irp-

pulse of the sun's magnetical fibres, every way extended in

straight lines from his centre, and continually carried about
by his rotation on an axis ; he endeavours also to shew, that
the librations of a planet, through the versed sines of the
arches of its epicycle, may be ascribed to a like mechanical
cause ; and that there is no necessity for supposing the planet
endowed with animation or intelligence.

His theory on this subject principally consists in applying

to the planets Gilbert's doctrine concerning the earth, and
which he had also applied to the sun, that every one of them
may be considered as a great magnet ; and he endeavours to

account for the librations now demonstrated to take place,

and which were afterwards found to produce an elliptical

orbit, by the constant parallelism of that axis, which joins

the planet's magnetical poles, to a line perpendicular to the

line of apsides.

Let EGH (fig. 7(5), be a great magnet representing the

planet Mars, FF the magnetical axis which joins the attrac-

tive pole E, and the repulsive pole F, and whose positions, in

all the various points C, D, K, T, of the orbit, are always in

a line perpendicular to ABC ; and let the axis EF be bi-

sected by the perpendicular diameter GH. It is evident that,

when, in the course of the planet's constant revolution, it is

found in the apsis C, or T, it will have no tendency either to

approach the sun, or to withdraw from hi™ ; because the

perpendicular GH, coinciding with the line ot apsides, passes

through the centre of the sun ; and the angles ACK, ACF,
being equal, the attractive and repulsive forces are i>i eqvi'

lihrio But when, in the descending semi-circle, the planet

comes to the point K, and the magnetical axis is in the line

KA, passing through the centre of the sun, the attractive

force, because the attractive pole E is nearest the sun, will

be at its maximum ; and the ])ortion of the diameter through
which it librates (as OS in fig. 6.3), will be greatest ; and in

the opposite point the repulsive force will in like nianner be

at
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at its maximum ; and in either case such force may be repre-

sented by the whole line EF. It may hence also appear why
the extreme librations of the planet, (as GO, PS, in fig. 63),
fhough equal in length, are made in unequal times ; both,

because magnets attract each other more torcibly at a less

than at a greater distance, and because the planet, near the

perihelion, is more rapidly impelled forwards by the solar

fibres.

In all cases the attractive force will be as the sine of the

true anomaly. Let the planet, for exampl<^, be in the point

D, where the true anomaly is the angle CAD =r IIDH, and
the attractive pole E be inclined, the angle EDA, or EDR,
to the line DR, passing through the centre of the sun: and
through R draw to El' the perpendicular RL. According to

the principles of the balance, the attractive force will, in this

case, be represented by the line EL, and the repulsive force

by EL ; and, since the whole line FE represents either, when
at their maximum, if we cut off from EL the part FQ = EL,
the line OL will represent the whole attractive force which
acts upon the planet in D ; or if DE, the half of FE, be

supposed to measure this force when at its maximum, DL,
the half of QL, v/ill measure it when the planet is in D. But
DL is = RM, the sine of the true anomaly RIJH ; and
therefore the force by which the planet is attracted to the

sun, in the descending semi-circle, and by which it is in like

manner repelled from him in the ascending semi-circle of ex-

centric anomaly, is always as the sine of the true anomaly.

But all observations testify that the libratlon itself, pro-

duced by either of these forces, is not as the sine of the true

anomaly, but as the versed sine of the excentric anomaly ;

and therefore, if this should be also found to be the effect

produced by magnetical force, th re would be a probable
method for accounting for the planetary librations, without
having recourse to intelligence or animation. Certainly this

seems to be very nearly the case ; for, since the sine of every

i^rcli RH of true anomaly is the measure of the attractive

force in that degree ef it, the sum of these sines will be
nearly the measure of all the attractions or impressions made
by it, in all degrees of anomaly ; and the libration is the

elFect of all these impressions joined together. But the sum
of the sines of the arch RH, answering to all the degrees, or.

indefiniiely small equal parts, into which it is divided, is to

the sum of the sines of the quadrant ERH, divided into like

parts, nearly as HM, the versed sine of RH, to the semi-

diameter HD. For example, if RH be = 15°, since the sum
of the sines of 15° is = 208166, and the sum of the sines of
00" = 57ii<Ji31, we shall have 57S9-l'il : 203166 :: 100000 :

353 hi
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3594 ; now the versed sine of 15° to the same radius, is =
f>01<7- In hke manner the sum of 30 sines is = 792598; and
57S94'31 : 792598 :: 100000 : 13691 ; and the versed sine of
50° is = 13397 : and still in like manner the sum of 60 sines

is = 2908017; and 5789431 : 2908017:: 100000: 50000,
TV'hich is also the versed of 60°. These ratios, indeed, differ

considerably at the beginning of the quadrant ; for 1745 is

the sine of 1°
; and 5789431 : 1745 :: loOOOO : 30 ; whereas

the versed sine of 1° is only 15. But it ought to be consi-

dered, that as the librations increase, the diflFerence of the

ratios becomes insensible.

This reasoning, indeed, only shews that the librations are

nearly as the versed sines of the true anomalies, whereas the

observations testify that they are as the versed sines of the ex-

centric anomalies HDN = CBD ; which in the first and
fourth quadrants are always greater than the true. But it is

evident that, by the substitution of the versed sines of excen-

tric anomaly, the reasoning would become less exception-

able ; for, as they are greater than the versed sines of true

anomaly, so likewise are the last terms in all the above ana-

logies.

It appears, then, from the example of a magnet, that those

librations of a planet which produce an elliptical orbit, may
with some probability be ascribed to a mechanical cause

;

without having recourse to the supposition of the planet's

being endowed with intelligence ; and Kepler also endea-

vours to prove, that this supposition would render the expli-

cation much more difficult, if not impossible.

In this explication the magnetical axis is supposed to be

perfectly different from that of the planet's diurnal rotation ;

and the m.agnet to be an interior globe, within the exterior

surface of the planet, and unaffected by its rotation.

Bb.

That the excentric area GDA increases in the same ratio

with the sum of the correspondent diametral distarites, may
easily appear from the principles employed in the fluxionary

calculus; and these are the principles from which Kepler
evidently derived the proposition.

Let GB (fig. 79), be the diameter of tlie circle GED,
whose circumference is divided into any number (suppose

260), of indefinitely small equal parts GE, EF, EG, GH,
HD, &c. so that the arches GE, GF, GG, GH, GD, of ex-

centric anomaly increase uniformly by the common difference

EG ; the sine DC of the arch GD, will be equal to EG (cos.

GE -f- COS. GF
-f-

cos. GG + cos. GH + cos. GD).
Let
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Let EP, FQ, OR, HS, DC, be the smes, and BP, BQ,
BR, BS, BC, the co-shies of the arches GE, OF, GG, GH,
GD ; from E, F, G, H, draw to the sines the oerpendiculars

EV, FX, GY, HZ, and join BE, BF, BG, BlI, BD.

It is evident that DC = EP + FV + GX + HY + DZ.
Bat BE : BP :: GE : EP = GE.BP = GE. cos. GE,

(for GE is sensibly =: tan. GE)
and BF : BQ :: EF : FV = EF.BO = GE. cos. GF,

BG : BR :: FG : GX = FG.BR = GE. cos. GG,
BH : BS :: GH i HY = GH.BS = GE. cos. GH,
BD : BC :: HD : DZ = AD.BC = GE. cos. GD.

Therefore DC = GE (cos. GE + cos. GF + cos. GG +
cos. GH + cos. GD). The sines therefore of excentric ano-

maly increase in the ratio of the sum of as many co-sines of

excentric anomaly, as there are points of equal division in

the arches of which they are the sines.

Rut the circular area GDA consists of two parts ; the sec-

tor GBD, and the triangular area ABD.
And the sum of the diametral distances consists also of

two parts; the sum of the semi-diameters drawn from B, to

the points of equal division in GD, and the sum of the lines

BK, BL, BM, BN, BO.
Now the sector GBD increases precisely as the number of

]the semi-diameters.

And the triangle ABD increases as the sine DC ; for it is

AB
equal to DC. -77--* and it has now been proved that tlie

sine DC increases as the sum of the co-sines of GD.
Therefore the triangle ABD increases as the sum of the

co-sines of GD.
But the lines BK, BL, BM, BN, BO, are the co-sines cor-

responding to the same divisions of GD, raulliplied into AB,
and therefore their sum increases in the same ratio vviih the

sum of the co-sines of GD ; that is, in the same ratio with

the triangle ABD.
Therefore the whole area GDA increases in the same ratio

with the sum of the diametral distances corresponding to the

equal divisions of GD.
The reason, therefore, was evident why the method of

areas was so unsuccessful, while the circumferential distances

were considered as tlie just distances. For the sum of--any

pair of them drawn from A to opposite poipts of the excen-

tric near the extremities of the diameter GAT (fig. 78), is

indeed nearly equal to the sum of two semi-diameters ; but,

the sum of AD, Ad, drawn to the points D, cl, more distant

from G and T, is much greater ; and at M and N, 90'^ from

G and
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G and T, the excess of the sum of AM + AN, above the

3nm of two semi-diameters, becomes the greatest possible-

The excess therefore of any sum of circumferentiils, above
the sum of an equal number of semi-diameters, does not
increase as the number of the lines summed, and much
less as the sines of excentric anomaly increase ; for the

difference ot such sines gradually diminishes, till towards
90° cf anomaly it wholly vanishes ; whereas, the excess now
mentioned increases towards 90° with greatest rapidity. But
the circular areas GDA increase, in the part GBD, precisely

us the number of the lines summed ; and, in the part ABl^,
precisely as the sines of excentric anomaly ; and therefore

cannot justly measure those sums of circumferentials which
increase in ratios entirely different.

C G.

The reason of Kepler's doubts concerning his conclusion,

that the arch of the ellipse ought to terminate in a point F
of the ordinate DC, v/as that by first dividing the excentric

into equal arches, and drawing ordinates to the axis GT
from the points of division, the ellipse would be divided by
these ordinates into unequal arches. But the object which
seemed to be proposed in calculating the equations of any
orbit, was to estimate and compare together the times in

which equal arches of it .were described ; and therefore,

though it was certain that all the distances of the planet from
the point A, occupied by the sun, were diametral and not cir-

cumferential distances, he questioned if they should not ter-

minate in a point Z of the diameter BD, rather than in a
point F of the ordinate DC. It was considered, indeed, as

an answer to this difficulty, that, even if the ellipse were di-

vided into equal arches, the ratio between them and their

times could not be obtained by the circular areas ; for the

times, taken together, of describing two such opposite equal

arches at the apsides G and T, would as much exceed the

times of describing them at K and /•, at the distance of 90°

from the apsides, as the greater axis GA -f AT exceeds the

less axis KB + BX- ; and therefore the times, taken together,

of describing opposite arches, could not be rendered equal,

except by diminishing the arches at the apsides, and increas-

ing them in departing from the apsides. But, though this

was the very effect produced in the method of division by or-

dinates ; it was not a sufficient solution of the difliculty : and
tliough this consideration made it evident, that the arches at

the apsides ought to be the least, it did not make it evident

that
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tbat tlieir precise terminations should be in the ordinatefs

dnnvn through the points of equal division in the excentric.

Kepler therefore f<irther considered, that if the ellipse

GKT should be divided into equal arches, and the elliptical

areas GFA, GKA, GKTG, should be used to measure the

sums of the distances corresponding to the points of equal
division in GF, GFK, GKT, the same error would be com-
mitted in the ellipse, which was committed with respect to

the circle, when, in deducing the solar equations, he used the

circular area<^:nstead of the sums of the circumferential dis-

tances. For, as there the areas of the circle were only the

sums of the diametral distances, and less than the sum of
the circumferential, so here his substitution of the ellip-

tical areas for the sums of the distances of equal arches

of the ellipse was employing also too small a measure of those

sums ; for it was substituting, for example, the distances YF,
Yf, that is, FB/i in place of the greater distances AF + A,^

Besides, the elliptical ai'eas were unfit measures of the sums
of such distances upon another account, that, to wit, they

increased precisely in the same ratio with the circular areas ;

whereas, the increase of the excess of the distances from A,
above the distances from the centre B, was made in a very

different ratio.

At the beginning, indeed, G or T, of the quadrants of
.

anomaly GK, T/-, no error could be committed by substi-

tuting GBT for AG + AT ; but, if at either end of it, K
or k, we should substitute KB/(- for AK + Ai, the errors

would be KM, /;N, and at their maximum ; and the just dis-

tance would be to the error as BM to KM. If, therefore,

the whole sum of the distances should be measured by the

area of tiie ellipse, a standard thus erring in defect, the de-

fect, when it came to be distributed among the particular

distances of every equal arch, would render every one of
them, that is, would exhibit the times of describing these equal
arches as, too short. Even AG and AT themselves, that is,

the times of describing such equal arches at the apsides,

would be shortened ; for, though they contributed their full

quota to the composition of the area, they would not receive

it back in the distribution.

But if the ellipse should be divided into unequal arches,

by ordinates to the axis drawn through all the points of
equal division in the excentric, the errors committed by
using the areas of the ellipse, though a defective standard,

would by the form of the areas be compleatly remedied.
For the indefinitely small arches GD, GF, of the circle and
the ellipse, are to each other, at the apsides, sensibly in the

ratio of DC to FC, that, is, of BM to BK, or of the real

distance
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distance to its defective measure ; and, at the end of the

quadrants, the indefinitely small arches DM and FK arc

sensibly equal, in the same manner as at the apsides, the

standard GBT was equal to AG + AT. As therefore the

substitution of the areas shortened the distances at G and T,
and added to their length at K and /•, so now, when the

elliptical arches are determined by ordinatcs drawn from
the points of equal division in the circle, the arches of the

apsides are shortened where the distances are shortened, and
at K and It lengthened where the distances are lengthened ;

and thus the times and arches made to continue in their due
proportion.

At the intermediate parts again of the quadrant, Kepler
considered that the excess of FA -f AF above FB/j increases

rapidly from small beginnings, till at the angular distance of
45° from the apsides, the velocity of increase comes to its

maximum ; and from tlience the velocity of increase is di-

minished, till at 90^ it ceases to increase. Now the increase

of the elliptical arches, determined by ordinates, observes the

same rate of progress ; for, at the apsides, the arch is to its

increment as CF to FD ; but as the arch is small, so is its in-

crement ; and at the end of the quadrant DM and FK, are

nearly equal, and consequently the increments are again di-

minished. They must therefore, like the excesses, have varied

most at 4'.'5''.

This argumentation, however, was neither geometrical,

nor perfectly satisfactory ; nor was it the foundation of Kep-
ler's practice. It only sei-ved to confirm a conclusion previ-

ously established by experience.

Dd.

Example. Let the given excentric anomrdy be GBD
= 10°.

The first part of the sum of the diametral distances cor-

responding to the equal divisions of G'J, is the sum of the

ten semi-diameters drawn to thess points of division, and =
1000000; and the second part is the sum of the ten co sines

of the excentric anomalies, which terminate in these points,

multiplied into AB, and = 92108. Consequently the re-

quired sum of diametral distances amounts to 109'^108. Con*
sldering then 36000000 as equivalent to the wh le elliptical

area, and 1092108 as equivalent to the particular elliptical

area GFA, we have this analogy 36000000 : 1296000", or

the area of the circle in seconds, as 1092108 s 39^16" =
GDA s= 10° 55' 16".

But
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But GDA Is also = GBD + ABD = GBD + DC.~
= 10° + 4632. sin. 10° = 4632.]736k8 = 80443380, in

parts of which the area of the circle contains 31415926536,
and as this whole area is equivalent to 1296000", the area
ABD v.-iil be equivalent to 3318" = 53' 18". The' whole
area GD.\ therefore thus computed, is = 10° 55' 18", differ-

ing only by 2" from the former result.

FINIS.

T. GiUei, Pfii.ter, Salisbury-square.
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